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TO THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

Preface 

The Advisory Task Force on Minnesota Corporation Law was 
formed in May, 1979, as a cooperative effort of the Minnesota 
Senate, the Secretary of State of Minnesota, and the 
Corporation, Banking, and Business Law Section of the Minnesota 
State Bar Association .. Pursuant to written agreements with the 
Rules and Administration Committee of the Minnesota Senate, the 
Task Force committed to carry on a systematic analysis of 
Minnesota's business corporation laws (principally sections 
301.01 to 301.67 of the Minnesota Statutes and related statutory 
provisions) and to develop and submit to the Minnesota Senate by 
December 31, 1980, a proposal for revising and modernizing 
Minnesota's business corporation laws to meet the legitimate and 
contemporary business needs of local businesses, large and 
small, whose corporate affairs are governed by those laws. 

The Task Force is pleased to submit this Report and the 
accompanying proposed bill to enact a new Minnesota Business 
Corporation Act in fulfillment of its undertaking. We urge that 
the Minnesota Legislature enact the proposed new Minnesota 
Business Corporation Act during the 1981 Session. 

The substance of this Report follows these prefatory 
comments. First, we describe the problems·posed by our present 
business corporation laws, point out contemporary approaches to 
corporate law revision undertaken elsewhere, detail the approach 
adopted and followed by the Task Force as it developed the 
proposed new Minnesota Business Corporation Act, and highlight 
the most significant provisions of the proposed new act. 
Second, our Reporter's section-by-section analysis of the 
proposed new act follows that discussion and details for each 
section the derivation of the section, the present Minnesota 
statutory counterpart, any change from present law, and an 
explanation of the section. Finally, we set forth the text of 
the proposed act. 

The members of the Task Force and its Committees are 
lawyers. They devoted countless hours to this project in the 
process of reading voluminous research materials and researching 
numerous substantive and policy questions on their own, 
attending many meetings, debating, deliberating, and, finally, 
developing the proposed new Minnesota Business Corporation Act. 
The Task Force and its Committees met a total of 60 times for a 
total of 205 hours. 

Thirteen persons served on the Task Force: Robert W. Boyd, 
Richard J. FitzGerald, Avron L. Gordon (Chairman, Liquidations 
and Dissolutions Committee), Williams J. Hay, John S. Hibbs 
(Chairman), Paul A. Magnuson, Robert A. Minish, Lawrence 
Perlman, Robert J. Sefkow, Ralph Strangis (Chairman, Fundmental 
Changes Committee), Burt E. Swanson, Torn Togas, and Robert B. 
Whitlock (Chairman, Shareholder Rights Committee). Twenty-six 
additional persons served on active Committees of the Task 
Force: William F. Archerd, Thomas M. Brown, Earl F. Colborn, 
Jr. (Chairman, Close Corporations Committee), Patrick J. 
Delaney, Charlton Dietz, William T. Dolan, Thomas D. Feinberg, 
George P. Flannery, Gerald T. Flom, James T. Hale, Robert J. 
Johnson, D. William Kaufman, Glenn R. Kessel, Logan Langworth, 
Richard G. Lareau (Chairman, Directors and Officers Committee), 
James B. Lund, Gerald E. Magnuson, Professor Joseph E. Olson, 
Michael Prichard, Jerry F. Rotman, Henry J. Savelkoul, Paul J. 
Scheerer, Neil I. Sell, Archibald C. Spencer, Paul M. Torgerson, 
and Sherman Winthrop. The differing perspectives of the members 
of the Task Force and the Committees produced particularly 
lively debate and finely-honed provisions in the proposed new 
act, reflecting a negotiated and reasonable adjustment of those 
differences. 
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We gratefully acknowledge the work of our Reporter, Bert 
Black, whose exceptional scholarship, administrative talents, 
and substantial contributions to the development of the proposed 
new business corporation act cannot be overstated. He 
coordinated all activities of the Task Force and each of its 
Committees, somehow kept the project on schedule, helped the 
Task Force develop and then adhere to its approach, assured that 
members of the Task Force and the Committees analyzed both sides 
of all policy issues ·and were aware of the differing policies 
reflected in the laws of other states, produced detailed 
research on a multitude of issues on short notice, drafted 
countless versions of proposed sections of the act and much of 
the final proposed act itself, and prepared the 
section-by-section analysis of the proposed act included in this 
Report. 

We are also indebted to six Liaison Representatives to the 
Task Force from the legislative and executive branches of 
government of the State of Minnesota: Peter S. Wattson, 
Minnesota Senate Counsel, whose considerable expertise, complete 
objectivity, superior drafting skills, and long hours devoted to 
this project were invaluable to the Task Force; Sue Halverson, 
Special Assistant Attorney General in the Consumer Protection 
Division of the Office of the Minnesota Attorney General; Mark 
Winkler, Deputy Secretary of State at the time the Task Force 
was formed; Randy Sayers, Director of the Corporations Division 
of the Office of the Secretary of State of Minnesota; Tracy 
Godfrey, representing the Minnesota Department of Economic 
Development; and Daniel W. Hardy, Assistant to the Commissioner 
of the Securities Division of the Minnesota Department of 
Commerce. Our Liaison Representatives participated actively in 
meetings of the Task Force, helped us focus on problems, policy 
considerations, and solutions from the perspective of agencies 
of government and the public generally, suggested various 
provisions that appear in the proposed act, and otherwise 
contributed importantly to the development of the proposed new 
business corporation act. 

The early work of the Task Force was aided significantly by 
Amy A. Anderson, Paul C. Dorn, Philip Finkelstein, and Karmen 
Nelson, who served as our research assistants while students at 
the University of Minnesota Law School. Numerous other students 
at the University of Minnesota Law School and the Hamline 
University School of Law also rendered valuable legal research 
assistance to the Task Force and its Committees. 

We benefited considerably from the thoughtful comments and 
suggestions submitted to us by many lawyers, law professors, and 
organizations in response to our exposure draft of the proposed 
new business corporation act. Of particular assistance to the 
Task Force as it developed the final version of the proposal 
were the extensive critiques of the exposure draft submitted by 
Professor Richard M. Buxbaum of the School of Law at the 
University of California, Berkeley; Professor Andrew W. Haines 
of William Mitchell College of Law; Professor Harry J. 
Haynsworth of the University of South Carolina School of Law; 
Raymond B. Ondov of Austin, Minnesota; Paul Marinac of the 
Office of the Minnesota Revisor of Statutes; Bernard Rosenberg 
of Minneapolis; Professor W. Edward Sell of the University of 
Pittsburgh School of Law; Professor Stanley Siegel of the School 
of Law at the University of California, Los Angeles; Archibald 
C. Spencer of Minneapolis; Michael J. Welsh of St. Paul; the 
Corporate Counsel Association of Minnesota; and members of the 
Committee on Corporate Laws of the Corporation, Banking, and 
Business Law Section of the American Bar Association. 

Finally, we acknowlege our debt to the University of 
Minnesota Law School and the Office of Senate Counsel of the 
State of Minnesota for invaluable technical and support services 
furnished to the Task Force throughout this project. 
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Background 

The Minnesota Supreme Court, in National New Haven Bank v. 
Northwestern Guaranty Loan Co., 61 Minn. 375, 386, 63 N.W. 1079, 
1082 (1895), made the following observation about Minnesota's 
business corporation laws of the 1890's: 

Every case adds new proof to what has been so often 
remarked--that the statutes of this state regulating 
corporations are crude, inconsistent and in conflict 
with each other, and it is often difficult to spell 
out of them the real intent of the legislature. 

This observation would be essentially accurate if made today. 

The Advisory Task Force on Minnesota Corporation Law was 
formed because of mounting concern that the corporation laws 
governing Minnesota business corporations are technically and 
substantively deficient, out of date, and a source of confusion 
and frustration in the modern business world for shareholders, 
directors, officers, creditors, governmental agencies, lawyers, 
and the courts. 

Minnesota has the second oldest business corporation laws 
in the nation. Our present "business corporation act" is found 
in sections 301.01 to 301.67 of the Minnesota Statutes and was 
enacted in 1933, partially on the basis of chapter 300 and 
partially on the basis of the old "Uniform Business Corporation 
Act" which was relatively contemporary iri 1933. It applies to 
all Minnesota business corporations formed after its enactment 
other than banks, savings banks, building and loan associations, 
trust ·companies and insurance companies, and to pre-1933 general 
business corporations that did not timely exercise their right 
to reject it. Our business corporation act has been amended 
from time to time and in piecemeal fashion since 1933, but it is 
still basically 1933 legislation in terms of language, style, 
and underlying philosophy. 

The corporation laws governing most Minnesota business 
corporations are not confined to the business corporation act 
contained in sections 301.01 to 301.67, although this lack of 
exclusivity is somewhat obscured by deficient 
cross-referencing. Business corporations formed or coming under 
those sections are also governed by substantive provisions of 
corporation law contained in chapter 300 (e.g., sections 300.03, 
300.04, 300.081, 300.10, 300.11, 300.25, 300.36, 300.49, 300.59, 
300.61, 300.63, 300.66, and 300.67) and in chapter 316 (e.g., 
sections 316.02, 316.03, 316.04, 316.05, 316.06, and 316.10). 

Chapter 300 is Minnesota's former general business 
corporation law. Allowing for sporadic and piecemeal 
legislative interruptions, portions of chapter 300 find their 
historical statutory basis in the Minnesota Laws of 1858 (the 
year Minnesota was granted statehood) and, as to some 
provisions, in our Territorial Laws of 1851. Today, chapter 300 
is the principal body of business corporation law applicable to 
banks, savings banks, building and loan associations, trust 
companies, insurance companies, and public service corporations, 
as well as a few general business corporations formed before 
1933. 

Chapter 316 contains rules governing certain actions 
against corporations. The legislative antecedents of most of 
the provisions of chapter 316 also date back to the 1850's. 

The Corporations Division of the Office of the Secretary of 
State informed the Task Force that 6,000 to 7,000 new Minnesota 
business corporations are incorporated annually. A sampling of 
new incorporations undertaken by the Corporation Division and 
the Reporter of the Task Force indicates that in excess of 90 
percent of the Minnesota business corporations formed each year 
are closely-held and that a substantial number of them are 
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formed without legal assistance. 

Needlessly structured formality pervades our business 
corporation laws. Few opportunities exist for closely-held 
corporations or publicly-owned corporations to use the more 
informal and flexible procedures that are available to business 
corporations in most other states. Our business corporation 
laws not only fail to reflect these developments elsewhere, but 
effectively mandate outdated practices and prohibit shareholders 
and corporate managers from adopting contemporary practices; in 
other respects, our laws simply fail to provide necessary 
authorization for the adoption of other contemporary practices. 

A specific recitation of each deficiency in our business 
corporation laws would serve no particularly useful purpose here. 
However, a general description of some of the more serious 
deficiencies is illustrative. Our Minnesota business 
corporation laws: 

(1) Impede the ability of shareholders to obtain various 
information, both economic and noneconomic, relevant to their 
investment in a corporation; 

(2) Fail to reflect the marked changes in recent years in 
methods of accounting for business transactions and remain 
wedded, in varying degrees, to such outmoded concepts as "par 
value", "stated capital", "earned surplus", "paid-in surplus", 
and "net earnings", which were originally devised to protect the 
rights of shareholders and creditors, but which no longer serve 
that purpose; 

(3) Do not adequately take into account the needs and 
practices of closely-held corporations, whicb, as indicated, 
comprise more than 90 percent of all Minnesota business 
corporations; 

(4) Require, for no compellingly useful purpose, that new 
business corporations publish a notice of incorporation and 
record amendments of articles of incorporation, among other 
documents, with county recorders, producing essentially needless 
paper work and expense; 

(5) Force reference to provisions of chapter 300 for the 
authority of a corporation governed by sections 301.01 to 301.67 
to make charitable contributions or to furnish, wholly or 
partially at its own expense, pensions and medical, 
hospitalization, accident, and disability insurance; 

(6) Fail to recognize the contemporary fact that, in many 
instances, directors, particularly those who are not officers or 
employees of a corporation, must rely on information or advice 
furnished to them by officers, employees, or experts in reaching 
decisions; 

(7) Do not expressly recognize the contemporary practice in 
other states permitting corporate directors substantial 
flexibility in the decision-making process, including delegating 
authority (but not responsibility) to committees of the board in 
addition to an executive committee; 

(8) Compel shareholders and our courts to refer to obscure, 
outdated, and unnecessarily narrow provisions of chapters 300 
and 316 for authority to seek, and to grant, equitable relief 
under various circumstances; 

(9) Contain cumbersome rules with respect to fundamental 
corporate actions, including corporate mergers, exchanges of 
shares, and dissolutions; 

(10) Provide for involuntary dissolution, apparently as an 
intended means of providing a remedy for certain abuses not 
otherwise curable, but condition entitlement to that remedy on 
such stringent and unrealistic standards that involuntary 
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dissolution is almost never available as a remedy for those 
abuses; 

(11) Frustrate current notions of participatory corporate 
democracy by permitting holders of voting shares to block 
proposed corporate actions favored by a substantial majority of 
shareholders simply by absenting themselves from the 
decision-making process; and 

(12) Essentially ignore the evolution of rules relating to 
disclosure and accountability provided for in federal and state 
securities laws. 

These deficiencies are curable, and most states long ago 
set about to update their business corporation laws, often after 
long study and debate, on the basis of then-prevailing needs and 
practices, and largely without regard to outmoded provisions 
already on the books. This pace accelerated after the first 
version of the Model Business Corporation Act was published in 
1946. The Committee on Corporate Laws of the Corporation, 
Banking, and Business Law Section of the American Bar 
Association has since then regularly reviewed and periodically 
updated the Model Act, most recently in 1980. 

The current trend in business corporation laws is 
illustrated by the Model Act, by the Delaware business 
corporation laws and by new business corporation laws adopted in 
the 1970's in Arizona, California, Florida, Michigan, and New 
Jersey, among other states. Portions of the Model Business 
Corporation Act have been adopted in almost all states, 
including in a few, quite limited respects, Minnesota. It is 
significant that the Model Act was long ago used as the basis 
for revised business corporation statutes in our neighboring 
states of Wisconsn (1951), North Dakota (1957), Iowa (1959), and 
South Dakota (1965). 

The current trend reflected in modern business corporation 
laws is toward flexible and enabling legislation and away from 
predominantly restrictive and regulatory legislation. It 
reflects recognition of the fact that since the modern business 
corporation may be national or even international in scope, the 
state of its incorporation may be largely incidental and be 
selected primarily on the basis of which state's business 
corporation law offers the greatest degree of flexibility and 
the most clear-cut recognition of contemporary business needs 
and practices. 

The current trend offers the flexibility needed by business 
corporations today and takes account of evolving federal and 
state securities laws. In addition, most modern business 
corporation laws reflect recent changes in methods of accounting 
for business transactions, and they generally simplify, clarify, 
and modernize the body of law governing business corporations. 
In short, the current trend is to provide for a general 
statutory format for the contemporary conduct of corporate 
business, with sufficient flexibility to enable the parties to 
alter the format as necessary to meet their legitimate needs. 

Approach 

The Task Force began its work in June, 1979. It initially 
sorted out in broad, structural terms the issues confronting 
it. The first questions related to the basic scope of statutory 
focus. The Task Force determined that chapters 300 and 316 of 
the Minnesota Statutes were completely out of date, a 
circumstance that ordinarily would warrant repeal or, at the 
least, extensive revision. However, the Task Force determined 
that it would be inappropriate to repeal or completely revise 
chapter 300 or chapter 316, or even the portions of those 
statutory provisions that also apply to corporations formed or 
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coming under sections 301.01 to 301.67, because serious 
disruptions could occur in long-standing, legitimate practices 
of corporations that are not permitted to incorporate under or 
that rejected the opportunity to come under sections 301.01 to 
301.67. Similarly, the Task Force considered, but subsequently 
rejected, undertaking parallel amendments in the Minnesota 
securities laws. 

Accordingly, the Task Force concluded that it should focus 
primarily on sections 301.01 to 301.67 and only secondarily on 
the sections of chapters 300 and 316 applicable to most 
Minnesota business corporations. After reviewing the business 
corporation laws embodied in those provisions, the Task Force 
further concluded that although some of the policy 
considerations reflected in sections 301.01 to 301.67 and in 
those sections of chapters 300 and 316 continue to have 
validity, the corporation laws governing most Minnesota business 
corporations are generally beyond further piecemeal revision and 
should be replaced by a clearly written, self-contained, and 
contemporary new business corporation act. 

Finally, the Task Force concluded that after a suitable 
transition period, all Minnesota business corporations 
previously formed or coming under sections 301.01 to 301.67 
should become subject to the new business corporation act, 
sections 301.01 to 301.67 should be repealed (the right of 
repeal is reserved in section 301.59), and all pre-1933 business 
corporations that rejected sections 301.01 to 301.67 should have 
an opportunity to elect to come under the new act. 

The Task Force than focused on broad policy questions with 
respect to what functions a sound business corporation law 
should and should not serve. It was realized at the outset that 
a sound business corporation law must clearly reflect the 
still-valid historical nQtion that corporation law, as such, is 
fundamentally a collection of rules for internal governance of 
the rights, powers, duties, liabilities, and responsibilities of 
shareholders, directors, and officers. Ideally, these rules 
should balance the interests of each group with care and with an 
appreciation of the legitimate needs and reasonable expectations 
of each group in the contemporary business world. 

A law that permitted the eitablishment and continuance of 
autocratic, unaccountable management would be wholly untenable. 
On the other hand, a law that placed management in a 
straitjacket and subjected corporate directors and officers to 
attack for every act or failure to act would be equally 
untenable, would seriously disrupt operations of all 
corporations, large or small, and would certainly result in an 
early flight of many Minnesota corporations to other states and 
encourage future organizers of corporations to form their 
corporations elsewhere. Moreover, although a sound business 
corporation law should recognize the legitimate interests of 
creditors, it should balance those interests against the equally 
strong need for certainty in certain corporate transactions. 

The fundamental functions of a sound business corporation 
law are: 

(1) To provide a modern, flexible, and certain framework 
for governing private rights, which can readily be adapted to 
the legitimate needs of all corporations, whether publicly-owned 
or closely-held; 

(2) To provide, as rules, all of the provisions that would 
normally be expected to result from associative bargaining if 
all parties were represented by counsel, coupled with the 
expressed flexibility to vary those rules whenever necessary to 
reflect the actual associative bargain; 

(3) To be so comprehensive, straightforward, and clear that 
transaction costs can be substantially reduced for anyone 
wishing to form or to be involved in Minnesota corporations; 
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(4) To eliminate any straitjacket on the development or 
implementation of programs and policies of honest management; 

(5) To permit corporate directors substantial flexibility 
in the decision-making process, without permitting abdication of 
their functions and responsibilities; 

(6) To reflect the fact that although shareholders bear the 
risk of changes in the value of their shares (through changes in 
corporate net worth) and contract with others to manage the 
assets of the corporation, the interests of shareholders and 
managers of publicly-owned corporations are not inherently 
inconsistent, but are usually made consistent by basic market 
incentives; 

(7) To increase the accountability of management and the 
_flow of information to shareholders by providing expanded 
protection for the rights of shareholders, particularly those 
holding minority interests; 

(8) To recognize the legitimate interests of creditors, 
while at the same time providing certainty to shareholders, 
directors, and officers with respect to those interests in 
certain corporate transactions; 

(9) To offer those drafting corporate documents an 
increased opportunity for creative corporate planning by 
permitting them to provide precisely the corporate structure 
that most nearly fulfills the needs of the client; and 

(10) To permit recourse to the courts to remedy any 
possible abuses resulting from substantially increased 
managerial flexibility. 

In essence, then, a sound business corporation law should 
embody substantial flexibility and informality in matters of 
procedure, together with substantial disclosure of and 
accountability for the corporate actions resulting from those 
procedures. 

After formulating its perception in broad outline of the 
functions to be served by a sound business corporation law, the 
Task Force focused on the means of implementing each of those 
functions. Our Reporter developed a comprehensive list of 
hundreds of specific policy questions, formulated on the basis 
of provisions in the Model Business Corporation Act and in the 
corporation laws of Delaware, California, Maryland, and 
Virginia. Whatever the answer to a policy question, a 
legislative response was contained in one of those sources or in 
current Minnesota law. 

The Task Force organized Committees, including members of 
the Task Force and many other experienced lawyers, to study 
special topics and to develop recommendations for consideration 
by the Task Force. Separate Committees were organized to study 
issues pertaining to closely-held corporations; directors and 
officers; dissolutions; shareholder rights; and corporate 
mergers, exchanges, and sales of assets. The Task Force itself 
studied all other relevant topics. 

With the aid of sets of policy questions for each topic, 
members of the Task Force and its Committees were able to focus 
on, debate, and tentatively decide policy questions related to a 
particular topic, and then turn to the matching legislative 
response to each tentative policy decision. After research and 
further debate, either a policy decision or the matching 
legislative response was revised in order to reach the desired 
result. Then, as proposed provisions covering all of the 
separate topics were combined in the form of a draft statute, 
substantial additional changes were made to close gaps and to 
eliminate duplication and internal inconsistencies in language 
and, in some cases, policy. On August 5, 1980, the Task Force 
completed an exposure draft of a proposed new business 
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corporation act and distributed more than 400 copies of the 
draft to lawyers, law professors, and organizations in Minnesota 
and throughout the nation. Numerous helpful comments and 
suggestions were received. On October l, 1980, the Task Force 
resumed its meetings and, on its own and on the basis of 
comments and suggestions submitted to it, developed the final 
draft of the proposed new Minnesota Business Corporation Act. 
The proposed new act was unanimously approved at a meeting of 
the Task Force on December 17, 1980. 

Highlights of the Proposal 

As is indicated in considerable detail in our Reporter's 
section-by-section analysis of the proposed act, portions of the 
proposed new Minnesota Business Corporation Act were derived 
from provisions in sections 301.01 to 301.67 and chapters 300 
and 316 of the Minnesota Statutes. Most of those provisions 
were rewritten in whole or in part for clarity and consistency 
with other provisions in the proposed act. Other portions of 
the proposed new business corporation act were similarly derived 
from the Model Business Corporation Act and the business· 
corporation laws of California, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, 
Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, and New York. 
However, other provisions in the proposed new act have no 
counterpart elsewhere and represent innovations in business 
corporation law. 

For example, the Task Force knew that the corporation laws 
of various states had been amended or supplemented recently to 
include special provisions applicable only to closely-held 
corporations, and that a proposed "Close Corporation Supplement" 
to the Model Business Corporation Act, also applicable only to 
closely-held corporations, has been in the drafting stage for
the past few years. These special provisions are characterized 
by extraordinary flexibility and informality and by greatly 
enhanced shareholder protection, but these provisions also are 
highly complex, easy to breach, applicable, as indicated, only 
to closely-held corporations and, then, only to a limited 
category of closely-held corporations. Because the Task Force 
estimated that more than 90 percent of all Minnesota business 
corporations are closely held, its Committee on Close 
Corporations developed a proposed set of statutory provisions to 
apply only to closely-held corporations, which went beyond 
similar laws enacted in other states and did so without the 
complexity and risks inherent in those laws. The Task Force 
considered, but ultimately rejected, the concept of separate 
provisions applicable only to closely-held corporations--not 
because of a belief that closely-held corporations did not need 
substantially more flexibility and informality than are 
available under present law or that the shareholders of those 
corporations were not entitled to greater protection than is 
afforded by present law, but because of a perception that the 
contemporary needs and expectations of shareholders, directors, 
and officers of a business corporation do not depend solely on 
whether or not the corporation is closely-held. 

,,,----

Accordingly, in what represents the most innovative .,,--
development anywhere in the nation, the proposed Minnesota 
business corporation act embodies the notion that all business 
corporations, whether closely-held or publicly-owned, should be 
permitted to operate with substantial flexibility and 
informality (to the extent consistent with applicable securities 
and other laws), and that the shareholders of all business 
corporations are entitled to enhanced protection in terms of 
disclosure and management accountability. This conclusion 
affirmed the perception of the Task Force of the functions to be 
served by a sound business corporation law and set the tone for 
the proposed new act: substantial flexibility and informality 
in matters of procedure, together with substantial disclosure of 
and accountability for the corporate actions resulting from 
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those procedures. 

It is not feasible to summarize here all of the provisions 
of the proposed new business corporation act, as each section of 
the proposal is analyzed in our Reporter's section-by-section 
analysis. However, some provisions represent significant 
changes in or additions to present law and warrant brief 
discussion here. 

Section 1 - Definitions 

-----------------------
The proposed act defines thirty-six words or phrases, 

whereas the current law defines only twelve. Some of the added 
terms are defined with reference to definitions already used in 
other statutes. For example, the definition of "security" in 
section 1, subdivision 26, uses the definition set forth in 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 80A.14(q), and the definition of 
"transaction statement" in section 1, subdivision 33, uses the 
definition set forth in section 336.8-408(4). Other terms are 
defined so that repetition of a lengthy li.st throughout the 
statute may be avoided. One example is the definition of "legal 
representative" in section 1, subdivision 16. The remainder of 
the defined terms have been defined in order to remove 
uncertainties about the procedures to be followed in certain 
situations. For example, the definition of "written action" in 
section 1, subdivision 36, includes duplicate copies of the 
written action as parts of one instrument, consistent with 
current practice. Similarly, the definition of "filed with the 
secretary of state" in section 1, subdivision 11, treats a 
document as filed when a valid document is delivered to the 
secretary of state, thus eliminating questiohs about whether a 
document is or is not filed if the official stamp does not 
appear on the document and removing any possibility of risk 
resulting from an inadvertent delay in affixing the official 
stamp. 

Sections 2 to 4 - Application 
-----------------------------
Assuming that the proposed new act is enacted during the 

1981 session, the act will take effect on July 1, 1981. However, 
corporations are not required to come under the act until 
January 1, 1983. This gives the shareholders, directors, and 
officers of each corporation 18 months to analyze the new law 
and consider and adopt any necessary amendments in the articles 
of incorporation or bylaws. During this grace period, new 
corporations may be formed under either sections 301.01 to 
301.67 or the new act. Existing corporations may elect to come 
under the new act at any time between July 1, 1981 and December 
31, 1982. 

The proposed act also exempts certain corporations from its 
application. Chapter 300 contains no reservation of power to 
amend or repeal the chapter. The absence of that reservation may 
mean that corporations originally incorporated under chapter 300 
and not now subject to sections 301.01 to 301.67 cannot be 
forced to come under another chapter. Those corporations may, 
if they choose, elect to come under the proposed act. However, 
many of these corporations cannot so elect because other 
chapters of the Minnesota Statutes require them to form under 
and remain governed by chapter 300. 

After the grace period expires, sections 301.01 to 301.67 
are repealed, all existing business corporations formed or 
corning under those provisions will automatically come under the 
new act, and all new business corporations must form under this 
act. 

It should be noted that certain chapters and sections of 
chapters that currently apply to business corporations will not 
apply to corporations governed by the new act. We have taken 
this approach for two reasons: First, the existence of these 
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rather out-of-the-way sections creates numerous traps for even 
the most experienced corporate counsel. By incorporating in the 
new act substantially all of the substantive law relating to 
Minnesota business corporations, we hope to reduce that danger. 
Obviously, some relevant substantive provisions, including the 
securities and tax laws, do not appear in the new act. However, 
with these and a few other exceptions, matters affecting the 
internal affairs of the corporation may be determined by 
reference to one chapter which may be reproduced and 
disseminated as a unit more easily than the former hodge-podge 
of applicable laws. Second, we have examined the policies 
underlying the sections appearing in those other chapters, and 
have included in the new act only those policies that appear 
consistent with contemporary business needs and practices, 
making reference to other chapters wholly unnecessary with a few 
minor exceptions applicable only to public service corporations. 

Section 3 merely validates any transactions that are 
commenced prior to the time a corporation comes under the new 
act, but which are continued or completed after that time. 

Section 4 reserves to the Legislature the absolute right to 
compel corporations incorporated under the new act to abide by 
all changes in the act that future Legislatures may impose. 

Section 5 - Purposes 

--------------------
This section is broadly worded so that prohibitions in 

other statutes are the only obstacles to incorporation of a 
forprofit corporation under the new act. Nonprofit corporations 
remain governed entirely by other chapters, principally chapter 
317. The reason for this broad wording is the desire to permit 
changes in other chapters to control the purposes section. All 
of the organizations formerly prohibited from incorporating 
under sections 301.01 to 301.67 must, by the terms of other 
laws, incorporate under specific chapters, chiefly chapter 300. 
There is no reason to add a prohibition to that specific 
directive. 

Section 7 - Formation 

---------------------
This section requires much less detail in the articles of 

incorporation. In fact, only four basic items are required: 
the corporate name, the address of registered office, the number 
of authorized shares, and the names and addresses of each 
incorporator. Thus, "postcard incorporation" will be a reality 
for persons wishing to avail themselves of the statutory rules 
without modification. 

The remainder of section 7 is devoted largely to the rules 
that will apply to a corporation choosing to file only a short 
form (subdivisions 2 and 3) or that will not apply to a 
corporation filing that form (subdivision 4). The "laundry 
list" quality of this section is designed to bring the various 
choices of basic corporate structure to the attention of anyone 
considering incorporation. This heightened awareness of 
corporate options at the time of incorporation will avoid 
problems at later stages in the life of the corporation. 

------ .....__~ 

The items included in the list fall into three categories: ~-
rules that may be altered only in the articles; rules that may 
be altered in either the articles or the bylaws, if any, of the 
corporation; and other rules that may be adopted in the articles 
or, in all but two cases, the bylaws, but which will not apply 
unless specifically adopted. 

Section 8 - Corporate Name 

--------------------------
We have added the word "limited" to the list of words 

indicating the corporate nature of the organization, primarily 
because many professional corporations are authorized by chapter 
319A to use, and actually use, that word. This section empowers 
the secretary of state to decide whether a name is or is not 
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"deceptively similar" to a name in use. The section also warns 
holders of corporate names of the existence of numerous other 
laws restricting the use of names. 

Section 9 - Reserved Name 

-------------------------
Names permitted under Section 8 may be reserved for 

continuous periods under this section. 

Sections 12 to 17 - Amendment of Articles 

-----------------------------------------
The most important change in the amendment process from 

present law is the provision in section 14 which permits the 
articles to be amended by a majority of the shares represented 
at a meeting. Other important changes permit the incorporators 
to amend the articles before shares are issued without having to 
file completely new articles, as under present law, and require 
class voting on amendments that would impair in certain ways the 
rights of shareholders under their "investment contract", that 
is, the terms of their shares. Generally, the number of 
occasions requiring class voting has been greatly expanded. 

Sections 19 and 20 - Effective Dates; Presumption of 
--------

Incorporation 

-------------The most notable change from present law is that articles 
and amendments to the articles are effective when filed; 
effectiveness will no longer depend on the issuance of a 
certificate. Another change contained in section 20 is the end 
of de facto corporations. The simplified mode of incorporation 
under section 7 makes it unnecessary to recognize any 
corporation which has not complied with the fundamentally simple 
requirements of that section. 

Sections 21 - Powers 

--------------------
Corporations are entities that have limited powers. Section 

21 specifically grants many powers to corporations that the 
current law leaves unstated, in addition to the powers expressly 
granted in sections 301.01 to 301.67 and in chapter 300. While 
these powers are too numerous to catalogue here, some of them 
include the powers to deal in securities, to act as pledger, to 
pay pensions and establish profit-sharing plans, to purchase 
life insurance for persons connected with the corporation, and 
to advance or loan money to certain persons. 

Section 22 - Corporate Seal 
---------------------------
This section makes it clear that a corporation may, but 

need not, have a corporate seal and describes in detail what 
kinds of seals will be valid if the corporation uses one. 

Section 24 - Organization 

-------------------------
This new section grants incorporators·certain specific 

powers in organizing the corporate entity. These powers are not 
explicitly stated in the current statute, but can be vital to 
successful organization. 

Section 25 - Bylaws 
-------------------This section makes it clear that the corporation may, but 

need not, have bylaws. It also provides a specific procedure 
for amending the bylaws. 

Sections 26 to 45 - Directors 

-----------------------------
Section 26 provides new language recognizing the 

contemporary fact that the board does not necessarily personally 
manage the corporation. It also gives the shareholders the 
right to govern the affairs of the corporation directly, either 
by a unanimous vote or pursuant to a unamimous shareholder 
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control agreement (see section 76). This right should be 
particularly useful to the small, closely-held corporations 
which comprise more than 90 percent of Minnesota business 
corporations. 

Under section 27, a board need consist of only one 
director, irrespective of the number of shareholders, unlike our 
present law which requires three directors, or a number of 
directors equalling the number of shareholders, whichever is 
smaller. 

Section 28 governs the terms of board members, who will 
serve either for indefinite terms or for fixed terms of five 
years or less, unless they die, resign, or are removed or 
disqualified. Those serving indefinite terms must stand for 
election at regular meetings (see section 65). Directors may 
also hold over, as under present law, until their successors are 
qualified. 

Section 32 specifically validates classification of 
directors. Current law has no equivalent provision. The 
classification may be either by staggered terms of office or by 

, representation of particular classes of shares. 

Section 33 changes present law with respect to cumulative 
voting, both by clarifying how shares are voted cumulatively 
and, more importantly, by eliminating the former requirement of 
24 hours' advance notice of a shareholder's intention to 
cumulate votes. 

Our current law does not specifically provide for 
resignations by directors. Section 34 governs the method and 
effective time of a resignation. 

Section 37 is consi$tent with our current law on board 
meetings, but it contains a change and several new provisions. 
It requires meetings to be held at the principal executive 
office, not at the registered office, if no place is fixed for 
the meetings. It recognizes meetings held entirely by 
electronic means as valid meetings, if held on proper notice. 
Finally, it establishes specific rules for waiver of notice of 
meetings by attendance at the meeting. 

Section 38 is entirely new. It permits absent directors to 
vote directly for or against specific proposals by a written 
document. 

Under section 39, the quorum for directors has now been 
made the same as the quorum for shareholders (see section 70), 
that is, a majority, unless the articles or bylaws provide for a 
larger or smaller number. 

Section 40 reflects current law governing the majority 
required for board approval, but adds a provision that permits 
the articles to require a larger proportion than the new act may 
require for a particular action. 

Current law requires unanimity for board action without a 
meeting. Section 41 permits less than unanimous action for 

~---

routine matters not requiring a vote of the shareholders if the _,---
articles permit it. 

Section 42 is almost totally without equivalent in the 
current law. It expressly validates the creation of any number 
of committees; permits committees to fulfill any function the 
board assigns; permits any person, whether or not a director, to 
be a committee member; permits the board to delegate total 
control of a particular area to a committee, but requires the 
board to retain full responsibility for all actions of all 
committees; requires committees to follow the same basic 
procedures that directors must follow; and requires non-director 
committee members to conform to the same standard of conduct 
that directors must meet, but extends to them the same 
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opportunity for indemnification and advances of expenses 
available to directors. 

Section 43 is totally new. It provides for the 
establishment of an independent committee of disinterested 
persons to consider the merits of derivative suits. That 
committee is independent of the board and may dismiss derivative 
suits if it finds it in the best interests of the corporation to 
do so. This validates a practice already permitted by federal 
case law, and it has been included to avoid any uncertainty with 
respect to the power of a Minnesota corporation to use this 
mechanism to terminate the patent abuses of strike suits. 

The standard of conduct to which directors will be held 
under section 44 is the same as under the present statute. 
However, this section does add two items with respect to the 
conduct of directors. It p~rmits a director to rely on 
information provided by certain persons whom a director might 
assume are in a position to speak with authority. It also 
places the burden of proving that a director disagrees with the 
action of the board on that director, and sets forth ways in 
which that dissent must be expressed. 

Section 45 is new. It is intended to cover only the 
situation where there is self-dealing; other matters, such as 
those covered by the corporate opportunity doctrine, have been 
adequately developed in the case law. This section requires a 
director of a corporation who has a material financial interest, 
or whose immediate family has a material financial interest, in 
an organization dealing with the corporation to meet certain 
standards of fairness or to receive, after rull disclosure, the 
approval of a disinterested majority of the board or the 
shareholders. Note here that neither an interested director nor 
the share~ owned by that director will be counted in calculating 
a quorum. 

Sections 46 to 54 - Officers 

----------------------------
Section 46 eliminates the requirement that there be a 

president, secretary and treasurer. Instead, the only 
requirement is that some person act as chief executive officer 
and some person act as chief financial officer. Both positions 
may be filled by the same person. 

Section 47 outlines the powers and duties of these two 
required officers. A corporation may prescribe different powers 
and duties if it wishes. 

Section 49 reflects current law in making it clear that one 
person may hold any number of positions; it also permits that 
person to execute documents that must be signed by him in two or 
more official capacities, by one signature and an indication of 
the capacities in which the documents are signed. 

Section SO is a new provision. If a corporation has failed 
to choose officers, the persons exercising·the powers of the two 
required officers are deemed to be those officers. 

Section 51 restates current law, while making clear the 
ability of the board to enter into long-term employment 
contracts with officers. 

Section 52 on resignation of officers parallels section 34 
on resignation of directors. The resignation provision is not 
expressly dealt with in the current statute; nor is the vacancy 
provision. 

Section 53 makes it clear that an officer may delegate 
powers, but may not delegate responsibilities. 

The standard of care imposed by section 54 is the same 
standard imposed by current law. The section requires that 
certain persons in addition to those chosen directly by the 
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board conform to that standard. The section does not 
specifically permit an officer to satisfy that standard by 
reliance on experts. 

Sections 55 to 78 - Shares and Shareholders 
----------------~--------------------------
Section 55 permits the board to establish classes of shares 

without amending the articles. For corporations whose shares 
have no par value, the section sets a par value for limited 
purposes. 

Section 56 simplifies the current law with respect to 
subscriptions for shares. It extends the period of 
irrevocability to six months. It also retains the corporate 
option of enforcing the agreement as a contractual debt, selling 
the shares for the account of the shareholder, or rescinding the 
transaction, but the method has been greatly simplified. 

Under section 57, future consideration is still valid, but 
only if it is promised to the corporation in an enforceable 
written agreement. This gives the corporation an action for 
damages due to breach of the agreement if that consideration is 
not transferred to the corporation at the proper time. Receipt 
of the agreement also constitutes consideration sufficient to 
permit the corporation to issue shares immediately; under 
current law, shares may not be issued until the underlying 
consideration is actually in the hands of the corporation. The 
section also makes it clear that no consideration is required 
for shares issued in splits, dividends, or conversions, and 
provides clearer rules governing liability··for deficient 
consideration, imposing an absolute liability on the shareholder 
to pay the total consideration agreed to, and imposing 
conditional liabilities on other persons. 

Preemptive rights are covered in detail by section 59, 
which is totally new and which provides the first specific rules 
in the history of Minnesota corporate law defining what those 
rights are, when those rights arise, and how they are to be 
exercised. 

Section 60 permits Minnesota corporations to have 
uncertificated shares, a concept already part of Article 8 of 
the Minnesota U.C.C. This section also requires only one 
signature on each share certificate, and it deems the signature 
of a former official or agent valid if that person was an 
officer or agent at the time the certificate was signed. 
Finally, this section states a more specific rule regarding 
share certificates as evidence of ownership. 

Section 61 merely permits the replacement of lost share 
certificates suggested by section 336.8-405. 

Section 62 is new. It permits corporations to issue 
fractional shares or to provide alternative methods of 
transferring value in lieu of fractional shares. 

Section 64 is without equivalent in the current statute and 
expressly validates restrictions on transfers of securities 
under certain conditions. 

Section 65 recognizes that many Minnesota corporations have 
no need to hold shareholder meetings on an annual basis. It 
permits the corporation to hold meetings on any less frequent 
basis it chooses, but it protects shareholders by permitting 
them to call a meeting under certain easily-met conditions, at 
the expense of the corporation. At each meeting, each director 
serving for an indefinite term must stand for election. 

Section 66 reflects current law with respect to special 
meetings, but makes it clear that only those items set forth in 
the notice may be considered at a special meeting. 

Notice is covered in section 67, which is consistent with, 
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but more detailed than, present law. It also permits waiver of 
notice orally and by attendance at the meeting in question. 
Both forms of waiver are new to Minnesota statutory law. 

Section 68 states the majority vote needed to approve an 
action at a shareholder meeting. This presumption replaces the 
scattered and varying statements of required majorities present 
in the current law. It also makes it clear that larger voting 
requirements will be valid if set forth in the articles. 
Subdivision 2 of this section requires that any class voting on 
a matter must approve the matter by at least the same percentage 
as required for all shares voting on the matter. 

Section 70 establishes the quorum for meetings of 
shareholders as a majority, unless the articles or bylaws 
provide for a larger or smaller number. 

Section 71 makes one change and adds three new principles 
to voting rights. It removes the reference to "closing the 
corporate books" prior to shareholder meetings which is an 
outmoded practice. It also permits the corporation to treat 
beneficial owners as record owners for certain purposes such as 
forwarding corporate information or voting. It makes it clear 
that shares owned by joint owners may be voted by any one of 
them, absent receipt by the corporation of written notice from 
one of the other joint owners denying authority of a joint owner 
to vote the shares. Lastly, it establishes the presumption that 
any shareholder who merely votes, votes all shares in the manner 
indicated. 

Most of the provisions of section 72 are new. Subdivision 
1 of this section adds legal representatives to the list of 
persons who may vote shares of a corporatiorr held by an 
unrelated corporation. Subdivision 3 prohibits the voting of 
shares of the corporation held by the corporation (or a 
subsidiary) in a fiduciary capacity except in strict accordance 
with the instructions of the beneficial owner. Subdivisions 4 
to 7 clarify the voting rights of various classes of 
fiduciaries, pledgees, or representatives of non-corporate 
entities. 

Section 73 largely reflects current law with respect to 
proxies. The section permits one joint owner of shares to sign 
a proxy appointment, unless one of the joint owners either gives 
written notice to the corporation denying the authority of a 
joint owner to appoint a proxy, or signs a different proxy 
appointment. The section also relieves the corporation of 
liability for accepting votes cast by valid proxies. 

Section 74 covers voting trusts, and the only change with 
regard to them is a provision that permits voting by two or more 
trustees only if they all agree. 

Section 75 is new to the statutes, but simply validates 
shareholder voting agreements, which have been upheld by the 
courts. 

Section 76 is also totally new to Minnesota statutory 
corporation law. It permits the shareholders to agree 
unanimously to bind each other and the corporation upon any 
matter, even a matter that is traditionally reserved to the 
board of directors. 

Section 77 covers inspection of books and records. The 
main change here permits shareholders to examine and copy 
certain categories of corporate documents as a matter of 
absolute right, without any showing of proper purpose. Other 
records may be available upon a showing of a "proper purpose", 
which is defined with the Delaware case law in mind. 

Section 78 essentially reflects current law on financial 
statements except that instead of furnishing the statements on 
request, the corporation is required to send those statements to 
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every shareholder, every year. 

Section 79 is new in format, and replaces sections in 
current law applicable to Minnesota business corporations which 
permit various forms of equitable relief. The new wording 
leaves the choice of relief to the court. 

Sections 80 and 81 - Dissenters' Rights and Appraisal 

-----------------------------------------------------
These sections provide entirely new procedures for 

asserting dissenters' rights by shareholders. The events upon 
which dissenters' ·rights accrue have been greatly expanded from 
present law to include as a basis for dissent almost every 
fundamental change, as well as certain amendments to the 
articles. The appraisal procedure requires shareholders to 
submit notice of intent to demand payment, to refrain from 
voting for the proposal, to demand payment and, if they feel the 
amount paid to be insufficient, to demand supplemental payment. 
The appraisal section is much more detailed in its procedures 
than current law which is vague at best. 

Sections 82 and 83 - Loans and Obligations 

------------------------------------------
Sections 82 and 83 establish procedures for authorizing 

loans and advances to persons for both corporate and 
non-corporate purposes, and for authorizing guarantees for loans 
to other persons. 

Section 84 - Indemnification 
----------------------------
Section 84 covers indemnification. While the current law 

is based on the old Model Act provision, this section is 
relatively new. Subject to any prohibition br limitation in the 
articles or bylaws, it mandates indemnification of and advances 
of expenses to corporate directors, officers, employees, and 
agents who meet a specific standard of conduct, but prohibits 
indemnification or advances under any other circumstances. 
Advances of expenses will not be required for, but will be 
available to, persons who are witnesses in a proceeding, but 
have not been made or threatened to be made parties to it. This 
section expends the use of insurance and requires disclosure to 
shareholders when indemnification is granted, or advances are 
made, in derivative actions. 

Sections 85 to 88 - Distributions 
---------------------------------
Most of the philosophy of current law with respect to 

dividends and when dividends will be permitted is discarded by 
the proposed act. The old test depended upon the existence of a 
"surplus" of available assets over the sum of par value, stated 
value, and liabilities. The new standard requires only that the 
corporation be able to pay its debts in the ordinary course of 
business immediately after the distribution. The determination 
of whether it will be able to pay its debts in the ordinary 
course of business is left to the discretion of the board, with 
absolute liability in the board under section 88 if the 
corporation is unable to pay its debts in the ordinary course of 
business and if the directors authorized the distributions 
without conforming to the standard of conduct prescribed in 
section 44. Similar restrictions are placed on the ability of 
the corporation to reacquire its own shares by section 86 which 
also abolishes "treasury shares". Shareholders are absolutely 
liable for amounts received in violation of the standard for 
payment of distributions, but only to the extent that the amount 
they actually received exceeded the amount they would have been 
entitled to receive if the standard set forth in section 85 had 
been met. 

Sections 89 to 97 - Fundamental Changes 
---------------~-----------------------
The existing procedures relating fundamental changes have 

been rewritten so that they are easier to read; moreover, one 
procedure has been eliminated while a new one has been 
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introduced. Section 89 generally authorizes mergers, exchanges 
of shares, and sales of assets. Consolidation, a little-used 
method of fundamental change, has been eliminated, while an 
exchange of shares, a newer concept that maintains the existence 
of the two corporate entities throughout the transaction has 
been added. 

The vote required by section 91 to approve a merger or 
exchange is a majority of all voting shares, as opposed to the 
two-thirds vote required by current law. The section also 
permits the surviving corporation to forego a vote of its own 
shareholders if the merger or exchange will result in minimal or 
no dilution of shareholder voting power. 

Short-form mergers are permitted under section 93. Instead 
of the 100 percent ownership required by current law, this 
section permits short-form mergers if 90 percent or more of the 
shares of the subsidiary are owned by the parent. However, 
minority shareholders must be notified of the merger. 

Section 94 authorizes the abandonment of a plan adopting a 
fundamental change and is without equivalent in the current law. 

The earliest effective date of a merger is changed by 
section 95 to the date on which the articles of merger are 
filed, rather than the date on which a certificate of merger is 
issued as provided in present law. The opportunity to specify a 
later effective date is preserved. 

Section 97 reflects current law with respect to sales of 
assets except that subdivisions 3 and 4 are new. They permit 
the cure of defects in the transfer of assets and the 
restriction of successor liability to liabilities imposed by the 
agreement of transfer by other state statutes, such as Article 6 
of the U.C.C. 

Sections 98 to 119 - Dissolution 

--------------------------------
These sections authorize three methods of dissolution, all 

of which are currently authorized by sections 301.01 to 301.67: 
voluntary dissolution, supervised voluntary dissolution, and 
involuntary dissolution. There are two sets of procedures, one 
for voluntary dissolution and another for supervised voluntary 
and involuntary dissolution. The procedures differ from the 
current law for each method. 

Section 98 generally authorizes these three methods of 
dissolution and merely rephrases current law. However, there is 
an additional clause generally authorizing voluntary dissolution 
by the incorporators of a corporation. Under current law, in 
order to dissolve, one must apparently issue shares and then 
have the shareholders approve the dissolution. Section 99 is 
totally new and further details the procedure to be used by 
incorporators. Compliance with the procedures set forth in the 
section will satisfy all requirements for dissolution by the 
incorporators. 

Sections 100 to 107 cover the procedure in voluntary 
dissolution by the shareholders. Much of the procedure is new. 

Section 100 reflects current law for shareholder-approved 
dissolutions, except that the required shareholder approval has 
been reduced from at least two-thirds of the voting shares to a 
majority of the voting shares. 

Section 101 introduces a new procedure. After the 
dissolution is approved by the shareholders, the corporation 
must file a notice of intent to dissolve with the secretary of 
state. At the time of that filing, the corporation may start 
winding up its affairs. However, corporate existence continues, 
and unlike current law, the authority of directors and officers 
continues. 
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Section 102 reflects current law with respect to the 
collection of assets and payment of debts, but the duty of 
executing the requirements of the section is left with the 
directors and officers. Trustees in voluntary dissolution have 
been eliminated. 

Under section 103, the corporation may give creditors 
notice that it intends to dissolve. The corporation may also 
give notice to the public by a published notice. This notice is 
required so that creditors may file claims for debts owed them 
by the corporation. This is a new concept in Minnesota law. If 
notice is given under this section, the corporation will be able 
to wind up its affairs up with more certainty that claims will 
be barred by section 117. 

If the corporation does give notice, section 104, also 
totally new, requires creditors to file claims within a fixed 
period of time. Claims not filed during that time are barred by 
section 117. The virtue of this procedure is that it provides a 
relatively clear picture of the corporation's liabilities and 
can be used to wind up the affairs of the corporation as quickly 
as possible. 

Section 105 permits the shareholders of a corporation to 
revoke a dissolution in the same manner in which they approved 
the dissolution. 

Section 106, governing the articles of dissolution, is 
consistent with section 301.56, but it is more detailed. It 
also sets new conditions that must be met in order for the 
corporation to file the articles of dissolution. 

Section 107 merely clarifies which persons have a right to 
convert voluntary dissolution proceedings into a supervised 
voluntary dissolution. 

Involuntary dissolution is governed by sections 108 to 115. 
Section 108 sets forth the grounds for involuntary dissolution 
or alternative equitable relief. Although the grounds are 
similar to those required by current law, there are 
differences. Director deadlock is added as a ground; it need 
not be accompanied by a situation where the corporation is 
earning no profit. (This matter is also addressed in 
subdivision 2.) Fraudulent or illegal acts continue to be a 
ground, but dissolution should be granted more frequently to 
minor shareholders who have been treated inequitably by 
management. Subdivision 2 is intended to encourage the courts 
to grant dissolution more frequently by eliminating the 
financial condition of the corporation as a factor relevant to 
that decision. Under this section, the court may award 
attorneys' fees, both to reimburse expenses and to deter 
harassment. 

Sections 109 and 110 list the powers, duties, and 
qualifications of receivers. Most of the details are consistent 
with current law. However, title to the assets does not vest in 
the receiver. 

Sections 111 to 115 detail the proceedings in involuntary 
dissolution and are consistent with current law, except that 
dissolution takes place when the decree of dissolution is 
entered, not when it is filed with the secretary of state. 

Section 116 is new. It requires deposit with the State 
Treasurer of funds otherwise distributable' to a shareholder 
where the shareholder cannot be found. 

Section 117 bars claims not filed with the corporation·~n 
accordance with the new act. This promotes certainty and 
clarity in defining the end of exposure to liability. There is 
a limited exception for after-arising liabilities or situations 
where the claimant establishes good cause for a tardy filing. 
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Sections 118 and 119 authorize certain acts of 
representation or transfer even after the corporation no longer 
exists. 

Sections 120 and 121 - Extension of Period of Duration 

------------------------------------------------------
These sections merely permit corporations with limited 

periods of duration provided· for in the articles to extend their 
own existence .. 

Section 122 - Annual Report 

---------------------------This-new section requires each Minnesota corporation to 
fill out and return to the Secretary of State a simple form 
supplied and distributed by the Secretary of State. The report 
will serve as a continuing active status report. 

Sections 123 to 125 - Actions Against Corporations 

--------------------------------------------------
Section 123 is consistent with current law on service as 

well as the Rules of Civil Procedure. Section 124 is currently 
applicable to business corporations. 

Need for Continuing Review 

New ideas for inclusion in business corporation laws have 
developed rapidly, especially in states that are working 
aggressively to improve their attractiveness as places of 
incorporation, and this process will continue in Minnesota and 
elsewhere. Therefore, while we believe that enactment of the 
accompanying proposed new Minnesota Busi!"'l.e·ss Corporation Act 
will place Minnesota ahead of all other jurisdictions, we also 
believe that this new status can be maintained only if our 
business corporation act continues to receive regular, 
analytical review, on the basis of changing needs and practices 
and new ideas generated in Minnesota and elsewhere to 
accommodate those changes. 

December 22, 1980 
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Reporter's Notes 

----------------
Preface to Reporter's Notes 

The format of these Notes has been inspired by and owes a 
great deal to the Commentary to the Minnesota U.C.C. which was 
prepared under the supervision of Professors Robert McClure and 
Stanley V. Kinyon. 

Each Note is divided into four parts. The first part, 
labeled "SOURCE", identifies the statutory provision or 
provisions, if any, from which the basic concept of the section 
has been drawn. In few cases has the language of the section 
cited been adopted verbatim. In the process of conforming the 
source provisions to one drafting style, the language of the 
source provisions has been changed, so that they may have little 
apparent resemblance to the original. 

The second part, labeled "FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION", 
cites the sections of Minnesota Statutes, 1980 that have the 
same or similar effect, or that address the same issue. Some 
sections of this act have no counterpart in prior law. Some of 
the sections cited deal with only a small part of the subject of 
the proposed section. 

The third part of each Note, "CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW", is a 
brief description of the changes this section makes from former 
law, and, in the case of certain sections, from case law. This 
part describes all of the major changes contained in each 
section, but does not detail minor changes. 

Part four, labeled "GENERAL COMMENT", c·ontains a discussion 
of the operation of the section, where the section is not 
self-explanatory; a discussion of the effect of the section in 
relation to the other sections of this act; a brief analysis of 
the impact of the act, occasionally with reference to the 
interaction with other state or federal laws; and a statement of 
the general policies behind the section. 

Each Note reflects the views of the Reporter and is 
intended to be a fairly accurate guide to the meaning, intent, 
and effect of each section, but is not intended to exhaust the 
possibilities for analysis. 

Throughout these Notes, "effective date" has been used; 
that phrase represents July 1, 1981. The "mandatory effective 
date" is January 1, 1983. 

I would like to acknowledge the invaluable aid of Mr. John 
S. Hibbs, Chairman of the Advisory Task Force and Mr. Peter S. 
Wattson, Office of Senate Counsel, for reading and 
constructively criticizing these Notes. Without their 
attention, each Note would be less effective in explaining the 
act; any mistakes or inaccuracies remaining in these Notes are 
entirely my responsibility. 

I would also like to acknowledge the help of Paul Dorn and 
Philip Finkelstein, who served as my research assistants while I 

----=-

was writing the first draft of each Note. Finally, none of this --
work could have been done without the secretarial assistance of 
Laurel Carlson, Lois DeLong.and Sheila Higby of the Office of 
Senate Counsel. My thanks are inadequate to repay the debt I 
owe these kind and gracious helpers. 
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Section 1 

SOURCE: The sources for the definitions appearing in this 
section include the Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA), the 
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), the California Corporation Code, 
and the Minnesota Statutes. Slightly less than half of the 
definitions are newly drafted definitions not drawn from any 
other source. The source for each definition is cited as part 
of the brief description, below, of each definition contained in 
this section. 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.02 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The following terms are no longer 
defined in this law: "incorporator", "subscriber", "certificate 
of shares", "allotment", "stated capital", and "acknowledged". 
These terms are not defined in this section because they are 
defined in the sections where the terms are used, are not used 
in this act, or are generally understood. 

All of the defined terms except "articles", "corporation", 
"shares", and "shareholder" are new to the statute. The terms 
are defined for several reasons: to refer specifically to other 
statutes which define a term used in this statute; to avoid 
repetition of lengthy phrases; or to clarify the usage of 
certain phrases which would otherwise have little inherent 
meaning. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Subdivision 2 (Acquiring Corporation). This definition is 
based on MBCA Section 72-A(a). The term is ~sed to identify the 
corporation that acquires ownership of the shares of another 
corporation in an exchange of shares. In the typical share 
exchange, the shares of the acquiring corporation are ultimately 
distributed to the former shareholders of the acquired 
corporation and the acquired corporation becomes a subsidiary of 
the acquiring corporation. 

Subdivision 3 (Address). This definition is new. The 
address of the corporation is its mailing address, except when 
the term "address" is used with respect to the registered office 
or principal executive office, in which case the address is the 
office address, for example, see section 7, subdivision 1. A 
post office box does not qualify as an address, because the 
registered office or principal place of business is a place, not 
a post office box; because that address is the public record of 
the location of the corporation; a person using that public 
record to find the registered office or principal place of 
business (e.g., under section 123 (service of process)) is 
entitled to the address of the office, not a post office box. 

Subdivision 4 (Articles). This definition is derived 
primarily from Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.02(3), although 
some of the documents listed in this definition did not appear 
in that section. The listed documents have been included in the 
definition so that it is clear that when a shareholder asks the 
corporation for the "articles", or when a member of the public 
asks the office of the secretary of state for the "articles", 
the requesting person will receive the listed documents, all of 
which are important iri determining the relationships among the 
corporation, its shareholders, and the public. 

The effect of subdivision 1 on this subdivision is 
important. In most contexts, when the word "articles" is used 
in "Unless the articles provide ... " or other similar phrases 
it should not be interpreted to include all of the listed 
documents; instead, a narrower definition of articles which 
includes only the articles of incorporation, amendments to the 
articles (however approved), and statements establishing or 
fixing the rights and preferences of a class or series of shares 
pursuant to section 55 is appropriate. 
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Subdivision 5 (Board). The source of this definition is 
Cal. Corp. Code Section 155 (West). In this statute, the word 
"board" is used to refer either to the institution of the board 
or to the board as a whole. "Director" or "directors" is used 
when the act discusses the individuals serving on the board 
either singly or in the aggregate. 

Subdivision 6 (Class). This definition is new. Almost any 
difference will serve to differentiate between two classes (see 
section 55). 

Subdivision 7 (Constituent Corporation). Cal. Corp. Code 
Section 161 (West) is the source of this definition. The 
"surviving corporation" (subdivision 33) is also a constituent 
corporation. 

Subdivision 8 (Corporation). This definition is a 
synthesis of MBCA Section 81 (a)(2), MBCA Section 2(a), and 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.02(2). After the mandatory 
effective date all domestic business corporations except those 
incorporated under Chapter 300, are deemed to be within this 
definition. 

Subdivision 9 (Director). The definition is new. A 
director may also hold other positions, but when used in this 
statute with regard to such a person, it refers only to the acts 
of the person holding the office of director in the position of 
director. See the comment to section 1, subdivision 5. 

Subdivision 10 (Distribution). This definition is derived 
from the new MBCA definition of distribution (MBCA Section 
2(i)). The definition is an integral part of the new financial 
provisions included in sections 85 to 88. The comment to the 
MBCA section is very useful, and is reproduced below: 

... "distribution" is broadly defined to include all 
transfers of money or other property made by a 
corporation to any shareholder in respect of the 
corporation's shares, except mere changes in the unit 
of interest such as stock dividends and stock splits. 
Thus, the definition encompasses dividends, purchases 
by a corporation of its own shares, and distributions 
in liquidation, including partial or complete and 
voluntary or involuntary liquidation. Where a 
corporation incurs indebtedness in a distribution (as 
in the case of a distribution of a debt instrument or 
an installment purchase of shares), the creation or 
incurrence of the indebtedness is the event which 
constitutes the distribution rather than the 
subsequent payment of the debt by the corporation, and 
the tests of [section 85] must be met at that time. 
The inclusion of the term "indirect" in the definition 
is intended to embrace such transactions as the 
repurchase of parent company stock by a subsidiary 
whose actions are controlled by the parent, and makes 
the definition apply to any other transaction in which 
the substance is clearly the same as a typical 
dividend or stock repurchase. 

34 Bus. Law 1867, at 1878 

Subdivision 11. (Filed with the Secretary of State). This 
definition is new. It fixes the time of filing at the time the 
document in question is delivered, either personally or by mail, 
to the office of the secretary of state, if the document meets 
all applicable requirements of the new act and is accompanied by 
the required filing fee. If two or more documents are filed at 
one time, each document must be accompanied by a separate filing 
fee. In addition to meeting the requirements imposed by the act 
upon the particular document, each document must be signed by an 
authorized person as provided in subdivision 30 and acknowledged 
under the Uniform Recognition of Acknowledgements Act, Sections 
358.32 to 358.40. Failure to meet any of these requirements 
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results in an incomplete filing and each document filed in that 
manner is not effective. 

The second sentence of the definition is directed to the 
evid~nce of filing to be stamped on the document by the office 
of the secretary of state. Although the effectiveness of the 
document is not dependent upon the appearance of the stamp, it 
may be difficult to prove filing of a document not stamped in 
this manner. 

Subdivision 12 (Foreign Corporation). This definition is 
derived from MBCA Section 2(b). For the purposes of this act, a 
foreign_corporation is a business corporation formed under the 
laws of another state that is not engaged in banking or 
insurance. Attention must be paid, however, to the provisions 
of Chapter 303; that chapter has a much broader definition of 
"foreign corporation", see Minnesota Statutes, Section 303.02, 
Subdivision 4. 

Subdivision 13 (Good Faith). The source of this definition 
is Minnesota Statutes, Section 336.1-201(19) (Minnesota 
U.C.C.). The Minnesota Code Comment by Professor Stanley Kinyon 
to that U.C.C. section, is reproduced below: 

Subsection 1-201(19) "Good Faith", Minn. Stat. Sec. 
512.76(2) (1961) (Sec. 76(2) of the Uniform Sales Act) 
provided "A thing is done 'in good faith' within the 
meaning of this chapter when it is in fact done 
honestly, whether it be done negligently or not." 
Substantially identicl provisions w~rs· in the Uniform 
Warehouse Receipts Bills of Lading & Stock Transfer 
Acts, Minn. Stat. Sec. 227.58, subd. 2, 228.54, subd. 
2 and 302.21, subd. 14 (1961). The definition for the 
whole U.C.C. in this Subsection (19) is a condensation 
of these prior definitions and appears to be intended 
to mean the same thing, namely, "subjective" rather 
than "objective" good faith. 

Sudivision 14 (Intentionally). This definition is derived 
from Minnesota Statutes, Section 609.02, Subdivision 9, clauses 
(3) and (5). This definition is consistent with the definition 
of good faith and does not penalize acts or failures to act 
which are merely negligent. A purpose to cause or a belief that 
the act will cause the prohibited result is required in order 
for the act or failure to act to fall under this definition. 
The second sentence merely makes it clear that ignorance of the 
law is no defense. 

Subdivision 15 (Know; Knowledge). This definition is 
derived from Minnesota Statutes, Section 336.1-201(25). The 
first sentence of the definition is the same as the definition 
of "know" or "knowledge" in that section. The second sentence 
differs, however, by excluding those situations where the person 
may have "reason to know" of a fact. This is not necessarily 
inconsistent with the U.C.C. definition, but it is more explicit. 

Subdivision 16 (Legal Representative). The definition is 
new. It is defined in order to avoid repetition of the listed 
categories as well as unlisted categories which fit into the 
category of those "empowered to act for another person", for 
example, an attorney-in-fact or a person authorized by a court 
to act on behalf of a person but who does not fall into one of 
the listed categories. This definition should be construed 
liberally, and the doctrine of ejusdem generis ought to be 
applied to this subdivision rarely, if at all. 

Subdivision 17 (Notice). New. Although it may seem 
inconsistent to use the U.C.C. definition for "know" but not for 
"notice", it is not inconsistent because of the different use of 
"notice" in the context of this act. The term "notice" is 
defined in this subdivision with respect to the formal notice of 
meetings required by sections 37 and 67 and other sections 
throughout the statute. The definition of notice is applicable 
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to the delivery to a corporation or to another person of other 
documents or information. The definition also makes it clear 
that oral notice is valid (if proved). 

Subdivision 18 (Officer). The definition is new. For the 
purposes of the new act, subordinate executive employees 
appointed by officers who are themselves board appointees are 
not "officers" but are merely employees with only the rights of 
employees except as provided in section 54. 

Suudivision 19 (Organization). The definition is new. 
Organization includes any entity other than a natural person. 
This is consistent with the definition of person (subdivision 
22). The term is also used in this statute to mean the process 
of organizing the corporation, but this definition does not 
apply to the word when used in that context. 

Subdivision 20 (Outstanding Shares). The definition is new. 
The reaquisition referred to is discussed in section 86. 

Subdivision 21 (Parent). The source of the definition is 
Cal. Corp. Code, Section 175. It is true that a numerical test 
is somewhat arbitrary in this situation and it is virtually 
certain that there are some Minnesota corporations which own 
less than 50 percent of the voting shares of another company, 
but have effective control of and act in the role of "parent" of 
the subsidiary company. However, the alternative of formulating 
a definition based upon "control of the subsidiary" which would 
be, at best, vague is unacceptable. Certainty is more desirable 
than inclusiveness here, especially when·the prime reason for 
defining parent is to simplify the definition of "related 
corporation'', subdivision 24, a term used in a permissive sense. 

Subdivision 22 (Person). The definition is new and is 
self-explanatory. 

Subdivision 23 (Principal executive office). The 
definition is new. It is frequently the case that neither the 
registered office nor the principal place of b~siness (if that 
place can be determined with any certainty) is the location of 
the corporate headquarters. However, it is usually true that 
the offices of the chief executive officer are at the 
headquarters. We have therefore defined the headquarters as the 
place at which the chief executive officer has his or her 
office. If the board of the corporation has not designated a 
person as the chief executive officer, the registered office 
will serve as the principal executive office because the 
location of that office is certain. 

Subdivision 24 (Registered Office). The definition is new, 
and is self-explanatory. 

Subdivision 25 (Related Corporation). The definition is 
new. It is defined so that all corporations forming part of a 
single economic unit are considered "related". It includes 
affiliates ("brother-sister corporations") as well as parent or 
subsidiary corporations. 

For example, in the illustration below, all of the pictured 
corporations are "related" to X corporation: 
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Subdivision 27 (Series). The definition is derived from 
Cal. Corp. Code, Section 183. As in the case of the definition 
of "class", almost any difference will serve to distinguish two 
series from each other. Moreover, the distinction between a 
class and a series has been made largely irrelevant. For those 
cases where the distinction is relevant, a type of share which 
has different rights and preferences from all other shares (that 
is, a share that has at least one characteristic different from 
with another share), is of a different class in spite of any 
labeling to the contrary. A share which differs in up to all 
but one right may be either of a different series or class, 
depending upon how the articles, the bylaws or the board 
characterize the share. 

Subdivision 28 (Share). The definition comes from MBCA 
Section 2(d), and is self-explanatory. The word stock is not 
used in this act. 

Subdivision 29 (Shareholder). The definition comes from 
MBCA Section 2(f). 

Subdivision 30 (Signed). The definition is new, except to 
the extent it refers to Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.44, 
Subdivision 14. That section controls the form of the signature 
with the exception listed in clause (b) of this subdivision. 
The signature must be the actual signature of an authorized 
person if the document is to be filed with the secretary of 
state. If the document is not to be filed with the secretary of 
state, a facsimile signature may be used. 

Subdivision 31 (Subsidiary). The definition comes from Cal. 
Corp. Code, Section 189. The comment to subdivision 21 with 
respect to the definition of "parent" applies here as well. 

Subdivision 32 (Surviving corporation). The definition 
comes from MBCA Section 7l(a). It is self-explanatory. 

Subdivision 33 (Transaction statement). The definition is 
itself a reference to Minnesota Statutes, Section 336.8-408. 

Subdivision 34 (Vote). The source of this definition is 
Cal. Corp. Code, Section 194. A written consent by an 
individual is his or her "vote"; an action taken by written 
action has been "voted" upon. 

Subdivision 35 (Voting Shares). The definition is new. Of 
course, not all outstanding shares may be entitled to vote. 

Subdivision 36 (Written action). This definition is also 
new, and it clarifies the status of the counterparts of such an 
action as parts of the same action. 
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Section 2 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.60, 301.62 and 301.63 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Unlike the application provisions of 
Chapter 301, this section does not permit corporations to reject 
the proposed law. However, existing corporations may elect to 
come under the new law before they are required to come under 
that law (subdivision 7), by a vote of the holders of a majority 
of the shares present at a shareholders meeting. Also, unlike 
the transition provisions of Chapter 301, this act permits 
corporations to form under either Chapter 301 or the new act 
during the transition period. 

This section deems all existing corporations to be governed 
by this law on the mandatory effective date as of which time 
Chapter 301 is be repealed. After the mandatory effective date 
all business corporations must be formed under this law. 

Subdivision 9 renders certain chapters inapplicable to 
business corporations governed by this chapter. Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.61 did not render all of these sections 
inapplicable to business corporations. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section automatically subjects almost all existing 
Minnesota business corporations to the provisions of this 
chapter. The only exceptions to this general rule are those 
business corporations that were formed under Chapter 300 before 
1933 and that rejected Chapter 301. The dual nature of Minnesota 
corporation law should not be continued, and, therefore, this 
chapter will completely supplant Chapter 301 in all respects and 
will apply to as many Minnesota business corporations as 
possible. 

Subdivision 1 permits certain Chapter 300 corporations to 
elect to be governed by this act pursuant to subdivision 3. It 
is possible that no Chapter 300 corporation can be forced to 
accept this chapter, because of the absence from Chapter 300 of 
a reservation of power section similar to Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 301.59 or section 4 of this act. 

The only Chapter 300 corporations that may elect to be 
governed by the new act are those corporations formed to 
transact businesses which are not expressly required by other 
statutes to form under Chapter 300; all banking and most 
insurance companies must, by the terms of Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 47.12 and 60A.07, form under Chapter 300. Chapter 317 
corporations cannot incorporate under this law because they do 
not have a business purpose as required by section 5. If future 
legislatures permit banks and insurance companies to form under 
this law by changing the provisions cited above, no change in 
this ~ection will be necessary to effect that result. 

Subdivision 2 provides that eligible business and 
professional corporations may choose to be governed by this act, 
or in the case of professional corporations, this act and 
Chapter 319A, by electing, at any time after the effective date 
of this act, to come under the act. Existing corporations 
should not hastily elect to come under this chapter; any time 
spent examining the new act and reshaping the articles to take 
advantage of the new flexibility provided for by the new act 
will almost certainly be time well spent, and this section 
provides a transition period for just that purpose. Early 
election may in some cases help the corporation avoid any 
last-minute confusion due to adjustment to the new law. 
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Subdivision 3 requires that electing coporations must 
conform their articles to the provisions of this chapter. The 
conforming amendments are to be approved'under the law governing 
the corporation prior to election, most likely Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.37. It is unlikely that many amendments 
will be necessary, however, because the new law is less 
restrictive, requires less information in the articles, and 
permits a broader range of corporate arrangements than Chapter 
301. 

Subdivision 4 sets forth the procedure to be followed in an 
election under this section. The decision to elect early is a 
change in the basic "investment contract" of the shareholders. 
They originally invested in a corporation governed by one set of 
rules; now, the rules are being voluntarily.changed before the 
corporation is legally required to change. The election is, 
therefore, a matter for the approval of the shareholders. If 
the election is approved by a majority of the shares represented 
at a meeting of the shareholders or any larger number required 
by the articles, the election shall be effective when a copy of 
the approved resolution, together with a filing fee, is filed 
with the secretary of state (see section 1, subdivision 11). 
From that point on, that corporation will be governed by 
sections 1 to 125 of this act. 

Subdivision 6 permits a corporation formed during the 
transition period to incorporate under either Chapter 301 or the 
new act, if the corporation formed for purposes permitted by 
section 5. Nonetheless, a corporation incorporated under 
Chapter 301 during this period is deemed ·to' come under the new 
act on the mandatory effective date. 

Subdivision 7 is the chief operative pa·rt of this section. 
It brings all business corporations in the state except those 
incorporated under Chapter 300, automatically under the new act 
at 12:01 a.m. on the mandatory effective date, whether or not an 
election has been filed. The articles and bylaws (see 
subdivision 5) of the corporation are automatically effective 
under the new law except for those provisions that are 
inconsistent with this new act which become null and void, and 
provisions that were inconsistent with the old law but which are 
permitted by the new act which become effective, at that time. 

After the mandatory effective date, only Chapter 302A may 
be used for incorporating business corporations, and Chapter 301 
is repealed (see section 134). 

Corporations governed by this chapter are not subject to 
certain other chapters and sections of the Minnesota Statutes. 
The relevant portions of these chapters or sections have beeh 
duplicated or rewritten in the new act, or have been omitted 
because they were outdated or inapplicable. Sections 222.19 and 
222.23 relating to railroads never applied to Chapter 301 
corporations and do not apply to business corporations formed or 
coming under this chapter. All of the relevant provisions of 
Chapter 300 have been integrated into the new act. The 
remainder of Chapter 300, with the exception of Sections 300.03, 
300.04, 300.05, 300.10, and 300.11, which affect utilities will 
not apply. This act replaces and repeals Chapter 310, effective 
on the mandatory effective date, so that chapter is clearly not 
applicable. Those parts of Chapter 316 that are relevant to 
modern business corporations and that were applicable to Chapter 
301 corporations under Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.61 have 
been included in this chapter or have been omitted as 
unnecessary. Chapter 317, of course, does not apply to business 
corporations. 

This chapter is a self-contained business corporation law, 
but reference to other laws such as the tax or securities laws 
is necessary because of the obvious inability of a corporation 
law to include such toics within its scope. 
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Section 3 

SOURCE: Ga. Code Ann. Section 22-103(e)(l) 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

D 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota statute addressed this 
issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Under this section, transactions entered into by a 
corporation before the effective date of an election under 
section 2, subdivision 4, or before the mandatory effective date 
if no election has been made, are governed until their 
completion or during their continuation, by the law in effect at 
the time when the corporation entered into the transactions, if 
the transaction originally complied with the then applicable law. 
However, transactions which were entered into prior to election 
or prior to the mandatory effective date which did not comply 
with the applicable former law are not validated by this section 
or any other section of this act; and the validity of those 
transactions will be governed by the prior law. 

Section 4 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.59 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION'' Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.59 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: None 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The effect of this section is to make any changes made in 
this act by future Legislatures binding upon all corporations 
governed by this act. Chapter 300 contains no comparable 
provision: that absence has made it unclear whether that law may 
be altered in any fundamental way. 

Section 5 

SOURCE: N. J. Stat. Ann., Section 14A:2-l 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.03 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.03, 
specifically listed the types of business purposes for which 
corporations could not be formed under Chapter 301, in addition 
to prohibiting formation where other chapters required formation 
under a different corporation law. This section eliminates the 
specific listing because all of the types of corporations listed 
in Section 301.03 must, by the terms of other statutes, e.g., 
Section 47.12, be formed under other chapters. The presumption 
that the corporation has general purposes unless otherwise 
stated is also new. Section 301.03 required the purposes to be 
stated. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section is worded so that as many Minnesota business 
corporations as possible may form under the new law. The 
section excludes non-profit corporations, which must be formed 
under Chapter 317; banks, trust companies, building, loan and 
savings associations, and savings banks, which under Section 
47.12 must form under Chapter 300, and insurance companies, 
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which under Sections 60A.07(1), 62C.04, and 62G.07 must form 
under Chapter 300 or Chapter 317. If these sections are changed 
this section does not bar formation under this chapter. 

Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.03, permitted a corporation 
to have general business purposes; the new law presumes that it 
has such purposes. The modifier "lawful" which appeared in 
Section 301.03 has been eliminated because the determination of 
what is or is not lawful belongs in section 111, which deals 
with dissolution by the attorney general. The term "business 
purpose", means any purpose which is intended to benefit the 
shareholders of the corporation. Thus a corporation may not 
operate at a profit, and yet still have a "business purpose". 

Section 6 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 53 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.03 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: None 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The only notable aspect of this provision is the fact that 
corporations may not themselves act as incorporators. 
Consistency with section 24, requires incorporators to be 
individuals. 

Section 7 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.04 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The philosophy behind this section is 
totally different from the philosophy of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 301.04. The new section requires only four basic pieces 
of information, where Section 301.04 required nine items. The 
new section also serves more as a checklist than a list of 
required information. 

The new section requires only the name of the corporation, 
the address of its registered office, the number of shares it is 
authorized to issue, and the name and address of each 
incorporator. The old requirements that the articles list the 
purpose, duration, terms of the shares, minimum stated capital, 
and the names of the first directors, of the corporation have 
been eliminated. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The drafting and filing of the original articles of a 
corporation affords the shareholder, subscriber or incorporator 
the greatest opportunity to influence the future of the 
corporation. However, because of a lack of knowledge of the 
available options or the presumptions that will prevail unless 
changed in the articles, most shareholders do not tailor the 
contents of the articles of incorporation. Instead, they 
frequently use a commercial form for the articles of 
incorporation. 

The purpose of this section is to list applicable rules and 
available options that can be altered or adopted in the articles 
or the bylaws. There are rules that are not included in this 
list; they are not listed because they cannot be altered by any 
corporate governance document. 
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The descriptions of the rules or options contained in 
subdivisions 2, 3, and 4 are cryptic, incomplete expositions of 
the applicable rules or options, and do not control the language 
of the sections referred to after the description. The 
descriptions merely convey the basic effect of the governing 
sections described, but the incorporators should read and 
understand the basic governing sections before taking action. 

Under this section, it is theoretically possible to 
incorporate, by filing the information required by subdivision 
1, and the filing fee, on a single sheet of paper or even on a 
postcard. The incorporators should not file this extremely 
"short-form" of incorporation unless or until they make a full 
survey of the provisions referred to in subdivisions 2, 3, and 4. 

Subdivision 2 lists all of the provisions of this act which 
may be altered only in the articles; in the absence of any 
alteration, the presumption set forth in each of those 
provisions will govern. 

Subdivision 3 lists more presumptions that may be changed. 
These presumptions may be altered in either the articles or the 
bylaws of the corporation. 

Finally, subdivision 4 lists presumptions that will not 
apply to the corporation unless they are specifically adopted in 
the articles or, with two exceptions, in the bylaws. 

Subdivision 5 provides that the articles may contain any 
other language or provisions not specifically mentioned in this 
section, but provisions inconsistent with this act are null and 
void. 

Section 8 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 8; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.05; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.05 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section permits a business 
corporation to use "limited" in its corporate name. The 
secretary of state is given explicit authority to determine what 
is or is not a "deceptively similar" name under this section. 
Section 301.05 was silent on that subject. Someone wishing to 
use a name which is the same as, or deceptively similar to, the 
name of another corporation now has three ways in which to 
obtain the use of that name. Under Section 301.05, that use 
could only occur with the consent of the corporation holding the 
similar name. Finally, the successor by merger, sale, or other 
transaction to a corporation may use the name of the original 
corporation in certain circumstances. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The section ensures that corporations are not mistaken by 
the public for non-corporations or for other corporations. 

Subdivision 1 continues the requirement contained in 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.05, Subdivision 6, that all 
names be in English characters. This greatly simplifies the 
task of locating records of the corporation. Subdivision 1 also 
continues the requirement that the name signify that the entity 
is a corporation by containing one of the traditional corporate 
terms ("incorporated", "corporation"). The word "limited" has 
been added to that group. 

The name cannot contain any word which might indicate that 
the corporation is formed for a prohibited purpose, such as 
banking. The effect of this clause is that no corporate name 
may use words which would indicate that it is a bank, trust 
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company, building and loan association, savings bank, insurance 
company, cooperative, or non-profit corporation. 

The name must be sufficiently unique so that the 
corporation will not be confused with any other entity having a 
right to use a particular name in this state. However, there 
are situations in which the use of a name that is similar to an 
existing name will be permitted: first, where the corporation 
holding the existing name gives explicit written consent to the 
subsequent use of the name; second, where the corporation 
seeking the "subsequent" use of that name demonstrates to the 
satisfaction of a court that it actually had a prior right to 
the use of that name; and finally, if the corporation seeking 
the subsequent use demonstrates, as set forth in subdivision 
l(d)(3), that the entity or person with the prior right to a 
name is inactive. 

Under subdivision 2, the determination of what names are or 
are not deceptively similar is left to the discretion of the 
office of the secretary of state. The secretary of state also 
has the power to make such a determination under section 9. 

Subdivision 3 has been included to make it clear that a 
name may not be used without liability under other laws merely 
because a name complies with this section. Those other laws may 
restrict or prohibit the use of that name and should be checked 
before proceeding to transact business under that name. 

Subdivision 4 permits corporations which acquire another 
corporation or the business of another ccirporation to continue 
the use of the name formerly used by the acquired corporation. 
This permits the acquiring corporation to fully exploit the 
goodwill purchased along with the assets. · 

Subdivision 4 is Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.05, 
Subdivision 8, without change. It provides a remedy for 
violations of this section. 

Section 9 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 9; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.05, 
Subdivisions 3 and 4 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.05, was 
relatively vague and restrictive, offering the right to reserve 
names only to those who intended to incorporate in this state 
under that name within twelve months. The new provision extends 
the right to reserve a name for an unlimited number of 12-month 
periods to a broad range of natural persons and corporations. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section greatly expands the right to reserve names for 
future use. The practice of reserving a name is only partially 
validated by our current law. This practice is useful to 
corporations which are about to change their corporate names, 
entities which are about to enter this state, and companies 
which do business in other states who wish to protect their 
national or regional goodwill from damage from the use of that 
name in this state by other corporations. In the first two 
cases, the reservation of a name assures that the name will be 
available for the exclusive use of the reserving corporation; in 
the third case, reservation furthers the policy of section 8 by 
preventing confusion among business entities. 

Subdivision 1 of this section sets forth those eligible to 
reserve names. Those eligible include: 
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(1) any natural person or other legal or commercial entity 
engaged in business in this state under the reserved name or any 
similar name, whether or not that person or entity has qualified 
to do business under Chapter 303 or filed an assumed name under 
Chapter 333. Those doing business in a non-corporate capacity 
may thus reserve names to protect their goodwill; 

(2) any person about to form a corporation. This assures 
that the desired name will be available when the corporation is 
formed; 

(3) any domestic or foreign corporation about to change its 
name, for the reason stated in (2); 

(4) a foreign corporation about to qualify under Chapter 
303, for the reason stated in (2); 

(5) any person about to incorporate in another state and 
subsequently qualify to do business in this state under Chapter 
303, for the reason stated in (2); and 

(6) any other foreign corporation, in order to protect 
goodwill in this state, even though that corporation may not 
intend to qualify in this state. 

Subdivision 2 provides that the reservation be made by a 
simple filing with the secretary of state. The reservation is 
applicable for 12 months and may be renewed for an unlimited 
number of consecutive 12-month periods by filing a renewal. 
This extended period during which a name ·may be reserved makes 
unnecessary the practice of creating name-holder corporations. 

The right to use these reserved names may be transferred 
from one person to another under subdivision 3 by a simple 
notice of transfer filed with the secretary of state. Transfer 
of the name may prove useful in situations where the original 
applicant becomes a party to a fundamental corporate transaction 
or licenses the use of its name. 

Section 10 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 12 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.33, 
Subdivision 1 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The corporation may, but need not, 
appoint a registered agent who must maintain an office at the 
registered office of the corporation. Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 301.33 was silent on this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Each corporation must maintain a registered office in this 
state. The first registered office of the corporation must be 
listed in the articles, see section 7, subdivision 1. 

The corporation may also appoint a registered agent upon 
whom service of process may be made under section 123. The 
registered agent is required to have an office at the registered 
office in order that process may be served. 

Section 11 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 13 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.33, 
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Subdivisions 2, 3, and 4 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section provides rules governing 
the resignation of and the change of business address of the 
registered agent. Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.33, was 
silent on this subject. The requirement that duplicate articles 
be filed with anyone other than the secretary of state when a 
registered office is moved from one county to another has been 
eliminated, as has the penalty for failure to file. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Subdivision 1 sets forth the procedure for changing the 
location of the registered office or the identity of the 
registered agent. The statement required by this subdivision 
need not be approved in the same manner that amendments to the 
articles require, but the statement is regarded as part of the 
articles after it becomes effective. The statement must contain 
a slightly more detailed explanation of certain items of 
information than was required under Section 301.33. 

Subdivision 2 makes the resignation of the agent a very 
simple process. Only the simplest form of written notice to the 
corporation and the secretary of state is required. The 
registered office will, however, continue to be the office of 
the registered agent until the corporation files a new statement 
of registered office, if the agent is also providing the 
registered office, in which case the agent may continue to 
charge the corporation for providing the office until the 
corporation designates a new registered office. The resignation 
is effective 30 days after it is filed with the secretary of 
state. This ensures that all service of process served on the 
agent before the corporation has a chance to· change its agent or 
office will be forwarded to the corporation. 

Subdivision 3 permits the agent who changes business 
addresses to change the registered office of each corporation 
represented by that agent without the need for board action by 
each of those corporations under subdivision 1. 

Section 12 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 58 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.37, 
Subdivision 1 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: None 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

A flexible mechanism for the amendment of articles is 
necessary in order to permit the corporation to adapt to 
changing business or economic conditions. 

No list of possible amendments is given; this is a general 
grant to the corporation of the power to amend. The general 
grant of power is to ensure that no individual shareholder has 
"vested rights" in one or more listed items merely because of 
the possible effect by negative implication of a list of 
possible amendments. 

Section 13 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 59 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.37, 
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Subdivision 2 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Under this section the board may now 
file amendments to the articles under the authority of section 
24 instead of filing new articles which supersede prior 
articles, avoiding the needless paperwork of that refiling. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

There is no reason for continuing to prohibit the 
correction of errors or oversights in a simple manner. This 
section provides the corporation with the ability to correct 
those errors. 

Section 14 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 59 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.37, 
Subdivision 3 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The major change created by this is the 
reduction of the majority required for approval of amendments to 
the articles from two-thirds of all of the voting shares to a 
majority of the shares present at a duly held meeting. The 
class voting provisions formerly in Section 301.37 have been 
moved to section 15. Individual shareholders or groups of 
shareholders holding one percent or more of the voting shares 
may propose amendments under this section. No such requirement 
was present in Section 301.37. No proposed amendment must be 
presented to the shareholders if it was considered during the 
last 15 months. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section sets forth the procedure for amending the 
articles after shares have been issued. Amendments may also be 
made as part of a plan of merger, but plans of merger must be 
approved by the majority required under section 91, which may 
differ from the usual majority. 

The amendment may be presented to a shareholder meeting 
either by the board or by an individual shareholder or several 
shareholders holding one percent or more of all voting shares, 
but this section does not require that a shareholder-proposed 
amendment to be presented to that meeting if the proposal was 
considered at any meeting held within the last 15 months. This 
avoids the possibility of continuing harassment and repeated 
conflict which might surround certain shareholder proposals. 
However, for publicly held corporations, this section is subject 
to the provisions of Rule 14-a-7 promulgated under the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, where applicable. The 
amendment will be presented to the next regular or special 
shareholder meeting if the required ten days' notice can be 
given before the meeting. There is no limit on the number or 
types of amendments that may be proposed and considered at any 
one meeting. 

Restated articles that synthesize all prior changes in the 
articles into a new document are required to be approved by the 
shareholders before filing. This restatement may also include 
any amendment making a substantive change in the articles. The 
restatement must in any case be approved by the holders of a 
majority of the shares present at the shareholder meeting. 

The notice required by subdivision 3 must be given at least 
ten and no more than sixty days before the meeting, and all 
holders of voting shares must be given the time, date, and place 
of the meeting (section 67). 
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The majority required for approval of article amendments is 
a majority of the shares present, except that if the amendment 
would adopt a larger majority, or if it would reduce an 
applicable larger majority, for approving shareholder action, 
the amendment must receive the larger of the majority required 
for passage prior to, or which would be required after, the 
proposed enactment of the amendment. 

Section 15 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 60 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.37, 
Subdivision 3(3) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section specifies those instances 
in which class or series voting is required. The old provision 
made vague reference to granting class voting in cases where 
amendments "adversely affect" the rights of shareholders. 
Series are now also given separate voting rights under this 
section. 

GENERAL COMMENT: Certain amendments are so vital to the terms 
of the "investment contract" between the shareholder and the 
corporation that they should be approved by the particular 
shareholders affected by them, even if those shareholders do not 
normally have the right to vote at all on the matter. This 
section lists those amendments. This list is in sharp contrast 
to the relatively vague admonition of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 301.37, Subdivision 3, Clause (3), which required class 
voting when the rights of the shareholders would be adversely 
affected by the amendment. Not all of the effects of the listed 
amendments would be "adverse 11

1 but all of the amendments do 
alter the investment contract. However, the vote of a class 
cannot by itself approve an amendment. That approval is merely 
one of the requirements. Other items may also merit class or 
series voting by the terms of the articles, bylaws, or the terms 
of the shares under section 68, subdivision 2. 

Section 16 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 61 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota statutory law has not 
addressed this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: This section outlines a detailed procedure for 
documenting the approval of amendments to the articles. Persons 
unfamiliar with the usual procedure for filing amendments may 
safely comply with the statutory policy of full disclosure 
merely by following the directives of the statute. The section 
also mandates the inclusion of certain information in the 
document filed with the secretary of state. The information 
required in clause (c) may be useful in determining that the 
vote conformed to section 14. Clause (d) requires information 
on the manner in which an amendment will be effected, and clause 
(e) requires that restated articles be marked as such. 

Section 17 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 63 
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FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No provisions of Minnesota Statutes has 
addressed this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The amendment is usually effective upon filing with the 
secretary of state (section 19). This section provides explicit 
protection for the rights of non-shareholders in the event of 
amendments. It ensures that amendments will not affect 
litigation; if a corporation could amend its way out of 
litigation, the abuse of the amendment process would be obvious. 
Similarly, amendments approved after a cause of action arises 
are not relevant. 

Section 18 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.06 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: None 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

For an explanation of "filed with the"secretary of state", 
see section l, subdivision 11. No filing with the county 
recorder is required, contrary to Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301. 07. 

Section 19 

SOURCE: New; MBCA Sections 53 and 54 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.06, 
Subdivision 2 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota statute has addressed the 
issue of effective dates of amendments, although several cases 
touch upon the subject. This section states a clear rule for 
the effective date: upon filing; or, for articles of amendment, 
at such later time, within thirty days of filing, stated in the 
amendment. Corporate existence under this section commences 
upon filing the articles, not upon issuance of a certificate, as 
under Section 301.06. 

GENERAL COMMENT: The corporate existence begins when the office 
of the secretary of state accepts a valid set of articles for 
filing; that is, when a document containing at least the four 
items required by section 7, subdivision 1, signed by the 
incorporators pursuant to section 1, subdivision 29, and 
accompanied by a $10 filing fee, is delivered, either personally 
or by mail, to the corporations division of the office of the 
secretary of state. No further act is required. 

Corporate existence is not dependent upon the issuance of 
shares, Moe v. Harris, 142 Minn. 442, 172 N.W. 494 (1919). 
Publication of notice of incorporation is unnecessary under this 
section. Interpretations of prior law indicate that publication 
may have been a requirement for incorporation, see Rodgers v. 
National Citizens Bank, 40 F.2d 554 (D. Minn. 1930), even though 
the statutory language of Section 301.06 makes no such specific 
requirement. 

No alternate effective date for the articles of 
incorporation is permitted, for two reasons: one, alternative 
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dates are not necessary because the incorporators have a clear 
alternative---to delay filing the articles to the time they wish 
corporate existence to begin. Second, delay in the effective 
date would cause unnecessary confusion in the administration of 
the office of the secretary of state and may mislead third 
parties during the period between filing and the effective date. 

Moreover, the effective date should coincide with filing so 
that there can be no doubt that all subsequent corporate acts 
are the acts of a de jure corporation. This is important 
because the doctrine of de facto corporations is inapplicable in 
this state after the enactment of this act. The simplicity of 
the procedure set forth for incorporation makes the continuation 
of this doctrine inappropriate; no publication or other filing 
with any other official is necessary under this act, only the 
barest notice, by filing with the secretary of state, is 
required, and failure to comply with this requirement is 
inadequate to meet the standard of compliance formerly required 
under that doctrine. The defense of estoppel, however, has 
nothing to do with the efficacy of an attempted incorporation, 
and may apply even where no documents have been filed with the 
secretary of state. 

Although it was formerly the rule that filing with the 
secretary of state would begin the corporate existence, 
amendments were never given a specific effective date in the 
statute. The new provision offers a simple procedure for 
establishing that effective date. For a discussion of amendment 
procedure under prior la~, see Henry v. Markesan State Bank, 68 
F.2d 554, 556-58 (8th Cir. 1934). 

The effective date of articles of amendment may be delayed 
up to thirty days because that delay is unlikely to cause 
confusion about the existence of the corporate entity; in fact, 
a delay may well be useful in synchronizing the effective date 
of an amendment with the date of a particular corporate action, 
whereas no action can be taken prior to the commencement of 
corporate existence. 

Section 20 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 56 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.06, Subdivisions 2 and 3, and 301.13 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No conditions other than the valid 
filing of valid articles must be met by the incorporating 
corporation. No amounts need be paid into the corporation, and 
no other filing is required. Business may be commenced 
immediately. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section makes it clear that the filing creates an 
irrefutable presumption, except as against the attorney general 
under section 111, that the corporation is and has been 
incorporated in this state. This section also requires the 
office of the secretary of state to issue a certificate of 
incorporation, more for evidentiary purposes than for any other 
reason. See the comment to section 19 for a discussion of 
defacto corporations and the doctrine of estoppel. 

Section 21 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 301.09, 300.66, and 300.67; 
MBCA Section 4; N.J. Stat. Ann. 14A:3-l; New 
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FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.09, 300.66, and 300.67 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section is a fairly comprehensive, 
but not necessarily exclusive, list of corporate powers. It 
greatly expands the powers specifically given to a corporation 
in order to validate present business practices. No powers 
granted by Sections 300.081, 300.66, 300.67, or 301.09 have been 
deleted or limited. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The powers listed in this section are inherent and need not 
be referred to in the articles, section 7, subdivision 6. 

Some of the powers are described in greater detail in other 
sections of this act (see sections 22, 39, 40, 43 to 51, 52 to 
60, 80 to 83) or other chapters of Minnesota Statutes (see 
Chapter 333). The powers set forth in this section are limited 
and expanded by the other sections of this chapter and by other 
statutes of Minnesota and the United States. 

The articles may limit any of these powers, as stated in 
subdivision 1. 

Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 10, 14, 23, and 24 are direct 
counterparts of powers cited in Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.09, Subdivision 11 is the counterpart of Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 300.66 and 300.67. The other powers were only implied 
under Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.09(6)·. 

Subdivision 2 presumes perpetual duration. Corporations of 
limited duration are rarely encountered today; moreover, they 
may be a trap for anyone who does not know of the imminent 
expiration of that durat~on. 

The power to sue and be sued set forth in subdivision 3 
continues, to some extent, even after the dissolution of the 
corporation (section 118). 

Subdivision 4 is limited by statutes which limit the 
ownership of agricultural lands by corporations other than 
authorized farm corporations and family farm corporations. See 
Minnesota Statutes, Sections 500.221 and 500.24, as well as 
similar statutes of other states, where applicable. This act 
places no limit on the ability of a corporation to own or deal 
in property, even if there is no relation between that ownership 
and the other business of the corporation or, in certain cases, 
the limited purposes of the corporation. 

Subdivision 5 is a necessary corollary to subdivision 4. 
Although section 97 governs certain sales or transfers, other 
transfers may be covered by U.C.C. Article 6, Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 336.6-101 to 336.6-111 (Bulk Transfers). 

Subdivision 6 grants a broad power to·deal in securities of 
all kinds. Shares of a corporation which are reacquired by that 
corporation are governed by the provisions of section 86. 

Subdivision 7 grants a broad power to incur debts and 
obligations. That power is consistent with modern general 
corporate purposes. 

The power granted in subdivision 8 is not limited to 
investments consistent with corporate purposes. For example, a 
corporation formed for the purpose of dealing in real estate may 
also invest in securities. 

Subdivision 11 tracks substantially with Internal Revenue 
Code Section 50l(c)(3) (definition of a form of tax-exempt 
organization). The early requirement of corporate benefit was 
assumed in Minnesota Statutes, Sections 300.67 and 300.68, and 
is not a factor in legitimizing corporate donations under this 
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section, either. 

Subdivision 13 expands Section 300.081 and grants 
corporations the power to establish and fund incentive and 
benefit plans, and adds to that power the associated power to 
indemnify and insure persons entrusted with the care of these 
plans. 

Subdivision 15 permits the corporation to purchase 
"key-person" insurance on crucial employees, and insurance on 
shareholders to finance share repurchases at death as part of a 
buy-sell agreement. The former cushions the blow of the loss to 
the corporation, especially the small and medium size 
corporation, of the services of trusted principals, while the 
latter permits the corporation and the surviving shareholders to 
exercise some control over the ownership of the shares and the 
maintenance of corporate stability while delivering the value of 
the shares to the decedent's heirs or legatees, without draining 
the corporation of all liquid assets or violating section 85. 
However, see section 86 for the result of a repurchase. 

Subdivisions 16 through 23 merely mention other powers 
explained in detail elsewhere in the statute and the reader 
should see the comments for those sections. 

Subdivision 24 continues the power to operate under an 
assumed name. 

Subdivision 25 is a general power clause giving the 
corporation the power to do anything lawful to advance its 
business. This catch-all provides the corporation with the 
flexibility it needs to adjust to changing business practices 
without violating the law. 

Section 22 

SOURCE: Colo. Rev. Stat. Sec. 7-3-lOl(c); Nev. Rev. Stat. Sec. 
78.065(2); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.09 
( 3 ) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Under this section, it is clear that a 
corporation need not have a seal and, even if the corporation 
has a seal, need not use it on any or every document. This 
section also sets forth specific guidelines for the contents and 
imprinting of the seal; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.09 was 
silent on this matter. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Although corporate seals are not required by this act, and 
are not required by the corporation statutes of many 
jurisdictions, some private parties to business agreements with 
corporations, other laws or regulations, or certain 
circumstances require that the seal of the corporation be placed 
on the document. 

In order to reduce the cost of owning or using a seal, the 
section sets forth guidelines that permit drastic reductions in 
that cost, such as the use of rubber stamps or other, cheaper 
methods of reproducing and affixing the seal emblem. 

In fact, this section permits the use of a standard seal 
usable by all corporations. A seal meeting the minimum 
requirement of the second sentence of subdivision 2, that is, 
one stating merely "Seal" or one stating the name of the 
corporation and either "A Minnesota Corporation", or "Corporate 
Seal" may be used by any corporation. A registered agent for 
several corporations, or counsel for several corporations, need 
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purchase only one such seal, stating "Seal", which can then be 
used for each corporation represented. 

Morris y. Keil, 20 Minn. 531 (1874) is not overruled by 
this change in statutory language. That case held that where 
the signatures on the document are valid and binding, the 
presence of the seal will be prima facie evidence that the seal 
was properly affixed; of course, the absence of the seal does 
not invalidate any document. In either case, the criteria are 
whether the document is authorized and the signatures are valid 
under this chapter (e.g., sections 44, 47 and 56). 

Section 23 

SOURCE: Mich. Corp. Laws Ann., Section 480.1271; MBCA Section 
7, (modified); Minn. Stat., Section 301.12. 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.12 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The admonition found in Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.12 that corporations must confine their 
acts to those authorized in the articles has been removed. The 
focus of section 301.12 was the assertion of the ultra vires 
doctrine in court. The focus of this section is a presumption 
that an act, contract, or transaction is lawful and valid, as 
far as this act is concerned, regardless of stated power, with 
three exceptions: First, in a suit by a shareholder for 
injunctive relief; second, in a suit against officers or 
directors; and third, in a suit by the attorney general. These 
exceptions are essentially unchanged from prior law, except that 
the right of the attorney general to attack the transaction is 
new. In each of these cases there are certain conditions that 
must be met; these are also essentially unchanged from prior law. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The purpose of this section is to bring clarity and 
certainty to the subject of ultra vires, hence the presumption 
of validity. The three exceptions exist to protect the 
shareholders and the public from abuses by those alleging to act 
in the name of the corporation, while protecting any innocent 
third parties from bearing the burden of the invalidated 
transaction. 

Paragraph (a) provides that the court may award an amount 
which it may determine equitable, if the court decides that the 
award is necessary to make whole any innocent party to the 
contract, including the corporation. Paragraph (b) permits the 
court to find the actions of corporate personnel who have 
exceeded their authority invalid. Those persons may therefore 
be personally liable. Paragraph (b) also allows the court to 
find the acts of those with knowledge of the lack of power 
invalid, in which case the transaction may·be rescinded. 

By the use of the word "representative" in this paragraph 
we refer to suits brought either as class actions, or by 
committees of shareholders on behalf of their members. 

Paragraph (c) parallels the attorney general's right to 
wind up and dissolve a corporation under section 111. 

Section 24 

SOURCE: Ill. Ann. Stat. Ch. 32 Section 157.51 (Smith-Hurd) 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 
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CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota statute has addressed this 
issue. 

General Comment: 

----------------
In those cases where the articles do not name the 

directors, subdivision 1 gives the incorporators the option of 
either electing the first board of directors or acting as the 
directors, with all of the rights, duties and liabilities of 
directors, until one of the three events listed in subdivision 1 
occurs. Until that time the incorporators may take any action 
this act permits the directors to take. 

The events listed in subdivision 1 result in the creation 
of a self-sustaining corporate governance system, except for the 
completion of "the organization of the corporation". This vague 
statement permits the incorporators to take action required in 
organizing without any risk that the acts will be voided for 
lack of authority. That phrase should be read to validate as 
many acts of the incorporators as is possible. 

Examples of acts that are organizational in nature are 
contained in the nonexclusive list in subdivision 2, which also 
serves as a partial checklist for the inexperienced 
incorporator. Subdivision 2 also requires that the governing 
body complete the organization of the corporation at some point 
in time. No specific penalty is imposed for failure to complete 
the organization but failure to do so is against the public 
policy of this statute, which is to encourage the existence of 
functioning corporate entities, and may be evidence of 
abandonment, which is a ground for action under section 111 in 
certain cases. 

Section 25 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 27; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.24; 
New · 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISIONS: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.24 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The presumption of Section 301.24 that 
the power to make bylaws is vested in the shareholders, and not 
in the board, is reversed in this section. The section adds to 
the list of bylaws that cannot be made or altered by the board 
after adoption of the initial bylaws the subjects of fixing a 
shareholder quorum, or prescribing procedures for the removal or 
replacement of directors. The new provision also provides a 
detailed procedure for the adoption, amendment, or repeal of 
bylaws by the shareholders. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Subdivision 1 validates the inclusion in the bylaws of any 
provision that is not inconsistent with superior law (articles, 
statutes, state or federal constitution). The corporation is 
not required to have bylaws, and, in fact, the determination of 
the roles of the officers, a major reason for having bylaws, has 
been removed as a reason (see section 47). Any provision 
permitted in the bylaws may appear in the articles, see section 
7, subdivision 5. 

Subdivisions 2 and 3 set forth the method to be used in 
adopting bylaws. Unless the articles explicitly reserve the 
power to adopt bylaws to the shareholders, the directors or the 
incorporators may adopt the bylaws. The shareholders always 
have the power to override actions of the directors or 
incorporators, in adopting, amending, or repealing bylaws, and 
it is intended that any action taken by the shareholders may not 
be changed except by the shareholders. After the initial bylaws 
have been adopted, only the shareholders may adopt or change 
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provisions fixing the quorum for shareholder meetings pursuant 
to section 70, prescribing procedures for removing directors or 
filling board vacancies pursuant to sections 35 and 36, or 
fixing the qualifications, terms of office, and classifications 
of directors, or decrease the number of directors. 

Subdivision 3 permits any shareholder holding one percent 
or more of the voting shares to propose a bylaws resolution, 
subject to the once-every-fifteen-months limitation applied to 
article amendments proposed by shareholders. If a shareholder 
or shareholders makes a bylaw proposal, the bylaw shall be 
adopted in the same manner that amendments are adopted. 

Section 26 

SOURCE: Del. Code Title 8 Section 14l(a), Section 351; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: 
301.04, Subdivision 7 

Sections 301.28, Subdivision 1 and 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Section 301.28 required the business of 
the corporation be managed directly by the board. This section 
permits great flexibility in the managerial arrangements and 
permits the board to delegate the management of the corporation 
to others, requiring only that the board retain the ultimate 
responsibility for actions taken pursuant to those 
arrangements. This section also permits the shareholders to 
bypass the board of directors on specific matters. Section 
301.04, Subdivision 7 required that the names of the first board 
of directors be listed in the articles of incorporation. This 
section eliminates that requirement. The first board need not 
be named at all, but may.be elected by the incorporators or the 
shareholders. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The board of directors continues to be entrusted with the 
management of the corporation, with few exceptions. First, the 
corporation may be managed and operated by the incorporators 
under section 24 until the organization of the corporation has 
been completed, if the articles fail to name directors, or if 
the incorporators do not elect directors prior to the completion 
of the organization. Second, the corporation may be managed by 
a person appointed by a court to run the corporation, either 
under sections 79 or 108 of this chapter, or under the 
Bankruptcy Act or some other statute of this state or the United 
States. Third, the corporation may be managed by a person or 
persons designated by the board to manage the corporation. This 
designation may be made by the board as a matter of inherent 
power, even though the articles, bylaws or other corporate 
governance documents may not explicitly refer to this power. 
The directors remain subject to the standard of conduct set 
forth in section 44, however, for the actions of those 
designated persons. Fourth, the shareholders of the corporation 
may decide certain matters, formerly considered within the sole 
authority of the board, by unaminous agreement. This agreement 
may take the form of a unaminous shareholder control agreement 
described in section 76, or it may take the form of a unaminous 
vote as described in subdivision 2. In either case, the result 
is the same; the directors will be not liable for any act 
approved in that manner, and the shareholders alone will assume 
that liability. 

The third and fourth exceptions are approaches to corporate 
management new to Minnesota statutory corporate law. Under the 
third exception, the board is expressly empowered to delegate 
the management of the corporation among several persons or 
committees. The duty of oversight and the liability for the 
actions of those persons or committees remains, however, with 
the board, which must comply with section 44 standard of 
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conduct. (For further comment on the use of committees, see the 
comment to sections 42 and 43.) This power of delegation is 
consistent with the common law power suggested in Social 
Security Board v. Warren, 142 F 2d 974, 977, 8th Cir. 1944 
(dicta) (no statutory authority required to permit delegation to 
committee or individuals of the power to make both routine and 
discretionary decisions) in that it permits complete delegation, 
and goes beyond the power grapted by Del. Code Ann. Sec. 14l(a) 
and referred to in Lehrman v. Cohen, 43 Del. Ch. 222, 222 A 2d 
800, (Sup. Ct. 1966) (delegation of management duties by 
directors not permitted under the then exsting Delaware Statute) 
in that it may be exercised without the necessity of a prior 
explicit authorization. 

The fourth exception has been applied in several states to 
small, closely-held corporations. However, these states have 
restricted the application of this "bypass" provision to those 
corporations governed by the special close-corporation statutes 
which have been drafted for use by what is generally a very 
narrow class of closely-held corporations. This statute is the 
first to apply it to corporations generally. 

It is apparent that it may not be practical or wise for 
every corporation to take advantage of this fourth option. 
Obvious logistical problems make it almost impossible (and 
imprudent) for the publicly held corporation to use this 
provision. Those corporations required to comply with Section 
12(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 will probably not 
wish to use this method because it would entail excessively 
frequent compliance with Regulation 14A promulgated under that 
act. Each corporation operates under a unique set of facts 
which should be carefully analyzed by those who wish to bypass 
the board. 

If the shareholders do govern the corporation either by 
unanimous vote or by a shareholder control agreement under 
section 76, the rights, liabilities, and duties of the board are 
transferred to the shareholders with regard to the acts taken by 
the shareholders. In addition, the shareholders will also have 
all the normal rights, duties, powers and liabilities of a 
shareholder. This dual liability presents a problem only under 
sections 87 and 88, where liability will be controlled by 
whichever of the two provisions has the wider scope in the 
situation. In all other cases, the liability would be the 
combination of director and shareholder liability. Any 
unanimous vote of the shareholders approving an act or 
transaction that must be approved by both the board and the 
shareholders under the new act is considered to comply with the 
requirements of the new act. 

Bypassing the board will also affect the shareholders by 
subjecting them to the standard of conduct imposed on directors 
for any action approved in that manner. In effect, this imposes 
a fiduciary duty upon each shareholder towards the corporation 
(and therefore, to other shareholders). 

The shareholder will have the right to rely upon the 
reports of others as provided in section 44. 

Minnesota case law contains one case regarding the 
authority of the board to manage the business, Mair v. Southern 
Minnesota Broadcasting Corporation, 226 Minn. 137, 32 N.W. 2d 
177, (1948) (order to general manager of radio station to take 
orders from assistant manager held reasonable and discharge of 
general manager upheld) in which the court stated that "The 
board of directors has the right to manage the corporation, and 
when it gives an order the general manager must obey if it is a 
reasonable order." Section 25 reflects the assumption that the 
board has the right to fully control the management of the 
business whether its orders are reasonable or unreasonable. The 
remedy available against "unreasonable" orders lies in contract 
law, which is where the Mair case more truly belongs, or in a 
suit for damages or equitable relief against the director or 
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directors involved in giving the unreasonable orders. 

The former requirement that the names of the initial 
directors be listed in the articles of incorporation may have 
been intended to ease service of process on those directors, to 
identify them for purposes of imposing certain liabilities, and 
to provide some documentary proof of their authority to act for 
the corporation. These reasons are no longer applicable since 
the act provides for service of process on a registered agent or 
on the secretary of state in section 123. Directors can be 
readily identified through corporate records, section 74. 
Finally, the powers of incorporators have been spelled out in 
detail in section 21. 

The practice of including the names of directors is also 
inconsistent with the provisions on annual reports, which do not 
require that directors be listed. Moreover, lists of directors 
are not required in amended articles or restated articles. For 
these reasons, there is no need to continue this requirement. 

Section 27 

SOURCE: Del. Code Title 8, Section 14l(a)i MBCA Section 36, 
Paragraph 1 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivisions 1 and 3 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section requires only one 
director, regardless of the number of shareholders. Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.28 required at least three directors if 
there were three or more shareholders, or, if there were fewer 
than three shareholders, at least as many directors as there 
were shareholders. Both the new and the old provisions permit 
the number of directors to be prescribed in the bylaws, but this 
section explicitly permits the articles or bylaws to provide 
procedures under which the number of directors can be fixed or 
changed without amending the articles or bylaws. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

There is no particular reason to require any number of 
directors greater than one for the corporation. The old minimum 
of three had the virtues of being an odd number, thus providing 
an alternative to possible deadlock, and being greater than one, 
thus increasing the possibility that the corporation would have 
a more representative board, especially under cumulative 
voting. However, although the virtues of an odd number are 
readily apparent, they may well be something the incorporators 
wish to ignore. If the incorporators wish to have only one 
director, and if the subscribers impliedly agree to that by 
purchasing their shares, there is no apparent interest to be 
served by mandating any particular minimum number by statute. 

Section 28 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESORA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivisions 1 and 3 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section explicitly permits the 
articles or bylaws to set forth procedures under which the 
qualifications may be fixed or varied without amending those 
documents. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 
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The subject of director qualifications is a matter to be 
determined by internal corporate governance procedure~. Even 
Chapter 301 recognized that the state had no interest in 
regulating this matter, except for prohibiting non-natural 
persons from being directors in order to assure that some 
natural person will ultimately be accountable for the actions of 
the corporation. Directors need not be shareholders of the 
corporation, and need not have any other qualifications. 

Section 29 

SOURCE: Del. Code Title 8, Section 14l(b); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivisions 1, 3 and 4(1). 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section changes the presumption 
regarding the length of the term from a one-year term to an 
indefinite term. 

GENERAL COMMENT:. 

The old presumption of a one-year term in Section 301.28, 
subdivision 4(1), was supplemented by the statement in 
subdivision 1 of that section that a director serves "until his 
successor is elected and has qualified". While this 
supplemental statement would seem to cure any problem that might 
be caused by the expiration of the presumptive one-year term 
when no election for a replacement has been held, other 
interpretations are possible. This ambiguity, combined with a 
change in the shareholder meeting requirements to eliminate the 
"annual" meeting unless such a meeting is called by the 
shareholders, has led to the end of the one-year presumption. 
Since, under the old law, the director served until the 
successor was chosen, that event was made the new standard. 
Removal, resignation, death, or disqualification are covered by 
sections 32 and 33 and provide the only exceptions to this 
standard. A director may be elected to an unlimited number of 
consecutive or non-consecutive terms. 

Section 30 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota statute has previously 
dealt with this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section has several purposes. First, it validates the 
acts of directors whose terms have expired, but who are still 
serving. This section applies to both individual directors and 
entire boards and insulates all acts taken by the board for the 
corporation and all acts of the officers in implementing those 
board actions from attacks on the grounds that the authority of 
the board had expired, that a director whose term had expired 
had illegally participated in the meeting or voted for the act, 
or that without such an "illegal" vote the act would not have 
been approved, and that, therefore, the act itself is illegal. 
Secondly, this section also expressly validates the acts of the 
directors in making long-term commitments of any kind which, by 
their terms, extend beyond the term for which the directors were 
elected. This includes the appointment of officers for long 
terms (see sections 48 and 49 for comments dealing with the 
contract rights of officers and the right to remove officers), 
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as well as any other long-term commitment such as a lease or any 
other business contract, obligation or commitment. The section 
also validates the acts of those officers appointed b~ the 
directors where the directors' terms expire-before the officers' 
terms expire. 

Section 31 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, Subdivision 4, 
Clause (a) 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivision 4, Clause (a) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No change 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Compensation of directors is an area where the state has no 
regulatory interest. The remedy for unreasonable directors' fees 
is an action for equitable relief under section 79, since an 
excessive fee may be a violation of sections 44 or·4s. 

Section 32 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This provision explicitly validates the 
practice of electing classes of directors on either staggered or 
uniform terms, which was implicitly validated by provisions of 
Section 301.28 which permitted the articles or bylaws to set the 
terms and qualifications of directors. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section was adopted after consideration and rejection 
of the adoption of MBCA Section 37, which allows only a 
restricted type of classification under that section; the 
corporation must have nine or more directors, and there may be 
only either two or three classes. These limitations are too 
restrictive. Moreover, the Official Comment to MBCA Section 37 
gives no reason for limiting the use of this device so severely. 

Classified directors are subject to the other sections 
governing directors to the same extent that non-classified 
directors would be governed by those sections, and those 
sections may be varied in the articles or bylaws to the same 
extent that they could otherwise be varied~ 

Section 33 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26, Subdivision 3, 
modified 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26, 
Subdivision 3 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The only changes in the rules of 
cumulative voting are in the wording of this section, in the 
replacement of the 24-hour notice rule with a rule that merely 
requires notice before the election, and in the mandatory tone 
of the new language. Notice may now be given to any officer, 
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not just to the president or the secretary; this is consistent 
with the flexibility now provided in the officer section. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The statutory presumption in favor of cumulative voting has 
been retained; the 24-hour notice requirement has been replaced 
with a requirement of notice before the election. The 
presumption in favor of cumulative voting was retained because 
the shareholders of a close corporation would probably bargain 
for the inclusion of such a provision in the articles of 
incorporation. 

If proper notice of cumulative voting has been given, the 
mandatory tone of clause (b) does not render any vote void if 
not cumulated, but the effect of this clause in combination with 
section 71, subdivision 6, is to automatically cumulate any 
unspecified vote for the candidate voted for if the shareholder 
votes for only one candidate. If the shareholder has voted for 
more than one candidate, the total of the cumulated votes will 
be divided equally among those candidates. This mandatory 
language appears in order to ensure that any shareholder who may 
not be aware of the right to cumulate, or who does not 
understand that right, will not be deprived of the influence his 
or her proportional ownership of the corporation would otherwise 
have. 

The formula for cumulative voting to be used under this 
section is helpful in determining the exact number of votes 
required for election under this statute.· ·The number sufficient 
to elect a director varies with the number of outstanding 
shares. It also varies with the number of directors to be 
elected. In order to compute the number, the following formula 
should be applied: 

S x (D) 
A is greater than-------

D + 1 

where S = number of shares voted in the election of directors, 

D = number of directors to be elected, and 

A= number of votes required to elect a director. 

Section 34 

SOURCE: Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. Section 33-317(d) (West); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota law has not previously 
covered this subject. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This provision is intended to make resignations effective 
at a definite time. The resignation is effective upon delivery 
because the time of delivery can be readily ascertained in most 
cases, especially if certified or registered mail is used. 
Delivery need be made only "to the corporation", because a 
requirement that delivery be made to particular persons could 
raise needless questions about the effect of a resignation 
delivered to the wrong person. "Delivery to the corporation" 
means mailing or personally delivering to the corporation (see 
section 1, subdivision 17). A resignation may be effective at 
any time subsequent to its delivery if such a time is explicitly 
stated in the letter of resignation, but no resignation may be 
effective prior to the time of delivery to the corporation. 
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Section 35 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.29; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.29 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section, governing removal of 
directors, addresses two issues not addressed in Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.29: the power of the directors to remove 
a director elected by the directors to fill a vacancy under 
section 33; and the removal of directors by those entitled to 
elect them in a corporation having a classified board. The new 
provision also permits the articles or bylaws to vary the 
procedures set forth in this section. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

A corporation may wish to establish its own procedures for 
the removal of directors, but in the absence of such provisions, 
a few basic rules apply. 

Any director elected by the other members of the board and 
not by the shareholders is subject to removal by the board, for 
any reason, if a majority of those other directors vote to 
remove that director. If the director proposed to be removed 
has not subsequently been elected by the shareholders, then his 
authority as a director flows directly fio~ the other directors, 
and those other directors have the power to end that authority. 

Under Chapter 301, classified boards weie unknown, and the 
removal provision, Section 301.29, reflected that lack by 
providing that "a majority of the shares entitled to vote at an 
election of directors'' could remove a director. However, ~fa 
director represents a particular class of shares, the question 
of removal ought to be decided solely by those shareholders who 
hold that class. Therefore, subdivision 3 of this section 
limits the power of removal to the persons who were eligible to 
elect the director, subject to subdivision 4. Normally, the 
proportion sufficient to elect and therefore to remove the 
director will be a majority. There are two exceptions to this: 
when the articles or bylaws required a greater proportion or 
number at the time of the election; and when cumulative voting 
was used to elect that director. If cumulative voting was used, 
or if cumulative voting has been adopted or re-adopted since the 
election of the director in question, subdivision 4 applies. 
That subdivision provides that if shares sufficient to elect the 
director under cumulative voting if the full board were elected 
at that time are cast against the removal, the director shall 
not be removed, even though a majority might be in favor of 
removal. 

In order to calculate the number of votes that must be cast 
against the removal of the director in order for the prevention 
of that removal, the following formula is used: 

~Sl x (D) 
A is greater than ---------

D + 1 

where Sl = number of shares voted on the question of removal, 

D = the total number of directors of the corporation 
authorized at the time of the attempted removal 
pursuant to section 27, and 

A = number of votes required to avoid removal. 

This formula works very well where the shareholders 
cumulate their votes in the removal process, but where the vote 
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is taken on a straight, one vote per share basis, the formula 
must be carried one step further; A must be translated into a 
number of shares. This is relatively simple, though, if we use 
the formula: 

A 
S2 is greater than----

D 

where S2 = the number of shares that must be cast against 
the removal of the director, 

D = the total number of directors of the corporation 
authorized at the time of the attempted removal 
pursuant to section 27, and 

A = the number of votes required to avoid the removal. 

An example which illustrates the use of these formulas 
might involve a corporation with five authorized directors. 
There are 500 voting shares of the corporation outstanding, and 
all are voted at the meeting where the removal is attempted. At 
the time of the removal, only four directors hold office; one 
directorship is vacant. Using the first formula, above, 

Sl x ( D) 
A is greater than--------- or, in this case 

D + 1 

500 X ( 5) 
A is greater than---------- that is, 

5 + 1 

2500 
A is greater than------

6 

we find that A is greater than 416.667 votes. 
second formula, 

S2 is greater than 

416.667 

A 

D 
, or 

Now we apply the 

S2 is greater than---------- , or is greater than 83.334 shares 
5 

Therefore, in this example, if more than 83.334 shares are 
cast against the removal of the director, that director will not 
be removed. 

Subdivision 5 permits all of the members of one board to be 
removed, by one vote, without the application of subdivision 4; 
otherwise removal of the board would require an unreasonably 
high majority. This removal does not eliminate the institution 
of the board as a corporate governance mechanism. 

If directors are removed at a particular meeting, the 
shareholders may elect replacements during the same meeting. 
Notice that cumulative voting will be used must be given prior 
to the commencement of balloting for the replacement. 

Section 36(a) gives the board the power to replace removed 
directors, but it ·is intended to apply only to those directors 
removed under subdivision 2. (For further comments see the 
general comment to section 36.) 

This section governs only removal by means of internal 
governance. Removal of directors by outside powers, such as a 
court, is covered by section 79. Similarly, the right to 
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cumulative voting should not be unreasonably impeded; there is 
little excuse for unpreparedness for cumulative voting at a 
regular meeting, and no exc~se where removal is announced as a 
purpose of a specal meeting. 

Section 36 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, Subdivision 4, 
Clause (2); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivision 4, Clause (2) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section clarifies the majority of 
the board required to fill vacancies, reduces the proportion 
required to fill new directorships from two-thirds to a 
majority, and clarifies the length of the term of a director 
elected under this section. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section contains provisions that may be altered in the 
articles or bylaws. Clause (a)(l) permits the directors to fill 
vacancies in already existing directorships caused by the death 
or resignation of a director, the disqualification of a new 
director, the failure to meet or to continue to meet the 
qualifications imposed under section 28, or by the removal by 
the board of directors, under section 35, subdivision 2, of a 
director elected to his current directorship by other 
directors. An appointment to fill such a vacancy will be valid 
if a majority of the directors still in office approve the 
replacement. Even if the number of remaining directors is less 
than the number previously required for a quorum, by reason of 
resignation, deaths, removals or any of the other reasons 
mentioned above, a majority of the remaining directors is 
sufficient to approve the replacement. Similarly, a majority of 
the directors in office prior to the establishment of new 
directorships may fill those new posts. In either case, the 
term of the new director shall be an indefinite term which 
extends until a replacement is elected by the shareholders, or 
until the director dies, resigns, is disqualified, or is removed 
by the board. An election for that directorship shall be held 
at the next regular or special shareholder meeting subject to 
section 66, subdivision 4, and the newly elected director shall 
immediately replace any person appointed under clause (a) or (b) 
of this section. 

Section 35 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 301.28, Subdivision 4, 
Clause (3), 301.28, Subdivision 4, Clause (5); MBCA, Section 
144, Section 43, paragraph 2; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivision 4, Clause (3), 301.28, Subdivision 4, Clause (5) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section presumes that board 
meetings will be held at the principal executive offices of the 
corporation unless the board selects another location, 
eliminates the notice requirement for meetings already scheduled 
by the articles or bylaws or by the board, and permits a 
director to preserve his objection to a meeting called without 
proper notice even if the director attends the meeting, provided 
the director attends that meeting solely for the purpose of 
objecting. It also expands the permissable use of participation 
by electronic means of directors in board meetings. 
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GENERAL COMMENT: 

The board may meet at any time prescribed by the articles 
or bylaws or at any time determined by the board under a 
procedure set forth in the articles or bylaws, and that meeting 
may be held at any place the board selects. In the absence of 
selection of a different place by the board, the meetings shall 
be held at the principal executive office, or at another place 
fixed in the articles or bylaws, if any. The principal 
executive office is the most likely site for board meetings due 
to its proximity to the managerial personnel and the likely 
availability of corporate information required at board meetings. 

This section also permits directors to conduct meetin~i 
either partially or totally by electronic means. If notice 
conforming to subdivision 3 is given to the board members, the! 
directors may hold a conference call meeting completely by l 
electronic means; as long as a quorum is present at the meetingr· 
and all participants may hear each other, the meeting and all \ 
action taken at the meeting will be valid. An individual \ 
director may also attend a meeting that is taking place at a 1 

physical location, by telephone or other electronic means, as \ 
long as all other participants, whether present in person or by I 
electronic means, can hear and speak to all other participan~) 

Any director may call a board meeting at any time, upon ten 
days notice. Notice is given when mailed (see section 1, 
subdivision 18). Notice of the date, time, and place of all 
board meetings is required unless the meeting is specifically 
exempted from notice under this section. The exemptions are 
listed in subdivision 4. The three listed situations meeting 
time set by the articles, the bylaws or by the board at a 
previous meeting have been exempted because the date, time and 
place are already known to, or should be known to, the directors. 

It should be noted that under the last sentence of 
subdivision 4, a meeting may be announced, and the notice 
requirement may be avoided, even at a meeting where no quorum 
exists. That is, if a meeting is lawfully called for a 
particular day at a particular time, and less than a quorum 
appears, in person or by telephone, for the meeting, then, even 
though the meeting could not be lawfully covened and even though 
no lawful business could be considered at that meeting, the 
time, date and location of another, later meeting may be 
announced at that meeting, even in the absence of a quorum. 
This provision flows from the presumption that every director 
has a duty to appear at board meetings; a director's failure to 
appear at a meeting should not be permitted to prevent all 
corporate actions. Of course, the later meeting must have a 
quorum at sometime if any action is to be taken legally. For a 
similar view with respect to the departure of a quorum, see the 
comment to section 40. 

Meetings may also be held on less than ten days·notice if 
all directors waive notice. It may be important to have an 
emergency meeting of the board for one reason or another. In 
order to provide flexibility, this section contains liberal 
waiver of notice requirements. However, corporations relying on 
oral waivers should recognize that failure to obtain a written 
waiver may involve a risk in proving that the waiver was given. 
The oral waiver is a stopgap measure which should be placed in 
writing as soon as possible. 

Attendance at the meeting in question is not a waiver of 
notice if the director attends solely for the purpose of 
objecting to the convening of the meeting. The director may 
remain present for the rest of the meeting without being 
considered a participant, but the director may not otherwise 
speak or vote at that meeting. 

Section 38 
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SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section permits a director to give 
advance written consent or objection to a proposal; the concept 
is new to Minnesota law. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section permits the following method of counting the 
Votes of absent directors who cannot or do not attend in person 
or by telephone. A director who wishes to make known his or her 
views on a relatively concrete proposal may consent or object to 
that proposal in writing, in advance of the meeting, if the 
articles or bylaws provide. That consent or objection will 
count as a vote in favor of or against the proposal or in favor 
of or against any proposal which, although differing in language 
from the specific proposal consented or objected to, is 
"substantially the same or has substantially the same effect". 
This last phrase means that the two proposals must be so similar 
in language or in their ultimate results that the actual 
differences are trivial in comparison with the similarities. 
The consent or objection does not permit that director to be 
counted as part of a quorum due to the very limited scope of 
this provision. The consenting or objecting director should pay 
careful attention to the risks inherent in this flexibility. 
The chief concern lies in how much variati6n from the proposal 
consented or objected to the consenting or objecting director 
will accept. If he or she will tolerate little deviation from 
the language or details of the proposal, any limitations he or 
she wishes to impose on the consent or objection should be 
clearly defined in the writing, or the consenting or objecting 
director should not employ this procedure. If language or detail 
mean less to the consenting or objecting director than the 
overall point of the proposal, this subdivision may achieve more 
flexibility at little or no cost to the parties to the decision. 

Section 39 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.25, Subdivision 7, 
modified: 

PRIOR MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivision 4(6). 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section permits the articles or 
bylaws to set at any proportion or number a quorum, whereas 
Section 301.28 required at least one-third of the total number 
of directors. This section also permits directors present at a 
meeting at which a quorum was present to continue transacting 
business after the quorum is no longer present. Section 301.28 
had no such provision. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28 set a minimum of 
one-third on the range of acceptable quorums. This section 
eliminates that requirement. It would ·be wise, however, for a 
corporation to fix a moderate proportion in the articles or 
bylaws in order to avoid internal dissension over corporate acts 
approved in the absence of more than two-thirds of the directors. 

The words ''majority ... of the directors currently 
holding office" make it clear that vacant (but authorized) 
directorships are not to be included in determining the number 
necessary for the presence of a quorum. For example, a 
corporation with nine authorized directors, but three vacancies, 
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will have a quorum of four, not five. 

Directors present at a meeting at which a quorum is present 
when the meeting is convened may transact whatever business is 
brought before it, e~en if a number of directors sufficient to 
constitute a quorum leave the meeting. One of the duties of 
being a director is attending meetings until the completion of 
all business. Those directors who leave early should not be 
able to prevent the consideration of the remaining business but 
should instead forfeit their right to debate that business. 

Section 40 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28
1 

Subdivision 4(6) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section is slightly more flexible 
than Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28 in allowing (and in some 
cases requiring) higher majorities, but is otherwise quite 
similar to the last line of Section 301.28, which stated that 
the act of a majority of the directors present was the act of 
the board. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section changes the former language which referred to 
"acts of ... directors present at a meeting at which a quorum 
is present. . " This phrase seemed somewhat vague; one 
could be present at a meeting at which a quorum had been 
present, but did that quorum validate all of the business 
transacted at the meeting? That question has been partially 
answered "Yes" by section 36; to be consistent, the word 
"quorum" has been removed from this section, and it is 
sufficient to state that the required majority is "a majority of 
directors present at a duly held meeting". Again, those who 
leave a meeting that has been duly called and that has had a 
quorum in attendance at its convening risk missing the 
transaction of business by leaving. An intentional attempt to 
undermine a quorum ought to be ignored and other departures 
should not be allowed to have the effect of interfering with the 
business at hand. 

Section 41 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, Subdivision 4(7); 
New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivision 4(7) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The major change which this section 
makes is that written actions will be effective even though all 
the directors do not agree to the action, if the articles 
explicitly permit less than unanimity and if the action does not 
require shareholder approval, as long as the number of directors 
signing the action is equal to or greater than the number 
required for passage at a meeting at which all directors were 
present. The section also requires that in such cases all 
directors are to be sent a copy of the text of the approved 
action, in order to provide them with prompt notice of actions 
taken in their absence. Under Section 301.28 no such separate 
notice·was required because unanimity, and thus implied notice 
to all directors, was required. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 
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Three states permit less than unanimous written action by 
directors under certain circumstances (Arkansas, North Carolina 
and South Carolina), but no state has a provision giving a 
corporation an unconditional power to take less than unanimous 
action without a meeting. However, the lost opportunity for 
debate among the directors of the action to be taken does not 
justify withholding the flexibility possible under this 
provision. It is not always possible to contact all of the 
directors of the corporation. Sometimes the need for prompt 
action exceeds the capability to send and have returned a copy 
of the action and sometimes directors are not sent copies of the 
consent or themselves forget to return the consent. 

Directors should not sign a written action unless they 
agree with the text of the proposed action as stated in the 
document presented for the signature of the director because the 
effect of any signature is to approve that action. Limiting or 
restricting language following a signature should have no effect 
and should not be considered; any change in the text of any 
action or counterpart nullifies the signatures appearing on that 
counterpart and results in no consent by the directors signing 
that document. In any case, only that language appearing above 
the signature of the director is consented to by that signature. 

Directors should also be aware of Rev. Rul. 80-29 1980-5 
I.R.B. at 5, 1980-1 C.B. 93 which holds that only unanimous 
written actions will be effective as a substitute for action at 
a meeting for shareholder approval of qualified stock options 
under Internal Revenue Code Section 422(b)(l). The rationale of 
the Revenue Ruling is that, although unanimous written action is 
acceptable if permitted by state law, because there are 
obviously no objections to a unanimous decision, the lack of an 
opportunity for potential objectors to persu~de their fellow 
shareholders at a meeting makes less than unanimous written 
consent unacceptable. This rationale might also be applicable 
to written consent by directors, thus directors should try to 
obtain unanimous written consent for approval of stock options, 
at least until a relevant case or administrative determination 
arises to guide directors. Similarly, the fact that less than 
unanimous consent is legal under this act does not insulate the 
action taken from the effects of other statutes that may require 
approval by a larger majority. 

A written action is effective at any time stated in the 
text of the action, or, if no such time is explicitly stated, at 
the time when actions are signed by that number of directors 
equal to or larger than the number required for passage at a 
board meeting under section 37 if all directors were in 
attendance. Counterparts of a written action, each signed by 
one or more directors, are to be considered as one written 
action, see section 1, subdivision 36. Counterparts are viewed 
as equivalent because the directors are agreeing to a text, not 
to a particular copy of the text. 

Any director who has not consented to the action, as well 
as each consenting director, is to be sent the text and the 
effective date of the action as soon as actions signed by a 
sufficient number of directors have been received. This is 
necessary in order to notify the directors of the approval of 
the action, and especially to notify those who were not 
contacted or who were opposed to the action that the action was 
approved, so that those persons may discuss the action at the 
next board meeting or may call a board meeting at which that 
topic may be discussed. 

A written action is to be treated exactly the same as a 
motion approved at a meeting; to reconsider it, a member of the 
prevailing side must move reconsideration. Any written action 
resulting in or authorizing obligations to other persons or 
entities may be difficult to rescind without breaching the 
rights of a third party under such obligations. 

The remedy for failure to receive notice is not the 
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invalidation of the action, but, is an equitable action under 
section 79 for an order that notice be transmitted in the future 
or for any other equitable relief, or an action under sections 
108 or 111. 

A written action need not be explicitly designated as such 
in order to be subject to this provision. Any agreement or 
proposal submitted to and agreed to in writing by the directors 
will be considered a written action of the corporation. ·see 
Lohman v. Edgewater Holding Co., 227 Minn. 40, _33 N.W.2d 842 
(1948) (agreement to sell real property signed by all of the 
directors held a corporate act under Section 301.28, Subdivision 
4, clause 1). To treat such agreements otherwise would be to 
encourage directors to avoid the consequences of written actions 
or agreements that bind the corporation. Personal agreements 
ought to explicitly state that they are personal and not 
undertaken in the name of the corporation. 

This section has no effect on the law of ratification or 
estoppel. 

Section 42 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, Subdivision 4, 
Clause 8; MBCA Section 42; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, 
Subdivision 4(8) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section explic·i tly validates the 
formation of any number of committees for any purpose or 
purposes, establishes the quorum and procedures for committees, 
and fixes the methods of establishment and oversight. It 
greatly expands the narrow authority of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 301.28 which expressly permitted the board to appoint 
only an executive committee. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.28, expressly authorize the 
board to establish committees other than the executive committee. 
The authority of the executive committee itself was less than 
complete, because the statute limited the power· of that 
committee to actions taken between board meetings. This section 
clarifies and greatly expands the role of committees in 
Minnesota corporation. 

Subdivision 1 expressly permits the corporation to form an 
unlimited number of committees, each of which may have any or 
all of the authority of the board. Committees may even have 
overlapping authority-if the board decides to grant authority 
over a particular matter to two or more committees. This is not 
necessarily a desirable situation, however, and directors should 
be cautious in defining the authority of committees. 

The power of the board to delegate the management of the 
business and affairs of the corporation to other persons under 
section 26 is a power that is the sole responsibility of, and 
under the sole control of, the board subject to the provisions 
of sections 26 and 76. Under Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.28, no explicit statement of this power existed except in 
relation to the executive committee, and the power of committees 
was vague. Under this section, the board may parcel out the 
management of the corporation to one or more committees which 
have the responsibilities listed in the resolutions establishing 
the committees. The particular language of each resolution is 
very important, because committees have limited jurisdiction. 
The absence of explicit authorization to act in a certain area 
will prevent the committee from exercising jurisdiction unless 
general language is skillfully used. 
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The authority of each committee flows directly from the 
board, which has the power to reverse, modify, or limit the acts 
of these committees, as well as the liability for a failure to 
do so, when the best interests of the corporation require such 
action. The board also has the responsibility to oversee the 
operations of these committees consistent with section 41. 

The activities that may be delegated to committees is 
unlimited. Although other statutes provide that certain 
important functions may not be delegated to committees, it is 
possible to prevent potential abuses by making clear the 
continuous duty of the board to supervise and correct the 
actions of the committees, and by making certain remedies 
available to prevent oppressive committee action. Committees are 
no more susceptible to use as an oppressive tool by a grasping 
majority faction than is the board itself. Moreover, members of 
committees are themselves appointed by a majority vote of the 
board. The proper remedy for oppressive or unfair committee 
acts are actions under sections 79 or 108 for violations of 
sections 44 or 108. 

Any natural person, whether a director or a non-director, 
may serve as a full, voting member of any committee if that 
person is appointed by the board. This provision permits the 
corporation to make full use of the talents of non-directors 
with special expertise, or of directors or officers of related 
or non-related corporations by appointing them to full 
membership on committees. The traditional objections to 
non-directors on committees are that those persons are not 
necessarily subject to the traditional standards of conduct 
towards the corporation, and that the tasks delegated to them 
are tasks that the board should control. This section answers 
these objections by subjecting committee members to the director 
standard of conduct, and by making the board responsible in 
subdivisions 1 and 6 for the oversight and the acts of the 
committees. The board should take these duties and 
responsibilities into account before deciding to place 
non-directors on committees. 

Subdivisions 3 and 4 set forth the basic procedures to be 
used by each committee. The quorum is set by the same 
procedures used to set board quorums, while the procedures under 
which the board operates in regard to meetings, absent 
directors, written actions and valid acts are also applicable to 
the committee. This section applies board procedures because 
committees are merely extensions of the board, and should be 
treated as the board would be treated in the same situation. 

Subdivision 5 requires that minutes of committee meetings 
be made available to directors and members of that committee on 
request. The minutes are available to directors to enable them 
to perform their oversight duties, and to inform them of 
committee actions they may wish to revise, modify or rescind. 
Members of the committee have access to the minutes for their 
own reference, of course. 

Section 43 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Neither Minnesota Statutes nor recent 
Minnesota case law contain any reference to the subject covered 
by this section, which is a developing area of law. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section explicitly permits the formation of and 
validates the results reached by committees composed of 
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disinterested persons formed to determine whether the interests 
of the corporation will be served by a particular suit on its 
behalf. 

The power of the board to consider whether derivative 
claims brought on behalf of the corporation should or should not 
be voluntarily dismissed by the corporation has been questioned 
recently in the Delaware case, Maldonado v. Flynn, 413 A. 2d 
1251 (Del.Ch. 1980), rev'd on other grounds, 417 A.2d 378 
(Del.Ch. 1980) (the power to control the management of the board 
did not include the power to control the course of a derivative 
suit in a situation where an independent committee of the board, 
not specifically authorized by any provision of Delaware law, 
had duly considered the dismissal of and had reached a good 
faith decision to dismiss, an action on behalf of the 
corporation against other members of the board for their 
acceleration of the date on which particular stock options were 
to be exercised). In Maldonado, the court held that the power 
to dismiss such an action where the corporation refused to 
pursue a breach of fiduciary duty claim was not included in the 
powers of the board to manage the corporation generally. 

The control of a suit instituted on behalf of the 
corporation is part and parcel of the management of the 
corporation, absent fraud. The continuation of such a suit may 
not be in the best interests of the corporation and may even 
have an extremely negative effect upon the business of the 
corporation and its shareholders. 

The rule, suggested by Maldonado, that any shareholder may 
supersede the board in the conduct of litigation in the name of 
the corporation is explicitly rejected by this section. 
Instead, decisions to dismiss such an action~ made in good faith 
by an independent, objective committee, are final and binding on 
shareholders, directors and officers of the corporation and upon 
the corporation itself. Abbey v. Control Data Corporation, 460 
F.Supp. 1242, 1243-44, 1245-46 (D.Minn. 1978), affirmed, 603 
F.2d 724, (8th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 100 U.S. 670 
(1980)(situation similar to Maldonado involving illegal foreign 
payments instead of advance of exercise of options). 

No derivative suit should be dismissed solely because it 
names directors, officers, or persons involved in the management 
of the corporation, on the ground that the suit therefore would 
not be in the best interests of the corporation due to its 
presumed disruptive or nuisance impact. Committees dismissing 
suits should be expected to set forth specific, business-related 
reasons why the suit is not in the best interests of the 
corporation. Once a decision is reached in good faith, and the 
reasons are stated, however, that decision is final and binding 
upon all parties, unless a court finds that the decision was 
made by a committee that was not independent and objective. If 
such a finding is made, the court should order the resumption of 
the suit, and any resumption ought to relate back to the time of 
filing if the original statute of limitations has expired. 

It should be noted that Barrett v. Shanbean, 187 Minn. 430 
245 N.W. 830 (1932) is distinguishable from Maldonado. In 
Barrett, a settlement by the corporation was approved by the 
court. The plaintiff had a right only to his proportionate 
share of the corporation (then in liquidation), and had no 
individual right to redress. However, the court states, in 
dicta, that "If the directors refuse to sue for secret profits, 
then relief can be obtained in the appropriate stockholders' 
action." Id. at 432, 245 N.W. at 831. If all of the 
requirements of section 43 are complied with, no "stockholders' 
action" will be allowed and, to that extent, Barrett is 
overruled. 

Section 44 
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SOURCE: MBCA Section 35 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: 

D 

Minnesota Statutes 1 Section 301.31 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This provision retains the basic 
standard of conduct set forth in Section 301.31, but adds two 
new concepts to statutory corporation law in Minnesota. 
Subdivision 2 sets forth the right of a director to rely upon 
information presented and vouched for by other directors, 
officers, or employees of the corporation or by persons expert 
in the area to which the information is relevant in certain 
situations while remaining within the standard set forth in 
subdivision 1. Subdivision 3 establishes a presumption that a 
director present at a meeting assents to board actions taken at 
that meeting unless he or she dissents from the action or 
objects to the meeting itself and does not participate in it. 

"GENERAL COMMENT: 

Directors have great powers over the corporation, and few 
restrictions. The most important restriction on their power is 
the duty to comply with the standard of conduct set forth in 
this section. 

Although the language of subdivision 1 differs slightly 
from Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.31, it continues the 
previously established standard of conduct. While an extensive 
review of that standard is beyond the scope of this commentary, 
a few words summarizing subdivision 1 are in order. 

Subdivision 1 deals only with directors. The conduct of 
officers is treated in section 51. 

Subdivision 1 continues to protect a director from personal 
liability if the director, in good faith and with reasonable 
care in making a decision, makes a business judgment which turns 
out to be disadvantageous to the corporation. Retention of this 
protection is essential as an incentive to directors to take 
corporate risks that may lead to corporate profits and success. 
This "business judgment" rule, as it is referred to, is made a 
three-part rule by the addition of the words "in a manner the 
director reasonably believes to be in the best interests of the 
corporation." An act must not only meet the .first two criteria 
(good faith and reasonable care) but also the third (best 
interests). The "best interests" clause simply requires the 
director to assess the interests of corporation. (Conflicts of 
interest are dealt with in section 42.) 

The last clause of subdivision 1 ("with such care as an 
ordinarily prudent person ... ") is retained from the former 
law because it applies a flexible standard to each unique set of 
corporate facts. The word "diligence" which appeared in Section 
301.31 has been eliminated because that concept is subsumed 
within the word "care". 

If a director acts in reliance on the-types of information 
set forth in subdivision 2(a), and that reliance is warranted, 
then if the decision reached by the director would have 
conformed to the standard of conduct set forth in subdivision 1 

~-~ 

had the information relied on been accurate, the director is -~ 
considered to be conforming with this section. Accordingly, the 
director will not be liable, even if the information relied on 
is incorrect or misinterpreted. However, since the director 
must actually rely the information in making the decision, no 
director who is unaware of the information will be permitted to 
use the safe harbor of subdivision 2. 

This right to rely appears in the new act because a 
director of most modern corporations cannot personally ascertain 
all of the facts necessary for proper management. In addition, 
primary responsibility for certain areas of the operation of the 
corporation may have been delegated to a committee under section 
42. Experts may be needed to analyze a certain set of 
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circumstances. "Expert" is not limited to any class of licensed 
or unlicensed persons, but should be construed broadly to mean 
any person who could reasonably be expected to have special or 
superior knowledge. An expert's information must be within his 
or her field of "competence" in order for the director to rely 
on the information; in contrast, a director need only have 
confidence in the ability of the committee that presents 
information under clause (c) to rely upon the report of the 
committee. 

Subdivision 3 provides directors with an incentive to 
critically debate and decide management questions. Active 
involvement in the management of the corporation, where 
appropriate, is part of a director's obligation to the 
corporation under subdivision 1. The position of director 
liability on a director who does not expressly dissent will 
discourage directors from silently acquiescing in corporate 
mismanagement because those directors will be accountable for 
that mismanagement. 

Special Comment: 

Although this section does not mention the standard of 
conduct for officers or shareholders, a few words on the subject 
of conduct generally might be useful. 

The conduct of directors and officers with respect to the 
corporation has been part of the, Minnesota Statutes for almost 
fifty years. The shareholders also have a right to a certain 
standard of conduct. Young v. Blandin, 215. Minn. 111, 116-17, 9 
N.W. 2d 313, 316 (1943), Chicago Stadium v. Scallen, 530 F.2d 
204, 207 8th Cir. (1976), Honigman v. Green Giant Co., 208 F. 
Supp. 754, 758 (D. Minn .. 1961). Promoters (and perhaps 
incorporators) must meet a·similar standard. Earle R. Hanson & 
Associates v. Farmers Co-op Creamery Co., 403 F.2d 65, 70 (8th 
Cir. 1968). Majority shareholders may also be required to 
conduct themselves in certain ways with respect to other 
shareholders, Rockler & Co. v. Minneapolis Shareholders Co., 
425 F. Supp 145 at 149 (D. Minn. 1977). These standards are not 
specifically defined in this statute, because the courts must be 
free to continue to make determinations of the applicable duty 
on the basis of the facts in each case. 

Section 45 

SOURCE: Cal. Corp. Code Section 310 (West) 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No prior Minnesota statute has dealt 
with the validity of transactions between corporations and 
certain interested persons. There is Minnesota case law on the 
subject of corporate opportunity, but this section does not deal 
with that issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section does not replace the existing case law in this 
state with regard to corporate opportunity. See Miller v. 
Miller, 301 Minn. 207, 222 N.W. 2d 71 (1974); A. C. Petters 
Co. v. St. Cloud Enterprises, Inc., 301 Minn. 261, 222 N.W. 2d 
83 (1974); Diederick v. Helm, 214 Minn. 483, 14 N.W. 2d 913 
(1944). Instead, it deals solely with apparent or actual 
conflicts of interest inherent in transactions between the 
corporation and the director or any other organization in which 
the director participates as a director, officer, or other 
representative or has a material financial interest. 
Transactions of this sort will not be void or voidable if the 
director establishes that the transaction is fair or if certain 
disclosures are made and certain consents are received. This 
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section states explicit standards for meeting those 
requirements. This does not mean that all transactions that do 
not comply with this section are automatically void or voidable, 
and, the courts are free to deal with those transactions on a 
case-by-case basis. 

This section provides three methods of validating the 
transaction because one of these methods may be more convenient 
than either of the other two. In each case, the end result is 
the same; there is some assurance that after all of the facts 
have been disclosed, the shareholders or directors have (or in 
the case of (a), reasonable shar~holders or directors would 
have) approved the transaction. 

The standard in subdivision (a) reflects the decision in 
Fountain v. Oreck's, 245 Minn. 202, 207, 71 N.W. 2d 646, 649 
(1955), that the transaction will be upheld if the director has 
dealt fairly with the corporation and if the terms of th~ 
transaction are fair and reasonable; Swenson v. G. 0. Miller 
Telephone Company, 200 Minn. 354, 359, 274 N.W. 222, 225 
(1937). However, it may be necessary to bring the matter to 
court in order to obtain a definitive answer to questions of 
fairness and reasonableness. In such a case the other two 
methods provided by this section may be much more conventient 
for all parties. 

Paragraph (b) permits the shareholders to validate the 
transaction by informed consent. The majority required for 
validation is a majority of the outstanding shares, but the 
shares of an involved director shall not be voted. Thus, a 
director owning a majority of the outstanding shares cannot use 
this method, since a majority of the outstanding shares would be 
prohibited from voting. This procedure is consistent with and 
provides for a more specific safe-harbor than the procedure 
approved in Lake Park Development Co. v. Paul Steenberg 
Construction Co., 301 Minn. 396, 276 N.W. 651 (1937) 
(shareholder acquiescence in conflict of interest transaction 
held approval by shareholders). Full disclosure of all of the 
material facts is required, and the failure to disclose any 
material fact will prevent the director from using this 
subdivision to obtain approval. 

Paragraph (c) permits the board, or a committee appointed 
by the board, to approve the transaction, after full disclosure. 
The board or the committee members must comply with section 44 
in approving the transction. If the standards set forth in 
section 44 and in this paragraph are met, the fairness of any 
transaction so approved is conclusively presumed. If those 
standards are not met, the transaction may be attacked as void 
or voidable, and the approving directors may be liable for 
approving the transactions. 

Subdivision 2 permits the board to set its own compensation 
without further approval under this section. These transactions 
are not considered to involve a conflict of interest and need 
not be ratified under subdivision 1. 

Subdivision 2(b) attributes the financial interests of the 
immediate relatives of the director to that director. 
Transactions with corporations in which these relatives have a 
material financial interest are likely to benefit the economic 
unit from which the director derives or appears to derive some 
benefit. Thus, in order to avoid even the appearance of a 
conflict of interest, transactions involving these persons or 
organizations in which they have a material financial interest 
are subject to this section. 

This section prohibits the inclusion of an interested 
director or shares owned by that director for purposes of 
determining the presence of a quorum and approving the 
transaction. Prior case law is inconsistent; Fountain v. 
Oreck's, 245 Minn. 202, 71 N.W. 2d 646 (1955) (director counted 
for a quorum at meetings where he was paid a bonus for his 
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duties as general manager) permits interested directors to be 
part of the quorum, while Goldie v. Cox, 130 F. 2d 695 (8th Cir. 
1942), and In re Fergus Falls Woolen Mills Co., 41 F. Supp. 355 
(D. Minn. 1941), hold that such participation is impermissible 
at least in bankruptcy situations. This statutory provision 
settles the inconsistency. 

Section 46 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30, 
Subdivision 1 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30 
required a president, secretary and treasurer, although any two 
of these (or any other) offices could be held by one person. 
This section does away with these requirements and requires only 
that some person exercise the powers and fulfill the duties 
listed in section 47. One person may exercise all of those 
powers. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Many modern corporations no longer have persons holding the 
title of president, secretary, or treasurer. Instead, many 
corporations now have chief executive offit~rs, chief operating 
officers, chief financial officers, and other "chiefs." Some 
corporations have arrangements where there is a chairman of the 
board and a management group of operating of£icers. Other 
corporations have different structures. In any case, the former 
provision was too restrictive. The new proposal is very 
flexible, but it insures that the essential functions of 
corporate executive and operating offices shall be carried out. 
This flexibility is possible in great part due to the more 
concrete duties laid out in section 47 and in the rules 
governing elections set forth in section 50. 

Section 47 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30, 
Subdivision 2 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30 left 
the determination of the duties of officers to the bylaws or to 
the board. That law imposed no duties. This section provides 
some duties but gives the board the ability to change those 
presumptions in the articles, or bylaws. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section sets forth these duties of officers with the 
informal, closely held corporation in mind. There is frequently 
no explicit assignment of duties in a small corporation. There 
may not have been an election of officers (for a discussion of 
that situation see the General Comment to section 50). In the 
absence of such an assignment, this section lists the duties and 
responsibilities of those occupying or performing the principal 
functions of the offices of chief executive officer (CEO) and 
chief financial officer (CFO). This list may be relied upon by 
the officers themselves, shareholders, and third parties. This 
list is, of course, only a very limited statement of the 
responsibilities of the officers, and this section does not 
limit the powers or responsibilities as determined by agency law 
or as varied from this section in the articles or bylaws, or by 
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the board, pursuant to subdivision 1, but it will suffice as a 
partial guide to the small corporation. 

Subdivision 2 sets forth some of the duties of the CEO. The 
CEO has the power to generally manage the business. The CEO may 
run the ordinary, day-to-day affairs of the corporation and bind 
the corporation in the ordinary course of business. The CEO 
may, unless prohibited pursuant to section 53, delegate this 
power to another person acting as general manager pursuant to 
that section, but the CEO remains ultimately responsible for the 
actions of that person. Whether the delegate has the inherent 
power to bind the corporation by virtue of the delegation 
depends upon the scope of the delegation. The courts may expand 
the inherent authority of the CEO to bind the corporation in the 
ordinary course of business where they deem such expansion 
appropriate. This section does not limit any authority derived 
from other sources. 

The CEO also generally presides at board meetings, a duty 
generally inherent in the position. 

The CEO, as part of the management of the business, must 
also see that board actions are translated into effective 
corporate actions. The specific duty is stated in clause (c), 
in order to make it clear that board actions cannot be ignored. 

Clause (d) gives the CEO the authority to execute 
instruments and incur obligations. This authority is part of 
the management authority; the instruments or obligations 
referred to are those which have to do with the ordinary course 
of business. This clause does not limit the authority of the 
CEO in other situations, where courts find that the CEO has the 
inherent authority due to board or shareholder acquiescence or 
custom, see Lewin v. Proehl, 211 Minn. 256, 261, 300 N.W. 814, 
817 (1941); Schlick v. Berg, 205 Minn. 465, 286 N.W. 356 (1939), 
or through a judicial expansion of inherent authority. 

Corporations frequently deal with organizations that 
require certification of proceedings or resolutions, most 
commonly banks. Section 77 requires corporations to maintain 
certain records. In order to fix the responsibility for these 
record-keeping procedures, the duty of maintaining and 
certifying board and shareholder records is assigned to the CEO, 
while the CFO is assigned responsibility for financial records 
generally. The CEO may delegate this duty under section 53, 
subject to prohibition under that section, but the CEO remains 
responsible for the performance of those functions. Where the 
bylaws provide for and explicitly assign this duty to a 
corporate secretary or another officer, the CEO is relieved of 
this duty. 

Naturally, the board may add duties to those listed here as 
it sees fit. Each corporation operates under a unique set of 
facts which may require different duties. 

The duties of the CFO are set forth in Subdivison 3. These 
are all fairly traditional duties. 

Both the CEO and the CFO may also appoint persons to 
subordinate offices and delegate some or all of these duties to 
those persons under section 53. 

The provisions of subdivisions 2 or 3 relate to the express 
authority of the officers. The real authority of an officer 
almost always exceeds his express authority. This real 
authority may be (a) actual (express or implied), or (b) 
apparent, or (c) derived from ratification. 

Express authority stems from statutes, the articles, or, 
most frequently, the bylaws and resolutions of the board of 
directors. 

Implied authority is often called "inherent" or 
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"presumptive" authority or authority "by virtue of office". It 
may result from general custom or from the practice of the 
particular corporation, or it may be incidental to express 
authority. See, e.g. Aimonetto v. Rapid Gas, Inc., 80 S.D. 453, 
126 N.W. 2d 116 (1964) (power to write check incidental to power 
to purchase). Early cases tended to hold that the president had 
no authority by virtue of his office to bind the corporation, 
but later cases recognize the authority of the president to act 
by virtue of his office for the corporation in its ordinary 
business transactions. When the president acts as general 
manager, he enjoys the implied authority inhering in the 
manager. Lewin v. Proehl, 211 Minn. 256, 251, 500 N.W. 814, 817 
(1941). 

A general manager has implied authority to make any 
contract or to do any other act appropriate in the ordinary 
business of the corporation. Foley v. Wabasha-Nelson Bridge 
Co., 207 Minn. 399, 401, 402, 291 N.W. 903, 905 (1940) 1 
Restatement, Second, Agency, Section 73 (1958), 2 Fletcher, 
Corporations Section 667 (Perm. Ed.). No formal appointment is 
necessary; the fact that a person acts as the general manager is 
sufficient to clothe him with this authority. This principle 
partly explains the mode~n cases broadening the implied 
authority of chief executive officers and the occasional case 
recognizing unusual implied authority in other officers. 

Apparent authority, sometimes called ostensible authority, 
may or may not involve principles of estoppel. Where a 
corporation clothes an officer or agent with apparent authority, 
which is reasonably relied upon in good faith by third persons, 
the corporation is estopped from denying such authority. Where 
there is apparent authority, the absence of actual authority, 
whether express or implied, is immaterial. See, e.g. Temple, 
Brissman & Co. v. Greater St. Paul Corp., 189 Minn. 236, 248 
N.W. 819 (1933) (by authorizing president to pay for two prior 
audits, board authorized subsequent payments for audits ordered 
by president.) 

Unauthorized acts of officers which could have been 
authorized in advance by the board of directors may also be 
ratified later by the board. Ratification relates back to the 
time of the act. It is equivalent to a prior authority, subject 
to possible intervening rights of third persons. Ratification 
may be either express, such as resolution by of the board of 
directors, or implied. An implied ratification usually results 
from acceptance of benefits with knowledge of the facts. The 
circumstances under which the knowledge of a director or officer 
should be imputed to the corporation are not always clear. 

Section 48 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 50 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30, 
Subdivision 1 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30 
speaks of appointing the additional officers, which implies only 

-✓ one method of choosing officers. This section refers to 
electing or appointing officials; actually, any sort of board 
action naming officials will be valid. The section also 
explicitly allows the board to set the terms of the officers. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section is intended to be read as broadly as 
possible. The board is the best judge of how the corporate 
executive structure should be arranged, and this section allows 
it to take almost any action with regard to establishing that 
structure. Officers chosen under this section may delegate 
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their duties to persons functioning in subordinate offices under 
section 53, in the absence of a prohibition under that section. 

Section 49 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 50 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30, 
Subdivision 1 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section gives the person holding 
more than one office ·the express authority to sign documents in 
both capacities, where required, by one signature if the 
document indicates each of the capacities in which that person 
signs the document. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This provision reiterates the ability of the board to shape 
the scope of responsibilities of the CEO, the CFO, and all other 
officers. Any person may hold or perform the functions of any 
number of offices. This section also validates the signing of 
documents by officers in more than one official capacity. Any 
document that must be signed by more than one particular officer 
will be valid and binding if the officer signing the document 
holds all of those positions, and if that officer indicates in 
the document that he or she is signing the document in more than 
one capacity by clear reference to those ·cipacities. 

Section 50 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota law has not previously 
addressed this subject. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Boards of some corporations fail to elect or appoint 
officers to to principal offices, i.e. chief executive officer 
(CEO) and chief financial officer (CFO). In other cases, an 
emergency may occur and some other person may have to assume the 
duties of the CEO or CFO. In either situation, there is no 
reason for a corporation, especially a small corporation, to be 
without either of these two officers. The functions of these 
two offices are sufficiently important to corporate management 
to warrant treatment of the persons exercising those functions 
as officers. This section allows such a person to exercise all 
of the powers inherent in that office, and subjects that person 
to the duties and liabilities of that position. 

The application of this section is limited to the CEO and 
the CFO because they are the only officers that this statute 
requires a corporation to have, and because many small 
corporations can be managed, at least for some period of time, 
without any other officers. 

The registered office, rather than the principal executive 
office, will be the key office of the corporation for all 
purposes in such cases, because the shareholders cannot be 
expected to know that a certain person has been functioning as 
the CEO, to know the location of that person's office, or to 
depend upon that location as the site of any shareholder meeting 
or as an address which notice may be sent. See section 1, 
subdivision 17, and sections 65 to 67. A shareholder calling a 
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meeting has the right to know that that meeting will be held at 
a known place, such as the registered office, and not at some 
location determined by the functions performed by officers not 
chosen by the board. 

Section 51 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 51; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota statute has explicitly 
addressed this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section concerns itself with the creation and validity 
of the contract rights if any, of the officers of a 
corporation. It specifies that an election or appointment to an 
office for a fixed or indefinite term is not an employment 
contract for that term. In order to secure contract rights, a 
separate employment contract must exist. The contract is valid 
if the board decides that the contract is in the best interests 
of the corporation. This does not mean that a contract will be 
void or voidable if it is later found not to be in the best 
interests of the corporation; if the board decided that the 
contract was in the best interests of the corporation at the 
time the contract was approved, it will be·~alid and 
enforceable. The last sentence merely makes explicit the 
authority of the board to bind the corporation to an employment 
contract for a period longer than the terms of the current board 
members. 

Section 52 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 51; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30, 
Subdivision 3 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.30 did 
not deal with resignation or vacancies, but governed only 
removal. It made no provision for the effects of shareholder 
control agreements. The new provision expands the scope of the 
statute to cover resignation and vacancies, and expressly 
validates provisions of shareholder agreements containing 
special rules in the areas covered by this section. 

GENERAL COMMENT: Subdivision 1 provides specific rules for the 
resignation of an officer and the effective date of that 
resignation. 

Officers may resign by giving written notice of their 
resignation to the corporation. "To the corporation", means 
personal delivery to an officer, agent or director of the 
corporation, personal delivery or mailing to either the 
principal executive office or to the registered office, or 
personal delivery or mailing to the registered agent of the 
corporation. A resignation is effective immediately upon 
delivery of that notice to any of these persons or places, 
unless a later time or contingent circumstance from which a time 
can be calculated (e.g., "Two weeks after a qualified successor 
is elected to replace me.") is stated in the text of the 
resignation. 

The resignation, when effective, immediately relieves the 
officer of liability for acts occurring after the effective date. 
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Delivery is the key event due to its easily provable nature 
(registered mail, affidavits of service, etc.). However, if the 
chief executive officer (CEO) or the chief financial officer 
(CFO) gives written notice of resignation, but continues to 
perform the functions of the office, the written notice of 
resignation is effective for the officer's position as an 
elected or appointed officer, but the person still will be 
deemed an officer under section 50, and all of the liabilities 
of that officer continue to apply despite the attempted 
resignation. 

Subdivision 2 permits the board to remove an officer with 
or without cause by a simple majority, in recognition of the 
fact that an officer has no fixed right to his position as an 
officer. Although the officer may have an action for damages 
under a valid employment contract with the corporation for 
removal without cause prior to the expiration of the contract, 
such a contract must be established independently of the 
election or appointment to the office. 

Of course, the board may not have the power to remove an 
officer if a shareholder control agreement under section 76 has 
mandated that a certain person shall hold a certain office. 
Unless the shareholder agreement is modified, the board has no 
power to remove that person from office. 

Subdivision 3 merely states that vacancies may be filled in 
a variety of ways, including by implication, pursuant to section 
47. 

Any office filled under this subdivision is filled for the 
remainder of the term, if any, for which the original officer 
was elected. If the term was indefinite, or if no term was 
specified, the vacancy shall be filled without reference to the 
term. 

Section 53 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Prior Minnesota law did not address 
this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: This section explicitly gives the elected or 
appointed officers the power to assign duties to persons filling 
subordinate positions, without board approval. The officer 
remains liable for damages to the corporation for the actions of 
those persons if the officer has violated the standard of 
conduct set forth in section 51 in the course of delegating 
duties to, or failing to supervise, those persons. However, the 
articles or bylaws, or a resolution of the.board may prohibit 
the officers from delegating some or all of their duties. 

Section 54 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 35; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.31 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.31 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: None 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Officers are subject to much the same standard of conduct 
as are directors, with few differences. The standard is not 
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automatically met, as in the case of directors, by reason of 
reliance upon information provided by others, unless it is 
subsumed under the circumstances within the phrase ''ordinarily 
prudent person in a like position under similar circumstances". 
An officer clearly has no right simply to rely on information 
provided by another person if the matter relied on is within 
that officer's own area of direct responsibility. On the other 
hand, that officer may have a right to rely on others if the 
matter is outside the scope of the relying officer's 
responsibility. Because the scope of an officer's 
responsibility can vary greatly depending upon his or her 
position and the corporate executive structure, it is preferable 
to permit flexible measurement of an officer's compliance with 
the standard of conduct by reference to the particular 
circumstance. 

Section 55 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.14, Subdivision 5; MBCA 
Section 15, Paragraph 2; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.04, Subdivision 5 and 301.14, Subdivisions 1 to 5 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section explicitly grants the 
board the power to authorize the issuance of shares and to fix 
the rights and privileges attached to those shares. The new 
provision also presumes, in the absence of .different provisions 
in the articles, that all shares are of one class and series and 
that all shares have a fixed one cent par value for tax purposes. 
Otherwise, the section leaves current law unchanged. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section maintains the broad flexibility in the area of 
fixing the rights of shares currently granted to the board by 
Chapter 301. In fact, it somewhat broadens the power to fix· 
those rights. In Section 301.14, the board could fix the rights 
and privileges of shares by resolution only if authorized to do 
so by the articles. The board automatically has that power 
under subdivision 2(b) unless the articles deny or limit that 
power or have already fixed those rights. 

Subdivision 1 gives the board the power to authorize the 
issuance of shares, securities, and rights to purchase. The 
only restrictions on that power are those set forth in 
subdivision 2, the restrictions on issuance imposed by the 
articles, and the maximum number of shares authorized by the 
articles. Within those limits, the board has an absolute right 
to proceed to authorize and issue shares as and when it sees 
fit. The decision to bring new capital into the corporation is 
an integral part of the ~anagement of the corporation and, 
except for the limtations noted, ought to be completely 
controlled by the board. 

Subdivision 2 creates statutory presumptions in three 
areas: classes and series; rights and preferences; and par 
value for tax purposes. 

Subdivision 2(a) makes all shares of a corporation part of 
one class and series unless the articles provide otherwise. 
This section reflects an effort to lessen the differences 
between classes and series. The unitary class requirement 
assures that small corporations, which are likely to have simple 
articles, will not accidentally run afoul of the Internal 
Revenue Code Subchapter S requirement that an electing 
corporation have no more than one class of shares. Internal 
Revenue Code Section 137l(a)(4). It also gives minority 
shareholders of those corporations a certain amount of 
protection, because in the absence of a provision in the 
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articles, their preemptive right under section 58 cannot be 
circumvented by the issuance of another class of shares unless 
the articles are amended to authorize, or empower the board to 
authorize, an additional class. Of course, any corporation can 
circumvent the safeguards offered by these provisions by 
ensuring that the original articles authorize the board to 
create any number of classes or series in the hope that 
investors will invest in the corporation despite the greater 
difficulty in maintaining their proportional investment in the 
corporation that such a provision might create. 

Subdivision 2(b) gives the board the full power to set the 
rights and preferences of all shares of any particular class or 
series. All shares within the same class or same series should 
have equal rights and preferences; if there are differences in 
rights and preferences, the shares may actually be of two 
different classes or series, even if designated as shares of the 
same classes or series. However, the board cannot override 
those provisions in the articles, if any, fixing those rights 
and preferences. If the articles are silent with respect to one 
or more particular rights or preferences, the board may fix 
those rights and preferences. In the absence of all such 
provisions in the articles or any board action fixing the rights 
and preferences, all shares will have equal rights and 
preferences, and all shares will be voting shares each having 
one vote, see section 71, subdivision 3. Again, the capital 
structure is ordinarily a matter within the discretion of_the 
board, since it may from time to time be necessary to issue 
shares with various rights without excessive statutory 
restrictions by this act. 

Subdivision 2(c) fixes the par value of shares at one cent 
per share for tax purposes in the absence of any provision in 
the articles or in the terms of already outstanding shares 
setting a different par value. This provision is included to 
satisfy the foreign corp~ration franchise tax requirements of 
some states which are often based upon the number or par value 
of the outstanding shares. This statute has eliminated the 
former, outmoded concepts of par value, capital surplus, paid-in 
surplus, earned surplus, and stated capital as operative 
concepts, although a corporation may retain these standards 
under this statute if it so wishes. However, the franchise 
taxes imposed by some states are based solely on par value or 
upon some combination of one or more of these former concepts. 
Thus, for those corporations whose shares have no par value, the 
statute provides a statutory presumption of a par value of one 
cent, so that other states can determine the franchise taxes of 
those corporations. This subdivision also permits the board to 
set any par value it deems necessary for purposes of any other 
statute or regulation. 

Subdivision 3 describes the manner in which the board may 
exercise the powers granted by subdivision 2. Actually, the 
board need only approve a resolution fixing the numbers or types 
of classes or series, the rights or preferences (including 
voting rights) of those shares, or the par·value of those 
shares. After the resolution is approved, a copy of it and a 
statement or affidavit certifying its adoption must be filed 
with the office of the secretary of state, see section 1, 
subdivision 11. The shares affected by the resolution may then 
be issued; they may not be issued until that filing. 

Once the board has adopted a resolution under subdivision 2 
to fix the number of classes and series, rights and preferences 
of shares, or the pa~ value of shares, that resolution is part 
of the investment contract. Even though it is not technically 
an amendment to the articles, it is to be treated as if it were 
for purposes of inspection under section 77. The terms of the 
resolution may not be altered except in the manner set forth for 
amendment of the articles in sections 14 to 19. This promotes 
certainty and permits the shareholders to rely upon the 
resolution and may stimulate necessary consideration of the 
designations, rights and preferences, or par value of shares. 
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The more permanent the decision is, the more serious the 
consideration of that decision will be. 

Subdivision 4 is merely a nonexclusive guide to the types 
of rights and preferences that a share may be given. Section 
301.04(5) restricted the ability to fix or alter rights and 
preferences to six categories listed in the last clause of that 
section, but this section does not limit the types of rights and 
preferences that may be determined under this section. 

Section 56 

SOURCE: N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law Section 503; MBCA Section 17; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.17 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section provides for a six month 
period during which every subscription is irrevocable, 
regardless of whether the corporation has been incorporated or 
is still in the pre-incorporation period. Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 301.17 provided two different periods, depending upon 
whether the subscription agreement was entered into before or 
after the issuance of the certificate of incorporation. This 
section does not require formal acceptance of the subscription 
by the board or by the shareholders and does not equate 
acceptance with an issuance or "allotment" of shares. The new 
payment provisions require that payment for all shares of the 
same class or series, if not governed by the subscription 
agreement, must be requested at one time and in the same 
proportion, unlike the old provision which permitted the board 
to demand payment from individual investors,- inferentially at 
different times and in different proportions. The investor 
still has 20 days after the request within which to pay the 
amount due. The new section eliminates the old lien provisions 
and streamlines the collection procedures by referring those 
problems generally to the laws of contract and secured 
transactions. The new collection procedures provide that after 
the forfeiture of the shares for for failure to pay the amount 
due, the corporation may attempt to sell the shares governed by 
the subscription, in which case the subscriber would receive the 
proceeds in excess of the sum of the amount remaining to be paid 
under the subscription agreement due and the expenses of the 
sale, or, if no purchaser is found, the corporation may rescind 
the subscription, in which case th~ corporation shall refund the 
amount actually paid for the shares. In either case the 
corporation may retain ten percent of the subscription price. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The old subscription section was far too detailed. Those 
details duplicated the operations of many areas of law which, 
though important to a subscription, have no other direct 
relevance to corporate law. The new provision leaves the 
consequences of non-payment largely to areas of the law 
governing contracts, secured transactions, or bankruptcy, or to 
the common-law. This dependence on other areas notable is 
because the other parts of this act emphasize detail and full 
discussion of the applicable procedures. Only rarely did the 
old law provide the detail required by the old subscription 
section. 

Subdivision 1 provides that no subscription agreement is 
enforceable unless signed and in writing. The signature 
requirement is new and was adopted in order to ensure that oral 
subscriptions, always hard to prove, are no longer used. The 
signature requirement adds certainty to the subscription 
document. 

Subdivision 2 makes all valid subscriptions irrevocable for 
six months from the day the subscription agreement is signed 
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unless the terms of the subscription agreement permit, or all 
the subscribers or shareholders consent to, an earlier 
revocation. Under this section, no acceptance is necessary in 
contrast to ,the old statute. "Formative" or pre-incorporation 
subscriptions are included in this rule and are treated as any 
other subscription would be treated. Subscribers may be 
released from the agreement by the terms of the agreement for 
obvious reasons or by unanimous consent because the contract is 
a contract among shareholders and subscribers, and unanimous 
consent acts as a total release from any obligation under the 
contract. 

Subdivision 3 allows the subscription to set the payment 
timetable. An agreement which provides only that the 
subscription is payable upon any one date or at a particular 
time, e.g. "Two· weeks after the incorporation is filed", is 
payable in full on that date or at that time. 

If the agreement is totally silent as to the payment date 
this section allows the board to fix the payment time or times. 
The board is in the best position to know when additional 
capital is required. However, in order to assure that this 
device is not used to force particular subscribers to pay at 
times not required of other subscribers each payment must fall 
in equal proportions upon all subscribers to shares of the same 
class or series. 

Subdivision 4 provides for a simpler procedure for handling 
forfeitures. The corporation still has the option of proceeding 
either to collect the debt by all available legal or equitable 
remedies, or to declare the subscribed-for shares forfeited. 
However, the corporation cannot declare the shares forfeit until 
the twenty-first day after written notice of a demand for 
payment has been given (see section 1, subdivision 17). If 
payment has not been tendered to the corporation by that day, 
the corporation may declare the forfeiture without any 
additional notice to the ·subscriber. 

At this point the corporation may choose between either of 
two courses of action: it may return to the subscriber that 
portion of the purchase price paid prior to the forfeiture in 
excess of ten percent of the entire price agreed upon in the 
subscription agreement, or it may attempt to sell the shares to 
a third party and retain ten percent of the original purchase 
price. 

If the corporation chooses to sell the shares, it must sell 
them for no less than the unpaid amount plus the expenses 
created by the sale. Any amount received for the shares in 
excess of the sum of the unpaid amount, and the expenses of the 
sale is to be paid to the subscriber, but the subscriber cannot 
receive more than the amount actually paid to the corporation 
for those shares. No delinquent subscriber should profit by 
that delinquency, even if the market value of the shares has 
increased before the declaration of the forfeiture. If the 
corporation cannot find a willing buyer at·this minimum price, 
it may either proceed to collect the debt under other laws or 
return the amounts received, if any, from the subscriber (less 
ten percent of the purchase price), and cancel the 
subscription. If it cancels the subscription, the shares become 
authorized but unissued shares. The corporation is permitted to 
retain ten percent for two reasons: first the loss of part of 
the purchase price as a penalty for non-payment will deter 
investors from reckless entrance into or disregard of 
subscription agreements; and second the retention of this amount 
by the corporation will partially compensate the corporation for 
the opportunity costs of and additional expenses incurred in 
finding a new owner for those shares. 

Section 57 
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SOURCE: MBCA, Section 18, Paragraphs 1 and 2; ·section 19, 
Paragraph 3; Section 25, Paragraphs 2, 3 a~d 4; Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.16, Subdivision 2; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 301.15 
and 301.16 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.15 
required certain types of consideration for shares. Under this 
section, almost any type of consideration is valid, although 
consideration transferred in the future must be tendered to the 
corporation in an enforceable written agreement. No 
consideration at all is required for the issuance of shares in 
exchange for or in conversion of other shares of the 
corporation. Valuations of non-monetary consideration will be 
presumed to comply with the standard of conduct provided in 
section 44 if made in accordance with accounting principles, or 
methods of valuation, reasonable in the circumstances. The. 
corporation may issue shares and share certificates only upon 
receipt of the consideration or an enforceable written agreement 
to transfer the consideration at some future date to the 
corporation. Liability for wrongful valuation is set forth in 
detail in this section and has been expanded slightly. The 
statute of limitations has been reduced to one year. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section governs the type and quantity of consideration 
that may be accepted by the corporation in exchange for its 
shares. 

Subdivision 1 retains and expands the already flexible 
definition contained in existing Minnesota law (Section 301.15, 
subdivision 1) of valid consideration. Almo~t any consideration 
is acceptable as long as it is approved by the board or the 
shareholders, and as long as all consideration other than money 
is given a dollar value.· Services to be rendered have been 
retained as valid type of consideration, in order to protect the 
investment of those persons who have nothing but their labor to 
contribute to the capital of the corporation. Elimination of 
this group is an unacceptable barrier to small business capital 
formation and would not add materially to the stability of the 
capital structure of a corporation. In fact, any consideration 
of value, actual or promised, may be accepted, if the resolution 
authorizes its acceptance either specifically or generally. 

The directors or shareholders need not list the price of 
every share issued. Instead, they may establish a minimum price 
or a general formula from which the price of the shares may be 
computed without any further need for board or shareholder 
action. If the resolution establishes such a minimum price, the 
board may authorize the sale of those shares at any higher 
price. If the resolution establishes a formula, the board may 
authorize the sale of shares at a price computed by that formula. 

No consideration is required for shares issued in the 
course of exchanges, conversions, share splits, reverse share 
splits, or share dividends, if the issuance is authorized by a 
resolution of the board or the shareholders. However, only 
shares of the class or series to be exchanged or converted, or 
in respect of which the split or dividend has been declared, may 
be issued unless the articles permit the issuance of a different 
class or series in the course of that transaction, or unless an 
absolute majority of the holders of the class or series to be 
issued in the transaction approve the issuance. This class 
approval is required because the issuance is as much a 
modification of the investment contract as the types of 
amendment which require class voting under section 15. 

Subdivision 2 establishes the presumption that the 
valuation of consideration, or the approval of the terms of 
payment of the consideration is in compliance with the standard 
of conduct provided in section 44 if made on the basis of 
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accounting or valuation methods reasonable in the 
circumstances. This standard of reasonableness recurs 
throughout the statute and is discussed in detail in the General 
Comment to section 85. Once the presumption is established, the 
directors or shareholders are protected from liability by 
section 44 unless it is proven that they willfully or 
negligently voted for, or were present and failed to vote 
against, the issuance of shares for unfair or overvalued 
consideration. In that case the directors or shareholders 
(whichever is appropriate) are jointly and severally liable to 
the corporation for the amount of the damages suffered by 
shareholders who are not so liable. See Section 301.16, 
subdivision 2. Each director or shareholder found liable, 
except those found liable of knowing, deliberate fraud, may sue 
any or all other persons found liable under this section for 
contribution. 

Under subdivision 3, a corporation may issue share 
certificates, or in the case of uncertificated shares may 
register the shares to a new owner, only when those shares are 
nonassessable, that is, when the consideration due has been 
received by the corporation, or when all of the shareholders 
consent to the issue. In order for the consideration to have 
been "received by the corporation" in the case of future 
consideration, it is required only that the corporation have 
received an enforceable written agreement to transfer property 
or render services in the future. The requirement that no 
shares issue until the full consideration was paid or rendered 
to the corporation (Section 301.18, subdivisions 1, 2 and 3) has 
been eliminated, because the action on the written agremenet 
provies ample protection to the corporation, while permitting 
the shareholder to vote the shares, receive distributions in 
respect of the shares, transfer or pledge the shares, and 
otherwise act as a shareholder. 

Directors should be aware that the standard of conduct 
provided in section 44 a~plies to acts of the board under this 
and all other sections. In certain circumstances the issuance 
of shares for certain types of consideration, especially for 
future consideration, may be a violation of that standard of 
conduct for which directors will be personally liable. 

Failure to comply with this section would result in 
liability for the difference between the amount agreed upon and 
the amount received. Those liable are the persons who approved 
the issuance of shares, if they knew of the violation at the 
time the issuance was approved, the persons who originally 
received the shares and any transferees of or successors to the 
interest of that person if they acquired the shares knowing of 
the violation. The liability of the original shareholder is 
absolute because subscribers and shareholders have a duty to pay 
the full price of their shares, see section 63. However, those 
directors or shareholders who approved the issuance of shares 
without full knowledge of the actual value of the consideration, 
should not be liable for the difference between the full price 
and the actual value if they have not violated the provisions of 
subdivision 2, or section 44. Those who acquire shares from an 
original shareholder without knowledge of such a deficiency 
should not be required to pay to the corporation what they may 
have already paid to the original shareholder. 

This section limits the liability of pledgees and other 
similar persons to the assets held in their roles as such. If 
the delinquent shares are surrendered to the corporation, the 
pledgees will not be liable for the deficiency, even if they 
took the shares with knowledge of the unpaid amount. Pledgees 
or legal representatives are not guarantors of payment; once the 
underpaid shares have been returned to the corporation, there is 
no reason for the corporation to require further payment. 

All persons liable under this section may seek contribution 
from all others liable as a result of the same transaction. 
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Section 58 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.14, 
Subdivisions 6, 7 and 8 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section governs ''rights to 
purchase,'' a term which includes the right to purchase, 
exchange, or convert securities into shares. This section 
differs only in form from section 301.14, subdivision 6, which 
contains the general grant of authority to issue such rights. 
Subdivision 3 of the new provision is taken directly from 
subdivision 6. Subdivision 4 requires that a number of 
authorized, unissued shares sufficient to satisfy all 
outstanding rights to purchase must be reserved at all times; 
this is not a change in the law. However, under this section, 
the board has the inherent power to issue and fix all the terms 
of these rights, even in the absence of specific authorization 
to do so in the articles or in a resolution of the 
shareholders. This authorization was required under section 
301.14, subdivision 7. An actual certificate for these rights 
remains optional, but in the absence of such a certificate, a 
statement of the terms of the right to purchase is still 
required. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Section 55, subdivision 1, and subdivision 2 of this 
section give the corporation the power to ispue rights to 
purchase. The phrase "right to purchase" has been defined to 
include all warrants, options, convertible debentures, and 
similar rights. This definition is to be construed as broadly 
as possible. What these securities have in common is the right 
they bestow on their holders, namely, the right to acquire 
shares of the corporation either directly or indirectly by 
conversion or exchange. Because the rules governing these rights 
should be uniform and because of the ease of reference the 
phrase "right to purchase" produces, all of these rights are 
referred to as one category. 

These rights may take any form the board desires to give 
them. Any combination of rights or terms is permitted. In order 
to provide the·board with the greatest possible discretion, 
subdivisions 3 and 4 grant the board the power to fix virtually 
all of the terms of the rights to purchase, with little or no 
need to conform to any document except the articles. The 
articles may restrict the right to issue these rights to 
purchase, or may limit or restrict the power of the board to fix 
the terms of the rights to purchase. If the articles do not 
contain explicit provisions dealing with this matter, the board 
has a free hand. 

In the event that rights to purchase are issued, those 
persons who purchase or otherwise receive those rights are also 
entitled to receive a statement, or a document incorporating by 
reference and indicating how the person may obtain a statement, 
of all of the terms, provisions, and conditions of the rights to 
purchase. If the rights to purchase are evidenced by a special 
document or certificate, this list or reference to a list must 
appear on the document. If the right is not evidenced by a 
certificate, a transaction statement (see Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 336.8-408) must be delivered to those persons and must 
contain a list or reference to a list of the terms, provisions 
and conditions of those rights. The definition of "right to 
purchase" includes a contractual agreement, and any such 
agreement may comply with subdivision 5 by listing the terms, 
provisions, and conditions of the right to purchae in the 
contract. 
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Section 59 

SOURCE: N.J. Stat. Ann. Section 14A:5-29(3); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Section 301.04(9) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Prior Minnesota law on this subject was 
largely decisional. Cases such as Jones v. Morrison, 31 Minn. 
140, 16 N.W. 854 (1883) (power to increase capital shares of a 
corporation; additional shares to be held in trust for existing 
shareholders according to their proportional ownership), Van 
Slyke v. Norris, 159 Minn. 63, 198 N.W. 409 (1924) (share~older 
having preference right to shares may not recover damages based 
on that right after failing to exercise the right) and Falk v. 
Dirigold, 174 Minn. 219, 219 N.W. 82 (1928) (plaintiff entitled 
to same proportion of present shares that he held of the 
original shares, and may enforce that right) upheld preemptive 
rights and the right to enforce those rights. However, 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.04(9) barely hints at the 
existence of those rights by providing only that the articles 
may limit or deny preemptive rights. This section defines 
preemptive rights, states when those rights accrue to the 
shareholder, defines the exceptions to those rights, defines 
what those rights entitle the shareholder to purchase and how 
the shareholder is to be notified of that purchase, and defines 
the result of failure to exercise of those rights. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section provides a definition of preemptive rights and 
a detailed procedure for their exercise. However, the 
definition and procedure are only statutory presumptions which 
may be denied or limited in the articles or, in regard to a 
specific class or series; in a resolution of the board fixing 
the rights and preferences of that class or series, if the board 
is authorized to do so by the articles. (See section 52.) 

The detailed procedure is based primarily on the New Jersey 
provision, N.J. Stat. Ann. Section 14A:5-2(3), which itself is 
based upon New York Business Corporation Law, Section 622. 

Subdivision 2 defines preemptive rights. It does not 
define when those rights may be exercised (see subdivision 3) or 
what the "certain fraction" that the shareholder may acquire is 
(see subdivision 5), but it does state the basic rule that the 
shareholder has a right to contribute more capital to the 
corporation, and to receive more shares, securities, or rights 
to purchase shares or securities for that contribution, before 
the corporation may issue shares, securities, or rights to 
purchase shares or securities to others. This gives the 
original investors the opportunity to preserve the original 
degree of control they had over the corporation. 

However, not every shareholder has a preemptive right in 
all instances where shares, securities, or rights to purchase 
shares or securities are issued. The shareholder has a right to 
maintain proportional ownership of only the particular class or 
series of shares he or she owns. Therefore, when a corporation 
proposes to issue shares of that class or series, or securities 
convertible into or exchangeable for shares of that class or 
series, or rights to purchase shares of that class or series, 
see section 58, the shareholder has a preemptive right to 
purchase some of those shares, securities, or rights to purchase 
shares. A shareholder does not have a preemptive right to 
purchase shares of or convertible only into another class or 
series, rights to purchase shares of or shares convertible only 
into another class or series, securities that are not 
convertible into the class or series of shares owned by the 
shareholder, or rights to purchase securities that are not 
convertible into the class or series of shares owned by a 
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shareholder. 

The preemptive right is further limited by subdivision 4, 
which exempts shares, securities or rights to purchase shares or 
securities issued in connection with certain transactions from 
the exercise of preemptive rights, including: 

a) Shares issued for nonmonetary consideration. The 
consideration may well be unique; it may be the services of a 
particular person, land, plant, or an entire business. In this 
situation, the original shareholders have nothing comparable to 
offer, unlike the usual case where the corporation seeks only 
cash. It may also be impossible to act quickly under the 
articles to issue a new class or series of shares to be 
exchanged for that consideration to take advantage of 
opportunities. 

b) Shares issued pursuant to a plan of merger or exchange. 
Shareholders must approve these major corporate transactions, 
and therefore consent to the issuance of shares under the plan, 
except in those cases where no material dilution would result 
from a merger, see section 91, subdivision 3. Moreover, the 
holders of a class or series involved in an exchange vote on the 
exchange as a class or series, section 91, subdivision 2. In a 
merger, the class or series votes if the merger would modify a 
right of that class listed in section 16, section 91, 
subdivision 2. 

Shareholders who wish to maintain their proportional 
ownership may signal their disagreement with the purpose of the 
merger or exchange by voting against approval or by dissenting 
under sections 80 and 81. Mergers and exchange are usually 
entered into for reasons antithetic to the concept of preemptive 
rights. 

c) Shares issued pursuant to employee or incentive benefit 
plans. These plans set iside a certain number of shares for 
purchase by corporate executives and employees. If preemptive 
rights were to be allowed with respect to these shares, the 
number of shares available for this purpose would always be 
uncertain and, if preemptive rights were fully exercised, no 
shares would be available. Moreover, many of these plans must 
be approved by the shareholders, in order to comply with other 
laws, for example Internal Revenue Code Sections 422(b) and 
42 3 ( b) ( 1) . 

d) Shares issued as a result of the prior sale of rights to 
purchase shares or securities. These rights to purchase have 
already been subject to preemptive rights once and need not be 
subject to those rights a second time. 

e) Shares issued in a public offering. Shareholders can 
maintain their proportionate ownership by purchasing shares on 
the open market after the issuance of the shares. 

f) Shares issued under a court-ordered reorganization. The 
power of the court will protect the rights, if any, of the 
existing shareholders. 

Subdivision 5 expresses in verbal form the mathematical 
formula for computing the number of shares a shareholder is 
entitled to purchase in the exercise of a preemptive right. 
That formula is: 

Where X = 

X = y 
A 

B 

The number of shares of the class or series 
proposed to be issued, or rights to purchase, that 
the individual shareholder in question is entitled 
to purchase. 
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the sum of the number of shares of that 
class or series proposed to be issued, the 
number of shares of that class or series 
into which the securities proposed to be 
issued are convertible, the number of shares 
that may be purchased with the rights to 
purchase shares proposed to be issued and the 
number of shares into which the securities 
that may be purchased with the rights to 
purchase securitiies proposed to be issued 
may be converted. 

A = The sum of the number of shares of that 
class or series owned by the shareholder 
in question prior to the proposed issuance, 
the number of shares of that class 
or series into which securities owned by 
that shareholder prior to the proposed 
issuance could be converted, and the 
number of shares of that class or series 
into which securities which could be 
purchased under rights to purchase owned 
by that shareholder prior to the proposed 
issuance could be converted. 

B = The sum of the number of shares of that 
class or series outstanding before the issuance, 
the number of shares of that class or series 
into which all securities outstanding before 
the issuance could be converted, and the 
number of shares of that class or series 
into which securities which could be purchased 
under all outstanding rights to ~urchase 
could be converted. 

Shareholders may waive their preemptive rights to a 
proposed issuance in writing. Oral waivers are not binding. A 
written waiver requires no consideration to be effective. In 
any case, a waiver of preemptive rights is effective only for 
one proposed issuance which must be described specifically in 
the waiver, unless the waiver clearly states that it is for more 
than one proposed issuance and states what issuance it does 
include. A waiver may include all future issuances if it 
explicitly states such a blanket waiver in its text. 

Each corporation that proposes to issue shares, securities 
or rights to purchase shares or securities must give all 
shareholders who have preemptive rights under subdivision 3 
written notice stating the number of newly issued shares, 
securities, or rights to purchase to which each shareholder is 
entitled, the price, terms, and conditions on which the 
preemptive right may be exercised, and the manner in which the 
shareholders must exercise the right. This notice must be given 
at least ten days prior to the expiration of that right and must 
conform to section 1, subdivision 18. 

Any shares, securities, or rights to purchase shares or 
securities which shareholders do not purchase in the exercise of 
their preemptive rights may be sold to any person, shareholder 
or otherwise, for one year following the date listed pursuant to 
subdivision 7 (c). Those shares may be issued at any price 
equal to or larger than, and/or on any condition equally or less 
favorable than, that offered to the shareholders. The price 
must be no less than the price to the shareholders under 
preemptive rights. This will avoid possible abuse of the 
preemptive right mechanism by preventing a corporation from 
offering the shares to the shareholders at a prohibitively high 
price followed by an offer to outside investors at a more 
attractive price, with the intended (and ultimate) result of 
sidestepping preemptive rights altogether while complying with 
the letter of the law. 
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absent a provision in the articles requiring the signatures of 
different officers both the secretary and the president of the 
corporation to sign each certificate. However, coroorations are 
no longer required to have a secretary, and an~ one.person may 
hold all the corporate offices. A multiple signature 
requirement would be burdensome and would not necessarily 
provide any more protection against fraudulently-signed 
certificates than this subdivision provides. The officer who is 
to sign the certificates, or whose facsimile signature is to be 
placed upon the certificates, may be listed in the articles or 

__ , bylaws; that is, the articles or bylaws may authorize the holder 
-of a particular office or agency to sign certificates. 

In the absence of a specific authorization in the articles 
or bylaws, any officer-appointed or elected by the board under 
sections 47 or 48 or qualified under section 50 may sign share 
certificates. This section broadens the inherent authority of 
officers to permit any officer to sign share certificate in the 
absence of a provision in the articles or bylaws because 
officers have a standard of conduct to which they must adhere. 
Breaches of that standard may result in officer liability. The 
standard and the threat of liability is sufficient to protect 
the corporation from the fraudulent or false signing of share 
certificates. 

The signatures on any share certificate may be facsimiles 
placed on the share certificate in any manner. There is no 
statutorily required manner of signature; there is no 
requirement that each certificate bear the actual signature of 
an authorized person. Indeed, this could become physically 
impossible if the corporation has many shares outstanding. The 
replacement of the actual signature with a facsimile does not in 
itself expose the corporation to a greater risk of the illegal 
issue or signature of share certificates. 

If the signatures on share certificates are valid at the 
time the signature is placed on the certificat~, then the fact 
that the signer is no longer authorized under subdivision 2 to 
sign certificates at the time of issue does not render those 
certificates invalid. It is impractical to expect that each new 
authorized officer or agent must sign, or that with the advent 
of each new authorized officer the corporation must order, new 
share certificates. 

Each share certificate must have certain information or 
references to that information printed on its surface. Four 
items of information must appear on the face or front of the 
certificate: the name of the corporation, so that the shares 
may be easily identified as shares issued by that corporation; 
the state of incorporation (Minnesota), so that the holder will 
know the law by which rights associated with the shares are to 
be governed; the name of the person to whom the shares have been 
issued (or to whom the shares are registered) in the records of 
the corporation, so that ownership may be easily established and 
so that only the record owner may transfer the share; and the 
number of shares and the class or series of the shares, 
represented by the certificate. These four items must appear on 
the face because of their basic importance. Other items that 
must be stated or referred to on the certificate, but which may 
be located on either side of the certificate, include other 
details of the investment contract such as the rights, 
preferences, limitations, and designations of all previously_ 
authorized classes and series (so that the holder can determine 
his position relative to the other outstanding shares), and the 
right of the board under section 52, subdivision 2(b) to . 
authorize, issue and fix the preferences of shares to be issued 
after the issuance of the shares in question, so that the holder 
may determine those areas in which the rights grante~ h~m under 
the investment contract may be changed. Other restrictions that 
must appear or be referred to on the certificate ~or_the 
transaction statement) include any transfer restrictions under 
section 64 and shareholder control agreements under section 76. 
Any or all of this information may be made available in a 
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separate document if the certificate bears a legend briefly 
describing the information and where it is available. 

Possession of the certificate is not the only way in which 
ownership of the underlying shares may be established, see 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 336.8-313, but it does create a 
presumption that such ownership exists, even though a transfer 
of ownership may not yet have been entered into the share 
register of the corporation, see In re Bush's Trust, 249 Minn. 
36, 81 N.W. 2d 615 (1957) (title normally follows certificate, 
despite failure to record transfer) and cases cited. Of course, 
this presumption may be overcome in several ways, including a 
showing that there was no intent to transfer ownership at the 
time of the transfer of possession. 

Subdivision 7 reiterates the point made in subdivision 1 
that any portion or all of the shares of one or more classes or 
series may be uncertificated if the board approves a resolution 
to that effect, unless the articles or bylaws state a different 
or more restrictive rule. Certificated shares may be converted 
into uncertificated shares after passage of a resolution 
explicitly declaring those shares eligible for conversion, but 
the actual conversion is effectively at the option of the 
shareholder through the shareholder's decision whether or not to 
surrender the share certificates, because this conversion is an 
impairment of the original investment contract. 

The corporation must send a statement bearing the 
information required by subdivisions 4 and 5 to appear upon 
certificates to each new holder of uncertificated shares. 
Compliance with Article 8 of the U.C.C., Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 336.8-408, will satisfy this requirement, and that 
compliance is a "safe harbor" under this statute. 

The last sentence refers to the different rights granted 
under Article 8, of the U.C.C., Minnesota Statutes, Section 
336.8-101 to 8-408 to certificated and un6ertificated shares. 
Except for the differences set forth in those sections, the 
rights of these two types of shares are identical. 

Section 61 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 300.56 
(repealed in 1965) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota corporate law has not had a 
provision dealing with lost share certificates since 1965, when 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 300.56 was repealed, presumably 
because of the inconsistency between it and Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 336.8-405. The new provision makes it clear that a 
corporation has the power to issue replacement certificates 
consistent with 336.8-405. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Corporations are creatures of limited powers. Despite the 
fact that the U.C.C. permits the replacement of lost share 
certificates under certain circumstances, no section in the 
statutes governing corporations explicitly empowers corporations 
to issue replacement certificates or even refers to the relevant 
U.C.C. provision. This section grants the corporation the power 
to issue replacements, refers the reader to 336.8-405 for all 
details regarding the issuance of those replacements, and 
provides that replacement certificates will not be considered an 
overissue in excess of the number of shares authorized in the 
articles. 
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Section 62 

SOURCE: Cal. Corp. Code Section 407 (West) 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota law did not previously 
address this issue. This section explicitly permits 
corporations to issue fractional shares or scrip or warrants 
representing a right to purchase fractional shares. It also 
limits that issuance in certain ways. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section permits, but does not require, a corporation 
to issue fractional shares to a shareholder, either at the time 
of issue or at the time of a subsequent transfer or exchange. 
Fractional shares may be useful in situations where a 
shareholder's contribution to capital does not entitle him or 
her to a round number of shares, or where the shares have an 
extremely high price, or where shares have been issued in a 
merger or exchange in a ratio that does not readily convert the 
shares of the other constituent corporations into whole numbers 
of shares of the surviving or acquiring corporation. 

If a corporation chooses not to issue fractional shares, it 
is required to take one of the following three actions: 

a) Devise a plan, agreed to by the holders of the 
fractional interests, that gives those holders consideration in 
addition to, in combination with, or other than, money for their 
fractional interest, e.g., offering the hold_ers of fractional 
interests shares of a different class or series with a different 
value that convert more readily into whole shares, or arranging 
a sale of the fractional -interests to a third party, or 
exchanging the fractional interests for other securities (bonds, 
debentures) equivalent to the worth of the fractional share; or 

b) Pay the fair value of the fractional interest, measured 
at the effective time of the transaction which entitled the 
holder to the fractional interest (the effective date of the 
merger or exchange), or, in those cases where a shareholder 
purchases a fractional interest which cannot be reduced to whole 
shares, at the time the shares purchased were rendered 
nonassessable, transfer the full consideration, or, if the full 
consideration has not been transferred, at the time the other 
shareholders consented under section 54, subdivision 3(a) to the 
issue of shares; or 

c) Give the holders of the fractional interests scrip or 
warrants which may be exchanged for whole shares upon the 
surrender of a fixed number or amount of these scrip or warrant 
documents. These scrip or warrant documents may be 
transferable, and may be in either registered or bearer form. 

A provision in the California law, Cal. Corp. Code Section 
407 (West), permits a corporation to disregard fractional 
interests or to round off those interests to the nearest share 
in connection with shares issued in mergers or exchanges where 
the fractional interest is less than one-half of one percent of 
the interest of that holder. Although inclusion of this 
provision would simplify matters for a corporation and would not 
create any risk of substantial dilution of the shareholder's 
interest, it is just as simple to pay that holder the value of 
his or her fractional interest under subdivision l(b) and may be 
more equitable in certan cases. The California provision has 
not been included. 

However, this section permits the cash~out of fractional 
shares in those cases where that cash out would cancel shares 
equal to or less than one-fifth of the shares of a particular 
class. This prohibition protects shareholders against excessive 
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abuse of the power granted by subdivision l(b) in cases where 
many or most of the shares are fractional interests due to an 
unusual ratio of exchange, or where the price of one share is 
unusually high or where controlling interests have issued only 
fractional shares. 

This section also discusses in detail the rights of 
fractional shares, scrip and warrants. A certificate for a 
fractional share entitles the holder to exercise voting rights, 
to receive dividends and to participate in any distribution of 
the assets of the corporation in the event of liquidation, in 
short, to exercise all the rights of a full share of that class 
on a proportional scale. However, scrip or warrants do not have 
these rights unless the terms of the scrip or warrants provide 
otherwise. Moreover, scrip or warrants may be issued by the 
board subject to any conditions which the board may impose. For 
example, there may be a condition that scrip or warrants become 
void if not exchanged for certificates representing full shares 
before a specified date, or a condition that shares for which 
scrip or warrants are exchangeable may be sold by the 
corporation and the proceeds distributed to the holders of the 
scrip or warrants. 

Section 63 

SOURCE: New; derived from MBCA Section 25, Paragraph 1 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Section 301.19 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The effect of this section is to ensure 
that the only liability a shareholder has with respect to his 
shares is the liability to pay the full, agreed upon 
consideration to the corporation. This wording removes the 
ambiguity in former law caused by the reference in Section 
301.19 to Section 301.15. We have omitted the second paragraph 
of Section 301.19 because it introduces an exemption from 
liability caused by a failure to act which is not attributable 
solely to shareholder status. The liability discussed in that 
paragraph is governed by and discussed in section 54, 
subdivision 3, the effect of which is the same as the Section 
301.19 provision omitted here. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The notion that, absent special facts, the liability of a 
shareholder is limited to the contribution to capital in the 
event that the shares are fully paid, "developed as a sort of 
afterthought," H. Henn, Handbook of the Law of Corporations, 14 
(2d. Ed., 1970). In Minnesota it was more than an afterthought; 
it was positively tardy. Prior to 1930, Article X, Section 3 of 
the Constitution of 1857 provided for personal liability of such 
shareholders for the upaid debts of the corporation proportional 
to the shareholder's interest. (We were not alone. A similar 
provision persisted in California until the same year.) However, 
in 1930 the electorate approved a constitutional amendment 
permitting the legislature to limit by statute the liability of 
shareholders, which it did the following year (Laws 1931, Ch. 
210). That concept was carried over as Section 301.19. 

This provision continues and reasserts with even stronger 
force the proposition that ·a shareholder is not personally 
liable to or on behalf of the corporation for the mere ownership 
of shares in that corporation, Ahlm v. Rooney, 274 Minn. 259, 
263, 264, 143 N.W. 2d 65, 68 (1966) (sole shareholders in 
two-man corporation not personally liable absent reason to 
disregard corporate entity). The shareholder may be either a 
natural or artificial person, and still possess the right of 
limited liability, Lober v. Canadian Pacific Ry. Co., 151 F. 2d 
758, at 762 (8th Cir. 1945) cert. den., 66 S. Ct. 490 (1946). 
The fact that there are few shareholders, or only one, is 
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irrelevant, Ahlm v. Rooney, supra at 264, 143 N.W. 2d at 69. 
Under this section a shareholder is simply not liable beyond his 
investment, without more. 

What constitutes "more"? Liability for acts committed in a 
role other than shareholder (i.e., officer, director, agent, or 
some other role) is not governed or limited by this section. 
Certain acts or failures to act, even if no other role is 
assumed, will also lead to personal liability in varying 
degrees, for various claims, for various acts. For example, if 
the corporate entity is defective, or if that entity is 
disregarded, personal liability may result (for a further 
discussion of that subject, see the Comment to section 20.); if 
the shareholder has failed to comply fully with his or her 
subscription agreement, or with section 57, subdivision 3, he or 
she is liable for the difference between the agreed 
consideration and the paid-in consideration (see sections 56 and 
57); if the shareholder has received a distribution which 
violates section 85 by rendering the corporation unable to pay 
its debts in the ordinary course of business, he or she is 
liable under section 87, but only for the amount actually 
received that exceeds the amount that could have been received 
legally; if the shareholder receives a distribution in 
dissolution, he or she is liable under section 117, for any 
claims arising after the corporation is dissolved. Further 
discussion of all of these circumstances can be found in the 
Comments to the sections mentioned above. 

Section 64 

SOURCE: Del. Code, Title 8, Section 202; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section explicitly permits several 
kinds of .transfer and registration restrictions in a way which 
had only been hinted at in the prior law. See Minnesota 
Statutes 301.04(5), 301.14, Subd. l; cf. Hart v. Bell, 222 Minn. 
69, 23 N.W. 2d 375 (1946) (voting agreements lawful absent an 
intent to defraud or profit at the expense of other 
shareholders); Minn. Stat. 336.8-204, cf. Warren Swazy Co. v. 
Ristenholz, 41 F. Supp. 498, 504 (D. Minn. 1941). This section 
replaces vague and uncertain language with a clear rule. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

UCC 8-204 (Minnesota Statutes, Section 336.8-204) requires 
transfer and registration restrictions to appear on the 
certificate or transaction statement. Unfortunately, 8-204 only 
mentions "restrictions . . . otherwise lawful . . . . "; one must 
look elsewhere for authority to impose such restrictions. 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.04(5) speaks of the 
"restrictions" applicable to a class or series that may be 
imposed by the articles, but this part of Chapter 301 has never 
been interpreted but see Blien v. Rand, 77 Minn. 110, 79 N.W. 
606 (1899) (limitation of shareownership to Norwegians upheld) 
allowing transfer restrictions) and Model Clothing House v. 
Dickinson, 146 Minn. 367, 371-72, 178 N.W. 957, 959 (1926). "A 
corporation, as a matter of business prudence, may legitimately 
desire to keep its stock in the hands of those who are congenial 
and will work together for the success of the enterprise, and to 
that end may protect itself, in proper ways, against the 
acquisition of its stock by disturbers, rivals in business, or 
other outsiders who might not be congenial and might purchase 
the stock to acquire information which might be used to the 
disadvantage of the company." The common law has been the 
principal source of authority for transfer restrictions in other 
jurisdictions, but few Minnesota cases have considered the 
issue. Those that have considered the issue seem to have 
validated such restrictions in a way which is relatively 
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restrictive when compared with the liberal attitude of some 
other jurisdictions. 

This section provides a comprehensive rule covering the 
entire field of transfer and registration restrictions. This 
section is in derogation of the common law policy against 
enforcing restraints on alienation if the restraint in question 
is in compliance with this section. Subdivision 1 describes the 
manner in which a restriction may be imposed, while subdivision 
2 defines enforceable restrictions. 

The language of this.provision has been borrowed, almost 
word for word, from the text of Delaware Corporation Law, 
Section 202, paragraphs (a) and (b). The text of paragraphs 
(c), (d), and (e) of section 202 has been omitted, because the 
use of a list of restrictions might be construed to limit the 
sort of restriction considered reasonable in the ~ircumstances 
under subdivision 2. However, the restrictions contained in the 
omitted text are deemed to be in full compliance with this 
section, and any transfer restriction which complies with the 
text of paragraphs (c), (d), or (e), is valid and enforceable. 
The list is absent only to ensure that subdivision 2 is 
construed liberally. 

Subdivision 1 provides that restrictions may be imposed in 
three documents: the articles, the bylaws, and agreements to 
which the individual shareholder in question is a party. An 
agreement need not comply with the requirements of section 76 in 
order to contain a valid transfer restriction for purposes of 
this section. That agreement is binding ·only on those holders 
of shares or securities who sign it, even if less than all of 
the holders of shares or securities are parties. The agreement 
may be structured as an agreement among holders of shares or 
securities or an agreement among holders of shares or securities 
and the corporation thus .binding the corporation not to record 
any transfers in violation of the agreement. In any case, no 
agreement may be applied retroactively to shares issued prior to 
the adoption of the restriction unless the owners of those 
shares consent to the restriction by voting for the article or 
bylaw provision or signing the agreement imposing the 
restriction. 

Subdivision 2 validates and permits the enforcement of any 
restriction on transfer or registration of shares or securities 
as long as that restriction is not manifestly unreasonable in 
the circumstances and is noted conspicuously on a certificate or 
transaction statement. 

"Not manifestly unreasonable", includes restriction which 
operates with equal force upon all holders of shares or 
securities who have agreed to or who are subject to a 
restriction on a particular class of shares or securities, and 
that does not operate as both an absolute and a permanent bar to 
voluntary transfer under all circumstances. 

Transfer restrictions which are either absolute without 
being permanent (e.g., "No shares or securities ma.y be 
transferred for 15 years after their issue), or permanent 
without being absolute (e.g., "No shares may be sold to 
residents of states other than Minnesota.") are permitted under 
this section, but a transfer restriction may not be both 
absolute and permanent (e.g., "No shares of this corporation may 
ever be transferred to any person or to the corporation.") and 
remain valid under this section. 

The following restrictions are always deemed "not 
manifestly unreasonable": first, any restriction which requires 
the holder to give the corporation, the other shareholders, or 
any combination of either or both, a right of first refusal or 
an option, to purchase the shares; second, any restriction which 
obligates any person (including non-natural persons) to purchase 
the shares or securities that are so restricted, (i.e., buy-sell 
agreements); third, any restriction which requires the consent 
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of the corporation or of any or all of the holders of any or all 
classes of shares or securities; and fourth, any restriction 
which is imposed for the purpose of, and which is actually 
effective in, for example, maintaining the status of the 
corporation as a Subchapter S corporation. Other restrictions 
contemplated by other laws (Internal Revenue Code) are also ''not 
manifestly unreasonable." 

Each transfer restriction must be noted conspicuously on 
the certificate or transaction statement. This language also 
appears in U.C.C. 8-204, and any restriction noted in a way 
which satisfies the requirements of U.C.C. 8-204 complies with 
this section in that respect. However, while the application of 
U.C.C. 8-204 is limited to restrictions imposed by the issuer, 
presumably through the articles or bylaws, this section also 
refers to restrictions imposed pursuant to shareholder 
agreements. These restrictions must also be noted in the manner 
required by U.C.C. 8-204. Restrictions not noted conspicuously 
will not be effective against persons without knowledge of the 
restriction but persons who are aware of the restrictions are 
subject to those restrictions whether the shares or securities 
they hold are properly legended or not. 

Section 65 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.25 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes,. Section 301.25 
required a shareholder meeting at least once a year and required 
the election of directors to be considered at each such 
meeting. This section permits shareholder meetings to be held 
at any desirable interval not more frequently than once every 
year. Moreover, it even makes that meeting optional unless the 
articles or bylaws require the meeting, or unless holders of one 
percent of all of the voting shares desire a meeting. When a 
meeting is held, an election of directors may not be required if 
the structure of the board is such that no director's term will 
expire before or within six months after that. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The regular meeting set forth in this section replaces the 
annual meeting. There is no reason for the shareholders of the 
corporation to be required by state law to meet once each year, 
especially because this statute now provides that the 
presumptive term of directors is indefinite and is no longer one 
year, and because of the general policy of this statute 
streamlining the corporate entity and reducing unnecessary 
formalities. The logical result of these policites is to 
provide that shareholder meetings may be held at any regular 
interval set by the board or by the articles or bylaws or at the 
call of the shareholders. 

In order to ensure shareholder control, this section 
permits a small group of shareholders to demand a regular 
meeting under certain circumstances. There is, however, no 
penalty for failing to hold a regular meeting if a regular 
meeting is not specifically demanded by a shareholder on the 
basis of provisions in the articles or bylaws requiring such 
meetings or on the basis of a valid demand by the holders of one 
percent of the shares under subdivision 2 of this section. 
Under this section, a corporation could conceivably exist for 
years without calling an official shareholders meeting. This is 
closer to actual practice in many of the small corporations that 
comprise substantially all Minnesota corporations. 

Any group of shareholders of voting shares may by demand 
call a regular meeting if: 
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a) A regular meeting has not been held in the 15 months 
prior to the filing of the demand; 

b) The holders of one percent or more of the voting shares 
sign the demand; and 

c) The demand is given to the chief executive officer (CEO) 
or the chief financial officer (CFO) of the corporation. 

The demand need not state the date, time or place of the 
proposed meeting; it need only state that the undersigned demand 
a regular meeting under this section. The fact that a special 
meeting may have been held at some time during that 15 months 
period does not prevent the shareholders from demanding a 
regular meeting. The signatures of the shareholders making the 
demand need not appear on the same page, and signatures 
appearing on different demands shall be considered as part of 
the demand (cf. section 1, subdivision 38) if the demands are 
timely given to the corporation officer. A system under which 
shareholders could make the demand over an extended period was 
rejected as excessively cumbersome. 

Upon delivery of a valid demand to either the CEO or CFO, 
the shareholders have a right to meet within 90 days after that 
delivery. The board may cause the specific day or date and time 
of the meeting to be set only if they cause the meeting to be 
called and notice sent (see section 67) to the shareholders 
within 30 days after delivery of the demand. There is no 
penalty for failing to call the meeting within that time 
(although the shareholders may bring an action under section 79 
for an order requiring the board to call the meeting), but any 
shareholder who signed the demand may call the meeting and set 
the day, date, and time of the meeting if the board does not 
cause the meeting to be called within that 30 days. In either 
case, the shareholder me~ting will be held in the county where 
the principal executive office of the corporation is located 
because that is likely to be the most convenient meeting 
location in terms of access to corporate records, and because 
that location is unlikely to change frequently, thus providing 
certainty as to where the meeting will be held (but see section 
1, subdivision 25). 

If the regular meeting is being held without demand, the 
day, date, time and place of the meeting may be fixed by the 
articles or bylaws, or the articles or bylaws may give the board 
the power to fix these details. 

Subdivision 4 requires that successors to the following 
directors must be elected at a regular meeting: 

1) All directors elected to an indefinite term; 

2) All directors elected to fixed terms whose terms have 
expired since the last regular meeting; and 

3) All directors elected to fixed terms, whose terms will 
expire within six months after the date of this regular meeting. 

These elections must take place at the regular meeting before if 
may legally adjourn. By requiring the election, shareholder 
control of the corporation is reinforced at the option of the 
holders of one percent of the shares, and abdication of this 
control can be easily countered by that very small minority. 

Any matter in which the shareholders have a legitimate 
interest may be discussed and acted upon at a regular meeting. 

Unlike the special meeting, the agenda is not limited to 
items set forth in the notice (see section 67, subdivision 4). 
Indeed, no item is required to be set forth in the notice under 
this section. However, notice of a particular action may be 
required by other sections, for example, section 91, subdivision 
1, which requires 14 days notice of consideration of a plan of 
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merger or exchange. Any subject is a proper item of new or old 
business at a regular meeting. 

Section 66 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.25, 
Subdivisions 3 and 5 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Under this section, the chief executive 
officer and the chief financial officer, not the president, are 
authorized to call special meetings. The officers have 30 days, 
not seven, to fix the date and time of the meeting, and, the 
meeting may be held 90 days not 60 days, after the receipt of 
the demand. The new provision also explains in more detail 
which matters may be transacted at a special meeting. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Special meetings may be called at any time, for any 
purpose. There is no limit on the number of special meetings 
that may be called or held within any particular time period. 
Special meetings are not required at any time unless one of the 
five persons or groups of persons calls a special meeting. 
These persons or groups are listed in subdivision l; the 
"identity" of these persons or groups are unchanged from current 
law, except that consistent with the general replacement of the 
term "president" in this statute, the term "chief executive 
officer" (CEO), is used, and the "chief financial officer" (CFO) 
(see section 47) has been added to the list ·of persons who may 
call meetings. The first four persons or groups listed may call 
meetings by right; in th~ case of the CEO, the CFO, or an 
authorized person (subdivisions l(a), (b), and (d)), the CEO, 
the CFO, or the person may fix the date, time, and place of the 
meeting. In the case of groups of directors, they shall inform 
the CEO that they are causing the calling of a meeting, and the 
CEO shall schedule and call the meeting. 

Shareholders must go through a slightly different procedure 
under subdivision 2. That procedure is very similar to the 
procedure for calling regular meetings set forth in section 65, 
subdivision 2, except that the shareholders demanding the 
meeting must hold ten percent, not merely one percent, of the 
voting shares. Otherwise, the procedure is the same, and 
reference is made to the Comment to section 65. Any meeting 
called under this procedure is to be held at some place within 
the county in which the principal executive office is located. 
Again, see the Comment to section 65. 

Special meetings may consider any item of business, 
including the election of directors. However, notice of the 
business to be transacted must, under subdivision 4, be part of 
notice of the the meeting. An item of business not specifically 
mentioned in that notice cannot be validly transacted at that 
meeting unless all shareholders waive notice under section 67, 
subdivision 4, and any action taken without notice or waiver of 
notice may be voidable in any subsequent suit by the corporation 
or in any derivative suit on its behalf. The former law made 
only a rather vague reference to the voidable nature of such 
action; this section, makes that status clear. 

Section 67 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 29; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.25(b); 
New 
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FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.25, 
Subdivisions 4, 5 and 6 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The new section requires that notice be 
given to the shareholders at least ten days prior to the 
meeting, unless the articles or bylaws provided a different 
minimum notice period. It also expands the number of ways in 
which notice may be waived. In all other respects, however, the 
section is substantially the same as Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.25, which provided no fixed minimum notice period, which 
limited waiver to written wavier, and which required notice of 
the time, place, and purpose for special meetings, the purpose 
of the meeting. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This_ section governs the notice to be distributed to 
shareholders prior to shareholder meetings. 

Subdivision 1 requires that notice of all shareholder 
meetings, both regular and special, be given (see section 1, 
subdiivision 17) to all of the holders of voting shares. 

Those persons who have been certified as beneficial owners 
to be treated as shareholders under section 71, subdivision 2 
are to be given notice directly if they have been certified for 
the purpose of voting their shares. This direct notice will 
give them the option of exercising their right, if any, to 
participate meaningfully in the meeting. 

There is one exception to the notice requirement: notice 
need not be given if the,meeting has been adjourned to a 
particular time and place, if proper notice was given of the 
meeting which was adjourned, and if the date, time, and place of 
the reconvened meeting were announced to those present at the 
time of adjournment. This practice has been retained for the 
convenience of those shareholders who may wish to adjourn a 
meeting for less than the ten days required for new notice and 
for the convenience of the corporation so that the cost of a new 
notice will be unnecessary. In essence, shareholders who forego 
the right to attend the initial meeting also waive their right 
to further notice of adjournments of that meeting. This is 
perfectly consisterit with the provisions of Section 301.25, 
subdivisions 4 and 7. Read together, those subdivisions permit 
meetings to be adjourned from time to time in the absence of a 
quorum, without any new notice of the time or place at which the 
meeting will continue, other than by an announcement at the 
meeting. 

This provision has been inserted for the convenience of the 
corporation and the shareholders, in order to permit easy 
rescheduling of meetings at which quorums cannot be obtained 
without having to wait for new notice to be sent and for the 
pre-meeting notice period required by section 67, subdivision 2, 
to expire. However, under certain circumstances, repeated and 
unnecessary adjournments which do not have the convenience of 
the shareholders as the reason for the adjournment may well be, 
in the context of certain fact situations, an abuse of this 
mechanism which may be remedied by action for notice under 
section 79 of this act. A meeting that has been adjourned five 
or six times would require new notice if the original notice has 
become stale. 

Under subdivision 2, notice must be given, that is, 
deposited in the mail (see section 1, subdivision 17), ten days 
or more before the day the meeting is to convene, unless the 
articles or bylaws provide for a shorter time for notice. This 
shorter time must be specifically fixed in the articles or 
bylaws, and authority to fix that time may not be delegated to 
the board by the articles or bylaws. 

The notice may be very short. In the normal course of 
events, only the date, time, and place of the meeting are 
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required by subdivision 3 to appear in the notice. Special 
information is required for certain items (e.g. approval of a 
plan of merger under section 91), and in the case of a special 
meeting, the purposes of the meeting must be explicitly set 
forth in the notice, see section 66, subdivision 4. If the 
person demanding the special meeting has stated the purpose in 
the demand, the exact language stating the demand should be used 
in desdribing the purpose. Finally, other information may be 
included in the notice, including information required by the 
articles or bylaws, information inserted by the board, 
information inserted by the person calling the meeting, or 
information required by other federal and state laws. Under 
sections 65, subdivision 2 and section 66, subdivision 2, the 
board has 30 days to call the meeting, after which the demanding 
shareholders m~y call the meeting. If the board calls the 
meeting, only the board will have the right under this section 
to insert material in the notice. The shareholders will have no 
right under this section to insert material until the 30 days 
allotted to the board have elapsed. This gives the board an 
incentive to respond swiftly to shareholder demands for 
meetings, and gives the board the initial option to decide on 
most of the content of the notice. Of course, applicable 
federal and state securities laws may require the distribution 
of certain shareholder material (see Rule 14-a-8; promulgated 
under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934) or other 
additional information (see the Proxy Rules promulgated under 
the Securities ahd Exchange Act of 19340, but that subject is 
beyond the scope of this analysis, and the reader should consult 
the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 and Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 80A. 

A shareholder may waive notice in several ways under 
subdivision 4. Written waiver was permitted under the prior law 
and has been retained. Oral waiver is now a permissable method 
of waiver, but may be very hard to prove. We have added oral 
waiver because the form of the waiver is irrelevant to the 
effect a waiver should have. Waivers may be given at any time, 
and are effective immediately, if given before the meeting, or 
are effective retroactive to the time the meeting convened, if 
given at or after the meeting. The waiver indicates a desire to 
forego notice; that desire ought to be given effect no matter 
when it is expressed. A shareholder may also waive notice by 
attending the meeting either in person or by particular proxy, 
unless the shareholder attends solely to object to the meeting, 
or to consideration of an item in certain ways discussed below. 
The primary function of notice is to inform shareholders of a 
meeting so that they may attend and participate, whether in 
person or by proxy. That function is served if the shareholder 
attends and participates in the meeting; invalidating the action 
taken at the meeting serves no purpose. However, even if a 
shareholder is present at a meeting, he or she has a right to 
object to the meeting or to consideration of an item not 
mentioned in the notice at a special meeting, because the 
defective notice has deprived the shareholder of the opportunity 
to prepare for the meeting, also an important function of 
notice. Thus, a shareholder may attend a meeting, not waive the 
right to notice, and retain the right to attack the action in 
question as invalid if he or she objects to the meeting just 
after it has been opened, raises a general objection to the 
manner in which the meeting was called (after which he or she 
may remain and participate in the meeting), or objects to 
consideration of a particular item (e.g., an item not mentioned 
in the notice for a special meeting) question if he or she 
explicitly objects prior to the consideration of that item and 
does not participate in the consideration of that item, although 
the shareholder may remain present to listen to that 
consideration. 

Section 68 
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SOURCE: New 

PRIOR MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota law formerly referred to the 
proportion required for shareholder action in many places 
throughout Chapter 301, see Sections 301.36; 301.37, subdivision 
3, clauses 2, 3, and 4; 301.39, subdivision 2; and 301.42, 
subdivision 2, 'however, there was no single standard for the 
required proportion. But see Martin v. Chute, 34 Minn. 135, 24 
N.W. 353 (1885) (majority of votes cast sufficient to take 
corporate action if the articles or bylaws are silent on the 
matter, even if the votes cast are a minority of those present). 
This section sets forth a clear presumption that the holders of 
a majority of the shares present can take action, absent special 
circumstances or requirements in other sections of this statute 
or in the articles. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section sets forth in subdivision 1 a presumption that 
any action approved by the holders of a majority of the voting 
shares present, in person or by proxy, at a meeting held with 
proper notice under section 67 and where a quorum is present 
under section 67, is legal and binding. The majority may be 
more than a simple majority of those present if either this act 
or the articles require a greater majority, but if both the act 
or the articles are silent, the presumptive majority shall apply. 
A majority of voting shares present and voting is sufficient for 
most ordinary shareholder actions. This act requires certain 
extraordinary actions and fundamental changes to be approved by 
a majority of all voting shares, see, e.g., sections 91 and 97. 

It also mandates in subdivision 2 that where class voting 
is required either by section 15 or other sections, the class 
must approve the action by the same proportion by which all 
shares must approve the action. Thus, an exchange proposal 
would require both a majority of all voting shares and a 
majority of the shares of the particular class or classes 
involved in the exchange. 

Section 69 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 145 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26, 
Subdivision 11. · 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26 and 
thi.s section are substantially similar. Section 301. 26 required 
the signatures of all shareholders entitled to notice while this 
section requires all shareholders entitled to vote on the action 
to sign. This section also drops the requirement that in cases 
where a document approved in this manner must be filed with the 
secretary of state, the officers signing the filing must 
indicate that the action was approved without a meeting. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

There is no reason that shareholders should be prohibited 
from taking any action that may take at a shareholder meeting 
without a meeting if all of the shareholders eligible to vote on 
the matter at such a meeting agree on the action. Unanimous 
agreement is necessary in order to assure that the failure to 
meet does not deprive a shareholder of the chance to persuade 
his fellow investorsi if all of the shareholder5 agree, no such 
deprivation occurs. Unanimity is also required under other 
laws, for example, the Internal Revenue Code (see Rev. Rul. 
80-29, 1980-5 I.R.B. at 5, 1980-1 C.B. 93, and the General 
Comment to section 41 of this act). By requiring unanimity in 
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this act, this section will prevent shareholders from taking 
action in a way that violates the requirement of these other 
laws. 

As soon as all of the shareholders have agreed to the 
action by signing it, the action is effective and binding, and 
is a legal act of the shareholders under section 65, unless the 
text of the action itself provides that it is effective at any 
other time in which case the action will be considered effective 
at that time when all shareholders have signed the action. 

Section 70 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 32; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.25, 
Subbdivision 7; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.25, 
Subdivision 7 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section changes the presumptive 
quorum from a majority of the shares entitled to vote at the 
meeting to one-third of those shares. Otherwise, it is 
substantially the same as Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.25. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Although every corporation is entitled to set its own 
quorum for shareholders meetings, there is usually a section in 
the corporate statutes of every jurisdiction setting the quorum 
in the absence of any different quorum requirement in the 
articles or, on occasion, the bylaws. These sections generally 
presume that a majority of the shares entitled to vote is a 
quorum. Sixteen states permit the corporate documents to set 
the quorum as low as one-third, Louisiana permits a minimum of 
one-fourth of the voting shares. There are two states which 
permit the shareholders present at the meeting to constitute a 
quorum, no matter how many or how few. This approach was 
endorsed by the Minnesota courts in Morrill v. Little Falls Mfg. 
Co., 53 Minn. 371, 55 N.W. 547 (1893) (those shareholders who 
attend a meeting are a quorum unless the articles or bylaws 
provide otherwise). This concept is too flexible to assure that 
abuse by one or two shareholders will not take place. Instead, 
one-third has been adopted as a reasonable presumptive quorum 
which shall permit shareholders to carry on business with the 
most protection and flexibility. All shareholders eligible to 
be counted towards a quorum must be given relatively ample 
notice (ten days) under section 67. If the shareholders choose 
not to attend, the absent shareholders should not be allowed to 
impose their will on the other shareholders by preventing a 
quorum from attending, as long as a significant portion of the 
shareholders participate. One-third is such a significant 
portion. •·Moreover, fundamental corporate changes are, in 
general, required by this statute to be approved by a majority 
of all voting shares, a proportion which would be a quorum under 
the statutes of almost every state. Lastly, because the size of 
the quorum may be varied in the articles or bylaws, the quorum 
is a matter to be negotiated between the parties involved in 
forming the corporation and writing the initial articles or to 
be changed in an amendment of the articles (section 14). 

There is no restriction on the maximum possible quorum. If 
the shareholders wish to set the quorum at "all shareholders" or 
at the holders of aal voting shares", that is their 
prerogative. That high a quorum may lead to deadlock, but the 
power to set the quorum at that level should nonetheless be 
granted. 

This section retains the practice of permitting business to 
continue at a meeting if a quorum was present at the convening 
of the meeting, even if a number of shareholders sufficient to 
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create the absence of a quorum leave the meeting. A shareholder 
who is able to attend the beginning of a meeting should not be 
able to prevent the consideration of additional items of 
business merely by leaving the meeting. The usual expectation 
of shareholders is that they will be able to conclude their 
business before adjournment, and that expectation ought to be 
fulfilled. 

The provision in Section 301.25 permitting adjournment from 
time to time has been omitted, because the shareholders may take 
that action as part of the business they may transact even in 
the absence of a quorum. 

Section 71 

SOURCE: MBCA Sections 2(f), 33; Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.26 (2); (12); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26, 
Subdivisions 1 1 2, and 12 · 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section permits the number of 
votes per share to be varied in the articles or the bylaws or in 
the terms of the- shares. Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26 
permitted such variance only in the articles. This section also 
establishes a new procedure for treating beneficial owners as 
shareholders, states a new rule regarding the voting of 
jointly-held shares, and establishes a new presumption that when 
a shareholder votes without signifying how many shares he or she 
is voting, he is voting all of his or her shares. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Generally, every holder of voting shares has the right to 
vote one vote per share in whichever way he or she chooses on 
any issue brought to the shareholders. 

There are, however, some restrictions and presumptions that 
slightly vary the application of this rule. In order to prepare 
an accurate list of shareholders, the corporation is empowered 
in subdivision 1 to set a date on or before which must have 
persons purchased or otherwise acquired shares in order to vote 
their shares and be entitled to receive notice. This date may 
not be more than fifty days prior to the meeting; fifty days is 
sufficient for the preparation of such a list, especially if the 
share register is a computer-stored list. 

All references to the practice of "closing the books 11 of 
the corporation have been eliminated. This practice is no 
longer justified (or used) now that the maintenance of share 
registers has progressed from written entries to computer 
processing. Of course, for those corporations small enough to 
use manually updated share registers efficiently, "closing the 
books" has never really been necessary. 

Many persons acquiring shares through a broke=-dealer or 
maintaining agency accounts with banks and trust companies only 
a beneficial interest. The shares themselves may be registered ~ 
in "street" name, that is, in the name of a brokerage house, a 
bank or its nominee. Some of the problems that stem from this 
division of beneficial versus record ownership include both the 
delay of notice to the beneficial owner when the notice goes 
first to the record owner and then to the beneficial owner (see 
Rule 14b-l, promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934), and the need for a beneficial owner to obtain a proxy 
from the record holder in order to vote his or her shares. 
These problems can be avoided by treating the beneficial owner 
as the record holder for any or all purposes. Subdivision 2 
permits the board to establish procedures to permit a broker, 
voting trustee or other record holder holding shares for other 
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persons, to give the corporation a listing of those beneficial 
owners for the purpose of treating those beneficial owners as 
record holders for any or all purposes the board may determine. 
For those purposes, the persons listed by the broker, dealer, 
bank, nominee voting trustee or other person are the record 
holders. 

Subdivision 3 permits the usual one vote per share rule to 
be varied so that different classes may have different voting 
power. E.g., class A shares may have three-quarters of a vote 
per share, while class B shares may have two votes per share (or 
no votes per share). 

Subdivision 4 'permits the articles to specify that 
creditors or others have a right to vote. Certain creditors or 
bondholders may insist on an amendment to the articles 
permitting them to vote under certain circumstances as a 
condition to financing, refinancing, or reorganizing the 
corporation. Any provision validly added to or originally part 
of the articles permitting these persons to vote is enforceable 
in the courts of this state unless it violates some other 
section of this act. 

Subdivision 5 sets forth a new rule for owners of 
jointly-held shares. Any of the persons owning shares jointly 
may vote those shares unless another joint owner has given the 
corporation written notice denying the authority of the first 
owner. There are two reasons for adopting this rule. First, it 
removes the uncertainty on the part of the corporation as to the 
validity of the vote by putting the burden on the joint owners; 
the corporation may avoid liability for possible invalidity of 
the action in question by accepting a vote without notice of 
denial. This prevents the corporation from becoming entangled 
in what is basically a squabble betwen joint owners. Secondly, 
joint owners have an interest in all the shares they jointly 
own. To permit one joint owner to vote all the shares in the 
face of a written denial of authority to vote those shares 
permits him or her to override the desires of other joint 
owners; to break up the ownership proportionally for voting 
purposes may involve the corporation in the dispute between 
joint tenant. Both are undesirable; on the other hand, a clear, 
enforceable rule which permits the voting of these shares while 
it secures both the rights of the joint owners and the right of 
the corporation to certainty, cannot fit all the possible 
cases. In this context considered Del. Code. Ann. Tit. 8, Sec. 
217(b) was considered and found to be inadequate, because it 
splits up the voting power among joint owners. Of course, if 
joint owners agree to disagree, they may always cast their votes 
in proportions that reflect that disagreement, as long as they 
all agree to the vote, e.g., 40 votes in favor, 40 votes against. 

Subdivision 6 provides a presumption that any shareholder 
who votes simply "yes" or "no" is deemed to be voting all of his 
or her shares in that manner. This is intended to protect the 
corporati6n from possible attack for accepting such votes and 
reflects no more than the reasonable expectation of the 
corporation; any shareholder who votes without indicating a 
desire to vote less than all of his shares has no right to 
maintain that a partial vote was intended. 

Section 72 

SOURCE: Cal. Corp. Code, Section 703; MBCA Section 33, 
Paragraphs 6 to 8 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26, 
Subdivisions 6, 8, 9 and 10 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Under this section, shares of the 
issuer held by a non-related corporation may be voted by its CEO 
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or other legal representative. Under Section 301.26, only the 
president, the president's proxy, or a person appointed by the 
board could vote those shares. Under this section, shares of 
the issuer held by subsidiaries may not be voted; Section 301.26 
was silent on this issue. Shares held by the issuer or its 
subsidiaries for others in a fiduciary capacity may be voted if 
the beneficial owner authorizes the subsidiary or issuer to vote 
in a particular way. Legal representatives may vote shares held 
by them for others under this section, except that a trustee of 
a trust may not vote shares unless they are registered in his or 
her name. Section 301.26 gave fiduciaries a broad right to vote 
shares held in those capacities. Pledgors may vote their shares 
until the pledgee becomes the record holder. Section 301.26 was 
silent on this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section provides clear guidelines for the voting of 
shares by particular types of legal representatives. It also 
expands the rather sketchy grant of power to "fiduciaries" in 
Section 301.26, subdivision 6. 

Subdivisions 1, 2 and 3 all serve the same purpose. They 
regulate the voting of shares owned by corporations. 
Subdivision 1 regulates the voting of shares owned by 
non-related corporations. Those shares may be voted only by the 
chief executive officer or other legal representative (section 
1, subdivision lb) of the shareholder. The CEO or other legal 
representative may also comply with this provision by s-i~·g-n~i~n~g----------
the proxy card, if any, solicited for the meeting or by 
otherwise appointing a proxy. 

Subdivision 2 prohibits the voting of shares held or owned 
by subsidiaries of the issuer except for shares held in a 
fiduciary capacity (see subdivision 3). Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 301.26, Subdivision 10, prohibited the voting of shares 
of the issuer owned by it as treasury shares. Under section 86 
of this act, any shares acquired by the corporation become 
authorized but unissued shares which are, by definition, 
non-voting. However, there is no reason why a "subsidiary", 
that is, a more than 50 percent owned corporation (see section 
1, subdivision 32) should be available as a means to avoid the 
prohibition against giving the management voting power based on 
shares purchased with resources belonging to the corporation 
(and, therefore, to the shareholders). Therefore, the voting of 
an issuer's shares by a subsidiary is also prohibited. 

Subdivision 3 serves the same purpose. The shares held by 
a corporation on behalf of others in a fiduciary capacity are 
shares which are actually held for the convenience of the 
beneficial owner; voting the shares in any way other than at the 
request of those beneficial owners is an abuse of the 
corporation's duty to those beneficial owners. 

Subdivisions 4, 5 and 6 govern natural persons acting as 
representatives for other persons or for corporations. 
Subdivisions 4 and 5 are taken from the Model Act, and the 
commentary to those subdivisions which appears below owes a 
great deal to the commentary appearing at 1 Model Business 
Corporation Act Annotated 712 (ALI-ABA, 1969, Philadelphia). 

Generally, only record holders have the right to vote. 
This general rule does not take into account the rights at 
common law of certain fiduciaries (personal representatives, 
administrators, executors, guardians ad litem, conservators, or 
attorneys in fact) to vote these shares. There are several 
qualities which all of these fiduciaries share: they are 
appointed by courts; they are appointed to fulfill certain 
relatively narrow and discrete responsibilities, and the court 
appointment usually contains a clear statement of their 
authority; the relationship between the fiduciary and the 
shareholder is not a continuing relationship but is relatively 
short-lived; and the duties of these positions frequently 
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include voting the shares. These controls make it unnecessary 
to restrict these particular fiduciaries in voting the shares. 
Trustees of a trust (as opposed to trustees in bankruptcy) and 
custodians often do not possess the four listed qualities. 
Receivers and trustees in bankruptcy lie somewhere between the 
two groups, and their authority is a matter for the appointing 
court to decide. 

As to pledgees, it seems fair to require that the 
shareholder vote the shares until the corporation is made aware 
of the actual change of registration of ownership. If the 
pledgee wishes to vote the shares, he or she may require a proxy 
as part of the pledge (see section 70, subdivisions 1, 2). The 
corporation has no way of knowing who may vote the shares, other 
than the share register and the proxy mechanism, and special 
arrangements for pledgees are matters for the parties to the 
pledge and should not be included in the statute. 

Section 73 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26, Subdivisions 4 and 
5; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA-PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26, 
Subdivisions 4, 5 and 7. 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The only substantive changes from 
Section 301.26 which appear in this section allow several joint 
owners to appoint a proxy unless another of the joint owners 
either notifies the corporation that the first joint owner does 
not have the authority to appoint a proxy, or appoints a 
different person as proxy. This section also allows the 
corporation to accept the votes of proxies without the necessity 
of determining that the vote is within the authority of the 
proxy. This section also covers certain areas on which 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26 was silent. 

GENERAL COMMENT: Although no definition of proxy appears in the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, it is clear from the language 
of Section 14(a) of that Act and Rules 14-a-l to 14-a-12 
promulgated under that Act that the "proxy" referred to there is 
the instrument in which the shareholder authorizes the casting 
of the vote~ This section makes no use of that definition; 
instead, the term "proxy" is used in the way in which it has 
been traditionally used in Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.26, 
and means the person appointed to have that authority. This is 
also a variant of the primary dictionary definition (Webster's 
New Collegiate Dictionary 922, 1979, Springfield, 
Massachusetts), as well as an accepted, though elderly, legal 
definition. Cliffs Corporation v. U. S., 103 F.2d 77, 80 
(1939): Black's Law Dictionary 1102-1104. The "appointment" 
referred to in the section is the equivalent of the "proxy, 
consent or authorization" referred to in the 1934 Act. 

Any written appointment of a proxy signed by the 
shareholder and delivered to an officer of the corporation is 
valid by its own terms at all times after that delivery. The 
appointment may include a general grant of authority to the 
proxy, or it may require the proxy to vote the shares in a -
particular manner. 

A shareholder may appoint any person to be a proxy. A 
joint owner of shares may appoint a proxy without the consent of 
the other joint owners, as long as those owners do not notify 
the corporation of ether the appointment of a different proxy or 
a specific denial of authority to appoint a proxy, in which case 
no proxy shall be appointed unless all joint owners sign the 
appointment. This is consistent with the policy on voting 
jointly-owned shares at a meeting. 
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This section makes proxy appointments valid for 11 months 
in the absence of any provision for a longer period in the 
appointment. This 11 month period appeared in Chapter 301, 
under which the corporation was required to hold annual 
shareholder meetings. It appears in this section because 
several of the reasons for its existence still apply under this 
act. First, regular meetings may well be held annually, at the 
option of the corporation. Secondly, the renewal of the 
appointment cab, with a presumptive 11 month period, become a 
more regular, nearly annual event. This regularity may make the 
proxy renewal an event of more importance to the shareholder, 
while the expiration of the authority of the proxy, absent 
renewal or a new appointment, ensures that the shareholder will 
not give the proxy a continuing right to vote the shares through 
mere negligence. However, the shareholder may appoint the proxy 
for any period the shareholder desires. Some definite period, 
e.g., ten years, must be stated in the appointment, though, 
unless the appointment is coupled with an interest, in which 
case the proxy may be indefinite or permanent. 

The shareholder may terminate the appointment at any time, 
in one of three:ways. The shareholder may file a notice that 
the appointment has been terminated, or may file an appointment 
of a different proxy, which acts as an implied termination. In 
either case, all prior appointments are immediately null and 
void as soon as the notice or the new appointment is delivered 
to an officer or the corporation. The shareholder may also 
terminate the proxy by appearing at the meeting and filing a 
signed written notice of termination (the text of which may be 
as simple as "I terminate all proxies," and which need not be 
notarized) with any of the officers present at the meeting. 

There is one exception under subdivision 3 to the power to 
terminate the authority of the proxy at will. If the 
appointment of a proxy is coupled with an interest, it the 
authority of that proxy may not be terminated unless the 
termination is provided for by an agreement between the 
shareholder and the proxy or as part of the interest. An 
appointment "coupled with an interest" means any appointment of 
a person as a proxy under any shareholder voting agreement under 
section 76, or any appointment made as part of an agreement, or 
any appointment of a party to an agreement under which any 
consideration is transferred to either a shareholder or a 
corporation in exchange for shares or rights to purchase shares, 
a promise to purchase shares, services to be rendered, or in 
exchange for credit or loans. Unless explicitly stated in such 
an appointment that the appointment is not coupled with an 
interest, it will be deemed coupled with an interest and the 
terms of the appointment may provide that it is irrevocable and 
of indefinite term. 

Under subdivision 4, the corporation may continue to accept 
the vote of the proxy, even after the death or incapacity of the 
person appointing the proxy, if it has not received written 
notice of.-that death or incapacity. Upon receiving such notice, 
however, the corporation may no longer accept votes cast by the 
proxy unless the proxy has authority to vote the shares under a 
new, valid appointment. The corporation should be protected 
against liability in the absence of any notice that would give 
them reason to disregard the apparent authority of the proxy. 
The same principle is the basis for subdivision 6. 

Subdivision 5 governs the situation where the shareholder 
has appointed more than one person as a proxy. In that case, 
the authority of any single proxy to vote the shares depends 
upon the instructions contained in the appointment. If the 
instructions are specific, any of the proxies may vote the 
shares in the manner set forth in the instructions. If the 
instructions are not specific with regard to the issue in 
question, or if the shareholder has given a grant of general 
authority to vote the shares to the proxies, the shares shall be 
voted only if a majority of the proxies, or, if there are two 
proxies, both of them, can agree on the manner in which the 
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shares are to be voted, in which case all of the votes that 
those shares represent shall be cast in that manner. The 
requirement that a majority of the proxies agree relieves the 
corporation of the burden of deciding between the right to vote 
of two or more equally legitimate proxies votes. The 
corporation should not be forced to choose between proxies and, 
in choosing, open itself to attack and possible liability £or 
accepting the yote. 

Subddivision 6, like subdivision 4, protects the 
corporation from liability for accepting a vote in possible 
violation of a condition or restriction of which the corporation 
is not aware. In order to put the corporation on notice as to 
the restrictive condition, the instrument appointing the proxy 
must set forth the conditions, if any, under which the authority 
of the proxy is limited. If the instrument gives the proxy 
specific authority in relation to one or more separate and 
specific issues but fails to bestow a general authority on the 
proxy, the absence of that authority is a total restriction on 
all issues except those specifically addressed by the 
instrument. Although the corporation is protected from 
liability in the absence of notice,- the proxy remains liable for 
actual damage, suffered by the shareholder or the beneficial 
owner arising from the wrongful exercise of or failure to 
exercise, the authority. 

Section 74 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.27(1); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.27 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The requirement that a copy of the 
voting trust agreement be made available for inspection by 
shareholders or holders of voting trust certificates formerly 
imposed by Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.27, Subdivision 2 has 
been dealt with in section 77. The presumption formerly listed 
in Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.27, Subdivision 3, clause 
(1), is covered in section 72, subdivision 4; clause (2) is 
covered in subdivision 2 of this section and section 71, 
subdivision 5; and clauses (3) and (4) are no longer explicitly 
covered. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section continues the policy of Section 301.27 
validating voting trusts. These trusts resemble shareholder 
voting agreements in that both are devices which control the 
voting of shares, but differ in a very important way in regard 
to the actual ownership of the shares. In the voting trust, the 
ownership of the shares is transferred to the trustee of the 
voting trcist, and the trustee of that trust is treated by this 
chapter as any other trustee is treated, while in the 
shareholder voting agreement under section 75, the shareholder 
retains ownership. 

The 15 year maximum period of duration for voting trusts 
has been retained because shortening the period might result in 
the premature termination of voting trusts in existence at the 
time this chapter becomes effective with respect to that 
corporation. There is no reason to extend the period beyond 15 
years; indefinite voting trusts are not consistent with the 
policies of disclosure and accountability (for a similar 
application, see section 73 on the duration of proxy 
appointments). The one exception to this 15-year maximum 
involves the trust as part of an agreement involving corporate 
debt. This situation is similar to the situation where a proxy 
appointment is coupled with an interest under section 73; the 
two are treated similarly for purposes of possible length of the 
term, that is, the voting trust may by its terms extend beyond 
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15 years, if the indebtedness from which the trust arises is or 
will be outstanding after a 15-year period, just as a proxy 
granted under similar circumstances could be irrevocable. 

The voting trust may, however, be terminated prior to the 
expiration of the 15 year period if the owners of a majority of 
the beneficial interests vote to terminate. This power to 
terminate may be restricted by the voting trust agreement in any 
manner, including making the trust irrevocable for the maximum 
15 years, or for the term of the indebtedness, but the 
restriction must be stated in the trust agreement. 

Subdivision 2 merely treats the trustees as record owners, 
consistent with the transfer of shares into their names, by 
subjecting them to section 71, subdivision ,5. 

Section 75 

SOURCE: MBCA, Section 34, Paragraph 2. 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None-

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota law regarding the validity of 
shareholder voting agreements has been decisional. Hart v. 
Bell, 222 Minn. 69, 76-79 23 N.W.2d 375, 379-81 (1946) (holding 
voting agreement restricting payment of dividends valid) 
generally validated voting agreements, but no other Minnesota 
decisions have set forth the details of the rules to be applied 
to these agreements. This section gives the shareholders a 
statutory right that is similar to but broader than the 
judicially recognized right to enter into these voting 
agreements. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Any number of shareholders or, if no shares have been 
issued, subscribers may become parties to a written agreement 
governing the voting of the shar~s owned or to be owned by them. 
Although the statute speaks of subscribers as parties to 
agreements only if no shares have been issued, a subscription 
agreement could require signature of a prior shareholder voting 
agreement as a condition to the issuance of shares under that 
subscription agreement to a new shareholder. 

The agreement is valid and binding upon all those who sign 
it, even though less than all or even less than a majority of, 
shareholders are parties to the agreement. Successors to or 
transferees of the shares of parties are not bound by the 
agreement unless they become parties to the agreement. This is 
consistent with the notion that the voting agreement is based on 
individual contract and not on status as a shareholder. 

The agreement may cover any matter which affects the 
corporation, including the voting of shares owned or controlled 
by the parties in a manner designed to insure that the 
corporation follows a particular policy. This is consistent -
with the rationale of Hart v. Bell, supra at 78, 23 N.W. 2d at 
380. 

The agreement may be enforced in any way set forth in the 
agreement, but in the absence of such a provision, the only 
method of enforcement would be action in court for damages or 
equitable relief under section 79 or general contract principles. 
Thus, the person drafting or agreeing to the voting agreement 
should be aware of the possible methods of enforcement, such as 
specific performance, injunctions against the voting of shares 
in violation of the agreement or against actions authorized 
because of violations of the agreement, suit for damages, or 
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arbitration. 

Sections 73 and 74 do not restrict such a voting 
agreement. Section 74 does not apply at all, in recognition of 
the difference between the voting agreement and a trust, and 
section 73 may be modified (or ignored) as specific provisions 
of the voting agreement may direct. This follows from and 
emphasizes the contractual nature of the voting agreement. 

Section 76 

SOURCE: Section 13, Proposed Close Corporation Supplement, MBCA; 
New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: There is no Minnesota statutory or case 
law on this subject; although it is conceivable that a Minnesota 
court might consider such an agreement to be valid even in the 
absence of this section, the traditional position of the courts 
was to strike such agreements down as impermissable 
infringements upon the powers of the board. However, the trend 
in recent years ?as been to validate these agreements. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section permits the shareholders to bind themselves 
and the corporation to certain courses of action on issues 
formerly thought to be solely within the discretion of the 
directors because of their managerial nature. As in the case of 
the shareholder voting agreement, subscribers are permitted to 
enter into these agreements, before the corporation has issued 
shares but, again, a subscription agreement may well require 
signing a control agreement as a condition to the issuance of 
the shares. The control agreement may cover any matter 
connected with the corporation. 

Subdivision 2(a) lists a number of items that may be 
covered by the agreement. The subdivision merely presents 
suggestions to the practitioner or shareholder. The only 
requirement is that all of the persons holding shares or, if no 
shares have been issues, subscribing for shares of the 
corporation agree in writing to be bound by the agreement. An 
agreement which is defective in this regard should be treated as 
a shareholder voting agreement (see section 75) enforceable only 
in the manner and as to matters appropriate to such an agreement. 

Under subdivision 2(b) those who sign the agreement are 
bound by it but all others who know that the agreement exists 
are also bound, even though they may be mere successors to or 
transferees of the original owners of the shares. As long as 
the agreement is referred to on the share certificate or 
transaction statement, the holder or pledgee of the shares has 
knowledge of the agreement and is bound. The agreement will 
also be valid against creditors of the corporation if they have 
actual knowledge of the agreement. 

The control agreement, if the corporation has one, is an 
important corporate governance document, and should be available 
to those connected with the corporation such as the 
shareholders. Subdivision 2(c) implements that policy, as does 
the classification in section 77 of the agreement as a document 
which the shareholders have an absolute right to see. 

The function of the board of directors, as stated in 
section 26, is to manage and direct the corporate entity, and a 
director is normally responsible for his acts in that capacity. 
However, this section, like section 23, subdivision 2, permits 
the shareholders to bypass the directors. Under those 
circumstances, the responsibility for the acts bypassing the 
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directors should be placed solely upon those exercising the 
management power. Subdivision 3 does exactly that. Of course, 
a director who is also a shareholder will not be able to use 
this section to escape liability because any action taken by 
that person as a shareholder will result in the same liability 
on the director as any acts as a director. Similarly, if the 
agreement provides for shareholders to bypass the board by 
shareholder vote, only those shareholders who authorize that 
bypass are liable; shareholders who do not authorize the bypass 
or a delegation of the power to bypass are not exercising 
management powers and are not liable. 

Subdivision 4 merely makes it clear that the validity of 
other shareholder agreements remains unaffected by this 
chapter. An agreement not covered by this section may be valid 
as an agreement under section 75 or as an agreement relating to 
any or all corporate matters. 

The practitioner or layman should be very careful, when 
using this type of agreement, to ensure that taxation as an 
association is not lost under Treas. Reg. 301.7701-2. An 
agreement under this section might be construed, depending on 
its terms, as a limitation upon free transferability (see 
section 64), centralization of management, or continuity of 
life. However, although not to be used or cited as precedent 
(see I.R.C. Section 6110(j)(3)) in LTR 7921084 (CCH, 1979), the 
service rules that any legal entity incorporated under local law 
which has continuity of life will be a corporation for tax 
purposes. 

Section 77 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.34; Del. Code Ann. tit. 
8, Section 224 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.34 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section increases the number of 
documents required to be kept by the corporation at a specified 
place by adding to current requirements the following 
documents: the latest periodic financial statement of the 
corporation; the names and business addresses of the directors; 
voting trust agreements, if any; and shareholder control 
agreements, if any. These documents are to be kept at the 
principal executive office, not the registered office (unless 
the principal executive office is not in this state, in which 
case the documents must be available at the registered office. 
Under this section, the shareholder has an absolute right to see 
and copy all documents required to be kept at the principal 
executive office or the registered office by subdivision 2; 
Minnesota Statutes Section 301.34 required the shareholder to 
show a "pioper purpose" prior to inspection. The cost of 
copying is also covered, for the first time, in this section. 
Lastly, the section adds a subdivision on the use of computers 
or other systems for the storage of documents. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The basic structure of the former Minnesota provision has 
been retained, but the number of documents available to the 
shareholder and access to those documents have been greatly 
increased to facilitate the high disclosure philosophy of this 
act. However, the type of documents required has not changed; 
all of them could be described as "directory information". 
Thus, the cost of formulating and maintaining these documents 
will not increase greatly. 

Subdivision l(a) continues the present requirement that the 
corporation maintain a share register. The location of the 
register is left to the convenience of the board, which may 
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wish, for example, to keep the register at the office of its 
transfer agent. The corporation must take steps-to assure 
access to the share register to those entitled to access under 
subdivision 4. 

However, the corporation may, if it chooses, keep a 
separate record of the dates on which shares were issued to 
particular individuals. This record is not part of the share 
register, and the shareholder must show a proper purpose before 
inspecting this document. 

The corporation must also maintain a number of other 
records for inspection by the shareholders. Most of these 
records deal with matters of public record, such as the 
articles, with information generally distributed to shareholders 
such as minutes of meetings or reports to shareholders, or with 
agreements that bind or control the corporation. Subdivision 2 
requires the corporation to make these records available at 
someplace in this state within ten days after receipt of a 
written demand to inspect. This section is much more detailed 
about what must be maintained or made available than Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.24 which required the maintenance of far 
fewer documents for inspection and which was fairly vague about 
those that were required. 

Subdivision 3 requires that the corporation keep financial 
records. No particular documents or methods of recording 
financial data are required by this subdivision, which 
corresponds to subdivision 4 of 301.34. The subdivision merely 
points out that all financial data should be recorded and that 
those records should reasonably reflect the financial status of 
the corporation. The term "appropriate and complete" is not 
intended to require audited records, the use of generally 
accepted accounting principles, or any other particular method 
of record keeping. While a simple ledger of T-accounts may be 
appropriate for some small corporations, many corporations may 
need to follow GAAP. The facts of each situation must be 
carefully analyzed to see what is appropriate, but it is clear 
that this subdivision does not require any new or additional 
corporate records beyond those currently in normal use in this 
state. 

Subdivision 4 is the heart of this section. It grants an 
absolute right of access to certain documents to shareholders or 
holders of voting trust certificates. This right of access is 
absolute and may be enforced in a proceeding under section 79. 
The only limitation on that access is that the examination or 
copying of corporate documents must be done at a "reasonable 
time''. Any time during the normal office hours of the principal 
executive office or the registered office is a "reasonable 
time"; other times may also be reasonable, depending on the 
circumstances. The absolute right of access extends only to 
documents listed in subdivisions l(a) and 2. Any other 
corporate documents may also be examined and copied by 
shareholders or voting trust certificate holders, if they first 
show a "proper purpose". The Delaware definition of "proper 
purpose" is adopted along with the the ample Delaware case law 
interpreting that definition. Examples of a "proper purpose" 
are: valuation of shares; determination of management 
competence; and communication with other shareholders for a 
number of purposes including proxy solicitation and the 
encouragement of approval of pending fundamental corporate 
changes. 

The adoption of the Delaware definition of proper purpose, 
in no way changes the definitions of proper purpose set forth in 
Founes v. Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc., 302 Minn. 471, 473, 225 
N.W. 2d 534, 536 (1975), and State v. Crookston Trust Co., 222 
Minn. 17, 22 N.W. 2d 911 (1946) (inspection to aid valuation of 
shares and to evaluate conduct of management to determine the 
effect on the financial condition of the corporation held for 
proper purpose) or in Nationwide Corporation v. Northwestern 
National Life Insurance Co., 251 Minn. 255, 87 N.W. 2d 671 
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(1958) (inspection of share register of an insurance company 
governed by Chapter 300 permitted for purpose of communicating 
for the purpose of soliciting proxies where held proper to 
solicit proxies), but the standard set forth in State ex rel. 
Pillsbury v. Honeywell, 291 Minn. 322, 327, 191 N.W. 2d 406, 410 
(1971) of "investment return" ought to be interpreted broadly. 

It is also clear that there are occasions on which the 
right of inspection ought to be supervised by the court, in 
order to prevent abuse of that right through the disclosure of 
trade secrets or other confidential information. This section 
in no way interferes with or limits the power of a court to 
supervise inspection through the use of protective orders as 
suggested in Founes, supra at 475, 225, N.W. 2d at 537. 

Subdivision 5 establishes who shall bear the cost of copies 
made pursuant to subdivision 4. The cost of copying can be a 
subtle yet effective way of rendering the right of inspection 
nugatory. By requiring the corporation to bear this expense for 
the items listed in subdivision 2, the doors of disclosure are 
opened wide for the inspection of basic governance documents. 
However, keeping in mind the cost of lengthy share registers, 
the inspecting.party must show a proper purpose in order to get 
a free copy of the register. Otherwise, the inspector, if the 
corporation requests payment, must pay the cost of the copy, 
even though the shareholder is entitled to one under subdivision 
4. The corporatlon may require reasonable payment for all other 
copies of all other documents. 

Computer records are the main subject of subdivision 6; 
their use is validated for all purposes for all corporate 
records, as long as they are converted upon proper request. A 
person "entitled" to see the records is one who has either an 
absolute right under subdivision 4(a), or who has shown a proper 
purpose under subdivision 4(b). The cost of conversion is a 
copying cost in those cases where the record is made legible 
visually by means of a computer printout, therefore the cost is 
governed by subdivision 5. 

Section 78 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 52 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.35 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section requires the corporation 
to distribute financial statements to all shareholders once 
every year; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.35 required 
distribution of those statements only upon request of a 
shareholder. Under this section, the financial statements are 
to be accompanied by a description of the basis or method of 
presentation and any changes in that basis. Section 301.35 
required that certain information concerning the holders of 
convertible securities and share options and the consideration 
paid by shareholders for their shares had to be included in the 
financial statements; this information is not required by this 
section. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The language of this section is taken almost word for word 
from section 52, paragraph 5 of the Model Business Corporation 
Act (MBCA). The exceptions are: first, that the financial 
statements must be prepared on the basis of "accounting methods 
reasonable in the circumstances", which does not necessarily 
require application of generally·accepted accounting principles 
(GAAP); second, that the statements may be distributed by any 
means, not solely the U.S. Postal Service, as implied by the 
MBCA; and third, that if the statements are being prepared by 
public accountants and if the statements cannot be completed 
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within 120 days after the clos~ of the fiscal year, the 
statements may be distributed after that time without violating 
this section, as long as they are distributed as soon as they 
are available. 

By requiring only an accounting method "reasonable in the 
circumstances", small corporations are relieved of the expense 
of requiring G-?\AP, as illustrated in this excerpt from the MBCA 
comment to section 52, paragraph 5 of the MBCA: 

Many small corporations have never prepared a 
financial statement on the basis of generally accepted 
accounting principles ("GAAP"). A "cash basis" 
financial statement (often used in preparing the tax 
returns of small companies) does not comply with 
GAAP. Even closely held corporations that keep 
accrual basis records, and file their federal income 
tax returns on that basis, frequently depart in some 
respects from GAAP in preparing their financial 
statements. In light.of these considerations, it is 
believed that it would be too burdensome on small or 
closely h~Td corporations to require GAAP statements. 

33 Bus. Law~ 931, 932 (1978) 

The Model Act did not use the "reasonable in the 
circumstances" standard at the time the above-quoted comment was 
published (1978), but did adopt that standard in other 
provisions during 1979, in its revision of legal capital 
provisions. This standard has been used throughout this act 
(e.g. section 85). What is reasonable for a small corporation, 
may be unreasonably lax, however, in a larger one. If a 
corporation already prepares statements according to GAAP, a 
that standard ought to be applied; in such a case, GAAP 
statements are probably the minimum level to be expected. 

The second exception permits small corporations with few 
shareholders to hand deliver the statements or to distribute 
tham at shareholder meetings rather than mailing the statements. 

The last exception is intended to insulate the corporation 
from liability for delays caused by the failure of a third party 
not under the control of the corporation, in this case the 
public accountant, to complete the audit of the accounts of the 
corporation within the 120-day limit otherwise imposed upon the 
corpora ti.on. The corporation must, however, forward the 
statements to the shareholders within a resonably short time 
after receiving the completed audit from the accountant. 

Generally speaking, this section does not place a great 
burden on the small corporation. It merely shifts the burden of 
providing access to the financial statements from the 
shareholders to the corporation. 

Section 79 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 316.03 
and 316.04 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes Sections 316.03 and 
316.04 were restricted to certain fact situations and authorized 
only limited relief. This section gives the courts wide 
discretion in determining the relief to be granted and the 
situations in which relief should be ordered. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The sections in Chapter 316 cited above empowered the 
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courts the specific power to grant various relief with respect 
to the actions of corporate officers. Those sections did not 
contain a broad discretionary mandate to cover fact situations 
not described in those sections; moreover, the existence of a 
list could be construed under the doctrine of ejusdem generis as 
limiting the power of the court to fact situations in the same 
class as those listed. 

This section recognizes that situations in which equitable 
relief may be appropriate are not readily definable in advance, 
as they often present novel fact situations, and it therefore 
adopts a broad rule which gives the court complete discretion in 
ordering whatever relief it deems just and reasonable in the 
circumstances. 

Section 80 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 80 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.40, Subdivision l, and 301.44 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section greatly expands the 
occasions upon which a shareholder may dissent from a corporate 
action. Under Minnesota Statutes, Sections 301.40 and 301.44, a 
share~older may dissent only upon the adoption of amendments to 
the articles substantially changing the corporate purposes or 
extending the duration of the corporation, or upon merger or 
consolidation of the corporation with another corporation. This 
section retains the right to dissent from a merger proposal and 
adds to it the right to dissent from propo_sed share exchanges, 
certain sales and transfers of assets not in the usual course of 
business, amendments of the articles which change the investment 
contract of the shareholder in one of four ways (altering a 
liquidation right, a redemption right, a preemptive right, or, 
in certain ways, a voting right), and on any other occasion 
permitted by the articles, the bylaws, or a board resolution. 
This section also permits a beneficial owner to dissent if he 
obtains the consent of the record owner, and permits a record 
owner to dissent with respect to less than all shares in his 
name if he dissents on behalf of a dissenting beneficial owner. 
No dissent is permitted if shareholder approval is unnecessary 
(short-form mergers or mergers where there is very little 
"dilution" of the voting power or the right to dividends of the 
shareholders of the surviving corporation), unlike Section 
301.40 which was silent on the subject. This section also makes 
it clear that the right to dissent is the exclusive remedy in 
these transactions, absent fraud. Chapter 301 was silent on 
this subject also. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This is essentially a Model Act provision; the only 
variance from the Model Act in the language of th~s section is 
the exclusion in subdivision l(b) of a sale in dissolution from 
those events upon which a shareholder may dissent. (Subdivision 
4 is actually a slightly reworded version of MBCA Section 
80(d)). Therefore, the Model Act commentary is in relevant part 
instructive. 

The old provision was clearly incomplete. Almost all 
corporations now have general business purposes and perpetual 
duration; permitting dissent when those purposes or periods of 
duration are changed is an excessive remedy for a now 
inconsequential act. Consolidation has been eliminated as a 
corporate transaction, so that part of Section 301.40 is also 
inapplicable. Section 301.40 also failed to take into account 
new modes of transfer of ownership such as exchange of shares or 
sale of assets. 
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Subdivision 1 lists all of the events upon which 
dissenters' rights may arise; the word "may" is used .because 
subdivision 3 and section 81 may operate to negate dissenters' 
rights. Four kinds of amendments to the articles are listed. 
The Model Act comment is very clear on the reasons for 
permitting dissenters' rights in these situations: 

The right, of a dissenter to obtain payment for his 
shares is extended to embrace impairment of share 
rights by amendment for reasons similar to those which 
justify the grant of dissenters' rights in cases of 
merger, consolidation and transfer of assets. The 
grant of these rights increases the security of 
investors by allowing them to escape when the nature 
of their investment rights is fundamentally altered. 
The grant also enhances the freedom of the majority to 
make changes, because the existence of an escape hatch 
makes fair and reasonable a change which might be 
unfair if it forced a fundamental mutation of rights 
upon unwilling investors wthout giving them a 
reasonable alternative. 

The four.types of amendment listed are those found in 
the New York law. Massachusetts lists the same four 
and adds restrictions on transferability. Michigan 
recognizes only the first two. Pennsylvania grants 
dissenters'- rights in cases of canceling or impairing 
preferred dividends and eliminating cumulative voting 
rights. 

33 Bus. Law. 2587 at 2594 (1978). 

This section is especially protective when one considers 
that the majority required for amending the articles may be as 
little as a majority of a very small quorum. Because the law 
provides this protection against destruction of the elementary 
provisions of the investment contract, it permits the greater 
flexibility in the amendment of the articles set forth in 
section 14. 

Under subdivision l(b), dissenters' rights accrue upon a 
sale of all or substantially all the assets, except in certain 
cases. The section, in the words of the Model Act comment, 

. does not provide for dissent and payment where 
there is either a sale of assets pursuant to an order 
of a court, whether or not the sale is for cash, or a 
sale for cash to be followed by a distribution of the 
proceeds within a year. There is no reason, in. either 
of such events, to permit any shareholder to attempt 
to realize more than he is entitled to receive in the 
normal course, or more than his fellow shareholders 
who do not dissent. A sale for a non-cash 
consideration, if not pursuant to an order of a court, 
entitles shareholders to dissent and demand payment .. 

2 ALI-ABA Model Business Corporation Act Annotated 436 
(Philadelphia, Pa., 1976). However, unlike the MBCA, this 
provision excludes dissolution from those events upon which 
dissenters' rights accrue, because dissolution is like the sale 
for cash followed by a distribution, an event which should not 
give rise to dissenters' rights. Dissenters' rights are only a 
means of protecting the shareholder against receiving an 
unfairly low portion of the actual value of a going concern, and 
for preventing transferees from profiting from beneficial side 
arrangements made at the expense of minority shareholders. In a 
dissolution, there is no going concern; the corporation is being 
wound up, and the assets of the corporation are being converted 
into the maximum value in the market place will permit. While 
this may not be the value that the shareholder thinks he ought 
to have received, it is the value placed upon the assets by the 
only reliable valuation mechanism in that circumstance. 
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Moreover, the cash proceeds of a sale in dissolution are divided 
proportionately among the shareholders in respect of the 
shares. It is not possible to increase the cash paid to one 
shareholder without decreasing the ratables paid to another 
shareholder. That result is unfair and unwarranted. If it can 
be shown that those conducting sales in dissolution either 
intentionally or negligently did not attempt to get the maximum 
value available, a remedy may lie against the liquidators for 
breach of duty'to the corporation. 

Subdivision l(c) permits the exercise of dissenters' rights 
in the traditional merger, except in those mergers where no 
shareholder vote is required (subdivision 3). This exception is 
made because the two types of mergers where shareholder approval 
is not required are, first, short-form mergers where the 
corporation already owns the overwhelming majority of the shares 
and which do not lead to dilution of the power of the shares of 
the parent corporation, and, second, mergers under section 91, 
subdivision 3, which only slightly dilute the power of the 
shares of the surviving corporation. The shareholders of the 
disappearing corporation in a merger always have dissenters' 
rights. 

Subdivision l(d) permits dissent from an exchange of 
shares, a new transaction in which both corporate entities 
continue to exist but in which control of both entities shifts 
into the hands or one group of shareholders. 

Finally, subdivision l(e) permits the exercise of 
dissenters' rights in other cases to be a negotiable matter in 
the articles or bylaws, or a way to ease approval of a 
particular transaction. As the Committee on Corporate Laws said 
with respect to the MBCA counterpart: 

[T]his paragraph permits corporations to grant 
dissenters' rights in additional situations not 
governed by paragraphs (1) through (4), if the 
corporate action is so important that it is submitted 
either voluntarily or compulsorily to a shareholder 
vote. Granting dissenters' rights may add to the 
attractiveness of preferred shares, and may satisfy 
shareholders who would, in the absence of dissenters' 
rights, sue to enjoin. In situations where the 
existence of dissenters' rights would otherwise be 
disputed, it may place the question out of doubt. 

The Model Act comment is also instructive as regards 
subdivision 2: 

(Subd. 2(a)] Dissent as to part of Holding 

When a record holder represents some benefiticial 
owners who want to dissent and some who do not, the 
rights of both groups can be honored only by letting 
the record holder dissent for some but not for others. 

In order to reduce speculative use of 
dissenters' rights, the law now limits the splitting 
privilege to representation of different beneficial 
owners. A similar limitation has been introduced in 
the corporation laws of New York, Michigan, and 
Pennsylvania. 

[Subd. 2(b)] Assertion of Dissenters' Rights by 
Beneficial Owners 

The former law authorized the assertion of dissenters' 
rights only by "shareholders," who are defined in 
section 1, subdivision 29 as holders of record. 
However, a large fraction of publicly traded 
securities are held on behalf of their owners by 
nominees such as the Depository Trust Company, or in 
the "street names" of brokerage firms. It would be 
foreign to the purposes of these nominees to forward 
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demands and participate in litigation on behalf of 
their clients. In order to make dissenters' rights 
effective without burdening nominees, beneficial 
owners must be allowed to assert their own claims. 
The law now authorizes such assertion. 

The beneficial owner is required to submit a written 
assent by the holder-of-record to his assertion of 
dissenters' rights. This requirement serves not only 
to verify the beneficial owner's entitlement, but also 
to permit the holder-of-record to protect any security 
interest in the shares. In practice, a broker's 
customer who receives a forwarded notice of a proposed 
corporate action, and who wishes to dissent, may 
request the broker to supply him with the name of the 
holder-of-record (which may be a house nominee, or the 
Depository Trust Company), and a consent signed by the 
holder. From that stage forward, the corporation will 
deal with the beneficial owner in the same fashion as 
with a record shareholder. 

Lastly, subdivision 4 is a paraphrase of Model Act Section 
SO(d). The Model Act comment states 

When a majority of shareholders has approved a 
corporate change, the corporation should be permitted 
to proceed even if a minority considers the change 
unwise or disadvantageous, and can persuade a court of 
this opinion. Since dissenting shareholders can 
obtain the fair value of their shares, they are 
protected from pecuniary loss. 

However, the fact that shareholders can get paid off 
does not justify the corporation in proceeding 
unlawfully or fraudulently. If the corporation 
attempts to carry through an action in violation of 
the corporation law on voting, in violation of charter 
clauses prohibiting it, by deception of shareholders, 
or in violation of a fiduciary duty the court's 
freedom to intervene is unaffected. Because of the 
infinite variety of situations in which unlawfulness 
and fraud may appear, the subdivision makes no attempt 
to specify particular illustrations. However, the 
presence or absence of a "business purpose" is not 
required, and is not a breach of fiduciary duty or a 
deception. 

Exclusivity clauses are found in several other acts, 
including those of California, Massachusetts, New York 
and Pennsylvania. These clauses vary in that some 
ex.elude other remedies when the cashout right is 
asserted, while others exclude them when the cashout 
right exists. The draft adopts the latter 
alternative, which is regarded as more exclusive. 
Clauses also vary in their enumerated exceptions to 
exclusivity. California lists (1) improper vote of 
shareholders, and (2) conflict with charter clauses. 
Massachusetts lists "fraud" and "illegality"; New York 
lists "fraud" and "unlawfulness." The proposed 
amendment adopts the New York formula .. 

33 Bus. Law at 2596 (1978) 

Of the few Minnesota cases on the subject of dissenters' 
rights, only one is of import with respect to the exclusivity of 
those rights, Bird v. Wirtz, 266 N.W. 2d 167 (Minn. 1978). That 
case impliedly approves the adoption of Singer v. Magnavox 380 
A. 2d 969 (Del. 1977) (parent-subsidiary II long-form" merger held 
invalid as a violation of fiduciary duty where only purpose was 
to freeze out minority shareholders in the unreported lower 

· court opinion. The intent of this section and section 89, 
subdivision 1, is to overrule that approval and eliminate 
business purpose as a reason to set aside corporate 
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transactions. (See the comment to section 89 for a more 
detailed discussion.) 

Section 81 

SOURCE: New, based on MBCA Section 81 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 301.40 
and 301. 44 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section requires the corporation 
to inform shareholders that a particular proposed corporate 
action may create dissenters' rights; Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 301.40 required only that the notice of meeting include 
an announcement that the action would be considered. This 
section requires a shareholder to file notice of intent to 
dissent before the vote but permits notice on the day of the 
meeti.ng; Section 301. 40 required that notice be given before the 
day of the meeting. This section requires an additional demand, 
on a form supplied by the corporation; Section 301.40 did not 
contain such a requirement. This section also permits the 
corporation to require deposit of certificates representing and 
restrict transfer of shares. The corporation must also remit to 
the dissenter th~ amount which it estimates to be the fair value 
of the shares, except in certain cases. This amount must be 
remitted to the shareholder as soon as a valid demand has been 
received or the action has been taken. Under Section 301.40, a 
dissenter did not receive any money until after the value had 
been determined by the appraisers. This section permits the 
shareholder to request further payment if he or she believes the 
fair value of the shares to be higher. If the parties cannot 
agree, the corporation must either file a petition asking the 
court to determine that value or pay the amount requested by the 
dissenter; Section 301.40 provided for appraisers to determine 
that value outside of court jurisdiction. The court may rely on 
the reports of appraisers, however. This section also permits 
the corporation to withhold all payments from shareholders who 
acquire the~r shares after public announcement of the 
transaction from which the dissenters' rights arise until after 
the fair value of the shares has been determined. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

·This section is based upon MBCA Section 81. It adopts the 
substance of the procedure set forth in that section, but the 
langauge of the MBCA has been extensively revised so that the 
section could be simplified without any loss of specificity. 

The comment to the MBCA section is very helpful in 
explaining the intent behind the statute. 

Subdivision l(b) defines corporation as including 
successors because transactions giving rise to dissenters' 
rights are often consummated before the shareholder receives 
payment. However, this section applies with equal force against 
the successors. 

Subdivision l(c) defines the "fair value of the shares". 

The time of valuation is set as immediately before the 
effectuation of the corporate action, instead of the 
date of the shareholder's vote, as in the prior law. 
This comports with the plan of these sections to 
preserve the dissenter's prior rights as a shareholder 
until the effective date of the corporate action, 
rather than leaving him in a twilight zone where he 
has lost his former rights, but has not yet gained his 
new ones. 

33 Bus. Law 2601. 
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The method of valuation is discussed later in this comment, 
in connection with subdivision 7. 

Subdivision l(d) defines interest: 

The provision for interest is based on the elementary 
consideration that the corporation has the use of the 
dissenter,' s money, and the dissenter has no use of it, 
from the effective date of the corporate action until 
the date of payment. The provision on the interest 
rate permits the adjustment of rates to accommodate 
radical changes in prevailing rates such as have been 
seen in the past decade, and may recur in the future. 
The specification of the rate currently paid by the 
corporation provides a prima facie standard which 
should facilitate voluntary settlements. The date 
from which interest runs has been changed from the 
date of the shareholders' vote to the effective date 
of the corporate action, in conformity with the change 
of the valuation ~ate. 

33 Bus. L~:w 2 601 

Subdivision 2: 

Since many _shareholders have no idea what rights of 
dissent they may have, and how they should assert 
them, the corporation is required to notify 
shareholderss before they vote; otherwise, the 
reassurance to investors supplied by dissenters' 
rights would be illusory. This subsection applies 
only when a vote is taken, and is inapplicable to the 
mergers for which no shareholders' vote is required, 
as under section 91, subdivision 3 or section 93. If 
the corporation is uncertain whether or not the 
shareholders have dissenters' rights, it may comply 
with the notice requirement by stating that the 
shareholders "may have" these rights. 

Notification of dissenters' rights was not formerly 
required by the Minnesota Business Corporation Act, 
but is required by federal proxy rules (in cases 
covered by them), and perhaps implicitly be "omission 
to state" clauses in state and federal securities 
laws. -Notification provisions similar to that 
proposed exist in Rhode Island and in Delaware (since 
July 1, 1976); a much more elaborate one exists in 
Massachusetts. 

33 Bus. Law 2602 

Subdivision 3: 

Where a shareholders' vote is called for, the 
shareholder must give notice of dissent before the 
vote is taken, so that other voters may know how much 
of a cash payment may be required. This notice also 
serves to limit the number of persons to whom the 
corporation must give further notices, including the 
technical details of depositing share certificates. 
This subsection, like the preceding, has no 
application to actions taken without a shareholder 
vote - notably in the merger under section 91, 
subdivision 3, or section 93. 

The subsection departs from prior law in minor 
aspects. It requires that the notice of dissent be 
given before the vote is taken, rather than simply 
that it be at or before the meeting. It also required 
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that the shareholder not only object1 but also state 
his intention to demand payment. This stiffening of 
requirements is more than balanced by the new 
requirement of subdivision 2 that the shareholder 
receive notice of what he must do to obtain payment. 

33 Bus. Law 2602 

Subdivision 4: 

This subdivision requires the corporation to tell 
dissenters and potential dissenters when and where to 
file their demands for payment and deposit their 
certificates. In the usual case of an action 
submitted to the vote of shareholders, this will be 
sent only to those who gave notice of intention to 
dissent, and who refrained from voting in favor of the 
proposed a.ction. In the case of a merger by 
absorption of a 90-percent-owned subsidiary1 the 
notice will go to all minority shareholders of the 
subsidiary a copy of sections 77 and 78. 

This subsection also requires that the corporation 
provide a form for demand 1 with a request for 
indication of the date when the dissenter's ownership 
was acquired. This information will permit the issuer 
to detect any major acquisitions made for speculative 
or obstructive purposes 1 and to exercise its right 
under subdivision 9 to defer payment of compensation. 

Finally, the subsection introduces a procedure for 
dealing with uncertificated shares, which are 
authorized by section 56. The provisions for deposit 
of certificates are obviously inapplicable to such 
shares. Instead, the issuer is authorized by 
subdivision 4(b) to restrict their transfer1 and is 
required by this subsection to notify the holders of 
any such intention. 

The dissenter's demand for payment is a definitive 
posture which confirms a mere "intention" stated 
before shareholders were called on to vote. In cases 
where there is no vote, the demand is the 
shareholder's first statement of position. In either 
case 1 the filing of demands apprises the corporation 
of the cash drain which it must sustain if it proceeds 
with the proposed corporate action. 

The deposit of share certificates, in cases where 
shares are certificated, is necessary in order to 
prevent dissenters from giving themselves a 30-day 
option to take payment if the market price of the 
shares goes down, but sell their shares on the open 
market if the price goes up. If this were possible, 
all sophisticated investors might be expected to file 
demands which they would not intend to carry through 
unless the price should fall. If the shares are not 
represented by certificates, the corporation can 
prevent such straddling by restricting their transfer, 
and is authorized by this section to do so . 

. The recognition of the possible existence of 
uncertificated shares 1 for which there are no 
certificates to be surrendered, is a new element in 
this subsection. The section continues the 
dissenter as a shareholder until the effectuation of 
the proposed corporate change, at which time all 
shareholders' rights are transformed. 
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33 Bus. Law 2603 

Subdivision 5: 

This subdivision contains two fundamental departures 
from prior law. First, the corporation has to pay the 
dissenter within 60 days, or release his shares. 
Under prior law the shareholder had to wait 30 days 
before he or she could sue the corporation for the 
amount awarded by the appraisers. Under the amended 
law, if the corporation is unable to complete the 
corporate action with 60 days, it must release the 
shares, and give a new notice 60 days before it is 
ready to finalize its action. This requirement 
prevents the corporation from holding the dissenter 
indefinitely in a position where he has no possibility 
of realizing on his shares either by obtaining payment 
from the_ c;:·orporation or by selling them. 

When the proposed action is finally effectuated, the 
corporation is required to make simultaneous payment 
of the amount which it estimates to be fair value of 
the shares.- This provision contrasts with that in 
most corporation codes, which require merely an offer 
to pay. It is based on the supposition that since the 
dissenter's rights as a shareholder are definitively 
terminated, he should have immediate use of the money 
to which the corporation has no further claim. A 
difference of opinion over the total amount to be paid 
should not delay payment of the amount that is 
undisputed. 

Since the shareholder must decide whether or not to 
accept the payment in full satisfaction, he must be 
furnished at this time with financial information, and 
with a reminder of his further rights and liabilities. 

If, after returning the deposited certificates (or 
lifting transfer restrictions), the corporation wishes 
to effectuate the proposed changes, it may issue a new 
notice to demand and deposit certificates as 
authorized by paragraph (6). 

Subdivision 6: 

This subdivision also contains radical departures from 
prior law. The binding appraisal proceeding is not 
present. Instead, the dissenter who is not content 
with the corporation's remittance must state in 
writing the amount he will accept. He cannot by 
remaining silent force the corporation into the 
expense and delay of a judicial appraisal. 
Furthermore, if his supplemental demand is 
unreasonable, he runs the risk of bear~ng an 
assessment of litigation expenses under subsection (i). 
These provisions are designed to encourage settlement 
without a judicial proceeding. 

A dissenter to whom the corporation has made a 
remittance must make his supplemental demand within 30 
days in order to permit the corporation to make an 
early decision on initiating appraisal proceedings. 

Second, if no remittance at all is made by the 
corporation, the dissenter may assert his rights by 
demanding a stated amount. He will become entitled to 
this amount under subdivision 7 if the corporation 
fails to institute appraisal proceedings. 
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Subdivision 7: 

The conception of a judicial appraisal as the ultimate 
means of determining fair value is introduced here to 
replace the concept of binding appraisal without court 
supervision. If any shareholder requests supplemental 
payment and cannot subsequently reach agreement with 
the corporation on the fair value of the shares, the 
corporation must either within 60 days start a court 
proceeding requesting court supervised determination 
of that value or pay the sum requested as supplemental 
payment. 

The proceeding must be commenced where the registered 
office is located, in order to permit convenient 
access to corporate records, if necessary. All 
dissenters requesting supplemental payment who have 
not settled with the corporation must be named as 
parties to the proceeding; in that way this proceeding 
is a class action. However, failure to name a 
dissenter as a party is not intended to void the 
proceedin~ unless the court finds that the failure 
results in a material undervaluation of the fair 
value. The court has complete control of the
proceedings and may use any valuation method or 
combination of methods it sees fit, as long as the 
court finds the result to be the fair value of the 
shares as of the effective date of the action. No 
method is recommended because the different methods of 
measuring value (market, book, replacement, 
capitalization of earnings, etc.) are neither right 
nor wrong, in the opinion of the Task Force, but 
merely appropriate indifferent situations. Because of 
the highly technical nature of valuation proceedings, 
the court may enlist the aid of appraisers, and may, 
for all intents and purposes, permit them to find the 
fair value of the shares. 

In view of the provision for preliminary payment by 
the corporation (subdivision 5), the subject of 
judgment has been changed from the full value to the 
difference between the preliminary payment and the 
appraised value. The former clause requiring 
surrender of certificates is omitted, in view of the 
procedure for prior deposit of dissenters' 
certificates, subdivision 4(b). 

33 Bus. Law. 2604 

Under subdivision 8(a), appraisal expenses and the expenses 
of the court proceeding are charged to the party, if any, that 
caused the costs and expenses to be needlessly incurred. This 
may be a corporation which by its failure to offer a price equal 
to the fair value, has burdened the judicial system with the 
proceeding, or a dissenter, who in requesting supplemental 
payment, has acted arbitrarily, vexatiously, or not in good ,,..-, 
faith. 

Similarly, expert fees and counsel fees may also be 
assessed under 8(b). No attempt has been made to define when a 
''corporation has failed to comply substantially with this 
section", as the failure may be merely a procedural omission, or 
it may be the offering of an estimated fair value which 
substantially underestimates the actual fair value of the 
shares. In either case, the discretion of the court, in light 
of the facts of each case, should control. The purpose of this 
subdivision is to provide an incentive for both sides to settle 
without resorting to the judicial appraisal mechanism. 
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Paragraph 8(c) is an innovation, analogous to the 
established practice of awarding attorney's fees in class and 
derivative actions. An amendment with similar effect was 
adopted in Delaware in 1976. 

Subdivision 9 treats shareholders who acquired their shares 
after announcement to the public in a different manner. 

At the corporation's option, holders of these shares 
get an offer which must be paid as soon as they agree 
to accept it in full satisfaction, rather then the 
immediate payment granted to holders of previously 
acquired shares. 

If the right of immediate payment were granted 
unconditionally to after-acquired shares, speculators 
and obstructionists might be tempted to buy shares 
merely for the purpose of dissenting. Since the 
function of dissenters' rights is to protect investors 
against unforeseen changes, there is no need to give 
equally favorable treatment to buyers who knew or 
could hav~: known about the proposed changes. 

Corporations are given discretion to withhold or not 
withhold immediate payment for after-acquired shares. 
They may be expected to withhold immediate payment 
only when the circumstances clearly indicate a 
speculative or obstructionist maneuver of substantial 
proportions. In most cases, consideration of 
simplicity and harmony will dictate making immediate 
payment for after-acquired as well as pre-acquired 
shares. 

The date used as a cut-off must be one on which 
essential terms were announced. The cut-off cannot be 
set at an earlier date, such as the first public 
statement that the corporate action was under 
consideration. 

33 Bus. Law 2605 

Section 82 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.32 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section permits loans to or 
guaranties for any person or entity provided tha't certain 
procedurai safeguards are met. Loans and guaranties to 
subsidiaries, other related organizations, ·organizations with 
which the corporation has business relationships, and 
organizations to which the corporation could make donations are 
permitted by this provision. Any loan in the regular course of 
business is permitted. Loans to officers and employees of the 
corporation are permitted, as they were under Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.32. Other loans are permitted if approved 
by the holders of two-thirds of the outstanding shares. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

At common law, corporations could not make loans, or become 
sureties, or loan guarantors without some express authority. 
However, the power of the corporation to loan money to those 
persons or businesses connected with the corporation is a useful 
tool for the protection of the economic interest of that 
corporation and a useful incentive with which to attract top 
management or assure future growth. 
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This section recognizes that usefulness by permitting the 
broad range of transactions listed in subdivision 1. Three 
types of transactions require only board approval: those "in 
the usual and regular course" of business, those involving 
economically related corporations or permissible charitable 
donees, and those involving officers and employees. Even in 
these transactions, board approval is not required for every 
transaction. The board may approve one or more general classes 
of loans, guaranties, or suretyships and may delegate to a board 
committee or to one or more officers the power to enter those 
transactions. 

Transactions "in the usual and regular course of business" 
are those loans, guaranties, or suretyships that are part and 
parcel of one of the regular streams of commerce of the 
corporation. For example, if the corporation operates a finance 
company (or a pawnshop or any loaning operation between the 
two), the loans made by the corporation in those operations are 
within this exception. 

Transactions with economically related organizations also 
need receive only board approval. The ability to bolster the 
finances of a r~lated corporation, (see.section l, subdivision 
24), a parent, affiliate ('brother-sister' corporat~on), or a 
subsidiary, is important because these related corporations are 
often part of one economic unit within which artificial 
distinctions should not prevent internal transfers of funds. 
Similarly, a corporation may have an interest in or 
part-ownership of another corporation. In order to protect its 
financial stake in that organization, the corporation may wish 
to loan money to or guarantee the debts of that organization in 
order to stimulate the organization. This provision permits 
those actions. The corporation may also be financially 
benefited by aiding an organization which is a key supplier or 
customer of the corporation; this section permits a loan to or 

- guaranty of loans of or suretyship for those organizations which 
have a "business" (i.e., trade) relationship with the 
corporation. Finally, loans to organizations described in 
section 21, subdivision 11 are permitted as a form of donation. 

The third class of transactions which require only board 
approval are loans to, guaranties of, loans to or sureties for 
officers or other employees of the corporation including those 
who are directors. "Outside" directors are excluded from this 
group because they are selected as directors of the corporation 
because of their independence. This independence might be 
compromised by the existence of loans or guaranties from the 
corporation. However, in the cases of officers and employees, 
the loan or guaranty can be a valuable factor in the retention 
of experienced management or the hiring of promising personnel. 
The board may make these loans for any purpose, as long as it 
reasonably expects the corporation to directly or indirectly 
benefit from the transaction through better performance by 
currect employees or better personnel. 

' All other loans, guaranties, or suretyships must be 
approved by the board and by the holders of two-thirds of the 
outstanding shares. By requiring this very high majority for 
approval, loans for purposes which clearly do not benefit the 
corporation may be prevented, unless the shareholders approve. 
One interesting case may arise where one shareholder controls 
over two--thirds of the outstanding shares, but is not a director 
or officer, and therefore is not subject to the rule of section 
42. However, where there is such an interested beneficiary of 
the loan or guaranty the courts are free to devise relief under 
section 79 that fits the situation. 

Section 83 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 
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CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section authorizes corporations to 
advance funds to officers or directors to pay for the reasonably 
foreseeable expenses of their offices. Board approval is not 
required for an advance. No prior statute or case law dealt 
with this topic. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section removes any uncertainty which may have existed 
regarding the authority of the corporation to make advances. 
These advances may be made only for legitimate business expenses 
or personal expenses required by business purposes (e.g., moving 
expenses). Although board approval is not required, 
corporations are well advised to establish clear procedures for 
obtaining these advances in order to avoid charges of corporate 
waste. 

Section 84 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.095 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section represents a new approach 
to indemnification. Indemnification is available only if the 
person to be indemnified meets the five criteria set forth in 
subdivision 2(a). However, if the person meets those criteria, 
and if the articles or bylaws do not prohibit or limit 
indemnification the corporation must indemnify that person, 
unlike our current law which is permissive. Indemnification 
need not be ordered by a court in a derivative suit, contrary to 
the situation under Section 301.095 which required court 
approval of indemnification in those suits. The person 
requesting indemnification may elect to appeal an adverse 
decision on the issue of whether the criteria have been met to a 
court, however, if an adverse determination or indemnification 
is made or if no determination is made within 60 days after the 
suit for which indemnification has been sought has been 
terminated or after an advance has been requested. Advances of 
expenses shall be made if the person requesting payment affirms 
that he or she has met the criteria and undertakes to repay the 
advance if it is found that the criteria have not been met, and 
if a determination is made by one of the methods set forth in 
subdivision 6 that the facts do not preclude reimbursement. 
Under Section 301.095, the person seeking indemnification or 
advance had to promise to repay the amount received unless found 
to have met the criteria of that section. 

This section expressly permits a corporation to limit or 
prohibit indemnification or advances, but instead of the 
permissive, case by case determinat~on of eligibility permitted 
by the old provision, the limitation or prohibition must now 
apply equally to all persons requesting payment or to a class of 
these persons. Witnesses in actions who are not at that time 
parties to that action may receive payments for their expenses 
as witnesses at the option of the corporation. Section 301.095 
was silent on this matter. 

The manner of determining whether the criteria for 
eligibility have been met is largely the same as the method 
specified in Section 301.095 for the authorization of 
indemnification, except that this section adds a new step to the 
process; the board may refer the question of eligibility to a 
committee comprised of directors who are not parties to the 
proceeding before referring it to special legal counsel. 

Insurance against liability from any act may be purchased 
by the corporation, at the option of the corporation, for any 
person connected with the corporation even though 
indemnification might not be permitted by this section in a 
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particular case. Section 301.095 restricted insurance coverage 
to those acts which could be indemnified under that law. 

This section requires disclosure to shareholders of sums 
paid to indemnify any party in a derivative suit. The 
disclosure is to be made in the financial statement required by 
section 78. This disclosure is more limited than, but 
consistent with the disclosure required by Section 301.095. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The courts of this state have long recognized that the 
reimbursement of expenses incurred by corporate personnel in 
certain lawsuits is a sound public policy, as this passage from 
In re E. C. Warner Co., makes clear: 

Unless this is the rule, we have the further result 
that it is not likely that men of substance will be 
willing to assume the responsibility of corporate 
directors. 

"***Such a rule enables the director of limited 
means to enlist the professional service and aid of 
competent counsel who will be willing to undertake the 
defense upon the assurance that, if successful, 
payment would be forthcoming from the corporate 
treasury. ~he withholding of such assurance might 
well have the effect of denying the financially 
disabled director the opportunity of adequate 
representation in the suit against him. But what is 
more important than this is the fact that the right to 
reimbursement is a circumstance that would actuate and 
induce responsible business men to accept the post of 
directors, the emoluments of which would otherwise 
never be commensurate with the risk of loss involved 
in paying out of their own pocket the costs involved 
in defending their conduct. The right of 
reimbursement carries with it the added virtue that it 
is likely to discourage in large measure stockholders' 
litigation of the strike variety with which the courts 
are not unfamiliar. Solimine v. Hollander, 129 
N.J.Eq. 272, 19 A.2d 348 (Italics supplied). This 
right of reimbursement has its foundation in the 
maintenance of a sound public policy favorable to the 
development of sound corporate management as a 
prerequisite for responsible corporate action." 

252 Minn. 207, 214-15, 45 N.W. 2d 388, 393 (1950). 

The court was speaking of judicial determinations of 
"innocenc~"- The trend in recent years has been to move away 
from a judicial determination and towards a non-judicial 
internal determination of the nature of the conduct, MBCA 
Section 5. This section recognizes that trend and links it with 
the standard of conduct applicable to the person seeking 
indemnification. 

In the past, indemnification was not a right which 
accompanied employment by a co~poration, except "[t]o the extent 
that [the party] has been successful" in defending against the 
action, Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.095, Subdivision 3. 
This phrase does not indicate with any precision whether such 
indemnification is required only if the party is successful on 
all counts or on less than all counts, and if the latter is 
true, whether the amount paid in indemnification will be 
different depending upon the the number of charges, or the 
importance of charges, or whether some other method will be 
used. This raises the additional question of whether it is 
possible to assign relative importance to the separate causes of 
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action in a multiple suit. 

The philosophy behind this section is one of reward. The 
section rewards and protects from financial injury those persons 
who have conducted themselves in an honest. manner with respect 
to their dealings with the corporation. If those persons meet 
the standard set forth in this section, indemnification should 
be mandatory; ~he corporation should not be able to choose to 
indemnify some persons but not others. This certainty of 
protection is an added incentive to act in an honest and 
forthright manner. Similarly, the requirement that the person 
must meet specific, stringent criteria associated with the 
standard of conduct before indemnification will be permitted 
certainly forecloses a reward for bad conduct. 

In each case, the person requesting indemnification must 
satisfy the following five criteria in order for eligibility for 
indemnification to be established: 

1. No other organization may have paid the expenses for 
which indemnification is requested. This will prevent multiple 
payment of expenses. The policy of this section is to 
reimburse, not to overcompensate. 

2. The person must have conducted himself in good faith. 
Only honest behayior is protected by indemnification. 

3. No improper personal benefits or self-dealing in 
violation of section 42 are permitted. 

4. If the action is a criminal prosecution, there must 
have been no reason for the person requesting indemnification to 
believe that the conduct was unlawful. Again, the presence of 
any suspicion of illegality is inconsistent with the behavior 
which the section is designed to induce and reward. 

5. Finally, the person must have acted in a manner 
reasonably believed to have been in the best interests of the 
corporation, or acts or omissions by persons in their capacities 
for other organizations, not opposed to those best interests. 
This represents a significant strengthening of the former 
requirement which merely required conduct not opposed to the 
best interest of the corporation. The phrase present in section 
41 referring to the ordinarily prudent person is not present 
here. That-absence does not mean that negligent conduct is 
ignored in the determination whether or not eligibility for 
indemnification is awarded. This section imposes an affirmative 
burden on the person requesting payment: he or she must show 
that he or she acted in good faith and held a reasonable belief 
that the conduct was in or, in the instances noted, not opposed 
to the best interests of the corporation. 

Subdivision 2(b) merely states that an unsuccessful defense 
of a proceeding does not automatically bar eligibility for 
indemnification. Instead, an independent determination of 
whether or not the criteria for eligibility have been satisfied 
is to be made as set forth in subdivision 6. 

Under this section, the corporation must also make advance 
payment of expenses upon the request of a person who is eligible 
for indemnification, if that person supplies the corporation 
with an affidavit stating that the person honestly belives that 
he or she have met the criteria for mandatory indemnification 
and person promises to repay the corporation if it is ultimately 
found that the criteria were not met. Upon request for advance 
payment and submission of these documents, the corporation must 
make the advance payment unless it determines in one of the ways 
set forth in subdivision 6 that the facts known at the time of 
the request indicate that the criteria were not met by the 
conduct in question. This mandatory advance procedure insures 
that the person requesting advance will not be prevented from 
mounting a strong defense because of a lack of resources, but 
preserves the right of the corporation to be repaid if repayment 
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is warranted. 

The rcorporation is not required to be generous in granting 
advances or indemnification if the board or shareholders set 
forth a policy of prohibiting or restricting indemnification or 
advance in the articles or bylaws as provided in subdivision 4. 
These limitations must apply equally to all persons eligible for 
indemnificatioµ (e.g., no more than $10,000 per person per 
suit), or all persons in a particular class, (e.g., all 
directors who are not employees are ineligible for 
indemnification). The ability to limit or prohibit 
indemnification may not be used to single out particular persons 
or prohibit indemnification after a request has been submitted. 
By making public the corporate policy on indemnification and 
advances, prospective officers, this section aids directors and 
employees in making an informed decision on whether or not to 
accept a position with a particular corporation. 

Subdivision 5 permits but does not require the corporation 
to pay the expenses of directors, officers, employees or agents 
who are not parties to a proceeding but who are called as 
witnesses in the proceeding. The expenses caused by any such 
appearances where the witness appears by virtue of higher 
position with the corporation are expenses that the corporation 
should be permitted to pay, if for no other reason than to add 
to the induceme~ts to retain top quality management. Payment of 
witness expenses is optional, never mandatory. 

Subdivision 6 set forth the methods used to determine 
whether the criteria stated in subdivision 2 have been satisfied. 
There are five ways in which the determination may be made, but 
certain methods must be inapplicable or, in the case of the 
method stated in clause (e), must have been exhausted before 
certain other methods can be used. 

The initial method of determination is direct board action. 
Directors who are parties in a proceeding arising from the same 
transaction may not vote on this question or be a part of the 
quorum for this purpose. As a result, this method cannot be 
used where most or all of the directors are named as parties to 
the proceeding, for example, in a derivative suit for corporate 
waste. In such cases, the board may use an alternative method 
of determination by appointing a committee consisting of two or 
more directors who are not parties to consider the matter. 
Those directors who are parties may vote to establish the 
committee. If all of the directors are parties to the 
proceeding, this method cannot be used unless the board can 
appoint two persons not parties to the board as directors by 
filling vacancies and then appoint those persons as the 
committee. 

If the methods described in clauses (a) or (b) are not 
available, the board may refer the question either to special 
legal cou~sel. 

If neither the board nor a committee makes a determination, 
the board must submit the question to special legal counsel 
sel~cted with the approval of a majority of a disinterested 
quorum of the board, as described in (a), or if such a quorum 
cannot be obtained, by a committee of disinterested directors, 
as in (b), or if neither is possible, by an absolute majority of 
all of the directors. 

Finally, if the question of eligibility cannot be 
determined by special legal counsel, the matter will be referred 
to the shareholders, in which case the holders of a majority of 
the shares present at a meeting at which a disinterested quorum 
of shareholders is present may approve the indemnification. 
Shares held by parties to the proceedings will not be counted in 
determining the presence of a quorum or in the actual vote. 

If it is determined that the person is not eligible for 
indemnification or if no determination is made within 60 days of 
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a request for an advance or of the termination of a proceeding, 
whether or not the person has been success£ul in defense of the 
proceeding, that person may petition a court of competent 
jurisdiction for an independent determination of whether or not 
the criteria have been satisfied and eligibility for 
indemnification exists. 

This system will help safeguard the corporation and the 
shareholders against unjustified indemnification. A shareholder 
if he or she believes that an indemnification was not justified, 
may take internal remedial action by removing the director or 
electing other persons as directors, or may pursue legal 
remedies by suing the directors for breach of the standard of 
conduct. 

The shareholders are to be informed of all indemnifications 
payments in derivitive suits under subdivision 7. The reporting 
requirement is limited to derivative suits because amounts paid 
in third party suits are not truly indicative of any sort of 
fraud or misconduct on the part of the person indemnified, but 
may well be misconstrued as an indication of that by 
shareholders when in fact those payments may be fully justified 
in assuring the protection of the interests of the corporation. 

Finally, the corporation is now permitted to insure any 
director, officer, employee or agent for any type of liability. 
The policy of th1s section is to promote and protect honest and 
faithful service to the corporation; although it is arguable 
that by permitting the purchase of insurance this policy may be 
avoided, the risk of undermining the policy of the section is 
much less than it may initially appear. First of all, though 
the section permits the corporation to insure its officers, it 
does not require them to purchase such insurance. The 
shareholders may restrict or prohibit the purchase of this 
insurance. Second, restrictions on insurance do not necessarily 
reduce expenditures; in the absence of insurance, the 
corporation will simply pay more to its employees, due to market 
forces and incentives created by corporations permitted under 
the laws of most other states, to purchase insurance, so that 
the employees may purchase this insurance. Third, it is quite 
likely that conduct in contravention of the standard of conduct 
will be excluded from the coverage of any typical insurance 
policy, thus these insurance policies offer little refuge to 
those who would "end-run" the policy of the section. It should 
be noted that the Securities and Exchange Commission has no 
objection to the use of insurance even in those cases where it 
requires waiver of indemnification for violations of the 
securities laws. 

Finally, it should be noted that Section 1724(e)(3) of the 
Federal Securities Code, as approved by the American Law 
Institute, 2 Federal Securities Code 797 (ALI-ABA, Philadelphia, 
1980) permits insurance for securities liabilities "without 
regard to (A) any state law to the contrary, or (B) the identity 
of the person who pays the premium." Moreover, the official 
comment to that section states: 

(7) Section 1724(e)(3): Since insurance companies 
presumably will not insure against liability for 
egregious conduct, and since any statutory limitation 
on the kind of conduct that is insurable would invite 
litigation with respect to the scope of the insurance 
coverage, the effect of this section is that there is 
simply no limitation as a matter of either federal or 
state law. At the same time, nothing here overrides 
any limitation on the authority to write specified 
kinds of insurance as a matter of state insurance 
regulation. That is to say, the provision does not 
apply unless the insurance is in fact written. 

2 Federal Securities Code 800-801. 

Civil liability for violations of federal securities law 
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constitute a major portion of those contingencies provided for 
by insurance purchased by corporations, thus a state law policy 
inconsistent with the Federal Securities Code might well impose 
an unfair and unequal burden on the officers or directors of 
non-reporting companies, and would give larger, publicly held 
corporations an unfair advantage in attracting and retaining 
top-quality management. 

Section 85 

SOURCE: MBCA Sections 45 and 152; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.22 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section represents a radical 
change in the philosophy of relying upon earnings and in 
calculating permissable distributions from former statutes of 
this state. Instead of requiring that dividends may be paid 
only out of certain kinds of "surplus" calculated by finding the 
excess of the value of the corporation and its assets over the 
aggregate par or stated value of the outstanding shares, this 
section requires only that the corporation will be able to pay 
its debts in the usual course of business after the distribution. 

One of the effects of this change is the elimination of the 
"nimble dividend," (see Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.22, 
Subdivision 2(3)) because accounting periods are irrelevant 
under this section. Only the financial condition of the 
corporation at a given moment, measured as and at the time this 
section provides, will control whether or not the distribution 
is legal. 

The restrictions on the method by which the financial 
condition is to be measured, see Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.22, Subdivision 1, are removed by this section. Instead, 
the determination may be based on any reasonable methods of 
accounting or valuation. 

The emphasis on the earnings or surplus accumulated in 
prior or current fiscal years is also eliminated. Instead, this 
section provides that for the various types of distributions 
defined in section 1, subdivision 10, various times for various 
transactions will be used to measure the financial condition of 
the corporation: for share reacquisitions, the earlier of 
either the date on which the corporation transfers any 
consideration to the shareholder or the date the shareholder 
transfers the last of the shares to be reacquired; for other 
distributions, dividends, partial liquidations, and complete 
liquidations, either the date on which the board authorizes the 
payment or, in cases where payment is deferred more than 120 
days after authorization, the date of payment. 

If a corporation issues debt as part of a distribution, and 
if the person receiving the debt has transferred all shares to 
the corporation as part of the transaction, the ex-shareholder 
becomes an unsecured creditor subject only to pledges to third 
parties or other agreements between him or herself and the 
corporation unless the person received secured debt, of course. 

The concept that payments to shareholders should be made 
only if enough value remains in the corporation to satisfy all 
preferences of senior securities has been retained. If that sum 
is not retained in the corporation, distribution payments will 
be made proportionately to the owner of the most senior class. 
If enough money remains in the accounts of the corporation after 
full payment to the senior class to satisfy the claims of that 
class, the next most senior class will receive the remainder, 
paid proportionately to the owners of that class. If the claims 
of that class are satisfied, the next most senior class will be 
treated in a like manner, and the funds authorized to be paid 
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will be distributed in that manner until exhausted. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This relatively drastic change in the law of distributions 
has been inspired by the experience of Massachusetts and 
California, and is similar to, but differs slightly from, the 
new Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA) provisions, 
particularly MBCA Section 45. Portions of the comment to that 
section are highly relevant and are reproduced here, modified 
slightly to conform to the proposed section. 

The main purpose of this section is to bring the statute 
into conformity with the reality of the world of modern 
corporate finance. As the Model Act comment states: 

It has long been recognized by practitioners and legal 
scholars that the pervasive statutory structure in 
which "par value" and "stated capital" are basic to 
the state corporation statutes does not today serve 
the original purpose of protecting creditors and 
senior secµrity holders from payments to junior 
security holders, and may, to the extent security 
holders are led to believe that it provides some 
protection, tend to be misleading. In light of this 
recognized fact, the Task Force has deleted the 
mandatory c~ncepts of stated capital and par value. 

This does not mean that par value, stated capital, and 
earned and paid-in surplus are now illegal. They are merely not 
required. Any corporation currently operating on the basis of 
these concepts may continue operating in that manner. Those 
corporations may also convert to this system of distributions 
without being required to abolish or change the par value or the 
stated value of any of its shares. 

Instead of these outmoded concepts, the key to whether a 
distribution can or cannot be made, and how large the 
distribution may be, is whether or not the corporation will 
remain solvent as defined in this chapter after the distribution 
is made. 

In determining whether or not a corporation is, or as 
a result of a proposed distribution would be rendered, 
insolvent, the board of directors must exercise its 
collective business judgment as to whether making the 
distribution in question will render the corporation 
unable to pay its debts ... in the ordinary course 
of its business operations. In making this 
determination, the directors are required and entitled 
to make certain judgments as to the future course of 
the corporation's business, including the likelihood 
that, based on existing and contemplated demand for 
the corporation's products or services, it will be 
able.· to generate funds over a period of time from its 
operations or from any contemplated orderly 
disposition of its assets sufficient to satisfy its 
existing and reasonably anticipated obligations. The 
directors are entitled to expect that substantial 
indebtedness which matures in the near-term will be 
refinanced where, on the basis of the corporation's 
financial condition and future prospects, and the 
general availability of credit to businesses similarly 
situated, it is reasonable to assume that such 
refinancing may be accomplished. To the extent that 
the corporation may be subject to asserted or 
unasserted contingent liabilities, the directors are 
required and entitled to make judgments as to the 
likelihood, amount and time of any recovery against 
the corporation, after giving consideration to the 
extent to which the corporation is insured or 
otherwise protected by others against loss. 
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What is appropriate for an on-going business 
enterprise is a cash flow analysis based on a business 
forecast and budget for a sufficient period of time to 
permit a conclusion that known obligations of the 
corporation can reasonably be expected to be satisfied 
over a period of time ... rather than a simple 
measurement of current assets against current 
1.iabiliti~s, or a determination that the present 
estimated "liqUidation" value of the corporation's 
assets would produce sufficient funds to satisfy the 
corporation's existing liabilities. In exercising 
their judgment, the directors are entitled to rely on 
information, opinions, reports and statements prepared 
by others, as contemplated by section [45]. Judgments 
must of necessity be made on the basis of information 
in the hands of the directors when a distribution is 
authorized, and it is not expected that they will be 
held responsible as a matter of hindsight for 
unforeseen developments. This is particularly true 
with respect to assumptions as to the ability of the 

·corporation's business to repay long-term obligations 
which do n6t mature for several years, since the 
primary focus of the directors' decision to make a 
distribution should normally be on the corporation's 
prospects and obligations in the shorter term, unless 
special factors concerning the corporation's prospects 
require the taking of a longer-term prospective. 

The directors' decision as to whether to authorize a 
distribution is to be judged on the basis of the 
business judgment rule; that is, whether the directors 
acted in good faith and with a reasonable basis for 
believing that the distribution authorized was 
permitted by the statute, after due consideration of 
what they reasonably believed to be the relevant 
factors. 

The definition of "insolvent," namely, the inability 
of a corporation to pay its debts ... in the usual 
course of its business, is consistent with the 
objectives of section [85] discussed above. On the 
other hand, the definition of "insolvency" in Section 
2 of the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act [Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 513.20 to 513.32] is different, and 
may not be consistent with those objectives, since -
if it is considered applicable to distributions and 
not superseded by the corporation statute - it appears 
to require the directors to determine whether the 
present liquidation value of the corporation's 
existing assets will be sufficient to satisfy the 
corporation's existing obligations as they mature. 

34 Bus_ Law. 1887 at 1881 to 1882 

Therefore, subdivision 3(d) of this section renders that 
act inapplicable to corporate distributions. Instead, sections 
87 and 88 clearly define shareholder and director liability for 
any payment which would render the corporation insolvent. 

In addition, if a corporation should become involved 
in proceedings under the federal bankruptcy laws 
following a distribution, the fraudulent conveyance 
provisions of section 67d (section 548 effect~ve 
October 1, 1979) of the federal Bankruptcy Act could 
become applicable to the transaction. It should be 
recognized that while the Committee questions the 
desirability of inconsistency between this act, on the 
one hand, and the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act 
and the Bankruptcy Act, on the other, the act deals 
fundamentally with the responsibility of directors, 
and failure to follow the standard of the act results 
in potential liability for directors under section 
[88]. In contrast, there is no provision in either 
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the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act or in the 
federal Bankruptcy Act for liability of directors; 
rather, the effect of those acts is to enable the 
trustee or other representative to recapture for the 
benefit of creditors funds distributed to others in 
some circumstances. Accordingly, considerations of 
public policy may justify the application of different 
standards in these two different sets of statutes. 

34 Bus. Law at 1882 

The phrase "able to pay debts in the ordiriary course of 
business.," is essentially self explanatory. If the corporation 
is paying its debts 90 days after billing., then it may use that 
period in determining whether it is able to pay its debts in the 
ordinary course of business even though the debts may be due and 
owing before that period expires. 

In order to determine whether the corporation will be able 
to pay its debts in the ordinary course of business., the 
directors must make the decision with reference to some data. 
As the Model Act comment states: 

Incorporating technical accounting terminology and 
specific accounting concepts into new section 45 was 
rejected, principally because such terminology and 
concepts are constantly under review and subject to 
revision by the Financial Accounting Standards Board., 
the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
and others. The Committee concluded that the Model 
Act should leave such determinations and resolutions 
of accounting matters to the judgment of the board of 
directors, taking into account its right to rely upon 
professional or expert competence and its obligation 
to be reasonably informed as to pertinent standards of 
importance that bear upon the subject at issue. 

Normally, a board of,directors would use the 
corporation's separate "parent company" financial 
statements for such determinations of distributions. 
In the view of the Committee, a board of directors 
could properly use the equity method of accounting as 
set forth in APB No. 18 as to all of the corporation's 
investee corporations, including corporate joint 
ventures and subsidiaries, in the case of 
unconsolidated parent financial statements, although 
other evidence would be relevant in the total 
determination. Consolidated retained earnings {or 
"earned surplus") are usually the same as the parent 
company's retained earnings following equity method of 
accounting under current accounting standards. 

While the directors will normally be entitled to use 
generally accepted accounting principles and to give 
presumptive weight to the advice of professional 
accountants with respect thereto, it is important to 
recognize that the new section requires the use of 
accounting practices and principles that are 
reasonable in the circumstances, and does not 
constitute a statutory enactment of generally accepted 
accounting principles. In the view of the Committee, 
the widespread controversy concerning various 
accounting principles, and their constant 
reevaluation, requires a statutory standard of 
reasonableness, as a mtter of law, recognizing that 
there may be equally acceptable alternative solutions 
to specific issues as well as areas requiring judgment 
in interpreting such principles. This does not mean 
that the statute is intended to reject the use and 
reliance upon generally accepted accounting 
principles; on the contrary., it is expected that their 
use would be the basic rule in many cases. Of course, 
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small businesses using cash basis accounting could not 
use generally accepted accounting principles because 
those principles are geared to accrual-basis 
businesses. The statutory language does, however., 
require informed business judgment in the entire 
circumstances in applying particular accounting 
principles to the circumstances that exist at the 
time, for,purposes of the ultimate legal measurement 
of the validity of distributions. 

If a corporation's financial statements are not 
presented in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles, however., a board of directors 
should normally carefully consider the extent to which 
the assets may not be fairly stated or the liabilities 
may be understated, to determine the fairness of the 
aggregate amount of assets and the aggregate amount of 
liabilities. 

34 Bus. Law at 1884 

This secti~n also gives specific authority for 
determinations on the basis of a fair valuation or 
other method that is reasonable in the circumstances. 
The statute accordingly authorizes departures from 
historical cost accounting and sanctions the 
utilization of appraisal methods for the purpose of 
determining the fund available for distributions. 
This is, of course, a departure from prior law which 
prohibited the inclusion of unrealized appreciation. 
In the view of the Committee, the prescription in the 
statute of a particular method or methods of valuation 
would be inadvisable, since different methods may have 
equal validity depending upon the circumstances, 
including the type of enterprise and the purpose for 
which the determination is made. For example., it is 
inappropriate to apply a "quick sale" liquidation 
value to an enterprise in most cases, particularly 
with respect to the payment of normal dividends. On 
the other hand, a quick sale valuation might be 
appropriate in certain circumstances, for example, for 
an enterprise in the course of liquidation or course 
of reducing its assets or business base to a material 
degree. In most cases, a fair valuation method on a 
going concern basis would likely be appropriate, if 
expectations are that the enterprise will continue as 
a viable going concern. In determining the value of 
assets, all of the assets of a corporation., whether or 
not reflected in the financial statements (e.g . ., a 
valuable executory contract), should be considered. 
Ordinarily a corporation should not selectively 
revalue assets. Likewise, all of a corporation's 
obligations and commitments should be considered and 
quantified to the extent appropriate and possible. In 
any ~vent this section imposes upon the board of 
directors the responsibility of applying a method of 
determining the aggregate amounts of assets and 
liabilities that is reasonable in the circumstances. 

Subdivision 2 also refers to another method that is 
reasonable in the circumstances. This phrase was 
inserted to comprehend the wide variety of 
possibilities that might not be deemed to fall under a 
"fair valuaton" but would be reasonable in the 
circumstances of a particular case. 

Recognition is given under subdivision 4 to the 
preference rights of senior equity holders. The 
preference amount is the contractually stated maximum 
preference rights of senior equity holders in a 
liquidation (including if so provided in the articles., 
any arrearages in cumulative dividends) that would be 
payable at the time of the distributions. 
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TIME OF MEASUREMENT 

The Committee recognized the need to specify the time 
at which the two tests imposed by section [85] should 
be measured. Accordingly, where shares of the 
corporation are acquired by it, a date approximating 
the earlier of the date of payment of any part of the 
consideration to the shareholder or the date the 
shareholder ceases to be a shareholder with respect to 
such shares is to be used as the measuring date. In 
all other cases, if payment occurs 120 days or less 
following the date of authorization, the date of 
authorization is to be used; if payment occurs more 
than 120 day following the date of authorization, then 
a date approximating the payment date is to be used. 

REDEMPTION RELATED DEBT 

In an acquisition of its shares, a corporation may pay 
out property or incur a debt to the former holder of 
the shares. The case law on the status of such debt 
has developed in a conflicting and confusing way, 
making it difficult to know what standards apply in 
drafting stock repurchase agreements, which are of 
special importance in closely-held corporate 
enterprise~. Section [85] therefore makes two points 
clear where indebtedness of a corporaton is incurred 
or issued to a shareholder in a distribution. 

First, such indebtedness is on a parity with the 
indebtedness of the corporation to its general 
unsecured creditors, except to the extent subordinated 
by pledge or agreement. General creditors are better 
off in such a situaton than they would have been if 
cash or other property had been paid out for the 
shares, and no worse off than if assets had been paid 
out to the shareholder, who had then promptly loaned 
the same to the corporation and thereby become a 
creditor. 

Second, in applying each of the tests of section 85, 
the legality of the distribution must be measured at 
the time of the issuance or incurrence of the debt, 
not at a later date when the debt is actually paid -
though of course in some circumstances, such payment 
could constitute a preferential payment among 
creditors. In any later challenge arising out of the 
corporation's subsequent insolvency, if the test of 
section [85] was properly met at the time of the 
icurrence or issuance of the debt, the directors would 
be entitled to rely fully upon the good faith business 
judgment rule as discussed above. 

34 Bus. Law, supra, at 1885-1886 

Case law in Minnesota on distributions h~s been concerned 
more with the power of a court to compel the declaration of 
dividends when those dividends are withheld for unreasonable, 
unjust, or fraudulent purpose, Keough v. St. Paul Milk Co., 205 
Minn. 96, 285 N.W. 809 (1939), Schmitt v. Eagle Roller Mill Co. 
199 Minn. 382, 272 N.W~ 277 (1937). This section is a 
permissive, not a mandatory, section, and the ordering of 
dividends is a matter best left to the discretion of our courts. 
The aforementioned cases are not overruled by this section; the 
reasonableness of the action withholding dividends should be 
carefully evaluated by the court. 

There is one case which does deal with a matter cov,ered by 
this section. The holding in Tracy v. Perkins-Tracy Printing 
Company, 278 Minn. 159, 153 N.W. 2d 241 (1967) (mortgage given 
by corporation to secure repurchase of all shares held by a 
shareholder held valid where, at time given, no impairment of 
surplus resulted from the repurchase) is expressly endorsed and 
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adopted by subdivision 3(a) and 3(c), which deal with the 
measurement date for the distribution and the rights of 
ex-shareholders. Under those subdivisions, the result reached 
in Tracy is reached by this section. 

Section 86 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 6; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.22, 
Subdivision 6 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes Section 301.22 
restricted repurchase or reacquisition of shares to those 
occasions whep the available earned or paid-in surplus was 
sufficient to cover the cost of the reacquisition. This section 
permits acquisition at any time if that reacquision will not 
violate the provisions of section 85. The reacquired shares 
become authorized but unissued shares subject to sections 55 and 
59, or, if the articles prohibit reissue of those shares, the 
reacquired shares lose their status as authorized but unissued 
shares, and the number of authorized shares is automaticaaly 
reduced by the number of reacquired shares, in which case the 
corporation must file a statement of the reduction with the 
secretary of state. 

This section and section 85 must be read together. 
Consistent with the policy of flexibility in distributions, this 
provision permits reacquisition when the corporation will be 
solvent after the reacquisition. 

The most notable aspect of this section is the elimination 
of the concept of treasury shares. Any reacquired shares 
reissued later are subject to preemptive rights under section 
59; the terms of those shares must be fixed under section 55 
regardless of the terms of the shares before reacquisition. 
This removes some of the possibilities for abuse inherent where 
a large number of treasury shares are at the disposal of the 
management. 

The statement of cancellation of shares is required so that 
there will be a public record of the authorized number of 
shares, which is information required to be set forth and 
maintained in the articles of incorporation. When the statement 
is filed with the secretary of state it is treated as if it were 
an amendment of that provision of the articles. 

Section 87 

SOURCE: Cal. Corp. Code Section 506(c) (W~st); Md. Corp. and 
Ass'ns Code Ann. Section 2-316(a); Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.23(2), Paragraph 3; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.23(1) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Under Minnesota Statutes Section 
301.23, the shareholder was liable to the corporation for the 
entire dividend or distribution received by that shareholder if 
any part of the dividend or distribution was made in violation 
of Section 301.22. Under this section, the shareholder is 
liable only for the excess of the amount received over the 
amount that could have been equally paid under section 85. 
Formerly, only the corporation could collect this amount. The 
new provision permits the corporation and, in the case of a 
dissolving corporation its receiver or officers, or any person 
entitled to contribution under sections 87 and 88, to collect 
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this amount. The action to recover the illegally distributed 
amount must.be-brought within two years of that distribution. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section provides for the return of sums received by 
shareholders in distributions which violate section 85. It is 
not necessary that the shareholder know that the distribution 
was made illegally; rather the corporation has an absolute right 
to reclaim the difference between the amount received and the 
amount which could have been paid without violating section 85. 
For example, if a corporation has 10 equal shareholders, and if 
the corporation could distribute an aggregate of $1,500 and 
still be able to pay its debts in the ordinary course of 
business, and the shareholder actually receives $400, the 
shareholder is liable for the $250 difference between $400 and 
$150 (the shareholder's ratable share of the $1,500). In order 
to collect all of the money illegally distributed in this case, 
either all 10 shareholders would have to be named as parties or 
the corporation could proceed against directors under section 88. 

Section 88 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 48; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.23(2), 
Paragraph 3 (modified); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.23 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Both the new and old sections are 
fairly similar in effect, although the language has been 
simplified and the good faith exemption from liability has been 
linked more closely to the standard of conduct. There is one 
change; under this section, even a director who defrauded the 
corporation may obtain contributions from the other liable 
directors. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Directors who permit an illegal distribution must repay to 
the corporation the entire sum illegally distributed unless 
protected against liability by the standard of conduct of 
section 44. They may implead shareholders and other liable 
directors, and each director is liable only for the excess of 
the aggregate amount actually distributed over the aggregate 
amount legally available for distribution, director liability is 
joint and several. The directors may implead shareholders who 
received the illegal distribution. A court of competent 
jurisdiction may permit the impleader even after two years from 
the date of the distribution have expired, as long as the action 
against the corporation was commenced before the expiration of 
that periqd. 

Section 89 

SOURCE: MBCA Sections 71 and 72; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 301.36 
and 301.41 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section generally authorizes the 
corporation to participate in the three basic types of 
fundamental corporate transaction permitted by this act. The 
old concept of consolidation has been eliminated, while a share 
exchange procedure has been introduced in this section. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 
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The only important issue addressed in this section is the 
"business purpose" doctrine applicable to mergers recently 
developed in Delaware and arguably adopted in the unreported 
district court opinion in Bird v. Wirtz, 266 N.W. 2d 166 (Minn. 
1978). This "business purpose" test requires every merger to 
have a valid "business purpose"; under that doctrine a merger 
without such a purpose which results in the "freeze-out" or 
elimination of, minority interests may be set aside by the 
courts. The district court opinion in Bird v. Wirtz referred to 
Singer v. Magnavox, 380 A 2d 969 (Del. 1977). That case has 
given rise to the "business purpose" doctrine, which requires 
that mergers which effectively eliminate minority shareholders 
may be set aside unless they have as their purpose some valid 
"business purpose", Singer, supra at 975, 978. Along with this 
"business purpose" requirement, the Delaware court imposed a 
requirement of "entire fairness" of the transaction, id at 980. 

What is or is not a valid business purpose has been the 
subject of further litigation in Delaware and elsewhere and the 
doctrine is still not clear. However, this doctrine has been 
widely publicized and the literature on the subject is 
voluminous. S~e, e.g., Brudney and Chirelstein, "A Restatement 
of Corporate Freezeouts," 87 Yale L.J. 1354 (1978). Another 
factor involved in the doctrine is "fairness." 

The state of the law as to what is or is not a "valid 
business purpose-, 11 or whose purpose must be served, or as to 
what is "fair" is not clear at this time. This lack of clarity 
and certainty exposes many mergers to an unwarranted risk of 
being set aside and does not promote business transactions or 
economic growth. Therefore, this section eliminates this 
uncertainty from our law without significantly reducing the 
rights of shareholders to protect themselves against real abuses. 

This section removes "business purpose" from the list of 
requirements for a valid merger. The "business purpose" 
doctrine is based on the theory that a merger without such a 
purpose is a self-serving transaction on the part of the 
controlling shareholders, and is therefore a breach of duty to 
the corporation or the shareholders. The Brudney-Chirelstein 
analysis of the problem divides these transactions into three 
different categories: the two-step or three-step takeover 
merger (a merger preceded by massive share acquisition); the 
merger of affiliated companies; and the going private 
phenomenon. They reached the conclusion that the "business 
purpose" factor is irrelevant, analyzing the three categories as 
follows: 

1) The two-step or three-step merger is not a freeze-out, 
but is the· natural extension of the tender offer which preceded 
the merger; no duty to the corporation or the shareholders 
exists to be· breached. 

2) The merger 0£ affiliated companies has sufficient 
socially and economically redeeming qualities to justify its use 
as long as the minority sha=eholders receive the fair value of 
the shares so that they may participate in the continuing parent 
entity by purchasing an equivalent amount of securities of the 
parent; the key is fair value. This statute deals with this 
issue in section 80, which is exclusive. 

3) Finally, Brudney and Chirelstein would prohibit the 
"going private" transaction as an inherent breach of duty to the 
corporation or the shareholders, but even here they find that 
"business purpose" is not the relevant test. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission has also recognized 
that abuses are possible. Rules 13(e)(3) and 13(e)(4) 
promulgated under the Exchange Act of 1934, and recently adopted 
by the Commission seem to deal with this problem in a fairly 
specific way. Other state and federal securities laws may also 
offer some relief. 
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The remedy for lack of "entire fairness" in the transaction 
in this act is the appraisal section; by obtaining the fair 
value of the shares, the dissenting minority shareholder recoups 
the investment. 

Section 90 

SOURCE: MBCA Sections 71 and 72A 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.42 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section requires a 11 plan" rather 
than the "agreement" required by Minnesota Statutes., Section 
301.42, Subdivision 1, but the "plan" must contain almost the 
exact terms required in the old provision. The only addition is 
the addition of the exchange procedure. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The "plan" described in this section is the basic element 
of the approval procedure. The plan may be supplemented by 
other documents which need not be presented to or approved by 
the shareholders_. The plan is also the basic document filed 
with the office of the secretary of state in a merger. 

Subdivision l(c)(l) permits the use of any consideration., 
including money, in a merger. Of course., this flexibility is 
not available in a share exchange. 

Subdivision 2 merely notes that the exchange procedure is 
not the only way to acquire the shares of a corporation. Any 
other lawful method may be utilized. 

Section 91 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 73 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.42., 
Subdivisions 1 and 2 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Under this section, the "plan", or a 
short description of the plan, must be given to the shareholders 
as part of the meeting notice. This was not required under 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.42. The minimum majority 
required for approval of the plan in the-absence of article or 
bylaw provisions is no longer two-thirds of the voting shares, 
but is instead a simple majority of the voting shares. Classes 
or series.may vote as such if the plan affects one of the rights 
listed in'section 15 or if the class or series is to be part of 
a share exchange. This section also eliminates the requirement 
that shareholders of the surviving or acquiring corporation 
approve the plan in certain cases where the interests of those 
shareholders will not be materially diluted as a result of the 
merger or exchange. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The minimum majority required for approval of these 
fundamental changes has been reduced throughout the statute from 
two-thirds of all voting shares to a majority of those shares. 
Of course a higher majority may be required pursuant to section 
68. All shareholders whether or not holders of voting shares, 
must receive notice and a copy of the plan so that shareholders 
who wish to dissent may file notice of intent to dissent before 
the vote approving the transaction. 

Subdivision 3 exempts certain transactions from shareholder 
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approval, because the voting and distribution rights and the 
investment contract of the shareholder are not materially 
altered by the transaction. 

Section 92 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 74 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.42, 
Subdivisons 3 and 4 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Section 301.42 required that the 
agreement of merger be filed with the secretary of state. The 
new provision requires that the corporation file both the plan 
and a statement that the plan was either approved by, or did not 
require the approval of the shareholders. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

By filing the signed statement that the plan was validly 
approved, or need not have been approved, by the shareholders 
the persons signing the articles of merger incur liability for 
any violation of section 91. 

The plan is the basic record of the merger. The 
certificate issued by the secretary of-state is merely a 
convenience to the corporation, and it has no legal effect under 
section 95. 

Section 93 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 75 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.421 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The most significant change is the 
reduction of the percentage of outstanding shares owned by the 
parent required for this kind of merger from 100 percent to 90 
percent. The issues of merger with foreign corporations and the 
effective date of a merger formerly covered by Section 301.421 
are dealt with in sections 95 and 96. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Twenty-eight of the other fifty states' corporation laws 
permit these "short-form" mergers if at least 90 percent of the 
shares of the subsidiary are owned by the parent. Under this 
section the parent must own 90 percent of the shares of each 
class and,·series of the outstanding shares of the subsidiary. 

No vote of the shareholders of either corporation is 
required for approval of the merger; indeed, only the directors 
of the parent must approve the merger by vote of a majority of a 
quorum. The minority shareholders of the subsidiary are too few 
to make a difference and approval by shareholders of the parent -✓=-. 

would usually not be required by section 91, subdivision 3. The 
directors of the subsidiary are usually directors, officers, or 
executives of the parent, whose votes will conform with the 
wishes of the parent's board. The resolution of merger must 
contain the basic terms of the merger. 

The minority shareholders of the subsidiary are sent a copy 
of the plan so that they may dissent from the merger if they 
believe the compensation offered in the plan inadequate. 

The articles of merger must be filed with the secretary of 
state no later than 30 days after the plan has been distributed 
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Section 94 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 73(c); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

D 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota Statute or case deals with 
this subject 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Under this section, a corporation may abandon a merger or 
exchange by following the procedures set forth in either 
subdivision 1 or subdivision 2. The only real difference 
between the procedures set forth in the two subdivisions is that 
by following the procedure set forth in subdivision 1, contract 
rights under the plan and any supplemental agreement are waived 
by mutual consent of the parties, while under the procedure set 
forth in subdivision 2, those rights remain a matter of possible 
liability due to the unilateral nature of the abandonment of the 
transaction under that subdivision. 

Section 95 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 76 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.42, Subdivision 4; 301.421; 301.43; and 301.45 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The 31-day limit on deferred 
effectiveness of a merger which appeared in Section 301.42 has 
been eliminated. Under this section the merger is effective 
upon filing of the articles of merger with the secretary of 
state or at any future effective date stated in the articles of 
merger. An exchange is effective on the effective date which 
appears in the plan of exchange. The separate identity of the 
constituent corporations ceases and is merged into the surviving 
corporation. The provisions of Sections 301.42, subdivision 5, 
and 301.45, subdivisions 2 to 5 have been eliminated because 
they referred to the now-eliminated concepts of "surplus", "par 
value11 , and "stated capital". This section also states the 
effect of the transaction upon the shareholders. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The main purpose of this section are to insure the 
continuation of all corporate functions of the constituent 
corporations, to clarify the effect of the·transaction on those 
corporations and the shareholders of those corporations, and to 
provide for the vesting of rights by operation of law without 
any need for further corporate action. 

The main thrust of the section is directed towards the 
merger transaction because that is the only transaction 
contemplated by sections 89 to 97 in which one of the corporate 
entities actually disappears. 

The effective date of a merger may be specified in the plan 
approved by the shareholders or the board, whereas the effective 
date of the exchange must appear in the plan in order for the 
exchange tci be valid. If the plan of merger does not set forth 
an effective date, the plan will be effective at the time 
articles of merger that include the plan are filed with the 
secretary of state. 
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Subdivision 2 applies only to mergers. The effect, if any, 
of an exchange upon the corporations involved in the exchange is 
a matter to be negotiated between those corporations. This 
subdivision provides for combination of all of the rights of the 
disappearing corporations in a merger into the continuing 
entity, the surviving corporation; that corporation is not a new 
corporation but merely a continuation of a prior entity, even 
though the articles of the surviving corporation may be amended 
by the plan of'merg~r. 

Under subdivision 2(c), the surviving corporation, if it is 
a domestic corporation, has all of the rights and liabilities of 
a corporation incorporated under this chapter. This paragraph 
does not, and is not intended to, authorize mergers with 
corporations such as non-profit corporations or cooperatives 
which are otherwise prohibited from merging with business 
corporations. It merely delineates the law governing the 
entity. Mergers with foreign corporations are covered by 
section 96. 

The transfer of rights of other corporations to the 
surviving corporation by operation of law is covered by 
subdivision 2(d). The subdivision also permits later 
confirmation of the transfer, or other methods of vesting the 
rights in the survivor, by the officers of the disappearing 
corporation. Since, certain rights may not be transferable, a 
careful inspectibn of the terms of licenses, permits, or other 
franchises should be undertaken. 

Subdivision 2(e) covers the assumption by the survivor of 
the liabilities of the disappearing corporation. All of those 
liabilities, including pending or future causes of action 
arising from acts of the disappearing entities are the 
responsibility of the surviving corporation. 

Subdivision 3 applies to both mergers and exchanges. The 
subdivision provides that, on the effective date, the 
shareholders become individually bound by the plan, that 
thereafter they are entitled only to the rights the plan 
provides for them, and that they are no longer shareholders in 
the constituent corporation after the effective date to the 
extent provided in the plan. The only continuing right those 
shareholders possess is the right to dissent pursuant to section 
80. 

Section 96 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 77 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.41, Subdivision 2; and 301.421 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section differs little from the 
current requirements. The only change is that the requirements 
of Chapter 303 must be satisfied if the surviving corporation is 
a foreign corporation. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The effect of a merger with a foreign corporation is no 
different than the effect of a merger on two domestic 
corporations. The rights and liabilities pass to the survivor 
as described in section 95. The only special aspect of this 
type of merger is that a foreign surviving corporation must make 
itself available for service in this state (see subdivision 4). 

Section 97 
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SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.36 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.36 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Apart from changes in style to conform 
to the rest of the proposed chapter, the only change reflected 
in this section is the reduction of the majority required for 
approval of th~ sale or transfer from two-thirds of all voting 
shares to a majority of all voting shares. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The absence of references to written consent of the 
shareholders, class voting, or higher majorities does not mean 
that sections 15, 40, 41, 68, or 69 do not apply to this section 
(or others which do not specifically mention those items). 
Those sections apply to this and all other sections to which 
they are relevant, whether or not mentioned in the substantive 
section. 

Subdivision 4 of this section is aimed at limiting the 
civil liabilities of transferors assumed by transferees to those 
agreed to between the parties or imposed by law, even if the 
transferee is operating the corporation in exactly the same 
manner as it was operated by the transferee. This limits, for 
example, exposur~ to product liability claims for items 
manufactured by the transferor. Of course, Federal statutes may 
preempt this statute in certain areas of liability. 

Section 98 

SOURCE: Mich. Corp. Laws Ann. Section 450.1801; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.46 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: A supervised voluntary dissolution is 
treated as involuntary for purposes of the procedures in 
dissolution. Under Section 301.46 et. seq., treatment of 
voluntary, court-supervised dissolutions was similar to 
treatment of voluntary, non-supervised dissolutions. 

GENERAL COMMENT: This section is merely a general grant of 
authority to dissolve and refers to the provisions applicable to 
each of the three procedures in dissolution. 

Section 99 

SOURCE: ~BCA Section 82 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota case or statute has 
previously dealt with this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section permits the incorporators listed in the 
articles of incorporation to dissolve the corporation in a 
simple, inexpensive way. Formerly, the incorporators had to 
issue shares and then the shareholders had to approve a 
dissolution under Section 30lw47. In such cases, the 
corporation frequently became dormant, occupying space in the 
files of the office of the secretary of state and using what 
would otherwise be an available corporate name. This new 
procedure for use before shares are issued, will permit both 
practitioners and laymen to follow an easy procedure to dissolve 
a corporation. 
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Subdivision 1 generally authorizes the incorporators to 
dissolve the corporation. There are only two steps required for 
dissolution: the preparation of articles of dissolution signed 
by an absolute majority of the incorporators containing various 
statements that assure that no obligations of the corporation 
remain outstanding and the filing of those articles with the 
secretary of state. The dissolution is effective upon that 
filing. The secretary of state will issue a certificate of 
dissolution that has no legal effect on the actual time of 
dissolution and which is primarily for evidentiary purposes. 

A dissolution in violation of this section, or a 
dissolution in which fraudulent statements appear in the 
arti6les of dissolution, will be ineffective to avoid liability 
against outstanding obligations. 

Wrongful dissolution is a slightly different situation. 
There is no standard of conduct for incorporators in this 
chapter, although at common-law "promoters" were required to act 
in good faith, see, e.g., Venie v. Harriet State Bank of 
Minneapolis, 1~6 Minn. 142, 178 N.W. 170 (1920). There is no 
reason why incorporators should not be held to a standard 
similar to the standard of conduct for directors in those cases 
where the dissolution will result in actual economic loss to 
those incorporators who did not sign the dissolution. 

Section 100 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 84 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.47, 
Subdivision 1 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The majority required to approve the 
dissolution has been reduced from two-thirds of the outstanding 
shares to a majority of the outstanding shares. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The reduction in the vote required for approval of 
dissolution is consistent with the general reduction in required 
majorities throughout this chapter for the purpose of maximizing 
corporate flexibility. The dissolution decision is entirely up 
to the shareholders; no approval by the board is required. The 
liability, if any, for a wrongful dissolution lies with those 
who voted for the dissolution. The standard used in such cases 
should be a standard of good faith. 

Section 101 

SOURCE: MBCA Sections 84 and 86(d); New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.47, 
Subdivisions 2, 3 and 4 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The resolution approved by the 
shareholders need no longer be filed with the secretary of state. 
Instead, the corporation must file only a single notice of 
intent to dissolve. The dissolution process has been further 
simplified by the elimination of the trustee in voluntary 
dissolution. Under this section the officers and directors 
continue in office to wind up the corporation. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

By retaining the usual corporate management system during 
voluntary dissolution instead of appointing a trustee, 
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dissolution can become a less costly procedure. The rights of 
shareholders, directors, officers and employees inter se also 
remain clear during the dissolution process; those rights are 
the same as they would be in a going concern. While the powers 
and liabilities of a dissolving corporation remain the same as 
those of a going concern, the corporation must take steps to 
wind up the-business of the corporation as outlined in section 
102. 

Section 102 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 87; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.48, 
Subdivision 1 and 2 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.48 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: The officers or directors, not the 
trustee, wind up the corporation under this section. Otherwise 
there is no difference in the substance of the old and new 
provisions. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The board has the inherent power to sell or transfer the 
assets of the corporation in order to obtain funds to satisfy 
the liabilities of the corporation and to transfer the remaining 
value of the corporation to the shareholders. This power is not 
expressly stated here, but is implied and augmented by the 
exemption from section 97 granted by subdivision 2 of this 
section. The payment discussed in subdivision 3 is a 
distribution within the definition in section 1, subdivision 10 
governed by sections 85 to 89. 

Section 103 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 87(a); Mich. Corp. Laws Ann. Section 
450.1841; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No prior Minnesota statute or case has 
dealt with this issue 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section and the following section comprise a system of 
notice to creditors inspired by that used in Article 6 of the 
Uniform Commercial Code and in Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
524.3-801;and 524.3-803. 

Notice is not required, but the giving of notice will speed 
the conclusion of the dissolution process. The notice, if 
given, must be sent or delivered to the address of every known 
claimant or creditor whose address is known to the corporation. 
If the corporation does not know the address of a claimant or 
creditor, it may give published notice that will suffice for 
purposes of this section. It may also give published notice to 
creditors or claimants who are not known to the corporation, and 
to the public. This published notice must be published weekly 
for four weeks in each of the counties where the registered 
office and the principal executive office of the corporation are 
located. 

In any case, the notice given under subdivision 1 must 
contain information described in subdivision 2. This 
information is required so that creditors and claimants will 
know where, how, and when to make claims for debts or 
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obligations owed by the corporation. 

Section 104 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota statute or case has 
addressed this issue 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section governs the treatment by the corporation of 
claims against the corporation made by creditors and claimants. 

In order to file a claim, the creditor or claimant must 
proceed consistent with the procedure, if any, and the times, 
dates, and places set forth in the notice given pursuant to 
section 103. Failure to follow the procedures or other 
qualifications set forth in that notice results in the barring 
of the claim. It is important that the claim be filed with the 
corporation within the time provided in the notice so that the 
directors and officers of the corporation may process all claims 
in an orderly fashion and make subsequent distributions in 
dissolution to its shareholders, safe in the knowledge that all 
existing claims have been brought to their atttention and 
disposed of in a timely manner. 

The corporation, in turn, must to act promptly on each 
claim. After receiving the claim, the corporation has thirty 
days to decide whether or not to pay the claim. If the 
corporation decides to reject the claim, it must send an express 
rejection to the creditor or claimant. A creditor or claimant 
who does not receive a response from the corporation within the 
allotted time may bring suit on the claim for judgment in the 
amount claimed. By requiring an affirmative response by the 
corporation, this section permits creditors and claimants to 
proceed on the assumption that their claims will be paid in the 
absence of such a response. 

If the corporation rejects the claim, the creditor or 
claimant has several options: the creditor or claimant may 
acquiesce in the rejection; the creditor or claimant may fail to 
take any further action within 60 days of the rejection, or 
within 180 days from the date the notice of intent to dissolve 
was filed, whichever is later, and thus bar the enforcement of 
any existing claim; or the creditor or claimant may commence 
some sort of legal, arbitration or administrative proceeding 
within that time will avoid the barring of claims under section 
117. 

The corporation is not required to give notice to creditors 
and claimants; that part of section 103 is optional. However, 
when the corporation does not give notice, the creditor or 
claimant has two years from the filing of the notice of intent 
to dissolve to pursue the claim in a legal, arbitration or 
administrative proceeding before the claim will be barred. The 
longer period is permitted in this case because the failure by 
the corporation to pay the debt may not be discovered by the 
creditor until the preparation of the annual report; moreover, 
the creditor may not even be aware of the imminent dissolution 
of the debtor corporation. Even these claims must be settled; 
after two years have expired from the filing of notice to 
dissolve, the claim will be barred. A creditor who fails to 
investigate an unpaid debt for two years will not be permitted 
to make a claim at a later time, in the interests of certainty. 
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Section 105 

SOURCE: New; MBCA Sections 88, 89 and 91 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

D 

CHANGE FROM FO~MER LAW: No prior Minnesota statute or case 
addressed this issue. This section permits the reversal of 
voluntary dissolution proceedings. No prior Minnesota statute 
or case addressed this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

In certain cases, the reinstatement of the corporation as a 
going concern may be appropriate. The economic situation may 
take an upward turn, more accurate financial statements which 
may dissuade the shareholders from continuing the dissolution 
may become available, or the continuation of the corporate 
entity may become important. If any of these events occur, the 
shareholders may revoke the dissolution proceedings in the same 
manner they approved their commencement. After the revocation, 
the corporation must file a simple statement that the 
dissolution has been revoked; after filing this notice, the 
corporation is again a going concern. 

Section 106 

SOURCE: New; MBCA Sections 92 and 93 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.56 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.56 
required the corporation to file a statement that the affairs of 
the corporation were wound up, but no details were required to 
be set forth in that statement. The new provision requires 
considerably more in the way of financial detail. This new 
statement may not be filed before the expiration of certain time 
periods or the satisfaction of certain conditions. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section prevents the corporation from dissolving 
before all outstanding claims have been paid or statutorily 
barred, requires certain information to be publicly filed, and 
provides a distinct effective date for dissolution. 

Subdivision 1 requires that the dissolving corporation 
satisfy one of the following three conditions before it is 
allowed to file articles of dissolution, and end all further 
liability_as a corporate entity. 

The corporation may file articles of dissolution if it has 
paid or made provision for payment of all debts known to the 
corporation. A liquidating trust, for example, a trust created 
for the purposes described in Treas. Reg. Sections 1.333-l(b)(l) 
or 1.337-1 will meet this requirement, although this section 
does not prohibit the use of other methods. 

If the corporation does not pay all claims filed by 
creditors or claimants, it must wait for the expiration of one 
of the following two periods to file articles of dissolution: 
if the corporation gave notice to creditors under section 103, 
it must wait until the expiration of 180 days after the filing 
of the notice of intent to dissolve; if it gave no such notice, 
it must wait two years from that date. 

The purpose of forcing the corporation to pay all its debts 
or wait until further claims are barred before permitting the 
corporation to file articles of dissolution is to insure that 
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distributions to shareholders will not be attacked at some later 
time under section 117; that attack could result in unexpected 
tax consequences adverse to the shareholder. By preventing 
premature payment, this section avoids those consequences. 

Subdivision 2 requires the dissolving corporation to 
publicly file information on certain matters so that the 
secretary of state may ascertain whether the corporation has met 
the requirements of subdivision 1. Pending legal or other 
proceedings will not prevent dissolution if the corporation 
makes provisions for contingent payment of claims involved in 
those suits. 

Subdivision 3 fixes that dissolution at the time the 
articles of disslution are filed with the secretary of state. A 
certificate of dissolution is issued, mostly as an evidentiary 
convenience, but the dissolution is effective upon filing, and 
all further claims are barred under section 117 upon filing. 

The corporate entity does not continue for any purpose 
after dissolution, except as provided in sections 117 and 118. 
Service on the. ·corporation, or upon the officers or directors of 
the corporation, the registered agent of the corporation, or 
upon the secretary of state on behalf of the corporation will be 
ineffective as service on the corporation, unless it is made in 
an action under ~ections 117 and 118. Thus, cases such as 
Mississippi Valley Development Corporation v. Colonial 
Enterprises, Inc., 300 Minn. 66, 217 N.W. 2d 760 (1974) 
Henderson v. Northwestern Heating Engineers, Inc., 274 Minn. 
396, 144 N.W. 2d 46 (1966) Kopio's Inc. v. Bridgeman Creameries, 
248 Minn. 348 79 N.W. 2d 921 (1956), which held service on a 
corporation after dissolution valid, are no longer relevant, 
relying as they did upon Minnesota Statutes, Section 300.59, 
which is no longer applicable to business corporations under 
this chapter, and which has no equ.ivalent in the new chapter. 

Section 107 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 87(c) 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.46; 
301.47, Subdivisions 5 and 6; 301.52; and 301.56 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Supervised voluntary dissolution was 
formerly a procedure of mixed characteristics. Much of the 
procedure was similar to the old voluntary procedure- and gave 
the trustee maximum freedom; other parts of it were under the 
str~ct control of the court. This section converts supervised 
voluntary dissolution into a procedure which is almost exactly 
the same as an involuntary dissolution. The only difference 
between involuntary and supervised voluntary dissolution is that 
supervisea voluntary dissolution is commenced by act of the 
corporation, not by a third party who alleges certain conditions. 

Section 301.47 left the choice of whether the dissolution 
should be a voluntary or supervised voluntary dissolution to the 
resolution authorizing dissolution, or to the trustees. This ~-
section permits the corporation to ask for supervision, and 
permits any shareholder or creditor to request a court to impose 
its supervision. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The chief purpose of this section is the protection of 
minority shareholders against fraud in the disposition of the 
assets of the dissolving corporation. Another useful aspect of 
supervised voluntary dissolution is the inherent protection from 
subsequent claims that is provided by court supervision. 
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Section 108 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 97; N. J. Stat. Ann. 14A: 12-7(9), (10) 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.49, 301.50 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: A court may now order equitable relief 
as well as involuntary dissolution whenever the grounds for 
involuntary dissolution have been established. Those grounds 
have b~en altered by this section. The ground that the ''object 
of the corporation" has failed has been eliminated. New grounds 
added include waste of corporate assets, failure to elect 
directors, and admission by the corporation of insolvency. The 
ground of deadlock has been amended to eliminate the requirement 
that the corporation cannot be operated for the benefit of the 
shareholders. Finally, the ground of fraud on minority 
shareholders has been reworded with the intent that protection 
will be available in appropriate circumstances. This section 
also includes provisions on the expenses for and venue of an 
action which permit the court to assess expenses as it may see 
fit and place venue in the county where the registered office of 
the corporation is located. Finally, the profitable financial 
condition of the corporation is not a bar to dissolution. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The remedy of involuntary dissolution is a drastic remedy. 
As such, "the court should grant the drastic remedy of 
dissolution with great caution and not in doubtful cases." In 
Re Lakeland Development Corporation, 277 Minn. 432, 442, 152 
N.W. 2d 758, 765 (1967). The same court recognized that 
"dissolution proceedings, although now statutory, are 
fundamentally equitable in nature." supra at 441, 152 N.W. 2d 
at 764. In recognition of the truth of these observations, the 
power to order equitable relief which has less drastic effects 
than dissolution while protecting the interests of the 
shareholders petitioning for relief has been added by this 
section to the arsenal of relief available to the courts. This 
power is discussed in Thwing v. McDonald, 34 Minn. 148, 153, 
154, 158 N.W. 820, 822 (1916) affirming those parts of a 
district court decisions requiring an accounting and mandating 
the payment of certain distributions to minority shareholders, 
with continuing jurisdiction in the district court to guard 
against abuses. The opinion in that case seems to require a 
court to investigate remedies short of dissolution where abuses 
have occurred before dissolution is considered. That policy is 
also the policy adopted by this section. In the past the courts 
may have been reluctant to order intermediate relief absent some 
sort of statutory authority. This section provides explicit 
statutory authority; that authority is meant to be used. 

Dissolution or appropriate lesser relief is to be granted 
in any one of nine circumstances. First, in any supervised 
voluntary dissolution. The corporation and its shareholders 
have already decided to dissolve, and have merely requested the 
court to supervise the dissolution process so that it proceeds 
in an orderly manner. 

Second, in a shareholder petition where it is established 
that the managing body of the corporation is deadlocked and that 
the shareholders cannot break that deadlock. "Deadlock" is not 
limited to those situations where there is an even split, 
although this will be the most common situation in which 
deadlock will occur. 

Third, a shareholder action where it is established that 
the controlling persons acted fraudulently, illegally, or in a 
manner persistently unfair to a non-controlling shareholder. 
Although similar words appear in Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.49(3), the new provision should be interpreted in a more 
liberal manner. In view of the power of the court to order 
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lesser equitable relief, the threshold of "persistent unfairness" 
required for a lesser remedy should be proportionately less than 
the stringent standards which are required, quite properly, for 
the ultimate relief of dissolution. Abuse of non-controlling 
shareholders is not to be tolerated under this act; section 79 
and this section stand as evidence of that policy. 

Fourth, a.shareholder action where it is established that 
directors have not been elected for the period during which two 
consecutive regular meetings should have been held. 

Fifth, a shareholder petition where it is established that 
corporate assets are being wasted. This ground is especially 
ripe for lesser forms of relief. 

Sixth, when the duration of the corporation has expired 
without extension. The dissolution process must be commenced, 
unless the duration of the corporation is extended after the 
dissolution procedure is started., in order for the corporation 
to come to an orderly end. 

Seventh, tn an action by a creditor where a judgment 
against the corporat~on has been returned unsatisfied. This 
particular ground may be used more as a method of inducing 
prompt payment rather than of actually dissolving the 
corporation. Dipsolution may also be avoided here by the use of 
lesser relief. 

Eighth, in a creditor action where the corporation admits 
that it is insolvent. The use of this proceeding must be 
considered in light of the Bankruptcy Act, 11 U.S.C. Sections 1 
to 151316. 

Ninth, when the attorney general establishes one of the 
grounds listed in section 111. (See the comment to that section 
for further explanation.) 

One of the grounds listed in Section 301.49 provided that 
the corporation could be dissolved if it were deadlocked and if 
the corporation could not be operated for the benefit of its 
shareholders. The non-profitability requirement has been 
eliminated. Subdivision 2 of this section makes it clear that 
the profitable nature of a corporation is not a sufficient 
reason to deny dissolution, though it is clearly a factor to be 
considered and, in conjunction with other factors, may be a 
powerful argument for lesser relief. 

In order to avoid "strike suits" similar to those which 
have developed under the derivative suit rules, subdivision 3 
empowers the court to award expenses where a suit has been 
instituted in bad faith or has been conducted in a harassing 
manner by any party. A court proceeding in dissolution must be 
taken very seriously; the presence of this deterrent should help 
give it the respect it deserves. 

Subdivision 4 provides that venue of the action shall be in 
the county of the registered office. This location will also be 
in the county where the principal place of business or the 
principal executive office is located for many corporations., a 
corporation may, however, have both its principal place of 
business and its executive office outside the state., but every 
corporation must have a registered office in this state. 

Section 109 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 98; Minnesota Statutes, Section 316.05 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes., Section 301.51, 
301.52 
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CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section provides that the court 
may exercise broad powers before a full hearing· is held. 
Section 301.51 specifically provided only for the appointment of 
temporary receivers, this section provides much more detail. 
The inherent authority of the trustee is expanded by this 
section to include the disposition of the assets, but that 
disposition remains subject to court supervision. This section 
also includes .a list of priorities in payment of debts as a 
guide to the receiver. No such priorities were listed in the 
prior law. This section also requires that assets remaining 
after payment of those debts be distributed to the 
shareholders. This concept is implied by, but not stated in, 
Chapter 301. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Subdiv~sion 1 permits the court to order preliminary 
relief, after a preliminary hearing, in actions for involuntary 
dissolution or conversion of a voluntary dissolution into a 
supervised voluntary dissolution. This preliminary authority 
allows the court to protect petitioners against misuse of or 
damage to the iorporate entity pending a full hearing on the 
matter and the appointment of a permanent receiver. 

After the hearing, if dissolution is found to be the 
appropriate reli.ef, the court may appoint a receiver to wind up 
the corporation. As an alternative., the court may issue a 
detailed order governing the dissolution and thus avoid 
appointing a receiver., of course., or may permit the corporate 
management to wind up the affairs of the corporation. If the 
court appoints a receiver, the receiver shall wind up the 
affairs of the corporation in any manner the court orders., but 
the receiver has the inherent power, unless limited by order of 
the court, to marshal the assets of the corporation. 

In any case, the assets of the corporation are to be used 
to pay the debts of and the claims against the corporation., in 
the order of priorities set out in subdivision 3. The order 
appearing there is the same as the order provided in Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 316.05. There is one possible area of concern 
to the receiver: the application of 31 U.S.C. Section 191., 
which gives absolute priority to all debts owed to the United 
States government except claims for taxes which might be 
subordinated pursuant to the provisions of sections 6321 to 6325 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Section 110 

SOURCE: MBCA Sections 98 and 99 

FORMER MI~NESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.52 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Prior Minnesota law did not include any 
special qualifications for receivers. The power of a receiver 
to sue or defend in his or her own name is carried over from 
prior law. The assets of the corporation no longer vest in the 
receiver; instead, they remain assets of the corporation. The 
power to proceed with the liquidation of the assets of the 
corporation is discussed in section 109. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Under this section, a corporation may be appointed as the 
receiver for a corporation. This allows management corporations 
that have special expertise in winding up corporate affairs to 
be appointed as receivers if the court believes it less costly 
to have such a corporation in charge of the liquidation, than to 
have natural person as the receiver. 
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Section 111 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 94; Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.57, 
Subdivision 2 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.57 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: While most of the grounds for 
involuntary dissolution by the attorney general have remained 
essentially the same under this section, the grounds stated in 
Section 301.57, subdivision 1, clauses (4) and (5) have been 
combined in subdivision l(d) of this section. Subdivision 2 
parellels present Section 301.57, Subdivision 2. The ground 
stated in subdivision 3 of Section 301.57 has been eliminated, 
because the procedure under this section is now the same as that 
under section 108. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section provides the attorney general with the basic 
police power to prevent abuses of the corporate franchise. The 
five permitted grounds are all based on defective incorporation, 
violation of the_ laws governing corporations, or failure to use 
the corporate franchise, the three traditional bases of state 
action in this area. The fact that a certificate of 
incorporation has been issued is no defense against the first 
grounds stated in clauses (a) to (c) of subdivision 1, see 
section 20, nor is the state estopped from pursuing dissolution 
by having dealt with the corporate entity. The fourth ground, 
clause (d), subdivision 1, is similar to section 79 but requires 
flagrant or multiple violations. The fifth ground, clause (e), 
subdivision 2 is basically a house-cleaning provision for 
dormant corporations. 

Subdivision 2 permits the corporation to correct the 
illegal condition and completely avoid dissolution proceedings. 
The attorney general must give the corporation 30-days notice in 
all cases before filing an action against the corporation under 
this section. If the action is based on an act or failure to 
act which can be corrected by the corporation, the attorney 
general must give 60-days notice (the normal 30-days and an 
additional 30-days) before filing the action. This period is 
long enough for corrections to be made by the corporation. 

The procedure to be followed in dissolution by the attorney 
general is exactly the same as that followed in involuntary 
dissolution under sections 108 to 110 and 112 to 116. 

Section 112 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 100 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.54 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.54 was 
very specific in the powers it gave the court. This section 
allows the court far more discretion to allow claims, to shape 
the form and frequency of any required notice to the fact 
situation, to bar claims, and to fix the last day for filing 
claims will be accepted. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The only limit upon the discretion of the court under this 
section is the requirement that the creditors and claimants must 
have at least 120 days to file their claims. The absence in 
this section of language dealing with issues specifically 
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mentioned in Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.54 is not intended 
to indicate that the court h~s no power in these areas. The 
court has complete discretion in those arras, including the 
setting or extending of the last date claims may be filed, as 
long as that date is at least 120 days after the date the order 
fixing the date is filed. The notice may be in any form the 
court deems sufficient to inform creditors of and claimants 
against the corporation of the impending dissolution. Claims 
not presented before the fixed date may be barred by the court; 
in addition, claims not filed before the entrance of the decree 
of dissolution may be barred under section 117. Counterclaims 
and contingent claims may be filed with the court; the court has 
full discretion to allow or to deny those claims. The court may 
also require the claims to be filed in any specific form. 

Section 113 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 101 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota statute or case has 
previously addre_ssed this issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

At some point in certain involuntary dissolution 
proceedings the parties may wish to petition the court for 
dismissal of the proceeding so that the business of the 
corporation may be resumed. This situation is most likely to 
occur soon after the institution of the dissolution proceeding, 
at a time when the assets of the corporation are still intact, 
although it may occur later in the proceedings. If the court 
determines that the grounds for dissolution relied upon no 
longer exist, the court shall dismiss the proceeding. The 
petition may be made by any complaining party or by the 
corporation. The court may also make the determination sua 
sponte. The corporation shall then resume operation of its 
business under the corporate management in office at the time 
dissolution proceedings were commenced, subject to any lesser 
relief ordered under section 108. 

Section 114 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 102 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.56 

CHANGE FRbM FORMER LAW: This section increases the detail in 
which the dissolution procedure is described, describes what 
must be done before the decree may be issued, and provides that 
the dissolution is effective when the court enters the decree, 
not when the decree is filed with the secretary of state. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The order of the court should be effective of its own 
force, and should not be dependent upon a ministerial act on the 
part of either the clerk of court or the office of the secretary 
of state. The filing of the decree, a matter in which time is 
of the essence, could be unintentionally delayed, especially in 
those cases where the court is located some distance from the 
office of the secretary of state. The time for barring most 
claims and liabilities is fixed at the entering of the order. 
The effect of the order is to terminate the existence of the 
corporation. This act contains no equivalent to Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 300.59, that section does not apply to a 
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corporation governed by this act. The corporate existence does 
not continue for the purpose of suing or being sued, or for any 
other purpose. Therefore, the discussion of the effect of 
dissolution under former law in Kopio's Inc. v. Bridgeman 
Creameries, 248 Minn. 348, 79 N.W. 2d 921 (1956) is no longer 
applicable, and service on the corporation cannot be made by any 
means because the corporation no longer exists. The discussion 
of who may be served after dissolution in Kopio's Inc. supra 
(secretary of state) and Henderson v. Northwestern Heating 
Engineers, Inc., 274 Minn. 396, 144 N.W. 2d 46 (1966) (trustee) 
are thus no longer applicable to voluntarily or involuntarily 
dissolved corporations. 

Section 115 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 103 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.56 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section provides that the clerk of 
court files the decree, and that no filing fee will be charged 
by the office of the secretary of state for that filing. The 
trustee need not sign the decree. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This section merely specifies the procedure for the filing 
of the decree. 

Section 116 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 104 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: None 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: No Minnesota statute or case has 
addressed the issue. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

A shareholder may not be readily available to accept his or 
her share of the proceeds. In order to prevent this 
circumstance from delaying the effectiveness of a voluntary or 
involuntary dissolution of the corporation, this section 
requires that the corporation pay the amount due to the state 
treasurer in trust for the missing shareholder. The corporation 
may pay that amount to some other person legally competent to 
accept that amount before resorting to payment to the state 
treasurert 

Section 117 

SOURCE: N.J. Stat. Ann. Section 14A:12-13 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
301.54, Subdivision 4; and 300.59 

CHP..NGE FROM FORMER LAW: Under this section, all claims not 
pend~ng at the time of dissolution are barred, with the two 
exceptions described in subdivisions 2 and 3. Section 300.59 
permitted suits for three years following the dissolution of the 
corporation, although in involuntary dissolution claims not 
filed were barred by Section 301.54, Subdivision 4. 
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The two exceptions under this section permit the court to 
hear claims filed within one year after the effective dat~ of 
the dissolution. Claims incurred during voluntary dissolution 
may be pursued at any time. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

The goal 9f every dissolution, whether voluntary or 
involuntary, is to end the corporate existence as quickly and 
neatly as possible. The current practice of extending the 
corporate existence for three years after dissolution does not 
promote that goal. It is in the interests of all parties to the 
dissolution to provide some incentive for creditors and 
claimants to file their claims at the time that other claims are 
being processed under the procedures set forth in sections 104 
and 112. Barring claims filed after dissolution serves to 
promote certainty and timely filing of claims. 

The most important aspect of this section is that under it 
the corporation receives notice of all claims for which it may 

-be liable. With this information in hand, the corporation has 
the opportunity: to pay or provide for payment of all possible 
claims. Prompt payment will speed the dissolution process to a 
timely,close. 

Certain claJms may be filed after the dissolution for good 
cause. Good cause does not lnclude mere failure to file the 
claim; rather, it includes circumstances in which notice of the 
dissolution was not received by the person making the late 
claim, or where the claim did not arise until after the 
dissolution. The decision to permit the claim to be heard is in 
the discretion of the court. In any case, the claim may be 
heard only if the claimant files suit within one year of the 
effective date of the dissolution. This absolute time limit 
will promote certainty and protect shareholders from adverse tax 
consequences that may be created by later claims assessed 
against shareholders under subdivision 2(b). 

If the claim is heard and allowed, subdivision 2(b) 
cushions the blow to any individual shareholder by limiting 
recovery to the undistributed assets, if any, that may have been 
reserved for the payment of similar claims, or, if those assets 
are insufficient (or nonexistent, having been totally 
distributed in payment of other claims), to the ratable share of 
the distribution each shareholder received in dissolution. That 
is, a shareholder who received 15% of the aggregate amount 
distributed to all shareholders as a distribution in dissolution 
would be liable for the lesser of the amount that shareholder 
received in dissolution or 15% of the amount allowedj if any, to 
the claimant. 

Claims, debts, obligations or liabilities incurred by a 
corporation in a voluntary dissolution after the filing of the 
notice of .intent to dissolve are not barred by this section. 
These claims may be pursued against the corporation or any 
former officer, director, or shareholder of the corporation for 
the normal statutory period, for the full amount of the claim. 
Claims against a corporation in involuntary dissolution are not 
included in the exemption because under involuntary dissolution, 
the claims should be paid by the receiver as part of the 
expenses of the dissolution under section 109, subdivision 3(a), 
which gives those expenses top priority in the order of 
payment. Failure to obtain payment in that manner under that 
section is the responsibility of the claimant, except where the 
corporation has no assets, in which case the court may provide 
whatever relief it believes is just and reasonable in the 
circumstances. 

Section 118 
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SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 300.59 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Under prior law, the corporate 
existence was actually extended for three years for litigation 
purposes. This provision has no such effect. Instead, it 
permits an action to be prosecuted or defended by the officers, 
directors or shareholders. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

It is important to understand that this section in no way 
continues the corporate existence. Therefore, after 
dissolution, the corporation does not exist, cannot be sued, and 
cannot be served, under either this chapter or Section 543.08. 
Moreover, no officer or agency relationship exists for service 
pursuant to Rule 4.03(c) of the Rules of Civil Procedure, and no 
other person is authorized by statute to receive service. Thus, 
any claim filed after the articles of dissolution have been 
filed with the secretary of state must be a claim against the 
officer, director, or shareholder as an individual, or must come 
within the narrow exceptions set forth in section 117, 
subdivisions 2 and 3, which impose liability on certain 
individuals. The officers, directors or shareholders may, but 
need not, continue the defense or prosecution of counterclaims 
in suits or other proceedings pending at the time of dissolution. 
If the officers, directors, or shareholders do not substitute 
themselves for the dissolved corporation, the claimant should be 
entitled to judgment for the full amount of his claim to be paid 
from the funds of the corporation provided for payment of suits 
under section 106, subdivision 2(d). 

Under this provision, dissolution creates the certainty 
that no further claims will be made against the corporation, but 
protects the right of litigants to damages. 

Section 119 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.56 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Section 301.56 vested title to assets 
omitted from the distribution to the sharehollers in the trustee 
or receiver. The new provis~on permits the title to omitted 
assets to be transferred by the court to any person entitled to 
those assets. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Under the new dissolution procedures, title to corporate 
assets remains in the corporation in both voluntary and 
involuntary dissolution. After the dissolution, those with an 
equitable claim to undistributed property are either creditors 
and claimants of the corporation who were not paid in full or 
who filed after the dissolution became effective, or 
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shareholders. Upon the discovery of these omitted assets., or ---
upon the termination of pending claims resulting in the release 
of the assets, any person having a right to a part of those 
assets may petition the court for title to their share of the 
assets. The court may use any method it deems reasonable to 
assure the proper transfer of title, including, but not limited 
to the appointment of a trustee to divide and distribute the 
property. 

Section 120 
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SOURCE: Md. Corp. & Assn's Code Ann. Sections 3-501 and 3-502; 
New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.371, Subdivisions 1 and 2 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section contains no significant 
changes but requires that the amendment extending the corporate 
existence include certain information. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

While corporations of limited duration are now relatively 
few in number, they still require a mechanism for extending 
their existence. The current method of extension by amendment 
of the articles is sufficient for the purposes of those 
corporations. 

The corporate existence may be extended by a vote of a 
majority of the shareholders present, only voting shareholders 
must be given notice, and the extension is not an occasion for 
the exercise of'dissenters rights. In these respects the 
extension amendment is treated as most other amendments to the 
articles are treated. 

The section_applies only to those corporations governed by 
this act. The extension is effective when filed with the 
secretary of state. 

Section 121 

SOURCE: Md. Corp. & Assn's Code Ann. Section 3-513; New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 
301.371, Subdivision 3 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Subdivisions 4, 5 and 6 of Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 301.371 have been omitted as inappropriate. 
Subdivisions 1 and 2 are covered by section 2, subdivision 7, 
and sections 12 to 19 of this act, respectively. There is no 
change in this section from the policy of Section 301.371, 
subdivision 3. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This provision validates all acts taken during the period 
when existence lapsed by relating those actions to the date of 
expiration. 

Section 122 

SOURCE: New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 301.511 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: Unlike the active status report which 
was a one-time-only survey of Minnesota corporations, this 
section prescribes an annual survey of those corporations. The 
report required by this section requires fewer items of 
information than were required for the active status report. 
The penalties for failure to file the report have been increased; 
failure to file once will result in a loss of good standing, 
while failure to file in two consecutive years will result in a 
$25 fine and may lead to dissolution. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 
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Many corporations are not dissolved at the end of their 
useful lives. Instead, they merely become dormant. The records 
of these corporations continue to clutter up the offices of 
various record-keeping agencies, most notably the office of the 
secretary of state. Each of these entities also uses an 
otherwise available corporate name. Finally, the secretary of 
state is ultimately responsible for accepting and forwarding 
service of pro~ess for these corporations. In order to 
facilitate the update of the registered office so that this 
service may be forwarded promptly, and in order to provide an 
incentive for these dormant corporations to use the simplified 
dissolution proceedings of this act in order to end the 
corporate existence, the statute requires the corporation to 
file an annual report. Minnesota is currently one of a very 
small number of states that do not require domestic corporations 
to file an annual report. 

The report is to be made on a form printed and mailed to 
the corporation by the office of the secretary of state. It 
requires the corporation to provide a maximum of three pieces of 
information. The information is required for the prompt 
forwarding of s~rvice of process to the corporation. The report 
is to be returned, accompanied by the $10 filing fee required of 
any filing, to the secretary of state. If the report is 
incorrect in any way, or if it is not accompanied by the proper 
filing fee, the _secretary of state shall return the report for 
correction. The corporation then has a 30-day period in which 
to correct and return the report. 

If the form is not filed before July 1 of any calendar 
year, the corporation shall lose its good standing. The loss of 
good standing may prevent the corporation from conducting 
certain aspects of its business, dealing with banks, or 
qualifying as a foreign corporation in other states. For 
failure to file in two consecutive years, a $25 fine will be 
imposed. This fine may be imposed in each additional 
consecutive year in which the report is not filed, that is, if 
the corporation does not file for five years, it will lose its 
good standing and will be fined $100, i.e., $25 for each of 
years 2 (for the period of years 1 and 2), 3, (for 2 and 3), 4, 
and S. This gives the participants in the dormant corporation 
an incentive dissolve. repeated violation of this provision 
leaves the corporation subject to dissolution under section 111, 
subdivision 1, clause (e). 

Section 123 

SOURCE: MBCA Section 14i New 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 543.0Si 
Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 4.03(c) 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: This section does not change existing 
laws. It is merely a supplement to them. Its appearance in the 
corporation act will bring the manner of service of process on a 
corporation to the attention of those who might not look 
elsewhere. 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Service of process upon corporations is an important part 
of the relationship between the corporate entity and the state. 
This aspect of the relationship ought to be clearly set forth 
because corporationsJ unlike natural persons, have no fixed 
persona. That artificiality is one of the reasons why the act 
requires each corporation to have a registered office; the 
registered office is the one place where the state (and all 
other persons) can be sure to find the corporate entity. 

The person serving the process has an initial choice of 
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method. He or she may serve the registered agent, wherever the 
agent may be found (the registered agent is expressly empowered 
by this statute to accept service under Rule 4.03(c), Rules of 
Civil Procedure) or may serve an officer of the corporation 
anywhere in this state, under Minnesota Statutes, Section 
543.08. Or, the server can serve the secretary of state in 
certain circumstances. 

In order to serve the secretary of state, the server must 
be unable to find either the registered agent or any other 
officer at the registered office. The server need look no 
further; at that point he may serve at least two copies of the 
process on the secretary of state, who will retain one copy and 
forward one copy to the registered office. A filing fee of $10, 
as provided in section 1, subdivision 10 must also be paid. Any 
process served upon the secretary of state is returnable within 
30 days (not 20 days as prescribed in the Rules of Civil 
Procedure). The corporation is given an extra 10 days in which 
to reply in order to allow a margin of error for any delay in 
service which may occur in the course of transmitting the 
process from the office of the secretary of state to the 
registered of~ice of the corporation. 

No additional steps need be taken under this section, 
unlike the additional steps suggested in Berkman v. Weckerling 
247 Minn. 277, 2_85, 77 N.W. 2d 291, 296 (1956). The "registered 
agent" maa be served, but no mention of "managing agent" is made 
in this section. This latter term formerly contained in Section 
543.08, was the cause of some litigation, see e.g., Dillon v. 
Gunderson, 235 Minn. 208, 50 N.W. 2d 275 (1951) but has since 
been changed to "officer" in Section 543.08. 

Section 124 

SOURCE: Minnesota Statutes, Section 316.10 

FORMER MINNESOTA PROVISION: Minnesota Statutes, Section 316.10 

CHANGE FROM FORMER LAW: None 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

This provision merely provides that the court notify the 
attorney general of the commencement of certain proceedings. 
The attorney general may, but need not, intervene in those a 
proceeding. 

SOURCE: New 

GENERAL COMMENT: 

Section 135 

The reason sections 125, 133 and 134 are effective later 
than the remainder of the bill is that they are associated with 
the repeal of Sections 301.01 to 301.67. That repeal cannot 
become effective until the mandatory effective date, if an 
orderly transition is to occur. 
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105 302A.731 

p. 65 

p. 69 

p. 70 

p. 70 

p. 74 

p. 76 

p. 76 

p. 76 

p. 77 

p. 77 

p. 78 

p. 80 

p. 80 

p. 81 

p. 82 

p. 83 

p. 84 

p. 85 

p. 85 

p. 86 

p. 86 

p. 87 

p. 88 

p. 89 

p. 89 
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1 
2 Articles of Dissolution; 
3 Certificate of Dissolution; 
4 Effect 106 302A.733 p. 90 
5 
6 Supervised Voluntary Dissolution 107 302A.741 p. 91 
7 
8 Involuntary Dissolution 108 302A.751 p. 91 
9 

10 Procedure in Involuntary or 
11 Supervised Voluntary 

. ___,,, 12 Dissolution 109 302A.753 p . 93 
13 
14 Qualification~ of Receivers 110 302A.755 p. 94 
15 
16 Action by Attorney General 111 302A.757 p. 94 
17 
18 Filing Claims in Proceedings 
19 to Dissolve 112 302A.759 p. 95 
20 

·21 Discontinuance of Dissolution 
22 Proceedings 113 302A.761 p. 95 
23 
24 Decree of Dissolution 114 302A.763 p. 95 
25 
26 Filing Decree 115 302A.765 p. 96 
27 
28 Desosit with State Treasurer 
29 of Amount Due Certain 
30 Shareholders 116 302A.771 p. 96 
31 
32 Claims Barred 117 302A.781 p. 96 
33 
34 Right to Sue or Defend After 
35 Dissolution 118 302A.783 p. 97 
36 
37 Omitted Assets 119 302A.791 p. 97 
38 
39 
40 Extension; Cancellation; Revival 

--------------------------------
41 
42 Extension After Duration Expired 120 302A.801 p. 97 
43 
44 Effect of Extension 121 302A.805 p. 98 
45 
46 
47 Annual Report 

-------------
48 
49 Annual Report 122 302A.821 p. 99 
50 
51 
52 Actions Against Corporations 

----------------------------
53 
54 Service of Process on 
55 Corporation 123 302A.901 p. 99 
56 
57 State Interested; Proceedings 124 302A.917 p. 100 
58 
59 Citation 125 302A.001 p. 101 
60 

·-~ 61 Repealer 135 p. 105 
62 
63 Effective Date 137 p. 105 



1 

2 

DISPOSITION OF SECTIONS 

3 The following table lists all sections currently applicable 

4 to domestic business corporations which will not apply to 

5 corporations incorporated or coming under the new act, and the 

6 equivalent section or sections, if any, in the proposed act. 

7 

8 Section in 

9 Minnesota Statutes, 1980 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 

300.01 
300.02 
300. 026-
300. 03 
300.06 
300.07 
300.081 
300.36 
300.49 
300.51 
300.59 
300.6i 
300.63 
300.66 
300.67 
300.68 
301. 01 
301. 02 
301. 03 
301.04 
301. 05 
301.06 
301.07 
301. 071 
301. 08 
301.09 
301. 095 
301.10 
301.11 

Equivalent Section 

---------------
in Proposed Act 

1 

5 
1, subdivision 11; 18 

21, subdi~isions 13, 15 
55 
1, subdivision 11 
20 

21, subdivision 11 
21, subdivision 11 
21, subdivision 11 
125 
1 
5; 6 
7; 55; 58 
8; 9 
18; 19 
18; 19 
18; 19 
20 
21; 22 
84 
21 
20 

-, 

-~-

---



1 301.12 23 
2 301.13 20 
3 301.14 55i 63 
4 301.15 57 
5 301.16 57 
6 301.17 56 
7 301.18 59 
8 301. 19 62 
9 301. 20 

10 301. 21 
.._/ 11 301. 22 85i 86 

12 301.23 87i 88 
13 301.24 25 
14 301. 25 65; 66; 67; 70 

·15 301. 26 33; 69j 71; 72; 73 
16 301. 27 74 
17 301. 28 26 to 31; 36 to 42 
18 301. 29 35 
19 301. 30 46 to 49; 52 
20 301. 31 44; 54 
·21 301.32 82 
22 301. 33 10; 11 
23 301. 34 77 
24 301. 35 78 
25 301. 36 97 
26 301.37 12 to 19 
27· 301.371 120; 121 
28 301. 38 12 to 17 
29 301. 39 
30 301.10 80; 81 
31 301. 41 89 to 92; 96 
32 301. 42 89 to 92; 96 
33 301 _ :~21 . 93 
34 301. ":3 95 
35 301. 4-4 80; 81 
36 301. 45 95 
37 301.46 98 
38 301. 47 100; 101; 105 
39 301.48 102; 104; 106 
40 301. 49 108 
41 301. 50 108 
42 301.51 102 
43 301. 511 122 
44 301. 52 102; 110 
45 301.53 106 
46 301. 54 109; 112; 113 
47 301.55 
48 301. 56 114 
49 301. 57 111 
50 301.58 
51 301. 59 4 
52 301.60 2-I 3 
53 301. 61 2 
54 301. 62 2 
5::·, 301.63 2 
56 301. 6'4 
57 301. 65 
58 301. 66 
59 301.67 
60 316.01 
61 316.02 
62 316.03 79 

··---/ 
63 316.04 79 
64 316.05 108; 109 
65 316.06 
66 316.10 124 
67 316.12 
68 316.13 
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JAN 2 6 1981 

Messrs. Petty, Tennessen, Sieloff, Hanson and Dahl introduced--

S. F. No. 120 Referred to the Committee on Jodk~r9 

1 A bill for an act 

2 relatin~ to corporations; modernizing and improvfng 
3 pro¥isions governing business co£porations; 
4 appropriating money; acending Minnesota Statutes 1980• 
5 Se c t i o n s 5 3 • 0 J ; 3 0 3 • 0 S • S u b c!i v i s i o n 1 · i 3 0 8 • 3 !+ 1·; 
6 319A.03; 319A.05; 319A.12, Subdivisions la and Zi 
7 319A.20; and 367.42, Subdivision Ii proposing new law 
8 coded in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 302A; repealing 
9 Minnesota Statutes 19!0, Sections 301.01 to 30l.b7. 

10 

11 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LE,ISLATURE OF THE STATE Of ~INNESOTA: 

12 

13 

Section 1. [302A.0lll IDffINITI •NS.I 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPf.I For the purposes of sections 1 to 

14 125, unless the language or context cf early indic3tes that a -~~~-~~~--~------__..__~~~~--------------
15 different neaning is intended, the words, terms. and phrases -------------~-~~- ---~~---~~-~-------~-~ 
16 defined in this section have the ~eanings given them. 

-~-------~,_.~------- --------------------------------
17 Subd. z. (ACQUIRING CORPORATION.I •Acquiring corporation• 

18 ~eans the domestic or foreign co~poration that acquires the -----------~~--~--~~~---
19 shares of a corporation in an excnange. 

20 Subd. 3. (ADDRESS.I •Address .. means filail ing address. In ---~~,_,_ ____ ,___ ___ _ _ ____ , __ _ 
21 the case of a registered office 0£ princip~t executive office, ------------~---___,.-~-----~~--~--,_, _______ _ 
22 the term fleans the office address, which shat I not be a post ~---~~-~---------~ ~~~---------------~----~ 
23 office box. 

24 Subd. 4. IARTlCLES.l •Articles• means~ in the case of a 

2 5 c o r po r a t i o n i n co r pc r a t e d u nd e r o r gov e r n e d by sect i o n s 1 t o 12 5 • 
------------.---------~ ~~-~~----~~~-~~~-~--~-~~~ 

26 articles of incorporaticn, articles of amendment, a resolution ____________ .... _______ -__ ..., ____________ ,__~---~~--.-.----.-------------.. -.._,...._._ 

27 of election to become governed by sections 1 to 125, a statement 
·----------- -------------------

2e of change of registered office or registered agent. a statement 

1 
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1 record the dccumtnt in the office of the secretary of state. and 
----~~---~-----~--------------------~----------------~--

2 return the dccu~ent to the ~erson who delivered it for filing. 

3 sub d • 12 • ( f • R E I G N C OR p DP. AT I a N • 1 • f O r e i 9 n CO r p O rat i O n• ----- ~~-~~-~~ 

4 means a corporation organized for profit that is incorporated ----~---~~--~---~-~~-----~-~-~~-~-~--~-------
5 under I a~s other than the la_..s of th is. state for a. purpose or- --~~---------~~---~--------------~~~--~------------------
b purposes for which a corporation may be incorporated under ---~--------~~~-
7 sections 1 to 125. 

6 Subd. 13. (GOOD FAITH.I •Good faith• means honesty in fact 
--.---..___.~--,_.._._~-~ ,_,..,._,_._ __ 

9 in the conduct of th~ act or transaction concerned. 
-------~--~~~----~.-.--.-----~--~-~---..-.--------

10 Subd. 14. ( INTENTIONALLY.I •Intentional lY- mea.ns that the 

11 person referred to either has a purpose to do or fail to do the 
,_......__ ---------------------~----~~--~----~~-------------~---_,.__ 

12 act or cause the result specifiec or believes that the act or -------------------_,._. _ _._._ ,_,_.---~-_,._..,. ________ ,_,_,__,,,_, ____ ~ ___ _,.._,_ 

13 fa.i lure to act, if successfu I• wi I I cause that result.. A person 
--~-~ ..... ~-----~- ----~~--~-~~---------------------

14 •intentionally• violates a statute if the person intentionally 
___ _.._.._. ______________ ~---~-_,_,.,__,~ ---··· -- -------------.-~ 

15 does the act or cau~es the result pronibited by the statute, or -~---~--~--~--~-----....... ------------~--~-----.-~~~-----------
lb if the person intentionally fails to do the act or cause the 

----~-------------~~._._.._._--------~------,_.~~-----------
17 result required by the statutE, ev~n though the person may not __ ,_,__,,,_,_.-______ ._._. _________ ~__....,_,--~---------------------- ----------
18 know of the existence 01 constitutionality of the statute or the ---------~-----~----------~-----~--------- -~-~---~ 
19 scope or meaning of the terms used in the statute. 

20 S u b d • 15 - ( KN O i i KN O a' LE O G f • J A ~ e r so n •know s • or- has 

21 •knowledge• of a fact wher. the person has actual knowledge of ·---------~-~~~-~~~-~~~~~-~~----
22 it. A person does not •know• o~ have •knowledge• of a fact __ _, _________________ _..... _ _,~- -------------------...,__.._,~ 
23 merery because the per~on has ~eason to know of the fact. 

24 Subd. 16. (LEGAL REPRESE~TATIVE.I •Legal representative• 

2 5 me a n s a per son em pow e red t o a c t f o r an o the r p e rs on , inc I u d in g , 
-~-~------------------~-----........._._.--------~---------.-.---,_,_,,... _______ ____,,..._ 

26 but not li1rited to, an agent, officer, partner, or associate of, ----------~,_._ ________ ,_,_,.._, -------.-.--~------,_._,,,__,_.,,_,_ _ __,_,_ __ 
27 an organizationi a trust&£ of a trust; a persona, ------------------------------~-----...._ ____________ __._._._~-----
28 representative; an executoF of a wirr; an administrator of an 

----•--------.---------,_-~----------~~-----------------~.-...-------

29 estate; a trustee in bankruptcy; and a receiver, gua,dian, 
-----------~-----------------------

3 0 c u st o d i an , o r co n s er v at or of the p e r so n o r est at e o f a p e r son. ~--

31 Subd. 17~ (NOTICE.} •Notice• is given to a person when 

32 mailed to the person at an address designated by the person or -------~--------~-~ ~---~~~-.----------~-------~-~ 
33 at the last known address of the person, or when communicated to -~---..... -----~-------~---------~----~-----~--_,,_-----,_.._. -----------
3 4 th e p e r son o r a I I y , o r w he n ha nd e d to th e p er so n, o r when I e f t a t --~---~------___,_, _ _.._...,_,_,~~---------------,_,..-.__ ________ _,_,__, _________ _ 
35 the office of the person with a clerk or other person in charge ----------~----,_ ______ ____,_,_.__,_____ --~,,_,_, 
36 of the office, or if there is no one in charqe• when left in a --~----~---~----------~-----------~,_, ___________ ~~--------~~-------~-
37 cons;,icuous place in the office, or if the office is closed ot 

3 
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l establishi~g or fixing t~e ~ights and preferences of a class or 
----~-~----~~~-----~~~---~-~--------------------.----.__.-~ ....... ----

2 series of shares, a statement of cancel lat ion of authorized -----~~-~~-~-.... -~---~---------------~~----------~-~-~~~-
3 shares, articles of merger, articles of abandonment, and ----------------~-------------~ -~--~---------~---._.._~ .... -----_..._._. 
4 articles of dissolution. In the case of a fo~ei~n corporation, ~-~-----~---~------------ ,_,___.,___,~~----.-.-...-.. 

5 the term includes all documents serving a similar function 
_. .... ~--------------~---~--~------._._,-------------~~---- -~---------------

6 required to be filed with the secretary of state or other 
___ _.._. ____ ----------------~------------~--~~-------.-,_._,_... ______ _ 

7 officer of the corporation's state of incorpo~ation. 
-----------------------------------8 Subd. 5. lBOARO.J •Board• means the board of directors of -~---~------._. ______ .__..______,,_,._~--~--------- -

9 a corporation. ____ ,__, _ _,_..,_, __ _ 
)0 Subd. b. (CLASS.I •Class•• when used with reference to _,_, _ _,_,,__ __ _ -~.-,_,~----- ,__,_.,____,,_,_.., .... -,_ ______ _ 
11 shares, means a category of shares that differs in designation ~~----~--~-~---~~------~-~------- ______ ...._. ___ 
12 _or one or 11or e rights or preferences from another category of 

------------~---~-------------~--- ~-._._._,.,____,_~____,___.-~ 

13 shares of the co~poration. ~--------~----~---~-------
14 Subd. 7. (CONSTITUENT CORPORATI•N.J •Constituent 

-------------,-. 
15 corporation .. means a domestic or foreign corporation that is a --~ ...... -------------..-.---- - --------.....-----------._,._---_._.._._ ___ ,__, ______ ____ 
16 party to a merger or exchange. ---~--------~~~---~--------
17 5ubd. a. rcoRPORATION.J •corporatiGn• means a corporation. --~--,_,___, _____ ,___, ______ ,_,__. _______ _ 
18 other than a foreign corporation, organized for profit and ________ ___,_..., ________ ~~--~~,_~~~-~~------------.-.-.-.---,-.~-
19 incorporated under or governed by sections l to 125. ------------.-.----.-~--------- ---~-~----------,__,_ __ 
20 Subd. 9. (DlRECTOR.J •Director• means a member of the ________ ,_,_ _____________ ,__ ___ ,_, ___ ~-
21 bo3 r·d .. 

22 5ubd. 10. (DISTRIBUTION.) •Distribution• means a direct or ----~-------~-~------~--~~-
23 indirect transfer of money or other propert~T other than its own -~----------~~---------~- -~~-------------~---~-----
24 shares, with or withcut consideration, or an incurrence of ------------~---------------~~~----- ______ ,___.._.._..__.. 

I 

2 5 i n d e b t e d n es s , b Y a c o r po r a t i on to o r f o r t he b en e f it o f a ny of -~-----~--------~-------------------~~----~ .....-~-------
26 its shareholders in res?ect of its shares. A distribution miy ---------------------~-,_...,_,.__.,__~-----------~ ---- ~----~-----,_,_,__ 
27 be in the for111 of a dividend or a distribution ln I iqu idat ion. ------~---------~.-.~----~-~---,__-._, _ __,____,,._,_~....__--------~-~~---
28 or as consideration for the purchase, redemption, or other _______________ ,_,__ __ ,_ _________ __, ________ _,__,~ _ __, _ ___,,__,_ ______ _ 
29 acquisition of its shares, or otherwise. 

30 5ubd. 11. [FILED WITH THE SECRETARY Of STATE.I •Filed with 

--✓ 31 the secr·etary of state• means that an original of a. document ------~--~~--.__,,_~_,____,,_,__, ---------------------------..-.--.-,----
32 meeting the applicable requirements of sections I to 125, 

-----------------------~~-~-----,_,_-~___,.~,_,~-----------.-.-.------~ 
33 signed, acknowledged in the manner provided in ttinnesota 

----~....,_,------------~-~ --~w.,~.______, _ _,_,_,_,_,,,_,____,_..,._,_.~ 

34 Statutes, Sections 358.32 to 358.40, and accompanied by a filing -~-----.....---------~---.....----------~-----._._,--~----,_------~ ----------~ 
35 fee of 110, has been delivered to the secretary of state of this --------~-----~,_,_,___ ----------------------~-~--~----------------~,_,-
36 state. The secretary of state sha JI endorse on the c,r. ig i na I the --.~-----------------------,_.._--~ _ __,,_,,_,_,_._~~--------.-.---,_,_,_------------_,,~~ 
37 word "filed• and the month, day, year, and time of filing, 

------------- --------~-~ 
2 
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1 the person to be notified has no office, when left at the 
-------------~--~-------------------~~---------

2 dwelling house or usual place of abode of the person with some ----~--~-------~~---~-~~~------~-------~~-~----~--~~ 
3 person of suitable age and discretion then ~esiding therein. 

------~~-~-----~-------------------~~-----------------
4 Notice is given to a corporation when mailed or delivered to it --------~-~~-~--------~~~-~~ ---~~~--~~~-~--
5 at its registered office. Notice by t1ail is given when 

__ ,____,~----------~-----------------------------------~--_,,_,_.---~--------
b deposited in the United States mail with sufficient postage 

·------~-~~--------~ 
7 affixed. 

8 S U b d • l 5 • ( 0 ff J ( ER • J • a f f i Ce f • ll e 3 ,i S a p er S O n e I ec t e d t -----~--~---------------
9 appointed, or otherwise designated as an office~ by the board. --~--~---------~-~~~... ~------~~---- -----~----------

10 and any other person deemed elected as an officer pursuant to -----~-------------------~-----------~----.-.--~---~,_,_,___,_, ________ _ 
11 section so. 

12 Subd. 19. lORG4NIZATION.I •organization• means a domestic ~-,__,.... .. ,_,,_,_,,_____..___ ---------
13 or foreign corporation, partnership, limited partnership, joint -~~-~-~-------~---.~-----~-----~~----------- ----------
14 venture, association, business trust. estate. trust. enterprise. -----~------~-.-.----~-----~~------~-------------
15 and any other legal or commercial entity. 

16 Subd. 20. CmJTST4~DING SH.\RES.J •autstan ding shares• means ------~-~~...-----~--~ 
17 all shares duly issued and not reacquired by a corporation. 

----------------------------~--~-~---------~-------------___._,-----
18 Subd. 21. [PARENT.I wparer.t• of a corporation means a 

19 corporation that directly, or indirectly through related 
----------------------~--------...... ------~~--- -~------

20 corporations. owns more than SO percent of the voting shares of 
--~-~~----~-----~~--------~--------~------------~--____,..__....,___ 

21 the corporation. 

22 Subd. 22. [PERSON.I "Person• includes a natural person and 
---~--~---------- ---------

23 an organization. 

24 Subd. 23. [PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICE.I •Principal 

25 executive office• me~ns an office where the elected or appointed ·------~~-~----
26 chief executive officer of a corporation has an office. If the 

-----------------------~---~--,_,_ _ __, _____________ ~----~------~----------.__,----
27 corporation has no elected or appointed chief exe,utive officer, __ ,,_,_,~------~---------------------------~~._._._----- -~----------~-
28 •principal executive office• means the registered office of the 

-------------------------
29 corporation. 

30 5ubd. 24. (KE'115TERED OFFICE.I •Registered office• means ---------
31 the place in this state designated in the articles of a ___ ____.. _______________________ ~~---~---,_, __________ ,__ ___________ ~ 
32 corporation as the registered office of the corporation. 

--~-~~----------------------------~----~--------------
33 Subd. 25. (RELATED CORPORATION.I •Re rated corporation• 

34 me3ns a parent or subsidiar~ of a corporation or another __ ,_..., ___________ ... ---~----------------------------.-.-..---
35 subsidiary of a parent of the corporation. 

36 5ubd. Zb. ISECURITY.I •security• has the ~eaning given it 

37 in Minnesota Statutes, Section 80A.14, Paragraph (qJ. 

4 
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1 Subd. 27. [SERIES.I •series• inear.s a category of shares, 
_,_,_, ______ _.._.. --~ _,_ ------------------·------------ --

2 ~ithin 2 class of shares authcrize~ 01 issued by a corporation --~---------------~-----~--------,_,_,~--------------_,_-.... ----.~------~---~--
3 by or pursuant to it~ articles, that nave ~ome of the s~me ------------------~ -----..-..-.~--~---------------_________ __. _________ _ 
4 rights anJ preferences as other shares within the same cla~s, 

~--~------------~----------------------~---------------- --~--._......,_----
5 but that differ in designation or cne ot more rights and 

------~--...._.-------------------------------~._._,------~--------
b preferences from another cat~gory of shares within that class. -~--~-~--~-----------------~~~--~ ~~-------------
1 Subd. 2e.. r SHARE .1 "Sha re• ineans one of the units, however 

b designated, into which the shareholders• proprietary interests --------------------------------------~------.....----------~~~-----
9 i n a co r po rat i on are d iv id ed • -----~~~--~-~~----------· 

10 Subd. 29. ISHAREH• LDER.l "Shareholder• means a person 

11· registered on the books or records of a corpor-ation or its -------------~--------.-.-.-..-.-i_...,._._,,_._.._.___,_, ______________________ _ 
12 transfer agent or registrar as the owner of one or more shares 

------~-----~--.-~_,,...,_ 
13 of the corporation. 

14 Subd. 30. (SIC.T~ED.J (aJ •Signed• 1neans that the signatuFe 

15 of a person has been written on a document, as provided in 
-----------------------~~---------------------------

1 b Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.4ft, Subdivision 14-, and, with ------~~------~---------------~---~------------~---
17 respect to a document ~equired by sections 1 to 125 to be filed 

---------------------------~-----------~----.------
18 with the secretary of state, means that the document has been 

~-------~----,_,_-,_,,_.,_,_.._._ _____________ ~--~------------------._,_,,,_,_.._._.._. 
19 signed bY a person authorized to do so by sections l to 125, the ~----~-----------~-,_,_,__._.__,__,,... _______ -_,_, __ .___,.__~ __ _,_,,__,_~_......,._,_, _______ ___ 
20 articles or bylaws, or a resolution appro~ed by the affirmative ~~--------------------------- . _ _,__,_,----------------------.-.~---------~-----.-.-
21 vote of a ~ajority of the directors or the holders of a majority 

..... -------
22 of the vot i nq shares present. 

23 lb) A signature on a document not required by sect ions· 1 to --------~------.--~---~---~-------.-~~---.--.--~-------
24 125 to be filed with the secretary of state may be a facsimile 

----------~---------------------------------------------------------~------------
25 affixed, engraved, printed, placed, stamped with indelible ink, 

---~-------------__,,_...,._,...,_~--------------,_------,_--- ---------~,_ 
26 or in any other manner reprodueed on the document. 

27 S u b d • 31 • [ SU B 5 I D IA RY • I • S u b s i di a r y• o f a s p e c i f i e d 

26 corporation means a corporation having snore than 50 percent of __________________________________ __, ________ ,_,_,,__~-------- ,_,_.,...,~-------~---
29 its voting shares owned directly, or indirectly through related 

---~-------~-------,---.----~~-----------~_,_....-__ ----~----.-,---
30 corporations, by the specified co1poration. 

--------------------------,_,_,, ____ __,__._..__---~-----
"--- 31 Subd. 32. (SURVIVING CORPORATION.I •Surviving corporation• 

32 means the domestic or foreign corporation resulting from a --..--~~--~--~--------~--~~.......-,~--~-~~----~------------
33 merger. 

34 Subd. 33. (TR~NSACTIDN STATE~ENT.J •Transaction statement• 
-------- --..-.-----~--~ 

35 means an •initial transaction statement• as ~efined in Minnesota ---------------------~-_.-.~-------------._._._.. __________ _,_, ___ ._._. ___________ _ 
36 Statute~, Section 336.B-408(4). 

--~._.----~------~----------~~-- - -
37 Subd. 34. (VOTE.I •vote• includes authortzation by written 

___ ___, ___ ~-----~----,_-~ ..... ---~~----_,_...,,-------.__,.,.. 

5 
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':r 

l action. 

2 Subd. 35. (VOlIN, 5HARE5.J •voting shares• means 

3 outstanding shares entitled to vote. -----~~---~---~--------....--~~~--
4 Subd. 36. lWRITTEU ACTION.J •writtEn action• sneans a 

---~--- -~------------
5 written document signed by all of the persons required to take 

--~-------------------------~-...... ---------,__.----~~_,,_,_, ____ ,__,_,_,_,,___ ____ 
6 the action desc~ibed. The term also neans the counterparts of¼ ------------~~------~--~~-----~-~~--~-~---------~~---~-
1 written document signed by any of the persons taking the action -~~-.-..---~----~---------~-~~~~---~-------~---
8 described. Each counterpart constitutes the action of the 

---~-------------------.-.------------~-------.... ---------------------------
9 persons signing it, :1nd all the counterparts. taken to!'tether. ~~--~---~----------~- --~-~~--------------------

10 constitute one written action by all of the persons signing them. 

11 APPLJCATlON 

12 Sec. z. (302A.02]J (tPrLICATID~ AND ELfCTI• N.J 

13 Subdivision 1. IELECTJON BY CHAPTER 300 CORPOR~TIONS.] A 

14 corporation incorporated under ~innesota 5tatutes, ChaJ:te-r 300 
------------------------------.------~------,_ _______________ .... ~--~----,_,_,_., 

15 for 3 purpose or purposes for ~hich a corporation may be 
~-------~----~-~---------------~---------•-- ---------

16 incorporated under sections 1 to 125 ~ay elect to become 
-----~---~--------------------~ 

17 governed by sections 1 to 125-

It Subd. 2. lELf(TlON 6Y BU5INE5S A~D PR• FESSI •~AL 

19 CORPORATIONS.I A corporation incorporated under Minnesota -~------~--------~----~-----~-
20 Statutes. Sections 301.01 to 301.&7 may elect, on or after July -----------------------~--~-~-~----------~-
21 1, 1981 and before January 1, 1983, to br:come governed by 

---------...... ----~-----~~---------------------- ----------
22 sections 1 to 125. A corporaticn incorporated under Minnesota , _____________ ,_,_._,_,,_,_,, ______ _._._.._ __ 

23 ~tatutes. Sections 301.01 to 301.67 and 319A.Ol to 319A.22 ffiaY 

-------------~___.._,----------~--------_,_-------~-------------
24 elect, on or after July 1, 1981 and before January 1, 1~83, to ____ ,_.._ __________________ ~..,------------------~---....._,_,_.----
ZS becone governed by sections l to 125 and Minnesota Statutes, -------------~--~~~~-----------.....~~~-- ~~--~-------
2b Sections 319A.Ol to 319A.22. 

27 Subd. 3. [C•Nf• R~ING A~TICLES OF ELECTING C•RPORAll •Ns.1 

28 If the articles of an electing ccrporat•on include a provision ---~-----~-------,__,,_,_,,_,_,_,_.._..___,._,_,___..._,...,,_.._._,~--._,_-------~--------
29 prohibited by sections l to 125 01 omit a provision required bY --~----~._._._,_,_, _______ __,,__._.._._,_,~_,_,-----------,_...,_,~~----._,,-----
30 sections l to 125 or are other~ise ince,nsistent with sections 1 ---~-~~~~--~~-~----------------------------~- -~~-~ 
31 to 125, the electing corporation shall amend its a,t;cfes to 

--~-----------------~-.---.----~-----------------------_._,,___,_,_~---
32 conform to the requirements of sections 1 to 125. The --~~------~-~------------~------------.------~~-
33 appropriate provisions of the corporation's articles or bylaws 

----------------------------------------_,_,,_,-__________ _.... ... _____________ ~ 
34 or the law by which it was governed before the effective date of ----------~--~-----------------~~----------~--._._,.--------~--
35 the election made pursuant to this section control the manner of ----------~-~~-~---~~ 
36 ad~ption of the amendment. 

37 Subd .. 4. [METHOD •F ELECT IC~ .l ~n election to become 

6 
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1 governed by sect ions 1 to 125 shal I be made by r·eso tut ion 

-~---~---------------------------~------...----------------
2 approved by the affirmative vote of tne holders cf a majority, 

-----------------------~--
3 or a larqer proportion or nui11ber required by the articfes~ of ------------------------_,~ __ ,_,,_, _____ ___..._._.._._. __ ,___ ______ ~ __ __,_, _ _,.._...,_ 

4 the shares represented and votin~ ~ta duly held meeting of the ---~-~._..._ _________ ~---- -----~---------~----._._.--~--------,_ 
5 corporation. The r-

1

esolution. and articles of amendment if 
-------~--------------~--- .-..-~--~----- -----------.-,---• ~--✓/ 

b re qui re d , sh a I I b e f i I e d w it h the f e c re tar y o f st at e a nd i s ---~----~---------------~-----~-----------.-~-~--~~ 
7 effective upon filing. 

---------~----
8 Subd. 5. (EFFECT OF flECTl •N UPON BYLAWS.] Upon filing an 

------~--- ~----~---....,_,-
9 election pursuant to subdivision 4, all provisions of the btlaws 

---------------------~--------------.-.--------~----.,_,_.---~-------
10 th a t a r e co n s i st en t w it h sec t i on ~ l to l 2 5 r em a in o r· b ec o me. ____________ ._.__~----~---~-~~--------_,._--..---.~~~--
11 effective and al I provisions of the btlaws that are inconsistent ----~------~--~~~~ ~--------.__....----------~~------~~ 
12 with sections 1 to 125 cease to be effective. -~-~-~~----~-------------. --~------
13 Subd. 6. (CHOICE CF INCORPORATION U~TIL JANUARY 1, 1983.J _ _, __ ...__,. __ 
14 F r om J u I Y 1 , 19 8 1 t o D e c e 11b e r 31 • 1 9 8 Z , in c I us iv e, a c o r- p o ra t i on -~--~----,_, ________ _._._. _______ ~---------------------------_,_,...-
15 incorporated for a purpose or purposes fo£ which a corporation 

-------------~~,_.....-------------~-~-----------~-----------.--,.---------
16 may be incorporated under sections 1 to 125 may be incorporated 

---------------------------..-~-------------------~,_ _ _._._._.__,_.____,._ __ _ 
17 either under sections 1 to 125 or under Minnesota Statutes. 

---~-----------------------------.___,---~-------------------
18 Sections 301.01 to 301.67, or, if applicable, Minnesota --~---------~------~-----~---~------~---~------
19 Statutes, Sections 301.0l to )01.b7 and 319A.Ol to 3I9A.22. 

--------~~---------__,_,_,_,___,_ _____________________ ,___,_,~-----
20 Subd. 7. (NON-ELECTING 6U51UESS CORPORATl• Nj SU&JECT TO 

--------
21 L~W AS OF JANUARY 1, 1983.J A corporation in existence on ~---- ____ _,_ ________ _ 
22 January l, 1~83 and incorporated for a purpose or purposes for --------~-~------~-------~~~--------~--~-----~ 
23 which a corporation may be incorporated under sections 1 to·125 

-------------------------------~--~-------------~~----~--
24 or, if applicable, sections 1 to 125 and Minnesota Statutes, 

--~------~------~------------- ~--------------------
25 Chapter 3l~A. other than a corporation incc,rporated under --~~---------------~--_._.~--~~----~----------~-~---
26 Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 300, that has not elected before -~---~-----------------------~~~-~-----~--------~-~~~ 
27 January 1, 1983 to become subject to sections 1 to 125. becomes ----~-~~-----~~------._._-~~--~---------------~--~-
28 governed by secticns 1 to 125 or, if applicable, sections 1 to ---~----------~-------~----~~-------------____,---~_...._._~---
29 125 and ~innesota Statutes, Ch~pter 319~, on Janu3ry 1. 19P3 as 

------------------,,_,_,_,__~----------~~~---------._,___----__ ,_....,__.__ 

30 fuf ly as though the corporation had been incorporated under ---------~-------------------~~~~~-----~~~--~~----
-- 31 section~ I to 125 or, if applicable, sections 1 to 125 and -~~-----~---~-------~--.~--~----------------~-~--

32 ~innesota St2tutes, Chapter 319A. 1'11 provisions of the ~--~----------~---~ ~~~---------
33 articles and bylaws of the corporation that may be included in -~~.-,-------------------------~~---.-.---~----------------~,_,._-
34 the articles or bylaws under sections 1 to 125 remain in --------~---------,_,_.._ ____ ___,,~-----~-------~---------------.....,_,,_, 
3 5 ~ f f e c t • A I I p r- o v is i o n s of t he a rt i c l e s an d by I aw s o r the 

-------------~-----~------- ------------------~-----
36 corporation that are inconsistent with sections l to 125 cease 

-----~-----.--~--_,-----------------------~--_,_, _____________ ,__, _______________ ~ 
37 to be effective on J1nuar, 1. 1983. Any provisions required i>Y --~~-~~----~-----~---~-----------~--~~-------~--~~---~~--

1 
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l sections 1 to 125 to be contained in the articles that do not 
--.... ----------------------~----~------------------~------------

2 appear in the articles are read into them as a matter of law. 

3 Subd. S. (JNC• ~PORATION AfTER J~NUARY 1, 19S3.J Effective 

4 January 1, 1983, a corporation inco~porated for a purpose or 

5 purposes for which a cor-poration :nay be incorporated under 

-----------------------------------~-~---------------------------
b sections 1 to 125 shall be incorporated only unde~ sections 1 to ------~--~-------------~-----,_._.-----....-~-------- -,_,_,~~---------..... 
7 125. 

s Subd. 9. [LAWS N•T T• APPLY.) Minnesota Statutes, Sections -----~_.._._ 
9 222.19, 222.23, 300.0l, 300.02, 300.06 to 300~09, 300.12 to ·-----~--~-~-----,__,___,._._,_ ____ ~~~ 

10 300.bB, and Chapters 301 and 316 do not apply to a corporation -~--------------~-~ ~---~--~---_,_.---.--.-.,__,,_ ,__,,_... 

11 incorporated under or governed by se.ctions 1 to 125. ---~-----------~--------- __ ,_..__._._. ______ -__ _..,._,_._, .... ___._ 

1 2 Se c • 3 • [ 3 0 2A • 0 31 l l TR A ~51 TI ON • I 

13 The continuation or completion of any act by a corporation ---------~---~-----~-~__,-----~----------~-~-
14 that has not incorporated under-, but na~ become governed by, _____ ._.,_,,_, _ __._. ____ ~~-------- ---------------------------__________ __,_.,__..,, _____ , 
15 sections 1 to 125, ~nd the continuation or pe1formance of any ·-----~~~-----~-~-
16 executed or wholly or partial lY executor)' contractw conveyance, 

... _,_,_ _______ ~----~-----~--.___,-----~---~----....._------------~--------
17 or transfer to or by the cor-poration, shal r, i! otherwise liwful __ ,_,------~-------,._,_._,_,_. ____ ~~----------------.-,-~--------,__,_,__,_ 
lei before the corpor-ation became governed by sections l to 125, -~~~---------------------- -----------------~------
19 re~ain valid, and may be continued, completed, consummated, _______________________ ,_,,_ _______________________ ~----------------------
20 enforced, or termin~ted as required or permitted by a statute 

--------~------~---------~-~--~----~----~-----------------
21 applicable prior to the date on which the corporation became __ ,_.~-~--------------.__,_,_,_,.__ __ 
22 governed by sections 1 to 125. 

23 Sec. 4. l302A.04IJ [RESERVATION OF RIGHT.I 

24 The state reserves the right to amend or repeal the 
------------------....---------------.-------------------------

25 provisions of sections 1 to 125. A corporation inco~porated ---~~--~~-~~~----~----- -------~--._.~~-----~--~---
2b under or governed by sections 1 to 125 is subject to this 

-~,_,,._,-----------
27 reserved right. 

28 

29 

30 

--------~--.-------
INCORPCRATION; ARllCLES 

Sec. 5. [302A.10ll [FuRP•SES.J 

A corporation may be incorporated under sections I to 125 

31 for any business purpose or purposes. unless some othar statute --~-----~--------~~~----------~~-.....------- --------------
32 of ihis state requires incorporation for any of those purposes ___ ....._ _________________________________ _____,_,..,,..__,~._,---------------_,_.,.,_._. ... ._.._,_-., __ _ 
3 3 u n d e r a d i f f e r en t I aw • Un I e s s o th e r- w i s· e p ro v i de d i n its ---~--~--~-~~-----~---~~------~~~-~~--------~~-----
34 ~rticles. a corporation has general business purposes. 

35 Sec. 6. [302A.105l ( INCORPORAT•RS.J 

36 One or more natural persons of fuf I age ~ay act as 
--~~-----~~-----~--------~-~---~-------~-----------~---

37 incorporators of a corporation bY fifing with the secretary of 

8 
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1 st1te articles of incorpor·ation for tt'le corporation. 

2 

3 

------~-------~---~-~--------~----~------
~e c. 7. [ 3 0 2A. 1111 l ARTICLES. I 

Subdivision 1. (RECUJREO PROVISIONS.I The articles of -------------- ------------~---
4 i n co r p o r at i.o n sh a I I cont a i n : 

5 

6 

------------------------_,--~~---
Ca) The name of the corporation; 
-----------~~-----.-.-.-----------
(b) The address of the registered office of the corporation _________ ,_,.... ____ ~,_,,.... .. ,_,_, ___ ~--~-~-_.._-----... --~--------------~---

7 and the na~e of its registered agent, if any, at that address; ~~--------~~----~-----~-~------~ ~-----------
8 Cc) The aggregate number of shares that the corporation has 

-------------~-----------------------------------.-,---.---------,__, _______ ~-
9 authority to i~sue; and 

10 

11 

-~-~-----..-~~---~~--
(dJ The name and address of each inco,.por·ator. 
-----------------------_...._..__,__,__,~-_,~....,_ 
5ubd. 2. (STATUTORY PROVISIONS THAT MAY Bf MODIFIED ONLY 

12 IN ARTICLES.} The following provisions govern a corporation --~-~--------..---~------~~------~-------
13 unless modified in the articles: 

14 

15 

--~-----------------~--~------------
la) A corporation has general business purposes (section 5); ~--------------__,,_,,_ _______________ ._. ___ ,_, ___ ...., _________ ~-------------------- ....... .___ 

(b) A corporation has perpetual existence and certain ___________ _.._._....__~~~--------------~-------
16 powers tsection 21J; --~~------~------
17 Cc) The power to ado~t, amend, or repeal the bylaws is 

--~-----~----------------------------~-~-----------
18 vested in the board (section 25); 

---~-----~-----------------~--~--
19 (d) A corporation rust allow cumulative voting for ~------------,_,._,___,._,~-~____,.,__,_,_,_~~---~--------__,_,---------
20 directors (section 33); ___, ________________ _,_,_,~,_~ 

21 (eJ The affirmative vote of a majority of directors present ---------~-~--~~~------~-~~------- ~~~~~-..-~-.-

22 is required for an action of the board (section 40Ji 
-------... ------------~----------....._. .. ......,___,~-~---,_,_,_.,---_,_,~----~-

23 (f) A written action by the board taken without a Meeting 

24 must be signed by arr directors (section 4lli 

25 (gJ The board may authori2e the issuance of securities and 

26 rights to purchase securities (section 55, subdivision lJ; 

27 (hJ All shares are co~mon voting shares of one class and 

28 one series (~ection 55, subdi~ision 2, clauses {al and (bJJ; 

2~ ( i J A f I s ha r es ha v e e qua I r i g h ts an d p r- e f er en c es in a I r 

30 matters not otherwise provided for by the board (section 55, ________ ,_, _____ ~~---------------
31 subdivision 2, clause lbJ); 

32 (j) The par value of sharps is fixed at one cent per share ---------~~-~----~------~~-----------------------
33 for certain purposes and may be fixed by the board for certain ------~~--~------~~~-------~-----------------~~~~~~~ 
34 other purposes (section 55, subdivision 2, clause (cJJi --------~-----~-~-------------~~-~-~~----
35 (kl The board or the ~har-eholders may issue shares for any --------------___, ______ ,_,,,_, _______ -____ ,_, _______ ~-.------.-.--,-----~----
36 consideration or for no consideration to effectuate share 

-------~--------~------.-.------------------~-------~~-------,_,,_,_.-~_,,_, 
37 dividends or splits, and determine the value of nonmonetary ---~--_, ___________ _,_, ___________ ~----------~------------,___,_.._ _ __,_,,_,_, __ _ 

t; 
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1 con~ideration (section 57, subdivision 11i ----------------------------------------~--------,_, ----
2 ll) Shares of a class or series nust not be issued to ------------~----~-~--~----~------------------
3 holders of shares of another class or series to effectuate share -..----------~--~-----~___._~-~....._.~~-~~-~------~~------~-------~ 
4 dividends or splits, unfess authorized by a majority of the ~--~~~---~---~----------------~---------~~~~--~~_._ 
5 voting shares of the same class or seri£s as the shares to be --~~-~~------------ ------------~-----------------~------------
b issued (section 57, subdivision IJ; -------------_, ___ _,_ _______________________ _ 
7 (mJ A corporation may issue rights to purchase securities ----~-----~-~-~-------------~~---~----~-~-
8 whose terms, provisions, and conditions are fixed by the board --~-~--~----.-----~~------
9 (section SBJ; 

10 (nJ A shareholder has certain preemptive rights. unless _____ _.._. _________________ ._._. _____ .____.____,,_..._.,_,,_,_,_. ___ ~ 
11 otherwise provided by the board {section 59J; -~------~--~----------,_.,_,~----------~---
12 lo) The affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of --~---~---~-------------- ,___, _ _,,_,_ ______ .__._ _ _... __ 
13 the voting shares rppresented and voting at a duJy held meeting _______________ ,,_, ______________ ~--~--------~--- ~--____,_,--..-.-~ 
14 is required for an action of the sharehofders, except where 

~--~------.-.~----------~--41111a~----._,-----~----------------
15 section l to 125 requires the affi raative vote of a majority of -----~-~ __ _. ____________ ,_,_,,_ ___ ~--------~------....._.-,__,_... _____ _ 
16 all voting shares <section 66, subdivision l); and 

-~----------~--------~----------~_._._..... __________ ~-
17 (p) Shares of a corporation acQuired by the corporation may ·-----~-~---~-~ 
18 be reissued (section 86, subdivision JJ. 

19 Subd. 3. (STATUTORY rROYISIO~S THAT HAY BE ~ODIFIED EITHER 

20 JN ARTICLES UR IN BYLAWS.I The fol towing provisions govern a ---~---~---,_ __ _,_,_~ _____ ___... _ __._... 

21 corporation unless ~odified either in the artictes or in the • 
--------------

22 bylaws: 

23 CaJ Directors serve for an indefinite term that expires at 

24 the next regular meeting of shareholders lsection Z~J; 

25 (b} The compensation of directors is fixed by the board 

2b (section 31); 
------------~--

27 (c) A certain method must be used for removal of directors 
·-------------

28 (section 35J; 

29 td) A certain method must be used for fir ling board 

30 vacancies (section 36); ~-, 

31 (e) If the board fail~ to select a place for a board 

32 meeting, it must be held at the principat executive office 
·----------

33 Csection 37, subdivision I}; 

34 (fJ ~ director may call a board neeting, and the notice of ----------------------~--------.......-.------------,_,_...__,.._,_..._,.. ----------
35 the meeting need not state the purpose of the meetinq (section ------~~-----~._. _____ __ 
36 37, subdivision 3); --~~-~--~~-~~----
37 (g) A majority of the board is a quorum for a board meeting ·------.-.-~-..---~-~ 

10 
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1 ( section ~ 9 ) ; 

2 (h) A committee shart consist of one or more persons, who 
---------------.-.-

3 need not be directors, appointed by affirmative vote of a -~---~~-~~--~-~~--~-~~~--~--~----~--------------~~ 
4 majority of the directors present (section 42, subdivision 21; ----~~-~~-~~~~----------~----------------------~~------~~ 
5 Ci) A majority of a co~mittee is a quorum for a committee 

--------------- --------~---~---~-~-~--~--~ 
b meeting, unless otherwise provided by a resolution of the board ----~~---------~---~-----~._._~-~-~-----------~~~-----
7 (section 42, subdivision 3); ~-...---------~--~~~~~------
8 (jJ The board may establish a co~mittpe of disinterested 

9 p e r so n s C ~ e c t i o n 4 3 ) ; 

10 Ck) The chief executive offic£r and chief financial officer ____ ....._.__________ _ ___________ _._._ __ ~~,__,---------------~--
11 have specified duties, until the board determines otherwise ______ ..._ ____________________________ ~---------------~----.-.-. ... ,_,_,,__~--

12 (section 47)i 

13 (IJ Officers may delegate some or all of their duties and 
---------~------------.-,,-~----------------~~,_.~-~---~----~--

14 powers, if not prohioited by the board from doing so (~ection -----
15 53 J; 

---
lb (ml The board ~ay establish unce~tificated shares (section ____________ _,,__ 

17 60, subdivision 7); 

18 (n) Regular meetings of shareholders need not be held, 

19 unless denanded by a shareholdEr under certain conditions 
------------

20 (section 65)i 

21 ( o ) No t I es s t ha n 10-d a y s no r !Tl ore th an b 0- day s not i c e i s 

22 required for a meeting of sharehofders <section b1, subdivision --
23 2); 

24 (pJ The nu~ber of shares required for a quorum at a ----~---------------~--~---------~-~~--~~--..-
25 shareholders meeting is a r:iajority of the voting shares (section _,_,,_,_,_,_.~--------------------------------,,_~._,_.,_.--------------.___,------------~--
2b 70); 

--
27 (q) The board may fix 2. date up to 50 days before the date 

------------------------------~~----------~---_____,,-.-
Z8 of a shareholders' meeting as the date for the determination of ---._,.-------.-.--~----------...,_,---------... -----~----~----_,_,_.-------------~~-
29 the nolders of voting shares entitfed to notice of and to vote --------------~-~-------~------~~-~ 
30 at the meeting <section 11. subdivision lJ; 

~- 31 (r) Each share has one vote unless otherwise provided in 

32 the terms of the sh~re (secticn 71. subdivision 3); and 
-----------~----------

33 (s) Indemnification of certafn persons is required (section --~--,...._~------- _ _,,,__,~,_,_....,~------------~--_,_,-----------_,-.--
34 fl'+Ji and 

35 (tJ The boar-d ma;t aut~orizer and the corporation may make. -~---~~~-------~~-------~-~--~---~~-----------~ ----~--
36 distributions not prohibited. limited. or restricted by an ----~----~~--~~--~----~~~---~-~~----------~-~-----------
37 ~greenent (section S5, subdivision lJ. 

11 
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1 Subd. 4. (O?fIO~Al PROVISIONS: SPECIFIC SUBJECTS.I The 

2 following provisions relating to the nanagement uf the business 
--~------------~----------------~~~--------~---~ --~-~ 

3 or the regulation of the affairs of a corporation may be -------~----~--~~----~------._.---------~-~-------~-~~ 
4 included either in the articles or, except for naming members of --------------------------~-------~-~~-------------~-~---~ 
5 the first board or fixir.g 2 greater than majority director or ----~----~---------~---------~~--------~------------
6 shareholder vote, in the bylaws: 

1 la} The members of the first board may be named in the 

8 articles (section 2b, subdivision J); ~~~------------------
9 (b) A manner for increasing or decreasing the number of ------~----------- ____________ _,_.,...,_,-~.__----~.,_,_,----.... 

10 directors may be provided (section 271; 

----------------~-~----~-~------------· 
11 l c ) A d d i t i on a I qua I i f i c a t i on s f o r d i r e ct o rs ma y b e in, po se d ------------~-- _______ ,_,,,_.,__,_, ___ ~ __ _,__...,_ ____ ,_ ____ ...,, __ ___ 
12 (section 2B)i 

13 

14 

(dJ Directors may be classified lsection 32); ·----------~~~-
(e) The day or date. ti~e. and place of board meetings may 

15 be fixed (section 37, subdivision 1}; 
--------~----------~---..-- ______________ ,_~~ 

16 (f) Absent directors may be permitted to give written 

17 consent or opposition to a proposar (section 3B)i 

1e (gJ A larger than maj:aity vote Day be required for board ~--~-----------~~--~-~-- -~-----------~-........ ~ 
19 action (section 40); 

20 l h ) Au tho r i t y t o s i g n a n d d e I i v er c er ta in do cu men ts mat be 

21 delegated to an officer or agent of tne corporation other than 
---~~-~----------------~-----~---~--.,_,__,------------~-~---

22 the chief executive officer (section +7, subdivision 21; 

23 

24 

-------~-------~---~---,_,_.-~----------,_,_,,_ ... ___ _,__, ______ ._.._. ____ ___ 
(IJ Additional officers 1r.ay be designated (sect ion 48); 
----------~------------
l j > Add i t i o na I powers• rights • du t i es • an d resp on s i b i l it res 

25 may be given to officers (section 49); 

~-~-----~-----~--~--------------
2b (kl A method for filling vacant offices may be specified 

27 (section 52, subdivision 3J; --~~~--~~--~~-~------
28 (I) ~ certain officer or agent may be authorized to sign ----~--------------- ,__, .. ....,_._.~~----________________ ,_,_..., _____ __ 
29 ~hare certificates (section eo. subdivision Zli 

~~-._ __________ __,_, __ ~~ ------~---.----
30 (m) The transfer or registration of transfer of securities 

-------~,_,,,_,_._._._._,._,._.~~-_,,- __________ ,__,, ___________ .-.-....-----
31 may be restricted (section 641; -~~~~----~~---~------------
32 lnJ The day or date, time, and place of regufar shareholder 

,__, _______________________ ...._. -~-------~--~-----------_,~--------------
33 ~eetings nay be fixed (section b5, subdivision 3Ji 

34 (oJ Certain persons ~ay be authorized to call special ---------~--..-..-.~---~----~~~ ~----------,_,.______,_____,,__,,..,_, _ _,_,_~ 

35 meetings of shareholders (section ii, subdivision IJ; 

36 (p) ~otices of shareholder meetings ,nay be required to 
--~-------~------- -...----~-~-----------~--~-~-~ 

3 7 con ta i n cert a i n i n for Mia t i on (sec t i on !> 7 , sub div is ion 3 J ; ----~~----------~~~--~~~~-..-.~--~----------...~--~-~---
12 
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I (q) A larger than majcrity vcte ~ay be required for ~----~~~-------------~------~-----~~-~---~-~~-_..__ 
2 ~h1teholder action (section 68Ji 

---~--------~------------------
3 (rJ Voting rights may be granted in or pursuant t~ the 

-------~-~,_----------------~----~------------------~--------.---
4 articles to persons ~ho are not shareholders [section 71, 

--~---..-..-~----------_,----~--------------~---------
5 subdivision 4); 

6 (s) Corporate acticns giving rise to dissenter rights 1nay 
--------------.----....... --------------------~~~~,_,-_,......_,__----~ 

7 be designated (section 80, subdivision 1, cEause Ce)); and -----------~~-----------~~- ------------
& (t) The rights and priorities of persons to receive 

-------------------------------__,_,------~--~--------~------------
9 distributions may be established (section 85). -----------------------~------_,_, _ _,-_,_,_, __________ _ 

10 Subd. 5. (OPTIOt~AL PROVISIONS: ~ENERALLY.I The articles 

11 may contain other provisions not inconsistent with law relating 
----~--_._,,_,----~--,_.._----------.-,_,, __ ~---------~--.-.-,_,_.._,_,_ ____ _ 

12 to the management of the business or the regulation of the _ _..__,,_ ___________________ _,...,,__,_~------~-~-----------~--------
13 affairs of the corporation. 

-~--~-------.-....------~---.--~--
14 Subd. b. It is not necessary to set forth in the '-rticles ----~----~------------~--------~--~-----~---~-_____. _______ _ 
15 any of the corporate po~ers granted by sections 1 to 125. 

16 

17 

--~~~------~-~---------~---~-----~---------~-~-----~~ 
Sec. 8. (302t.1151 (CORPORATE NAME.} 

Subdivision 1. fRECUIREY.ENTS; PR•HliITI• NS.} Th~ corporate 

18 naT1e: 

19 ( a J S h a I I b e i n t h e E ng I i s.h I a n g u a g e o r i n a n y o t h·e r 
·-----~-------

20 language expressed in English letters or charact~rs; --- --~ ---------------.__. ... ________ ___,_~ _____ ,_,_, __ ,___ -------,_.-
21 ( bJ Sha I l conti in the wcrd "corporation•, •incorpor-ated•, ~--------~------~----~-~~-------~---------~----------~~~ 
22 or •limited•• or shal I contain an abbreviation of one oc more of ------~-----~------~~--~-~--~-~--~~-----~~--------~----~~ 
23 these words, or the word •co~pany• or the abbreviation •co.• if -----~--------------~-~--~~-~--------~------.---~--~ 
24 th1t word or abbreviation is not immediately preceded by the --------~~~---~-~--------------------
25 word "and• or the charact~r •t•. This provision does not affact 

----~----~------------------------~----.--~---------._,_--~--------------------
2b the right of a domestic corporation existing on J~nuary 1, 1983 --~----~-------,_ _____ ______, __ ~--~-----------------------------......_.__ 
27 or a foreign corporation authorized to do business in this state --------~--------.~~-~--~--~~-~~-------~~ 
28 on that date to continue the use of its name; 

29 (cl Shall not contain a word or phrase that indi~ates or 

30 implies that it is incorporated for a pur-pose other than one or 
-~-------_,_.,----~-~-------------------------------~~-------

31 more business purposes fer which a corporation ma1 be 
--~--~--~--~----------~---~--------------------~---~----

32 incorporated under sections 1 to 125i 

33 (d) Sha I I not be the same as. or deceptively similar tow 

34 the name of a domestic corporation or a foreign corporation ---,_,_.----~-------~-----,_,_...,__,_, __________________________ ~ ___ ,_._,._~--
35 autnoriz~d to do business in this state, or a name the exclusive ---~~~------~-----~---~~~~~-------~~~----------~-----~--~~--~ 
~6 right to \lihich is, at the time, reserved in the manner provided --~----~~-------------._,___, ....... ,_,_ ___________ ,_.._,_,_,__,_, __________ ~-----------
37 in section 9 or in Mi~nesota Statutes, Sections 333.001 to ---~-----~----~-~-~---~~--~--~---~-------~-~---...--~--------

13 
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1 333.52, unless there is filed with the articles one or the ----~~------
2 foltowing:, 

3 flJ lhe ~ritten consent of the do~estic corporation or 

4 foreign corporation authorized to do business in this state 
-----...-.-----..-----------.....----~----------~-----------------~-,___ 

5 having the same or a deceptively sirnilar name or the holder of a ----~---------------~---------~-------------~~--
6 reserved name to use the same or deceptively similar name; 

--------------------~----~~-----~--~----~-----------
7 (2) A certified copy of a final decree of a court in this ________________ ....._ ________ ~--~--,_..._,~~ ,_.._ -------------------
8 state establishing the prior right of the applicant to the use 

---~-~------------------~ 
9 of th e n a ;n e i n t h i s s ta t e i o r 

10 (3) The appl icant•s affidavit that the corporation with the __ ._. ______________ __, ______ ~------- -.-.---~~ ·-----~--------~ 
11 safle or deceptively similar name has been incorporated in this -~------------._._ ____________ ...,,__ ______________________ ,_ ___ _,_. ___________ ____ 
12 state for at I east three years, if it is a domestic corporation, 

-----~----~-----------,_,-» ._..____,____,,_,_~-------------,..------------------___,-
13 or has been authorized to do business in this state for at least 

----~---~--~~--~-----------------.---------- ~----~-----~~ 
14 three years, if it is a foreign corporation, and has not dus-ing 

--------------------------~~___,,_,._.._._._,_,_.... ____________ ~-------------,_,_.--
15 the three year period filed any document with the secretary of ------~---~--~--~--~--------------------~-
lb statei that the applicant has mailed written notice to the 

~-------------------------,-.----------~-----------,_,_, ___ ,_,,_,_, _________ ___ 
17 corporation by certified mail, return receipt requested, 

_,___,._,__,~-~,_.-~-----------,....-----------~..-,-~----,_,,----------
10 properly addressed to the registered office of the cor-poratfon 

---------------------~--------~------------------
19 shown in the records of the secretary of state, that the 

------------.-.--~---------..... ----~---------~-------~-----~-----------
20 applicant intends to use the same or deceptivel~ similar name ---------------~---~------~-----------------
21 and the notice has been returned to the applicant as 

-------------------~-_...,---~----.-..------------------
22 un~eliverable to the addressee corporation; that the applicant, ------------------~--------------~--~-~-----~~--------
2 3 a f t e r d i I i g e n t i n q u i r y , ha s t> e e n u nab I e to f in d any t e re p h o·n e 

----~---~-------------------------~--------- --~-_._._._ ____ _ 
24 Ii stinq for the corporation with the same or decept ivety similar ---~------------------------~------------~-~------
25 naTie in the county in which is located the ~egistered office of 

-----------------~----~~--~---------------_,_ _____ ,_,_,~------------
26 th9 corporation shown in the records of the secretary of state; -----~-----~-~-------- ---~---- ---------------
27 and that the applicant has no knowledge that the corporation is -------------------___..... _________________ ,_,_, ____ ~------~----- ~,_,_,_ _____ _ 
2c currently engaged in business in this state. 

---------------------- -~~----~-~-------
29 5 u b d • 2 • I D ET f R M I NAT ION • J Th e s e c r et a r y o f st at e s ha l l --------· 
30 determine whether a name is •deceptively similar• to another 

_,___, ________________ ~~------~-~--~----------------_,.___._,_,_, ____ _ 
----31 nane for purposes of this section and section 9. 

32 ~ubd. 3. [OTHER LAWS AFFECTING USE OF MAMES-1 This section ,.;..--~---- ------------
33 and section 9 do not abrogate or l i • it the la~ of unfair -~-----~----_._.-----~~~--------~-~------- ~------
34 conpeti tion or unfair practices, nor Minnesota Statutes, ~-~-~----~~------------~~--------~._._ _________________ _ 
35 Sections 333.001 to 333.52, nor the laws of the United States 

--------------------.___,--.-.~--------~--~------~------,__,, ____________ ~ 
3b wi tn respect to the right to a.cqui re and protect copyrightsr -----------~---------~-~~---~~~----~------------~------~~ 
37 trade names, trademarks, service names, service marks. or any ~~------~-------~------~--~-~-~~~-----.------ ~-~--------~~~ 

14 
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1 other rights to th~ exclusive use of names or SY~bols, nor ------~---~------~--..... ~----------~~-------------~------------~-
2. dero;3te t!ie common law or the pr-inciples of equity. 

3 Subd. 4. (USE OF NAME BY SUCCESSOR CORPORATTON.l A 

4 corporation that is r.terged with another do!ftestic or foreign __ ,_,~ ___ ,_ ____________________ ~--------------------...._._.-~...._.~-----
5 corporation, or that is incorporated by the reorganization of -----~------~~---------~~~-----~--------~-~~-----
6 one or more domestic or foreign corporations, or that acquires 

-~------------------------------------~--~~~--- ---~~~---~~ 
1 by sale, lease, or othP-r disposition to or- exchange wi_th a -----------------___, ___________ _,_, _______________________________ __,_ __ 

l 

B do11estic corporation al I or substantially al I of the assets of -------------------.--.--~._._. ... ___ ,_ ________ .-.-,...-___ -------------------
9 another domestic or foreign corporation including its name, may __________________ ._._._. ________________________ ~---~~---~~_,,_., _____ _ 

10 have the same name a~ that used in this state by any of the 
--------------~~------~--~---~-~--------------------...._,----~-

11 other corporations. if the other corporation was incorporated --------------~-------------,_.,_._..--~--------,_,_, .... __ ~,_....,...,_.,_._...._~--~--
l:l ~ n de r ~he raws of, or is authorized to transact bu~iness in, 

---------------
13 this state. 

14 5ubd. 5. [INJUNCTION.I The use of a name by a corporation 
-----~-- -~.-i--~------------------------

15 in violation of this section does not affect or vitiate its 
·------~--~--

lb corporate existence, but a court in this state may, upon 

----~-~----~--------------.-.----------------------------~---------
17 application of the state or of a person interested or affected, 

--------------------------~-------------,_.._-.....--~--------_,....----~------
18 enjoin the corporation fro~ doing business under a name assu~ed 

--------~------~----------------~---------.-- -------~-------~ 
19 in violation of this section, &lthough its articles may have 

--~--~-----------~-----------..----~------._._.~----~-~---
20 been filed with the secretary of state and a certificate of 

----------~-----------------,_....--------------~--------------------,_,_....---
21 incorporation issued. 

22 Sec. 9. (302A.117J (RESERVED NA~E.I 

23 Subdivision I. l W HO MA Y RE SE RV E. J Th e ex cl u s iv e r i g ht · to ____________ ....,_, ___ _,__, __ ,_,_, __ 
24 the use of a corpor.te name otherwise per~itted b1 section 8 may 

-----------------------~ -- ~-----._._.--~-----------~--------~---
25 be reserved by: _..._. _________ ___ 

26 {a) A person doing business in this state undPr that name __ __._. _____________ _,,_, __________ ._.._,_,_,___ __ ,_,___ ---~~-__,----~ 
27 or a name deceptively similar to that name; 

28 

29 

30 

-~----~~-~~~--~~~~-~- ----------
(bJ A ~erson fptendin~ to incorporate a corporation under --~~---~---~------ ....,_._..._,_,_,_._,_,,,_,_, ________________ ~~----------

sections 1 to 125i ----~--------~---~ 
(c) A domestic corporation intending to change its name; ------------~-._.,_. ______________ ._.... ____ ,___, __ ,__ ____________ ~_._._.._._ 

--- 31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

(d) A foreign corporation intending to make application for --------------------~--~-~~--~--~~-------~--~---~~---~ 
a certificate of authority to transact business in this statei 
----~---~~---------- ________________ ...._._._._ _____ _____._._.__~~-

Ce> A foreign corporation authorized to transact business -------------------------- ,_,_,,_,_,_._._. _______________________ ~--- -----
in this state ~nd intending to change its name; ~-----------~-----~----------------------,._-~-----------------

(f) A person intendin9 to incorporate a foreign corporation --------~-------------,_,__--~~---.-,..._,------~ -----~-49,~-------~-
36 and intendinq to have the foreign corporation make application ----~------------,_ ________ ,_...,._, ... ~--~----~----------------_,_._._.._....,_..., ___________ ~ 
3 7 f c r a c e rt i f i c a t e o f a u tho r i t y to t r-an s a ct bus in es s in t h i s -~---~-~~,._--~-----------~--~-~~~~_._._~--~~~~~ 

15 
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1 state-; oc 

2 (g) A foreiqn corporation doing business under that name or 
------~-----------~----------------~--------------~~---------~ 

~ a na~e d~ceptively similar to that na~e in one or mere states -~-~------~-~------~-~--------~~-~-----~--------~-~~-~-~---~ 
4 otl-ter than this state and not described in clause.s (dJ, (eJ, or -~~~--------~-~------~-~~-....--------~----------~----~~-~~ 
s n > • 

b Subd. 2. [~ETHOD Of RE5ERVATION.l The reser~ation shall be 

7 na~e by filing with the secretary of state a request that the 
--~----------------------------~-----------~------e r,a-ne be reserved. If the r.an?e is avai I able for use b:; the -------~-------------~~-~---~-~-~-~----~--~-------

9 applicant, the secretary of state shal r reserve the naffle tor the ---------~---~-~-~----~-~-...--~~------------ ~--
l O e x c I us i v e use o f t h e a pp I i ca n t f o If a p e r· i o J o f 1 2 m o n t h:;. Th e ___________ ..., 
11 reservat~on may be renewed fer successive 12 month periods. 

___,,_,_,..,_,-.-.~----------~.__,..._,~-----------------~--- ~..,__.~---
12 Subd. 3. (TRANSFER OF RESERV~TI•N.J Th-e right to the 

13 exclusive use of a corporate nam£ reserved pursuant to this ---~_,-----------------------------------~~-
1 4 s e c ti o n m a y be t ran s f er red t o an o th e r p e r son by o r o n b e ha If of -------------------~---~---~~-~-----------~~--------------
15 the applicant for whom the name was re .. erv~d by filing with the 

·-------~~~~~-------------------------
lb secretary of state a notice of the t~ansfer and specifyi~g the ---~--~------------~------~------~ 
17 nane and address of the t,ansferee. 

1e 

1~ 

Sec. 10. [3U2A.1211 (RE&JSTERED OFFICEr REGISTERED AGENT.) 

Subdivision 1. (REGl5TER[D OFFICE.I A corporation shall 

20 continuously maintain a registered office in this state .. A 

----------------~--------~------~----------~------
21 registered office need not be the same as the principal place of -~-----~--~-~-----~---~-~-------~-----~--------~-----------
22 business ur the principal r.xecuti~e office of the corporation. 

23 5 u b d .. 2 • ( R E G I 5 T ER E- D A G E NT • l A c o r po r at r on ma y d es i g na t e 
_ _._._ -----------------------------

24 in its articles a registered agent. Tne registered agent may be --------~------------------~-~---~-------~-~---~-----
25 a natural person residin~ in this 5tate, a domestic corporation. 

----------------~-------------~-----~--------------~~~~-~~-----
26 or a foreign corpor&tion ,uthorized to transact business in this 

--~--------------------------------------------~-----
27 st3te. The regist~red 2gPnt must maintain a business office 

------------------------~--------~--------------
2 d tnat is ici~~tical with the registered office. 

29 Sec. I 1. [ 3 02 t.. .12 31 [CH f. r:G E OF· ~- f & 15 TE RED • FF ICE OR 

30 ~EGISTERED A~E~T.l 

31 SubcHvision 1. (STATEMENT.I A corporation may change its 

3 2 re g i s t e r e d o f f i c e o r d es i g na t e o I" ch an g e i t s r e g i ~ t e r e d a g e n t b y ---~-------~-~------~-----~~------~----------_..~-----~~-
3 3 f i r i n g w i t h t rl e s e c r e ta r y of s ta t e a s t at e m en t co n t a i n i n g : 

34 la) n.e name of the corporation; 

~---------------------------~-
35 Cb) Tht present address of it!: r-e~istered off icei 

----------------------~-~---~--------------
36 (c) If trae aadrE;ss of its registered office is to be 

37 ctnn~ed, the r.ew addres~ of its registered off ice-; 

1 t-

_), 
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( d ) The n all e o f r t s reg i st e re d a g en t , i f an Y i ----~--~------------~--~---~----~----
Ce) If its registered agent is to be designated or changed, 

3 the name of its ne~ regi~t~red a~~r.t; 

4 Cf) A statement that the add•ess of its registered office -------------~--~-----~~-~-------------------------~-~~ 
5 and the address of the business office of its registered agentr -~--~----------------------------------~~--._,_,--~--------.-.-...-_,...----
b as changed, will be identical; and 

7 (g) A statement that the change was authorized by 

----------------------------------------------
6 resolution approved b~ the affirmative vote of a majority of the -~------___,~---~-----....--- _ _......._,._.._._.. ____________ ~------------ ----------
9 directors present. 

10 5ubd. 2. [RESIGNATION OF AGENT.I A registered agent of a ---------~------~-~~ 
11 corporation may resign by filing with the secretary of state a __ _._. _________ _.._, _ _. _ __,,_,,_.-__._,__,_,__..__, ____ ~--~..-.-------___.._.-.-.....-_________ _ 
12 duplicate signed J,r it ten notice of resignation. The secretary ---~---_________ ,_, ____ ~.-.------------ .___. ______________________ ______.._ ___ __ 
13 of state shal I forward one of the fired originals to the __ _,_ ____________________________ ..,._._~,_.... ... _....,_._._ _______________ _ 
14 corporation at its registered office. The appointment of the -----~---------,_,__,_,_,_ _____ ..._.._.__ ______ ,____,_,_,___, _________________ ,_.._... 

15 agent terminates 30 days after the notice is fited with the 
---.-.....~-----------~~-

lb secretary of state. 

--------------------------~ 17 Sub~. 3. [CHANGE OF BUSINESS ADDRESS Of AGE~T.J If the 

la business address of a registered agent changes, the agent shall ---~~-------------------~--~~---~-~------~----~---~------
19 chanqe the address of the registered office of each corporation ----~~-~-~~-~------~-.-.-------------~--~---~ ------
20 repr·esented by that agent by f i I ing with the secr-etary of state --------------~-~-------~--~~~--~-~-~---~-.-~--~-~-~---
21 a statement as required in subdivision 1, except that it need be ----------~---------.... --~--~----------_,_----.-,__---~--------·----------
22 signed only by the registered agent, need not be responsive to 

--~~ ... -~-~----~~--~~----------- ----~ ~-------~----
2 3 c I a use s ( e J o r ( g > • a n d rn u st rec i t e trt a t a cop y o f t he st a t·e me n t ---------~-~---~-------------~~-------~--------~-~~-~~---~~-
24 has been ~ailed to each of those corporations. -~-----------------~----~~~-~---~~-----------
25 5 e e • l 2 • [ 3 0 2" • 1311 ( A ME ND HE. N T u F AR T 1 CL ES • J 

20 A corporation nay at any time amend its articles to include ---~-----------~--------~--~~------~~----~--....--~~ 
27 or :nodify any provision that is requir-ed or perznitted to appear ----------~-------------------~~~~-- ~-~-~--~ 
2 e i n th e a rt i c I es o r to om i t a n y p r o v i s i on not r eq u i r e d to b e __________ ___,_,~,_....,_,_,_ ______________ ~_,_, ___ _____._~--_,,_~---.--.__.._.----
29 included in the articles. _________ _..._. __ _.... __________ ~----
30 Se c • 1 3 • l 3 0 2 ~- • 1 3 3 J [ F RO CED U RE F O R A HE ND MEN T B E F • R. c 

31 ISSUA~CE QF SHARES.I 

3 2 Be f o re t he i ss u a n c e o f sh a res by a co rp or at i o o , t he --~--~-~----~~~-----------------~----~~~ 
33 articles may be amended pursuant to section 24 by the -----~--~----~~-~~--~~~ ~------------
34 incor-poratcrs or by the board. -----------~--_,--~ _________ _,_,._._.__.._._._.,__, ___ 
35 Sec. 14. [302A.135J (PROCEDURE FOR AMENOMfNT AFTER 

3 o I 5 S UA NC E • f 5 HAR ES. l 

37 Subdivision 1. (MANNER OF A~tND~ENT.J After the issuance 
-~-___,_,-~----- ----~~~~-~~-

17 
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: 

1 of shares by the corporation, the articles may be amended in the -~--~-~-~~-----------~---~----~-~---------------------------~--.~ 
2 manner set forth in this section. 

3 Subd. 2. l5U8MISSION TO SHARfH•LDERS.l A ~esolution 

4 approved by the affirmative vote of a majority of the directors 
~~----~---.--~~-~------------------------------------ ------

5 present, or proposed by a shareholder or shareholders holding ,,-,-=--.._ ~---~----------~--------------~-~~---~~~-~----~--
0 one percent or more of afl voting shares, that sets forth the 

----------... -----
7 proposed amendment shall be submitted to a vote at the next 

-~--------------------------- ------------------
8 regular or special meeting of the shareholders of which notice --~~~~-------~--~---~-~~~~~_,,-~---~~------------------
9 can be tinety given. Any numLer of a;nendments may be submitted -------~---------~------------~~------------------~~~ 

10 to the shareholders and voted upon at one meeting, but the same 
-~------~--~---------.,-.----~~----------_,,_,._, ___ ___._~--,_,_,__--------

11 or substantially the same amencment proposed by a shareholder or ____ ..., _______ ._._.._~----------,_,,_,,_,._ _________ _....... _ _,_, __________ ~--------
12 ~hareholders need not be submitted to the shareholders or be -----~~~~------~~~---------
13 voted upon at more than one ~eeting during a 15-month period. 

______,,_.___._ ~~--- __ ... _______ ....,,_,__,_,_, __ ~----------____________ ________,_ 

14 The resolution may amend the articles in their entirety to -----------------~-------------,________ ----------
15 restate and supersede the original artic.les and alt amendments --~-~--~-....--------~~~-~~--~--~--~---------
16 to the~& An amendment that restates the articles need not set ----~~--~--~~~--~--~~~~~-~~----~------
17 forth the name~ er addre~~es of the incorporators nor of ant --------~-~--~~~-------___,-~~-------
18 forTier directors or re9istered agents-

19 Subd. 3. (NOTJCE.l ~ritten notice of the ~hareholders' 
--------------~------ ~--------

20 meeting setting forth the substance of the proposed amendment ~---~-~-~--~--~-----~~--~--~-~~------~-~---...-.--~------
21 shall be given to £ach shareholde, in the manner provided in ~----~~~----------~----~~---------------------~ 
22 section b7 for the grving of noticP. of meetings of sharehoJders. 

23 Subd. 4. [APPROVAL BY 5HAREHOLDcR5.J Ca) The proposed· -----~-----------
~4 amendnent is adopted when approved by the affirmative vote of 

--------------
25 the hold~rs of a majority of the voting shares present, except ___________ ,_._,._. ____________ ,,__, __ ,_,_._...------
2 b as provided in paragraph (bJ. 

27 (b) If the articles provide fer a specified proportion or 
------------------- -~~-------------~-

28 nunber equal to or larger than the majority necessary to 
_._ ___ __, ___ ~------------~---._._,._.._,_,_,_, __ ~------------~~--.-.-.-

29 tr3nsact a sPeci f ied type of business at a meeting, OF if it is 
___ __, _____ -..-.-.~----~----------~--,_,_.~-----------_....,----.-:--------,_,_,---~ 

30 proposed to amend the articles to provide for a specified -------------------~---~-~-~---
31 proportion or number equal to or larger than the majority 

----~---~--------------------~-.-.-------------------------~-
32 necessary to transact a spec.if ied type of business at a G1eeting, 

----~--~~------------- --------------- _____________ ,_,_,_ 

33 the affirllative vote necessary to add the provision to, or to ----------------------~----------~_...,,_,,_, ______ _ ------~~---~~__._._ 
34 amend an existing provision in" the articl cs is the larger of: -----~~~~~---------------~~~-----~---.-~ 
35 Cl) The specified proportion or nuC"tber or, in the absence 

----------------
3b of a specific provision, t~e affirmative vote necessary to 

~-------------~-___.._.---~-----~---~~-----~----~~-----------
37 transact the type of ~usiness described in the proposed 

18 
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1 a~end~ent at a m~eting irumediatety before the effectiveness of 
~-~------------------~-----------~-~------------~------------~----~ 

2 the proposed amendment; or ------~~------~---------
3 C2J The.specified proportion c;r number that would, u1,1 on 

------------ -~---- --------~-----------~---~-~~-~-
4 effectiveness of the proposed amendment, be necessary to --------------------,_,_.------ --------~------------- --------~ 
5 tr1nsact the specified type of business at a meeting. 

6 Sec. 15. (302.\.1371 [CLASS OR SERIES VOTING ON 

7 ~MEND~ENTS.I 

e The holders of the outstanding shares of a class or series 
---------------------~ -----,_.,-~--------...--~-------_.._.__.,_ ______ _,, 

9 are entitled to vote as a class 0£ series upcn a proposed 
----------------------~----------~---------------------~----------

10 a~endment. whether or not entitled to vote thereon by the ~~~--~--------~- --~-~~~----·-----
11 provisions of the articlesr if the amendment would: --~-~------~------~~~---------~--------------
12 C aJ Increase or decrease the aggr:egate number of authorized 

13 shares of the class or secies; -----------------~ ------~-------,_, 
14 (b) Increase or decrease the par value of the shares of the 

15 c I ass or series; 

lo lcl Effect an exchange, reclassification, or cancellation 

l 7 of a I t o r pa r t o f t he s ha res of th e c I ass o r s er i es ; 

18 Cd) Effect an exchange, or create a right of exchange, of ---~---~--~- ~---~----~------~-------------~~~ 
19 all or any part of the shares of another class or series for the -------~--~----~----------~ 
20 shares of the ciass or serie~; 

21 Ce> Ch~nge the rights or preferences of the shares of the 

22 class or series; 

23 (fJ Char.£e the shares of the class or series, whether with -----------~-~---------------~-----.~--------~------
24 or without par value. intc the sa~e or a different number of --------~~--~-~~--------------------
25 shares, either with or without par value. of the same or another -~--~-~--------.---~---~-~~--.-.~-----,__,,..._,._ _______ __,, __ ~_,_,, ___ ,___,_ 

26 ct!ss or seriesi 

27 Cg) Create a new class or series of shares having rights 
------~--~-~---------- ----------- -----~~__,~---~ 

28 and preferences prior and supericr to the shares of that class --------------------._,,_--~----------------~----...... ------- -------------~~-
29 or series, or increase the rights and preferences or the number 

----------~---------------~...._.._, _ _,,_,_._....._._~._-___,,_,,_._, _____ _,_,,_,_,, ___ ~_,---

30 of authorized shares. of a class or series havinq rights and ---------------------~-------~-~~~~-----~~~~~----
31 preferences prior or superior to the shares of that class or ----.------------~-....------~----__,_.... __ __...,, __________________ .._ _______ ~-----
32 series; 

33 (h) Divide the shares of the class into series and 
-----~--~--~--~------· ------~..,__----------·-----

34 deter~ine the design3tion of each series and the variations in ----~-----~--~------~-----~ ~------------------~--~~ 
35 the relative rishts and preferences between the shares of each --~------------~--,_,_---_ _,, ____________ _.._..--~--~,--.----~----,_,_,_, _____ _ 
36 series, 01 authorize the board to do so; -~----------------------~-----~~-~--. 
37 (iJ Limit or deny any exi~ting preemptive rights of the 

------~~----~-------
19 
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I s~,ares of the cl ass or series; or-
-----------~~---~------~----~----

2 (j} Ca~cel or otherwise affect distributions on the shires 
-----------~-----------------·-----------------~--._.._ _____ _ 

3 of the class or series that have accrued but h:..ve not been ~~------~------------------~-----~~~------ ---------
4 declared. 

5 Sec. lb. l 302A .1391 f A~TltLE 5 OF AMfNDMENT .} 

b When an amendment has been adopted. articles of amendment -------~-------~----------~-,_.,-------~---------------..--------
7 shall be pre("ared that ccntain: 

8 

9 

10 

(a) Th~ r.ame of the corporation; ----~---~~------------
lb) The ~mendment ado~tedi 
--------------~------
(c) The date of the adoption tf the amendment by the ------------------.... ----------.... ~--------,_,_,.__.._,____,_,_ 

11 shareholders. or by the incorporators or the board where no --------~-~------~~~ 
12 shares have been issuedr 

13 (d) If the amendment provides for but does not est1~(ish 
-----~~---------~-----~~----------------___._~-------

14 the ~anner for effecting an exchange. reclassification. or 
---~------------------_,_~-----------~------~---------.-,___, .. _ 

15 ca nee 11 ation of issued ~ha res, a statement of the manner in _______________________ ,_,_._ ... ....., __ 
16 which it will be effected; and 

17 le} If the amendment restates the articles in their 

lB entirety. a statement that the restated articles supersede the -------~-----~-------------~~-~~~------~--------- -----~--
19 orisinal articles and arr amendments to them. 

zo 

21 

Sec. 17. (3O2A.14ll (EFFECT [lf AMENDMENr .. J 

SubC:ivision l. [EFFECT ON CAUSE Of ACTION .. ! An amendn,ent 

22 does not affect an existing cause of action in favor of or 
--------------------~---------------4--.------------------ ,_...,_,_,_,_._, 

23 ag1inst tne corooration, nor a pending suit to which the --------------~~---~~----~~~--------------
24 corporation is a party. nor the existing rights of persons other --~---~-----------~~---~-----~--~---------- ------~-----
25 than shareholders. 

Zb 5ubd. 2. [EFFECT OF CHANGE OF NAME.I If the corporate nam~ 

27 is changed by the amend~ent, a suit b~ou9ht by or against the --~~~~-~~~----~---~~-------~-----~------~-------------~~-----
2e corporation under its for~er name does not abate for that reason. 

29 

30 

---~--~ -~---- -----------~--.~------~~---
Sec. l&. (302A.15ll (FILING ARTICLES.I 

Articles of incorporation and artictes cf a~endment shall ---~-~~-~------~~-----~~-------·--------------~___....~--~ 
31 be filed ftith the secretary cf state. 

32 

33 

Sec. 19. [?02A.15?1 (EFFECTl~E DAlE OF ARTICLES.I 

Articles of incorporation are effective and corporate 

34 existence begins when the articles of incorporation are filed ------------~---~-~--------------~~-~~------_.___,~~~ 
35 with the secretary of state. \rticles of amen~Ent are ---------------~~~----~-~---~-.----------
36 effecti VP. when f ited with the secretary of state or at another -~---~~----~-~-~---~--~---~---~~~--~-~--~----.-.~----~---.-...--
37 tine within 30 days after filing if the articles of amendment so -~--~----------------~~-~-------~~--~------~----------~~~~~-~-

20 
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provide. 

5ec. 20. [302~.1551 [PRESUMPTION; CfRTIFlC~TE Of 

INCORPORATICN.J 

when the articles of incorpo£ation have been filed with the 
-------------~-----------·----- --------~-----_.....,_,_._,_,_ 

secretary of state, it is presumed that al r conditions precedent __ ,_, ________ ~~----------_,,_,__,___,_,...._..~~~-~----~---__,_,--_,~,_,,_~,_~ 
re q u i re d to b e p er f o r- med b y the i n c.o rp o r- at ors ha v e b e e n comp I i e d ------------.~-----_,------~._._~~~----~~-------------~~~~---
with and that the corpcration has been inccrporate.d, and the -~--~----~-------------~------.---~--------------~-~~~~ 
secretary of state shall issue a certificate of incorporation to 
-----------------------~~,_,_-~,_._.__,_._.._.___,._..__,....____ ------~.._._,,_,_..,..,.___ 

the corporation, but this presumption does not apply against 
-~~--~----~--~----------------~---------~~------·--------
this state in a proceeding to cancel or revoke the certificate 
__________ ____,_,,_ __ ~-------------------~-.-,~-------- ----------------
o r i n c o n> :> r at i o n o r t o· c o m p e I th e I n v o r u n t a r· y d i s ~ o I u t i o n of th a 
-~---------~---~----~~ -...---~~~--------------------~-~-
corporation. 

PO~fRS 

Sec. 21. (302A.16ll (POWERS.I 

Subdivision l. [Gf~ERALLYi LIMITATIONS.I A corpor~tion has 

th a po we rs s e t f o rt h i n th i s sec t , on • s u bj e ct to an::, I i m i tat i on s 
~,_,.-~-----------~---------.-.--~---------------_,_.,_-----,-.----~---------.-
provided in any other statute of this state or in its ar-tic les. ---~----~------~--------~-----------~ ~~--~~---------

$ubd. 2. (DURATIO~i.1 A corporation has perpetual dur-ation. 
------------ --~-----,..,~----~---------.---------,.._ 
Subd. 3. (LEG~L CAPACITY.I A corporation ma~ sue and be 
___ __.__,__ ~.-..-----------------------

sued. complain and defend and participate as a part~ or --------~~--~---------~-------,_._, _____ -___________ _,_ ______________ ___ 
otherwise in any leyal, administrative, or arbitration ----------------~-~--------~~---~~ 
proceeding, in its corporate name. ------------~-~ 

5 u b d • 4 • r P RC P ER TY OWNER SH I P • J A corp o rat i o n may p u r ch a se , 

lea$e, or otherwise acquire, own, hold, improve, use, and _,_, __________ ,_, __________ ___,,_,_,_~ ____ ___,,._. ________ ,,_,_, __________ ,_,__,_,_,~,_.-

otherwise deal in and withr real or personal property, or any ------------~-~-------~---~~-~------~~ ----~~----
interest therein, whe~evcr situated. 

------------ear.-----------------~_,_.,_,._, 
Subd. 5. (PROPERTY DISPOSITION.I A corporation may serf, ---- ____ _,,_,___-~-----

convey, mortgage, create a security interest in. lease, 
---------- --------------------------~-.-.-...--------.-.-..--.-.-.--------
exchange, transfer, or otherwise dispose of all or any part of .-.-~------~----------------_,,_, _ __,_, _______ ~ __ ._.... .... __________ ~---.-.------------~ 
its ~eal or personal property, or any interest therein, whP.rever --~-----------~~--~-- --~~------------~-----~--
situated. 

5ubd. b. (TRA~ING IN SECURITIES; OBLIGATIONS.I A 

corporation may purchase, sub~cribe for., or otherwise acquire~ 
-------------~...----~._._~---------~,....------.-.--...-.-.~-------~-_,----... 
own, hold, vote, use, employ, s-el I, e>Cchange, l!\0rt9age .. lend, 
-~-~--------------~----- ---~~----~--------------~-.-.~~~..--
create a security interest in, or otherwise dispose of and -----~~-~~-~----~---~-----
o t h e r w i s a u s e an d d e a I i n a n d w i th , se c u r i t i es o r o t h e r --~---------~--------~~-~~~~-----~~~---------------
interests in, or obligations of, a person or direct or indirect --~-~----~~------~-------~-~-~~--~----------~~----~-~~--~---
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1 obfi:Jations of an,t ciomestic or forei~n ~overnment or 
--~-~------------------

2 instrumentality thereof. 

3 S u b d • 7 • I C D NT R ACTS i M OR T G .\ G f: 5 • I A c o r po rat i o n ma y rna k e 

4 contracts and incur I iabi I ities, borrow money, issue its ___ ,___.._ ___________ ~---------,___._.._,_._~---..-,_.--------------
5 securitiesr and secure any of its cbligations by mortgage of or -- - -........_~ 

6 c re at i on o f a · sec u r i t y i n t ere st i n a I l o r any of i t s property • 
-----~--------------

1 f ra n c h i se s ~ n d r r. co 1J e • 

a .Subd. b. [INVESTMENT.I .l corporation may in~est and 
-------- -----------

9 reinvest its funds. 

10 Subd. 9. lH•LDl~G PROPERTY AS SECU~ITY.I A corporation may ·-----~--------_, 
11 take and ho Id rea I and persona I proper-ty, whet her or not of· a -------.---~~----------------,_,,,_, ___________ _,_ _______ ~--------.... __,_,--------
12 ~ind sold er otherwise deart in b~ the corporation~ as security 

-~_.._ ... --~---------------------~-----.------~--------------
13 f o r th e pa ym en t o f mo n e y I oa n e d , a d van c e d • o r in Y est ed. 

14 Subd- 10. (LOCATION.I A corporation may conduct its 

15 business, carry on its operations, have ·offices, and exercise 
------------------------------ ~~--------~ 

16 the powers granted by sect ions 1 to 125 anywhere in the universe. 

17 Subd. 11- (DONATIONS.I A corporation may make donations, 

18 i rrc~pectiv~ of corpc,n?te t:encfit, for- the public welfare; for 
------~-----------------------------~-----~------·-----

19 social, comrr,unity, charit~ble, FP-1 igious, educational, -~----------------._._,___.., __________________ ._.,,_ _____ __, ___ _,_,_ ___ 
20 scientific, civic, I ;terary, and testing for public safety 

.. _...._.._._~-~--------------------------------~----~-~--~--
21 purposes, and for sirni lar or related purposes; for the purpose 

-------~-----------------------------------~--.... ----------
2 2 o f f o s t e r i n g n at i o n a I o r i nt e r na t i on a I am a t e u r s p o r t s 

23 co~petition; for the prevention of cruelty to children and · 
---------~~---~------------~----~~~-----~----------------

24 a.ni:n1ls; and, ;n time of war or other national emergency, for 
---------~------------~---...---~--

25 any and al I purposes in a id thereof. 

2b Subd- 12. [~AR; nATlnNAL EMERGENrY.J At the request of the 

27 government of the United States OF of this state or any of their -------------------------------------,__.-~-------~_,.--..--.-.__,---.-..-,-----
26 respective agencies, a corporation may transact any lawful 

---~--------------------.....,_.....,_,_,_,_~,_,_,,_,,_,,_ __ ,__,_~------.-......----
2 9 b u s i n e s s i n t i 111 e o f w a r o r o t he r- n a t i a n a I em er· 9 en c y , 

_,_, ________ --~-~------------_______ ,___ _________ ---~-._,_---~__, ..... ._....,_ 

30 notwithstanding any I i11ita tion on the purposes set forth in its ---~---------~----------~~----------------~~ ~-~----- -
31 articles. 

32 Subd. 13. [PENSI• NSi SENEFITS.l h corporation may pay -------
33 pensions, r£:t irement al low~nc~s, and compensation for past 

----~-------------------------------~--------------,_,_ __ _, _____ ~-~-
34 services to and for the benefit of, and establish, maintain, ---------------------------~~-~--~-----~--~~-~-------
3 5 c on t i n u e • an d ca r r Y o u t , w ho f I y o r p a r t i a I l y a t t h e ex pens e of ----------~------------~--------------~-----~~~-------
36 the corporation, employee or incentive benefft plans, trusts. 

---------------------.-,~--------~~-----,_--~-~--------~-----~-,_,___.,_...., 
37 1nd provisicns to or for the ~enef it of, any or al I of its and 
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1 its related corporations' officers, directors, employees, and -------~--...-----------------~-----~--~-~----~~--~-----~-~~--
2 agents and the fami I ies:, dependents, and benef ichr ies of any of -~----.--~---~----------~---~---...._ ______________ ~-~~------~~ 
3 them. lt may indemnify and purchase and maintain insurance for 

~~--------~-------- -----~----------~_____,_..~------~--------~ 
4 and on behalf of a fiduciary of any of these employee benefit 

--------------------------~-----------~--_,_,,~_, ____ _,._..._.__..,_,.....__....,_.______ 

5 and incentive plans, trusts, and provisions. 

6 Sub~. 14. (PARTICIPATING IN MANAGEMENT.I A corporation may 

7 participate in any capacity in the promotion, organization, --~-------------------~~--~~-----~------- ~-~---~ 
R ownership, management, and operation of any organization or in 

-------
9 any transaction, undertaking, or arrangement that the 

---------~-------------------._._,-~--~-----._,_.-,....___,_,__._.....__ 
1 O Pa rt i c f pat i n g co r po r a t i on w o u I d ha v e po w er to co n du ct by i t se If , ___________ ,__,______________ ---~,_._._,_,~ --- ---~._._. ______ _ 
11 whether or not the participation involves sharing or defegation 

-------------~-------~--,_,.___.._._. ___ _ 
12 .of cont1·0I with or to others. 

13 5ubd. 15. [ INSURANCE .. } A corporation may provide for its 

14 benefit life insurance and other insurance with respect to the 
---------------------------_,___,,_,,__~----------------_,_,____, __ ~~--.___...-

15 services of any or a a I of its officers, directors, emproyees, ---~---------~~------~-~-----------~~~~------~--- -~-
16 and agents. or on the • ife of a shareholder for the purpose of 

---------------~-------------~-----~------------___,_,_ _______ ....__,_..._._ ___ _ 
17 acquiring at the death of the shareholder any or all shares In -------~------------------~--- _________________________ ___...,..,__,_ _,,_,,_,_..., 

18 the corporation owned by the shareholde~. 

19 Subd .. 16. (C(lRPORATE 5Etl.} A corporation may have, after 

20 at pleasure, and use a corporate seal as provided in section 22. -~----------------------._..,_, _________ ......_._._~-------------,_._,~-------~--~-
21 Subd. 17. (BYL4~5-l ~ corporation may adopt, amend, and -------~---- -~----------
22 repeal bylaws relating to the management of the business or the -~-~~--,-.,-------~--------~-----~~--~--------_,,..., ........ _~--~ 
23 regulation of the affairs of the corporation as p,-ovided in· --~-----~-~--~~---------..... ~----~~-------------------
2 4 se c t i o n 2 5 • 

25 Subd. 18. [COMMITTEES.I A corporation may establish 

---~~......-~------------· 
26 committees of the board of directors. elect or appoint persons ----~~---------~~------ ~~~---~----~---~--~-----~ 
27 to the co~mittees, and define their duties as provided in 

____ _,_,~-------------~--------,_- - _________ _, _________ ~--------------,_.._, 
28 sections 42 and 43 and fix their compensation. -~~~-----~----~~-------- -----~~-~-~ 
29 Subd. 19. [OFFICERS; E~PLOYEESi AGENTS.I A corporation may ~-~---
30 elect or appoint officers, employees, and agents of the ~~...,.......,._.--~---.---.--....... ----~ .... ~---_,_,,_ ___ ____..__. ____ _ 
31 corporation, and define their duties as provided in sections 46 ---~._,_.--.... -.-..-~-------- _,_,..._._.._~-------------~_,_,,__._.___. ____ ...._. __ 

----~--
32 to 5~ and fix their compensation. 

---~-----------------~-----~----------
33 5ubd. 20. (SECJRJTJES.J ~ corporation may issue securities ---~ .... ~~------------------_..__. _____ _ 
34 and rights to purchase securities as provided in sections 55 to 

--~------ -~~--~~~~---~~~~~-~-~------------~-------
35 63. -
36 Subd. 21. [LOi'.US; GUARANTIE5i 5URE11ES.I A corporation may --------- --~ .... ._.~-~~-----
37 lend ~oney to, guarantee an obligation of, become a surety forw ---------~----~~--~-~~~~--~~~~-~~---~-~-----
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1 or otherwi~e financially assist persons as provided in section 
-~--------------------------------~--~---------------~------

2 82. 

3- Subd .. 22 .. lAD~ANCES.J A corporation may make advances to 

----------- ---=-----------------~------.-.--------..-.-
4 its di rectors, officers, and employees and those of its ----------~~---------~--~~----
5 subsidiaries as provided in section 63. 

6 Subd. 23. ( INDEHNlFICATI0~-1 A corporation sha I l indemnify 

7 persons against certain expenses and I iabilities only as -~~-~~--~-----------
0 provi.ded in sect icn 84. 

C, Subd. 24. [ASSUMED NAMES.I A corporation may conduct att _______ ._.._ __ ~~--~---
10 or p.art of its business under one or 11ore assumed narnes as 

_,_,..._._._.. _______ ,_,..~_,___, ________ ,_, ________ ~----.-.....-------.... ----~---
11 provided in Minnesota Statutes, Sections 333.001 to 333.06. 

12 .Subd. 25- (OTHER POWERS.I A corporation may have and ~-~------- ------------
13 exercise a 11 otttcr powers necessary or convenient to effect any -~-----~---------~-------------_,_,---~--------------~--------------~-------
14 or a r I of the bus in~ss purposes for which the corporation is 

----------------------~-----~-..-.---~-~-- ~~~~-----~ 
15 incorporated. 

16 

17 

Sec. 22. l302A.163J lCORPOR~TE SEAL.I 

Subdivision l. (5[AL ~OT RfCUIRED.l A corporation may. but 

1e need not, have a corporat~ s~ar, and the use or nonuse of a --~~----~---------~~-----~-~--~--~---~~----~~-----
19 corporate sea I does r.ot affect the val t d it y or en forc.eab i I ity of ------~----~--~---------------~-~-------~-~-~~-~~~-~~ 
20 a document or act. If a corporation has a corpor~te se~I, the ----~-------------~----------~--~--~------~------
21 use of the seal by the corporation on a document is not -----~----------
22 necessary. 

23 Sub J. 2 • ( R EC U IRED W ORO 5 ; USE • I I f a corpora t ion ha s a 

24 corporate seat. the seal may consist of a rnechanical ir.,printing 
-----------------~-----------------------------~-----------~------~----

25 device, or a rubber stamp with a facsimile of the seal affixed 
-----~----------------------~--~------------------------_.._.-

26 thereon, or a facsfa;le or reproduction of either. The seal ~-------,_,,_.-_,_,_ _____ --_____ _,_.,_. ____ ._ ____________ ~------------------
27 need include only the word •Sea£•, but it may also include- a ----------------~-~~~~--~-----------~----~~~-~----
28 part or aft of the name of the corporation and a co~bination, -~~-------------------~-------~~--------............. ---~--~-~-
29 derivation, or abbreviation of either or both of the phrases •a 

----------------~---~-~--~---------..-..----------------~---------
30 Minnesota Corporation" and •Corporate Seal•. If~ corforate --~-----~~----~~----~---------~-~~---~-~-----------
31 seal is used, it or a facsimile of it may Le affixed. engraved. --------~---~--------------~-~~--------~~-----
32 printed, pJaced, stamped with indelible. ink, or in any other ______ ,_,__ __________ ....., _______________ ._.... ____ _ 
33 manner repr~duced on 3ny document. 

34 Sec. 23. l302A.165J fEFFECT OF LACK OF POWERr ULTRA 

35 VIRES.I 

36 The doing. continuing, or pecforning by a cor·poration of an --------~~~---~~--~--~---~-----------------~~-~~~ 
37 act, or an executed or wholly or partially executory contract, 
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1 conveyance or transfer to or bY the corporation. if otherwise ----------~--~--------------.-.-~--~-~----------------~~ 
2 lawful, is not inva I id because the cor-poration was without the ~---~-~----~~-~~----~---~~---~--~ .... --~-~-------._._~--~----~--
3 power to do, continue, or perform the ~ct, contract, convey3nce. ----------~--~-----~~----- _________________ ,_,,_ ______________ ,_,__ ______ __ 
4 or transfer• unless the lack of power is established in a court 

------~--------- __ ,_,_,_ _______________________ ~ __ _._._..., _ _,_, ___ _ 
5 i n th i s stat e : 

6 ( a ) I n a pr o c e e d i n 9 b y a sh a re h o I d e r a g a i ns t t he ----~~----~-~~~~~------------------
7 corpc,ration to enjoin the doing, continuing, or performing of ------------------~~- ~---------~--------. _______ ._,_.,____,_,,_ 

6 the act, contract, conveyance, or transfer. If the unauthorized ________ ,_ _______ ~--~~~~----~~~-----~~~---------~--~ 
9 act, continuation. or perfon1ance sought to be enjr.ined is ---~-----~-----------------._._..... ______ ,_,._ ____________ -_._,_,,__~--~_,_,_-

l O being, or to be, performed or made pursuant to a contract to 
----.---.--~-------------~---------------~---_,,_._~_._.,_, _ __._ ______ ~ 

11 which the corporation is a party. the court may, if just_ and -~--~-~----~--------------~-----------,_,._.__ _._.__. _____ ~.__,-~---
12 reasonable in the circumstance~, set aside and enjoin the 

---~-------------------~~,_,_~,_. ------.-----------~--~~-
13 performance of the contract and in so doing may allow to the -------~-~-------~-----~---._-- ... ________________ ...._.._, __ ____..__,...,__, 

14 corporation or to the other parties to the contract compensation ---~-------------------~_._. _________ ~-----------------------_._,_,~-~ 
15 for the loss or- damage sustained as a result of the action of 

-----~---------,_._-~,..._,.-----------_,.--._~--~-----~----_,_.._._. ____ ~------
lb the court in setting aside and enjoining the performance of the 

--..-----------
17 contract; 

18 Cb) In a proceeding by or in the name of the corporation, 

19 whether acting directly or through a le~al representative, or _._..,_._~----~--~----------~---~~,_,_,-._, ______ ,,__ ___ ___. ___ ,_ ___ ---
20 thr-ough shareholders in a re::,resentative or derivative suit, -~-------------------~--------~-~~---.-~--~------------
21 ag1inst the incumbent or former officers or directors of the ~------------------419---~----------- ...-.----~-,___, __ _....,~-----~------._,_,_ 
22 corporation for exceeding or otherwise violating their 

------------------------........_. _________ _,, __ _,__----~-,,_-------~-----.--
23 authority, or against a person having actual knowledge of the --~~---------~-
24 lack of power; or 

25 

Zb 

27 

26 

29 

30 

31 

-__,- 32 

33 

34 

.35 

3b 

37 

(cJ In a proceeding by the attorney generaS, as provided in ---------~----------,_,_,-------~----.------~-----------------.... -------~-----
section 111, to dissolve the corporation. or in a proceeding by ________ ........ ___________ ,_,__----~- -------------------------------~-._,_, 
the attorney general to enjoin the co~poratkon fro~ the 
-------------------------------- ~-~--------------_,, ---------
transaction of unauthorized business. 

ORGANllATJ •N; BYLAW5 

Sec. 24. (302~.1711 (CRGANIZATION.J 

5ubdivisron l. (R • Lf Of INCDRPClRATOR5.1 If the first board ____ ._..._._-___ _,_....,__. --~--~~___,,_,-
is not naned in the articles, the incor-porators may elect the _________________ ,_,._._ _______ ~-~------~_,_..._._,_,...~--,_,_,_,-------------------
f i rs t b o a rd o r may a c t a s d i rec t o r s • i n th e same ra an n er as --------~-~~~-~-.----------------._._. _ ____... _________ ~--~--
di rectors, 1i.ith al I ot the pokers, rights, duties, and ------------------,__---~~-,__,_,_, ____________ __,_._,_,,____,__, __ ___ 
li3bilities of directors. until direttor_s are elected, until --~~-~-----~~~~~~~-~-__.___~---~~~-_____,.-----~~~~~--~~--
shares are issued, or until the organization of the corporation 
-----~-----------------------.. ------------------~---------~----._------------------.-. 
is co~plete, whichever occurs first. -~---~~------~--~--~---------------~~-
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1 Subd. 2. (HEET ING.I After the issuance of the certificate 

2 of incorporation, the inccrp~rators or the dire&tors n~med in 
-~-~------~---~--~~-~-------~~-----~-~------~---~-----...-.~~---~---~ 

3 the articles shall either hold an organizational tileeting at the 
----------------

4 call of a maJorfty of the incorporators or of the directors ~~~-~---~~~~~~---~-~~----------~--..._.--.-...~--~~~----
5 na~ed in the articles, or take written action, for th& purposes --~--~~-~---------~~-----------~----------~ ~~-~-
6 of transacting business and taking actions necessar.y or ______ ,_._,_,,.__~ 

7 appropriate to complete the organization of the corporation, --~-~~-~---~~------.~~~~~~-----~--------------
8 including, without I imitation, amending the articfes, electing --~~-~------~-~--~---~-~~----- , ________ _ ------~--~~~----~-
9 directors, adopting bylaws~ electing office~s. adopting banking -----~--------._._._ -------------------------~~--------------~--~-,-.---~--. 

10 resolutions, authorizing or ratifying the purchase., lease, er __ ._,,,,_._,._ __________________ ~- ----~---------------------------~--
11 other acquisition of suitable space, furniture. furnishings. 

--------------
12 .supplies, and mate~ials, approving a corporate sear, approving 

----------~----~---~---~_,._----.-.-.....~~---_._.._,__,........,_,_,,,_,_._. ____ _ 
13 forms of certificates or transaction statements foe shares of ----~~-~-----~-- ~-------~-.-.----~ --...-__.....~----~ 
14 the corporation, adopting a fiscal year for the corporation. --------~---~~~--~-~~---~-~-~--~-~---- -~-~-~---~ 
15 acceptinq subscriptions for and issuing ~h.ares of the -----~---~-------.,~-------.-~-~~.-,--,-.--~-------------........,,,_,_ 
lb corporation, and making any appropriate tax elections~ If a _____ , ____ _ ----------~~~~ 
17 ~eetinQ is held, the person or persons car ling the meeting shall 

---------------------~-~--~---------------------------~------------
18 give at least th,ee days notice of the meeting to each ---------------------------~-----~~~~~~~~------
19 incorporator or director named, stating the date. times and -~~~~-------~--~~-----~~-------~~---------------
,0 place of the meeting. 

21 

22 

Sec. 25. (302~.1811 [BYLAWS.I 

Subdivision 1. [G~NERlLLY.J A corporation may, but need 
-----~------------------------------------

23 not, have bylaws. Ly laws may contain an~ provision relating to 
--------------~----------~---~-~-----.------

24 the manaqemcnt of the business or the re~ulation of the affairs ------------------~--------~------------------------------. ..... --------..._,,_ 
25 of the corporation not inconsistent wtth law or the articles. -~-----------------~----...... ------------~-------~~------- ,_,...,_,,_,_. 

26 Subd .. 2. (POWER • F B~ARD .. J Initial bylaws may be adopted 

27 pursuant to section 24 by the incorporators or by the first 
------------------~~---------~~~------------- --~~--~ 

2d board. Unfe~s reserved by the articles to the sharehotders, the -------------~ .. ----------------.-,,---.-..---.~-------~-------....... ----~--
29 power to adopt, amend, or repeal the bylaws is vested in the -~~------------------------___.._. __ ___.,_,_..._,_,~------_,_,~,_._._.-~~ 

30 b o a rd • The po we r of t he b o a rd i s s u b j e ct t o th e p ow er of t he -~-------~-----------_, ______________ ~-~---- -----~--..--
31 shareholders, exercisable in the ~anner provided in subdivision --~-----~~--~~~-~~--~--------~--~-~----~~--~~~~~ 
3 2 3 , to a do pt , amen d,. o r re p E: a I by I a w s a do pt e d • am· en d e d • o r --------~-----~--~~---~-~-~-~~---~~-----~~-
33 repealed t:,y the board. After the adoption of the initial ~---------~----~,_, ________ ,_,_,_---------~---------------~~---
3 4 b y I a w s , th e b o a r d sh a I I not a do pt , amen d • or ,- ep ea r a by I aw ~--------~-~------~------~~~-~---~--....--------~~-~ 
.35 fixin£ a quorum for- meetin9s of shareholders, pr·escr ib ing 

-----~--------------~--------------------.---._.~----~-----------._,_,---._,_-
3b procedures for removing directors or filling vacancies in the 

--~-----------------------~----~,_,_,,,_, __ ~---~--~.------._.-_,_, _____________ ~ 
37 board, or fixing the nur.ber of di1ectors or their ~~~------~~----~---~------------~~~~~~-----~--

2b 

-~ 
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1 classifications, qualifications, or terms of office, but mat ~~~---~---~-~~--~ --~------~--~---------~---~-~~ 
2 adopt or amend a byla~ to increase, the number of directors. 

------------~----------~--~~------------~-~--------------
3 Subd. 3~ (POWER Of 5HAREHDLDfR5; PROCEDURE.) If a 

4 shareholder or shareholders holding one percent or mo~e of ill -~~-~--~---.--~~~-~ --------------- -~~-~~~~ 
5 voting shar~s propose a resorutfon for action by the 

6 shareholders to adopt, ar.1end, or repeal by( aws adoJ;ted, amer,ded,. -----------------------~~---,-.--~-... ~-----,__-_______ ,_,_ __________ __,_, ___ _ 
7 or repealed bs the board and the resolution sets forth the -~~~------------~------~------~------------------~ 
8 provision or provisions proposed for adoption, aruend~ent. or ------------------~-~----------~-~-,_~--~~------~--~ 
9 repeal, the I imitations ar.d procedures for submitting, 

--~--------,_,,_,_.._.._._, .... ._.._._,~~--.... ---------~------~-----~---
10 considering, and adopting the resolution are the same as 

--------
11 provided in section 14. subdivisions Z to 4, fo~ amendment of ---~---.---------~------ ------------------~----------~-~-----
12 the articles. 

13 

14 

15 

BOARD 

Sec. 26. [ 302~. 201 I t BOARD .J 

Subdivision 1. [80ARD Ta HA~~GE.J The business and affairs ----·------~----,_,_..__ ... ________ __ 
16 of a corporation shall be managed by or under the di~ection of a --~-----------~-~---------~--------~~-----~-~-------.... ~~ 
17 board, subject to the provisions of subdivision 2 and section ------------~-------~------------~-------------~-----~-~~ 
18 7b. The nembers of the first board may be named in the arti&les --~-------·--.,----------~--------.-.---.... -----------.-.-------._,_~--------
1 9 o r e l e c t e d by tt·, e i n c c r po r a t or s pu rs ua n t t o s e ct i on 2 4 o r by the 

,_-------------
20 shareholders. 

21 Subd. l. [5HAREHOLD£R MANAGEMENT.I The holders of the 

22 voting shares of the corporaticn may. by unanimous affirmative ---------------~-~--~------~-~-----~------~-~-~------~--~~~ 
23 vote, take any action that sections I to 125 require or permit -----------~---~-----~---------~-----~----~---~--------
24 the board to take or the shareholders to take after action or -----------------~-----~------~-~-~------
25 approval of the board. As to an action taken by the 

----~---------------------------
26 shareholders in that manner: 

27 (a) Th~ directors have no duties, I iabifities, or 

28 responsibilities as directors under sections 1 to 125 with 
-~---~~---------------------

29 respect to or arising from the action; 

30 (b) The shareholders collectiveft and individually have all 

31 o f th e du t i e s , I i ab i I i t i e s ~ a n d r e s p on s i b i I i t i es o f d i r- e ct o r s 
~--~----------------------------------~-------------------·-----~---

32 under sections 1 to ll5 with respect to and arising from the __ ._..... ____ ~----------~.-.----~-----------.------~---------------------------
33 action; 

34 (c) If the action relates to a matter required oc permitted 
----~--~--------.-~-----------~-----------,__~~-----------------.. 

.35 by sections 1 to 125 or by any other I aw to ~e approverl or ---~-----~----~~-~--~~~~~--~~-~---------
3b adopted by the boarci. either "iith or without approva.f or ~-~-------------------~-~-~--------~------~----~--~~ 
37 adoption t,y the shareholders~ the action is deemed to have been -~~~~----~----~---------~~~-----~~-~----------------~~------

27 
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l 3pproved or adopted by the board; and -~-~--------~----~- ----------
2 (d) A re~uirement that an instrunent fifed with a 

3 governmenta I agency contain a statement that the act ion has been --~~-~----~----~--------~~-~~-~--------------
4 approved and adopteJ by the board is satisfied by a statement -~~---~-----~~------------~-~------_._._ _____ _... 

5 that the shareholders have taken the action under this ----~-----
b subdivision. 

7 Sec. 27. (302A.203l [NU~eER.J 

8 The board shall consist of one or more directors- The ---------~-~--~--------------------~-~-
9 nu~ber of directors shall be fixed by, or in the manner provided ---~,_,_,------~--------------- ._._._.__,_.._.,_,.~~------~ ~~~ 

10 in, the articles or bylaws. The number of directors may be -~~------~----~--~-~-~-.-_.-~-~--~~------
11 increased or, subject to section 35• decreased at any time by -----~------------ ~--~--~~-----~~----~~~----.~ 
12 _amendnent to. or in the mann~r provided in, the articles or -~----
13 bylaws. 

----
14 Sec. 28. [302A.2051 (CUALJFICATI • NSi ELECTION.I 

15 Directors sharl be natural persons. The method of election -------....-.--~-~-~-~-------~--~--~-~~--~-.-.-..-------
16 and any additional qualifications for directors may be imposed 

17 by or in the manner provided in the articles or b1raws. -~-~------~---------~---~-~---~--~~~ ~-~-------
18 Sec. 29. [302A.207J ITcRt-'S.l 

19 Unless fixed ter~s are provided for in the articles or ~---~----~---------------~-----~--~----------~---
20 bylaws, a director serves for an indefinite te~m that expires at --~--~---------------------~-----------------~------
21 the next regular meeting of the shareholders. The term of a 

,_.,----------~-~---,__ __ ._._. ___ ~--~------.~------- __ _._._._. _____ 
22 director shall not exceed fiv~ years. A director holds office 

---~------ ~------~~-------~~~----------
2 3 f o r th e t e rm f o r w h i c h the d i rec to r w a s e I ':!ct e d an d u n t i I a -----------~~-~--------~-------~----------~-~-------
24 successor is elected and has qualified, or until tne earlie~ 

----------------------~--.---------------------~---------~~----._,_,_ ___ _ 
25 death~ resignation, remo~al. or disqualification of the director. -----~----~~---~------~--------------~~ ---~-....-.----~-~~ 
26 Sec. 30. (302A.209l [ACTS NOT VOID OR VOIDA~LE.J 

27 TMe expiration of a director's term with or ~ithout the ---~------~-------~~----~~~----------------------,_,,... 
26 election of a qualified successor does not make prior or 

-~----------~------.-.-----------~----- ...,_,_,_ __________ ,_~-----

29 su~sequent acts of the officers or the board void or voidable. 

30 

31 

----------~--._.._.._._._,____ ---------~~------~~~-----------~...._.--
Sec. 31. [302A.211J fCGMPENSATI •N.J 

Subject to any I imitations in the articles or bylaws, the -----~------~---~----~-------~~~~-~------
32 bo3rd may fix the compensation of directors. 

33 

34 

Sec. 32. l302A.213l (CLASSIFICATION OF DIRECTORS.I 

Di rectors may be divided into classes as provided in the ---~-------~~---- - -----~--~-----~---~~~--------~ 
35 articles or bylaws. 

36 .Sac. 33 .. (302A.215l (CUP'lULATIVE VCsllNG FOR DIRfCTORS.l 

37 Unless the articles provide that there shat( l-e no 

28 
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1 cunufative voting. and exc~pt as provided in section 35w ------------------------~------_,__ .... ________________ ,_,_, __ _____ 
2 subdivision 5, each shareholder entitled tc vote for directors ~-----~~-------------~-------~-------------------~---~ 
3 h 3 s th e r i g h t to cu mu I a t e th o sp v o t e s i n t he e I e ct i o n of 

----~------ ---------------------------~---------------
4 directors by giving written notice of intent to cumulate those ~-------~--~-~~----~--..... ----------~-~~~------~~ ~------
5 votes to the presiding officer at the meeting at which the ----~---~--~-------~~---------~----------.-----------~~ 
6 election is to occur at any time before the election of 

-----------------,..--.-----..-.-.--------~----.-.....---------
7 directors at _the meeting. in ~hich case: 

-~---~---------------------------~-----~--~~ e (a) The presiding officer at the meeting shalr announce, 

9 before the tlection of ~irectors, that shareholders shall 
--~-----~-----~----~-----~ 

10 cunulate their votes; and 

11 (b) Each shareholder shall cumulate those votes ei~her by 

12 casting for one candidate the rumber of votes equal to the ________________________ _...., ____ ~-----------.... ------------ ---------------~_,_..,_,_,__ 
13 nunber of directors to be elected ~ultiplied by the number of -~-------~~----~-~--- -----------------------......... ~-~---
14 votes represented by t~e shares, or by distributing all of those 

-------------..-.-----~-~------~------~-----~------------------~--_.......~--
15 vote~ on the same principle a~ong hnY number of candidates. 

16 

17 

Se c • 3 4 • [ 3 0 2 t. . • 2 21 J ( R E ~ I C, ~J A Tl ON • J 

A director may resign at any time by giving written notice 
---------------~-.-.~------~-~----- ---------~---

lb to the corpcr~tion. The resignation i~ effective without 
-----~------~----------~~----------~-----------------

19 acceptance when the notice is given to the cor~or3tion, unless a 
-----~-------------------------------------------

20 I ater effective time is sPP.C if ieo in the not ice. 

21 

22 

Se c • 3 5 • ( 3 0 2 A • 2 2 3 I r KE H •VAL OF D I k E CT OR S., I 

Subdivision 1. (MCDIFICATION.J The provisions of this 

23 section apply unless modified by the articles, the bylaws, or an -----------------~-~---------------------~~--~~-~-~~--...... --~ 
24 &gree~ent described in section 1b~ 

25 Subd. 2. (RE~OVAL BY OI~fCT0~5.l A director may be removed 
-------~-~-----------

2b at any ti~e, with or without cause, by the affirmitive vote of ~ _.._ ______________________________________________________________ ,_,___.._. _______ ,,_,_,,... 

27 majority of the directors present, if: ---~~-------~----~~....,,_.__._. __ ___.. _______ ___ 
28 la} The director was named by the bo,rd to fifl a vacancy; -----~-------,___, ____________ ,... _____ ...._ ________________ ~ __ ,_,_, __________ _ 
29 ( b ) Th e st-. a r eh o I d e r s ha v e no t e I e- c t e d d i r e ct o r s i n t he -----~~--------~---~~~ ... --------~---~~~-~----------~ 
30 intenal between the t;me of the appointment to filf a vacancy 

____ ,___, __ ~ _____________ ..., __________________ _, ____________ ~--------.-..~_..._.-------------~ 
31 and tne ti~e of the removal; and ----~-----------__,.., _____ _ 

, _ _,,. 32 Cc) A majority of the remaining directors vote to remove -~~---~~-----~-~ -------.....-~_,....~~--------------~-
33 the director. 

------------
34 Subci. 3. [REMOVAL BY SHAJ:EHCLDE~S.} Any one c,r a 11 of the 

35 d i re c t o r s ,i a ~- b e r em o ·, e d a t a n y ti me • w i th o r w i t ho u t ca u s e , b Y ---~-~-~-----~-~~~~---~---~---~~~~------~-----~-~-~~.-,--~~-
36 t h e 3- f f i , n a t i v e v o t e o f tti e h o I d e r s of the p r o po r t i o n o r nu m D e r ----------------~---~------------~~-~----~------~----~-~---~~ 
37 o f th e v o t i n CJ sh a r es c f t h e c I a s !: e s o r s e r i es t h e d i r cc. t o r 

------------~---------------~-~~--------------~----~------~ 
29 
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1 represent~ 5ufficient to elect the~, exce• t as provided in _____________ _,_ __ __ 

2 subdivision 4. 

3 5ubd. 4. (EXCEPTION FOR CURP •RATIO~S WITH CUMULATIVE 

4 VGTING.J ln a corporation having cumulative voting, unless the 
--------------------- ----------~~-.-.-,-

5 e n t i re b c; a r d i s r em o v e d s i mu I t a n e o u s I y , a d i r- e ct o r i s not 

b renoved fro~ the bo~rd if there are cast against removal of the 
---~~----~--~~~----~ ~---~~-----~-~.-.a___,._...------

7 d i re c t o r th e v o t e s o f a nu ir.b e I o f sh a r e s s u f f i c i en t t o c I e c t th e --~----~---~--------------,_.._..._._._._._,_, ________________ ....,_._,_,_ __ ....__,._..__ 

s dir-ector at an election of the entir-e board under- curnutative 
------

9 voting. 

10 Subd. 5. (ELECTION Of REPLACEMENTS.I New directors may be 

11 elected «ta meeting ~t which directors are removed. If the 
--~-.--.---~--------~~----------- ---------- ~~~------.._. 

12 _corporation allows cumulative voting and a shareholder notifies 

13 the presidinq officer at any time prior to the erection of new 
___ _,,_, ____ ---------------------------~-~-----------------_._._._. ~-------------

14 di rectors of· intent to cumulate the votes of the shareholder-. -------~---~-~----------~--~-----~---------
l 5 th e p re s i c! i n q o f f ice r sh a I I an noun c e b e f or e th e e I e ct i on t ha. t -~--~---------------~-~-------------~-~--- ~-~--------.--
1 b c u n u I a t i v e . v o t i n g i s , n e f f e c t , a n d sn a r- eh o l de rs s ta a I I c u mu l a te ---~~----~----~---------------~-~---------~~-~------
17 their vote~ as provided in section 33w clause (b). 

18 

19 

Sec. 36. (302A.225J ('-IAf~~CIE"S.l 

Un I e s s ci i f f e r e r, t r u l e s f o r f i I I i n g v a can c i es a r e p r o v i d e d 

20 for- in the articles or bylaws: 

21 ( a ) ( I J V a ca n c i es o n t h e b oa rd re s u I t i n g fr c m t he d ea th • 

22 resignation, removal. or disqualification of a director may be 

·--------
23 filled by the affirmative vote of a majority of the rem~ining 

----~---------~-.--....----------------~--
24 di rectors, even though less than a quorum; and 

25 (2) Vacancies on the board resulting from newr1 created 
--~-------_,_.~~--- -----------------~------------------------._..,__ 

26 directorships may be filled by the affirmatfr:ve vote of a 
-------------------------------------------

27 majority of the directors ~ervinq at the time of the increase; 

26 and 

29 (b) Each director elected under this section to fill a ---------~~--~-~~----~------------------------ ~ -
30 vacancy holds office until a qualified successor is elected by 

--~-----------~-----~------------~-----------~---------
31 the shareholders at the next regular or special meeting of the 

----------
32 snareholders. 

33 

34 

Sec. 37. l302A.23ll (BOARD KfETINGS. J 

Subdivision 1. [TIME; PLACE.I Meetings of the board miy be 

.35· held from time to time as provided in the articles or bylaws at 

-~----..-----------~-------~-- ----------
36 any place within or without the state that tne boa~d may select ~----~~-~----~~~~~-~----~------~~--~-~~---~~-------~~~-~----
37 or ':JY any neans described in ~ubdi vision 2. 1 f the board fails 

30 

--------

;[ 
:! 
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1 to select a place for a ~Eetin99 the neeting shall be held at ____________ ,.. _______ _....._..._._,_,._._._ ________ ,_,~---~~------ --------~------
2 the principal executive office, ~nless the articles or DY laws 

-~-~---------------------....._.__~~~-~-------~----------~~-~~~~-
3 provide otherwise. 

4 Subd. 2. IFLE(TRONIC CO~~UNICATIDNS.l Cal A conference 

5 l~ong directo~s by any means of communication through which the -~~-~--------------------
6 directors may si~ultaneously h£a~ each other during the _________________ .__.~~------ ------~-----------
7 conference constitutes a board meeting, if the same notice is 

--~-~~---------~-----.-.------~---------~---------- ---------~-------
8 given of th~ conference as would be £equired by subdivision 3 

·-------------------------
9 for a meeting, and if the numbPr of directors participating in -----~-----.---------,_-----~.....,___,_,~_,_,_,_,_,_,_______ ~---~ 

10 the conf~rence would be sufficient to constitute a quorum at a 
--------------~..-.---~---------------~--------- --~-----------

11 meeting. Part ic ipat ion in a meeting by that means const_ itutes ___________________________ ___,~...._.--------- ------~~~ 
12 _presence in person at the fD6eting-

-----------~----... ......_._ __________ ~------
13 (b) A director may participate in a board meeting not -----~-------~-~,-.---------~----~-~---,_,__ ________ _ 
14 described in paragrapn (a) by any Rleans of communication through --~-----~---------~--~...._._ _ ____.____.._ __________ ,_~~------------...... 
1 5 w h i c h th e d i , e ct o r , c i he r d i re c t c r s so p a r t i c i pat i n g • a n d a l l 

----------~~-------------------------------,_, ... _______ _,_,___,_,, __ ______,_ __ ~_ .... 
lb directors physically present at the meeting nay sJ~ultaneously -----------~-- ~-------------------------_,_.,...._,_,_,_ _________ ,_,_,,_,,_.._, _____ ...._._~---
17 hear each other during the steeting. P.articipation in 2 meeting 

-.--------~~--------.---------~._.---~~---------~-___,,------------~--------------------
16 by that me~ns constitutes presence in person at the meeting. 

19 Subrl. 3. (CALLJ~G HEflI~GS; NOll(E.J Unless the articles 

2U or bylaws provide for a different time period, a director miy -----~-------~ ...... ---~~~--~------~----~------~-~~--
21 cal I a board meeting by gi~in9 ten days notice to al I drrector-s 

---------- ~~-------- -------------------
22 of the date, time, and place of the meeting. The notice need --~~------~-------------~~~-~-~-~---~-------
23 not sta~e the purpose of the meeting unless the a1ticles or 

------~~------~-~~~--------~--------~---~-~--.---------------
24 bylaws requjre it. 

-------------
25 Subd. 4. lPREil •USLY 5CHfDULEO ~EETlNGS.I If the day or 

26 date, ti~e, and place of a board ~eeting have been provided in --------~-----~-------,_-------~~-~--~-------- ______ _.._.._.,_.,, 

27 the articles or bylaws. o~ announced at a previous meeting cf ____ ,......, ___________________ .._ __________________ ,_,._ _ _.....~----------------------
2e the board, no notice is rer.uired. Hotice of an adjourned 

-------~-----------~~---~-----~~-~--------------------
29 meeting nee-d not be given ether than by announcemer,t at the --~--~-------------.... -------....,_-,,_,_____......_.,_._..__~,.. .... -~--._.-.....-.... ,_,......,_ __ _ 
30 meeting at which adjourn~ent is taken-

---------~---~--~-----~-----------
31 Subrl. 5. lhAIVER Gf ~QTJCE.J k director may waive notice 

-----~-~ ------------------~-_,,. 

32 of a ~eeting of the board. A waiver of notice by a director -----~----~------..... ---~~----~~~-----~-------......... --~-~~~~ 
33 entitled to notice is effective whether given tefore, at, or -~~~-~-~----------~~-~~~-------~---~-~~-~------~~~_.__.._.~~-
34 after the r.teetin9, and whether 3iven in writing. orally, or by --~-----------------~--.~-----~-~~---------~----~---~-~ 

.35 attendance. Attendance bY a director at a meeting is a waiver 
-~~-...... -----------~-~-~-----~----~-~~~-~----------· 

3b of notice of that meeting, exc~pt where the director objects at --~--~~--~-~-~-~---~--~-----~----....~~~--~~~--~~~~---
37 the be~inninq of the meeting to the transaction of business 

-----~-----------~- -- -------~~---~~~-----~----~~~~-
31 
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I because tnc meetin9 is not la~fully car led or con~ened and does 
------------------------------------------~-~--~-----------------

2 not participate thereafter in the meeting. 

3 

4 

Sec. 3€. [302A.233J (ABSENT DIRECTORS.) 

If the articles or bylaws so provide. a director may give 

5 advance written consent or opposition to a proposal to be acted 
--------

b on at a board meeting. If the director is not present at the 

7 meeting, co~sent or opposition to s p~oposal does not constitute ----------~~-----~---------~---~~----~--- ~~-~-~-~~-
E presence for purposes of determining the existence of a quorum. -~-~-------~-----------------------~--~~------.__.__________ -
9 but consent or opposition shall be counted as a vote in favor of -------------------------~-~-~~----~~ ~~.--~~ 

10 or against the proposal and shall be entered in the minutes or -~---~-------~------~-___,_____________________ ... ~-------~-----
11 other record of action at the meeting, if the p~oposat acted on -~--------~------~~--------._.... _____________________ _.... ___ _,_ __________ ~ 
12 at the meeting is substantially the same or has substantially 

.. ._.._._,,_._.._._~....,~ ... -------____,.~----_,_,- ------- ,_....~-----------
13 the ~ame effect as the pro?osal to which the di~ecto~ has -~~~~-------~-~---------
14 consented or objected. 

15 

16 

Sec. 3S. l302A.235l IQUORUH.J 

A ma j o r i t y , or a r a r g P. r o r s m a r l e r pr op o £ t i o n o r nu mb e r 

17 provided in the articles er bylaws, of the directors currently -~~--------~~._...-----------~~-~~~~------------
lf holding office present at a meeting is a quorum for the ----------
19 transaction of busine$s. In the absence of a quorum, a majo~ity 

-------~----------------------------------~------- ------~~--~---~ 
20 of the directors p~esent may adjourn a meeting tram time to time ---~----~-------~~-------~------~-~-----~~---~~~-~----
21 u n t i l a quo r um i s p r es e nt • I f a q u o r u11 i s p r- es en t w h e n a d u l y 

22 cal led or held meeting is cnnvened, the directors present may -----~-----... --------~-~,_,,.,,._.~~-~._.-----~---~-----------~ 
23 continue to transact business unti I adjournment, even though the -------------------~~-------~--~~--------------~~.--.-.--
24 ~ithdrawal of a nurr.ber e,f directors originally present leaves 

-------------------
25 less than the proporticn or n~~ber otnerwise ~equired for a 

--~~~ 

Zb quoru~. 

27 

28 

Sec. 40. (302A.2371 [tCT GF THf PCARO.J 

The board shall take action by the affirm2tive vote of a 

29 majority of directors present at a duly held meeting, except --~-----~---~~---- -~-------.-.-------~-------------~~-~ 
30 "'here sections l to 125 or the article!! reouire thl' affirmative 

----------------------~~-----------
31 vote of a larger proportion or number- If the articJes require --------~---~----------------------------------~_,_._~_,_,,_,_~----_____,_,----------
32 a taryer proportion or nur.1ber than is required by sections l to ·-------------------- ______ _, ____ _ 
33 12.5 for a part icu far act ion, the articles shal I control. 

34 

.35 

---------~-------~~-------~~~-~~~----------
Sec. 41. l302A.239l [ACTICN WITHOUl MEETrnG .. J 

Subdivision 1. l~ETHOD.l An action required or permitted 

,36 to be taken at a board meetin~ may be taken by written action 
-------~------------------- _,_.....,_,_.,__, _____ ._..,_-~-----~ ------------~~ 

37 ~igned bY al I of the directors unless the action nPeo not be 

32 

-----
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l approved by the shareholders and the articles so ?rovrde, in ~~--~--------------....-~~~-~-~------------~~------------
2 ~hich case, the action ma~ b.e taken by written action signed by 

-~-~---~--------------~--------~------------------~-------
3 the s~alJer number of ditectors that would be required to take 

----------------
4 the same action at a meeting of the board at which all directors --~~----~~---~~~-~------ -~------,_._,.._--~ -~----------
5 were present. 

6 Subd. 2. (EFFECTIVE TIME.I The written action is effective 
~- ----~ -------- ______ ,_,_, __ _,_, __ ~--.-..-.-...-------------------

1 when signed by the required nu~bec of directors, unless a -~-~-~-~-~-----~-~-------~---~~-------.-------~------
8 different eff&ctive time is provid~d in the written action. 

----------~---------- ------------~--...~~----~-
9 Subd. 3. UIOTICEi Ll.~EILITY-J Wht-n written action is 

-----~---- ~---~-----------
!O permitted to be taken t,y ress than al f directors, a. l l directors --------~-,_.__,_,,_,__._.~------ .... ._._._,_,,_,_,__, _ __. 

11 shall be notified immediately of its text and effective date. ------------------------------------------- _,_, ... _._..___,. ____ ____ 
12 Failure to provide the notice does not invalidate the written ----~--------._._.~--~,_-~___,-~--------------___,___._ __________ ,_,~...._., ______ _ 
13 a c t i o n • A d i r e c. t o r w ho d oe s not s i g n o r co ns en t t o t he w r i t ten __________ _,_.,,_ ____ ,_,_,~,__, .... ____ _ _________________ ....,_,..._,_._ --~~ 
14 action h:is nc liability for the action or actions taken thereby. 

------..----------~----~-..,_._,._~-----------
15 .Sec. 42. ( 302~.241 I (CO!-'fi\lTTfES.J 

16 Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.,} A resofution approved by the 
,_------~- -----~--~----

17 affirmative vote of a majority of the beard ~aY e$tablish 
--------------------------~----~---~---------------------~ 

lB c o :n m i t t e es ha v i n q t he a u th or i t y of the boa r d i n t he ll'la na g e uie n t --~--------------------~-~--------~-----~-----------
19 of the business of t~e corporaticn to t~e extent provided in the -------------~-------~---~~--~---~--~~~------------~-------· 
20 resolution. Co~mittees are subject at al( times to the --~-------~-------~~~------~--~---------~--------
21 direction and control of the board, except as provided in 

----------
22 section lt3. 

-------
23 Subd. 2. I MEMBERSHIP .1 Committee m£mbers sha 11 be natura I 

-----~-- ------------------------------
24 per~ons. Unless th~ articles or bylaws provide for a different 

-------------------~----------~~-~--------------------------
25 me~bership, a committee shal I consist of one or more persons, 

-----~---------~------~-----~-~--~-------~---~-------------
26 who need not be directorsw appointed by affirmative vote of a --------------------~~------~--~------------~-~---
27 majority of the directors present • ..,..,,_,_,_ __________ ~ ____ ,_,_, ________________ _ 
28 StJbd. 3. [CUOR.JM.I A majority of the meri,bers of the 

----~-...... -------------------
29 co~mi~tee present at a meeting is a quorum for the transaction --~-~----~-----~----.----------.-~---,_....~----------.~~-------.. ----------~ 
3 O of bus i n es s , u n l e ss 3 I a, g e r or sm a I I e r prop or t ion or numb e r is ------~-----~----~--------~---~-~--~~~-----------~--~~-.-. 
31 provided in the articles or bytaws or in a resolution approved --------~--~-----------------~--~------------------~~~ 
32 by tn~ affirmative vote of a majority of the directors present. --~---~~--------~~--~------~--~---------------~~--~---
33 Sub d .. 4 • [ P RO C EDU R E • 1 Sec t i a n s 3 7 to 4 1 ap p l Y t o ----~.-..-.-----------------
34 conmittecs and members cf committees to the same extent as those ------~-~~-------~-----------~-~---~-----------

.35 ~ections apply to the board and directors. -~~~-----------~---~~---~~-----~-------
36 5ubd. 5. (MINUTES.I Minutes, if any, of committee meetings --------~~---~~ 
37 shalt be m~cie available upon rP~ue~t to ~c~bcrs of the com~ittee 

----------------------------~--~-~-------~------~~~~--------
33 
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l anj to any director. 

2 Subd. 6. [STANDARD Of CONDUCT.I The establishment of• 

3 delegation of authority to, and action by a com~ittee does not --------~--------------~----~~~-~------~------~~~--~~ 
4 alone constitute compliance by a director with the standard of 

--------------
5 car.duct set forth in section 44. 

6 Subd. 7. (COMMITTEE ~E~BERS DEE~ED DIRECTORS.I Committee 

7 me~bers are deemed to be direct~rs for purposes of sections 44, ------~------~-~---.~-----~-----------~~~~~-------~~--~~---~---~ 
8 45, and 84. 

9 

10 

Sec. 4 3. ( 302A. 243 J ( C OMMI TT fE OF DI SINT ERE ST ED PERSONS .1 

Unless prohibited by the articles or bylAws. the board may 
-----------~---,_,_.-~--,.._,_~--...._,. ~---------- ... ._.__.~ 

11 establish a committee composed of two or more disinterested 
-----~-~~~.-.-.-----------.-.---~--------- ~------~ 

12 _di rector:, or- c,ther disinterested persons to deter1uine whether or _____ ....._._. __ 
13 not it is in the best interests of the corporation to pursue a 

-------------~-------------------~---------~------· -------~-~~ 
14 particular legat right or remedy of the corpotation and whether ---------~-------~------------,_,,_~_, ........... ~------------=- _._. __ _,..,~,__,, 
15 to cau~e the Jismis~~, ur discontinuance of a particular 

-------------~--_.._._. ______ ~~---,_,_,.~-----------------------........ ~--,_,....,_. . . 

lb proceeding that seeks to assert a right or remedy on behalf of -~----------------~~-~-~~~--~------~----~-..---
17 the corporation. For ~urposes of this section, a director or -~~--~----~-~-~----------------~~--~------- -----~~--
18 ot~er- person is ndisinterested• if the director is not the owner 

----------~----------------------- ---------- --------
19 of rnore than one percent c.,f tt,e· outstandin9 shares of, or a -----------~------_,_ __ _.... ___________ ~~---_,-----~_,_ -------------
20 present or fC1llr1f-r officer, employe.e, or agent of, the 

-~-~-------~~---------------------~---------
21 c o r po r a t i o n o r o f a r e r a t e d c c, r po 1 & ti o n &?n d has n o t b e en mad e o r 

------·-----------
22 threatened to be made a party to the proceeding in question. The ----~----~--------~----~--~~-~------~__,..----~-~--
23 conmitte~, once established, is net subject to the direction or --------------~----------------~-------------
24 control of. or termination bYt the board. A vacancy on the 

------------------------- ---------------------------
25 committeP. may be filled by a majority vote of the remaining ---------~~----~~~~~-----~-~----~----~~--~-~ 
2b menbers. The good f~ith determinations of the committee are 

----~-~--___.~-----~-...-.------~---------~~---- ----------~-
27 binding upon the corporation and its directors, officers, and --~--~--~~-~--~~----------~-----------------~~---~~---
28 sharenolders. The committee terminates when it issues a writte~ --~--~----~-~~-~-----~----~-~-----------~---------------
2 9 re po, t of its deter rr. i nations. 

30 

31 

Sec. 44. f 302A. 2511 ( S TANDARO OF CONDUCT .. J 

Subdivision 1. [ST~~CA~D; LIA6ILITY~I A director shall 

3 2 d i sch a r g e the du t i es c, f t t. e Po s i t i on o f di re ct o ,. in good fa i th• 
--------

33 in a manner the director reasonably believes to be in the best 
~----~---~----~-~---------------- ----------~~------~~ 

34 interests of the corporation, and with the care an ordinarily 
---------------------------~--~~--------------~ 

35 prudent person in a I ike position would exercise under similar -~--~---~--~-----~~~---------~~--~----------~----~--
36 ci rcu:nstances. A person whc so Pe rfor-ms those duties is not --------~-~----~-----------------------------
37 liable by reason of being or havin9 been a director of the ~~-~------~------~--~~~---~-~------~-------~~~---------

34 

~-
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l corporation. 

2 5 u b d • 2 • I R EL I A :~ C f • J ( ~ J A d i rec t o r- i s en t i t I e d t o r e l y on 

3 infornation, opinions, reports, or statements, incruding -~-----~---------~-------~------------~~----------- ---~ 
4 financial statements and other f fnanci a I data, in each case ----~-------~-~-------
5 prepared or p,esented by: 

--.-.--~-~-----------,__,..,. __ ----
b (1) One or m~r~ officers 01 employees of the corporation --~ _ ... _______________________ ~.-.,-----~-----------------' 
7 whom the director reasonabty believes to be reliable and ~~-~~~~-~-~-------- ~-~-~~--~~--,-----
8 co~petent in the matters presented; ______ ___,..,_, __ _...._,_,_________ --------------
9 (2) Counsel, public accountants. or other persons as to -----~~-~-~- --------~~------

10 ~atters that the directer reasc~abfy befieves are within the 

11 person's professional or expert competence; or 
--------------

12 (3} A committee of the board upon which the ditector does 

13 not serve, duly established in accordance with se~tions 39 and 
,_ ____ ,_,_ _________ ,_~---------------------~~---~----,___,_, -------------

14 40 • as to matters within its designated authority, if the -~--~-~-----~-~------~,_,,--~--- ____ ,__,_,~-----....-.--.-
15 director reasonably believes the com~ittee to merit confidence. _._. ____ _, _____________ ,_, _______________ _,,__,____..., _________________ ~~~-~,_____,_.__,_. 

lb (bJ Paragraph l¼) do~s not apply to a director who has -----~~--~-~~-~- ~----~----------------------------
17 knowledge concerning the ~atter in question that makes the 

------------------------------------~--------------,_,,_,_,,_,_.-----.---~-
lB reliance otherwise permitted by paragraph taJ unN3rranted. 

19 Subd. 3. (PRFSUMPTIDN OF ASSENT; DISSENT.)~ director who 

20 is present at a Meeting of the board when an action is approved --------~-~----~-------~~~~~-~~-~-------------
21 by the affirmative vote of a majosity of the directors present -~---~~--------------~-~----~---~---------~----------~-
22 is presumed to have assented to the action approved, unless the -----~--~-----~__.~~~----~-----~ --------- -------~----
23 di rector: 

24 la) Objects at the besinning of the meeting to the ----------------~~---------- ---
25 transaction of business because the meeting is not fawfu I ly 

--------------------~-----------~~--~-~-----~--~_,_,_______.,__,_, ... _ 
2b called or convened and does not participate thereafter in the 

-------------
27 meeting; or 

26 

29 

30 

fb) Votes against the action at the meeting. ____ ..., ..... ~-.....-.-.------- --~---------------.-.-.-.-.....-.-. 
Sec. 45. l302A.255J (DIRECTOR C•NFLICT5 OF INTEREST .. ] 

Subdivision l. [CONFLICT: PR•CEDURf WHEN CO~FLICT ARISfS.I 

31 A contract or other transaction between a corpor~t-ion and one or ---~---------------------~---~----~-~-~-----------~~---~---.~ 
32 more of its directors, or bet~een a c.orpor-ation and c.cn --------------~-------------------------~-~-----------,-----..--~ 
3 3 o r g a n i -z at i a n i n o r- o f w h i c h one o r 1r. o re o f i t s d i r e c t o rs a r e -----~-~~~-- ----------------------------~-~~ 
34 directors, officersT or legal rerre::entatives or ha.ve a materraf ------------------~---------------------------.....__._.. _________ ,_,_,_ ________________ ~-.-. 

.3 5 f i n an c i a I i n t e r- est , i s not v o id o, v o i d a b l e be ,;au ~ e t he d i re c t o r· ---------~~-....... -~~-~--~------~--~--~----~--------~~-._.-~~-
3 6 c r d i re c to r s o r t he o t h c r or g a r. i z a t i on s a r e p a rt i ~ s o r b ec au s e --~-------~~---~~~-----~_._~~~-~---~----~~--~-~-~-----~ 
37 the director or directors are ~resent at the meeting of the --------~------~~-----~~-~-~-----~-~-~------------~~--~-~--~--. 

15 
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l sn3reholders or the board or a committee at which the contract --~--~~---~--~-~---~--------------------------------· 
2 or transaction is ~uthorized, approved, or ratified, if: ------~~~~~----~~=-~~~~~~~-----~---------------
3 (:iJ The contract or transaction fias. and the person 

4 asserting the validity of t~e contract or transaction sustains 
----------------------------------------------------------

5 the burden of establishing that the contract or transaction was. -~-~---~~---~-~~~---------------~----------- --------
6 fair and ~easonable as to the co~poration at the time it was --------~~~-~--------------------
7 authorized, approved• or ratified; 

8 <bJ The m4terial facts as to the contract or transaction 

9- a n d a s to t h e d i r e c t o r 's o r d i re c t o r s " i n t er es t a r- e f u I I y 

-----------------------------~-.-----------------------------__,-
10 disclosed or known to the shareholders and the contract or 

--------------------------~-..-..-.-.~---------... ~----.-,--..----...,_.----._._. ... ......_.~ 

11 tr3nsaction is approved in sood faith by the holders of a 
------~~-__,_-~-------~-~------· ---------------•--------

12 _majority of the outstanding shares. but shares owned by the _________ ,_, __________ ,_ ______ ____,_,_,,__, __ ,_ _ _,_,__~------,_-_,_,_.__,,~-~ 

13 interested director or directors shall not be counted in 
_.....,___,-_ _,_ _____________ ~_,_,_,_, __________ ~._._.-~_,_,----------.-.--__,_-

14 determining the presence ·of a quoru• and shall not be voted; or 
-------------------------------~------------- ------~----

15 tcJ The material facts as to the contract or transaction ----------~--~--------~~.-.-.----------------...,_,. .. ,_,~.-~___,,,_,_,~._,_---_._,,-

lb and as to the director's or directors• interest are fulty 

----------------~--------~-----~---------~------...-~ 
17 disclosed or know~ to the board or a committee. and the boa~d o~ 

---------------------~-------------~~~----- -~~~-~--~~----~ 
1a conmittee autho~izes, approves, or ratifies the contract or 

---~--.i.~----------.-.---------------------,_.,_.---------------~~---
19 tr3nsaction in good faith by a majorfty of the board or -~----~---~-------~---~----~--------- --~------------
20 committee, but the interested director or directors shall not be ----------------~---------_,_, ____________ ,_ ________________ ~-
21 counted in determining the presence of a quorum and shall not 

-----
22 vote. 

23 S u b d. 2 • I KAT E ~ I A L F IN H~ C 1 ~ L I NT ER ES T • J F o r p u r ~ o s es of 

24 this section: 

25 la) A di.rector coe~ net have a materi at f inancia I interest 

2b in a resolution fixing the compensation of another director as~ 

27 director, officer, employee, er agent of the corporation~ even ~-~--- --------- ---~--- --~----------
28 though the first director is also receiving compensation from -~~----~~------~~--
29 the corporation; and 

30 (b) A director has a material financial interest in each 

31 organization in which the director, or the spouse, pa1ents, 
-------~------~-----~------------------------------

32 children and spouses of children, brothers and sisters and ----------~~-
33 spouses of brothers and sisters of the director, or any ~~------~-----~-~--~~~~-...~~~~-~-~-~~-~~-------
34 co'Tl:>ination cf them have a material financiar interest • 

. 35 

36 

37 

OfFICERS 

Sec. 4i. (3CJ2A.30ll (CffJCERS REQUIKfD.J 

A corporation shall have onE: or nore natural per~ons --_____________ __,~_.___._._.._._.__,._ ... ~,_ ____ _,_,, ___ _,_, _ _____.____,._.~-------
36 
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1 exercising the functions of the offices, however desiQnated, of ------~---~------------~--~~------ _,_,_,__._._._. _________ _ 
2 chief executive officer ~nc chief !inanci&I officer. 

3 

4 

~~-----~~-~----~~-~~--~~-----~...._.--~~-----~------------
Se c • 4 ·1 • l 3 0 2 A • 3 0 S l [ D UT I E S OF ;{ E Q U I R E D Of F l C ER S • I 

Subdivision 1. lPRESUl\PTIONi H•Dlfl(ATI• f:.J Unless the 

5 articles, the bylaws, or a resolution adopted by the board i.nd 
-----~---~~---------- --------~-~--~-----...... ~~----~~ 

b not inconsistent with the articles or bylaws. provide other~ise, 
----------------~--------~~----------~--------~-------~~----.------

7 the chief ~xecutive officer and chief financial officer have the 
--------~-----------------.--,-----------------------------------.._.-.~-__._._ ...... __ 

ij d U t i e S SP e C i f i e d i n t h i S Se C t i On • 

9 Subd. 2. (CHIEF EXECUTIVE ufflCER.l The chief executive 
_____ __, _____ ~------

1 O off i c e r sh a I l : 

11 fa) Have general active ~anagement of the business of the 

1 2 _c o r po r a t i o n i 

13 (bJ When present, pre~ide at all meetings of the board and ----~------~--~~~-------__,--~...,_. -------~-,_,___.~..._._..__ 
14 of th e sh a re ho I d e rs i 

15 tc> See that all orders and resolutions of the board are 

16 carried into effect; 

17 ( d l S i g n an d de I i v er i n the n a t1 e o f t he corp o r a t ion a ny 

18 deeds, mortgages, bonds, contracts or other instr~ments ~~--~-~~----~~~----.-~-~~--------------------------
19 pertaining to the business of the corporation, except in cases ------~--~------------------------~--~~~-~~-----~-~-----~-----
20 in which the authority to sign and del Iver is required tlY law to ---~~--------... ------------.,_._--~--..... ---....----------,__----~-____,_.,_ _____ ___ 
21 be exercised by another Person or is ext'resslY delegated by the 

22 articles or bylaws o, by the bo&rd to some othe~ officer or --------~~-~~-----~-~----~ 
23 agent of the corporation; 

24 Ce) ~aintain records of and, whenever necessary. certify ----------~-~---------~-~-~-~ ~------~~~-
25 all proceedings of the board and the shareholders; and 

------~-------~-------------~-~-,_,.,_. _ _,_, _____ ~~---
2b (f) Perform other duties prescribed by the board. ----------~--._,_.-------~-_,_._ _________ _ 
27 5 u b d. 2 • [ CH I E F F Ji.l A NC I AL • F F ICE R • J Th e ch i e f f i na nc i a I 

------
2d officer shalJ: 

-----------
29 (a) Keep accur~te financial records for the corporation; 

----~------------------~~---------~--------------------------
30 (b) Derosit all money, drafts, and checks in the Mme of -------------_,-... ,_,...-~~- ______ __,_,_...._~--------------------~---~ 
31 and to the credit of the corporation in the banks and --~--~--~------------~-~------------ -----------

'--" 32 depositories designated by the board; ------------~---~--~~~----~ 
33 Cc} Endorse for depo~it all notes, checks, and drafts ---------~-----~----~-~-----~--~-~-~---~- -~-.-.--
34 rece i veJ by the corporation as order-ed by the board, making 

------~--------,_,----~--------------_,.--------,___---...,._,_,__,,_,_ __ ~-------
35 proper vouchers therefor; ~-~------~--~~~-~~ 
36 (dJ ~ender to the chief executive officer and the board, 

---------------- -~-----~--~--~~-----~~---~------~~ 
37 "heneve r requested, an account of al I transact ions by the chief 

-~------------------~~-------~-----~--~~--~-----------------~~--
37 
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1 financial officer and of the financial condition of the 
--------~--.-

2. corporation; 

·3 (eJ ln the absence of the chief executive officer, preside 

4 at all meetings of the board and of the shareholders; and -~------~~~----~~~~~-~ -~~--~-~~~~---------
5 lf) Perform other duties prescribed by the board or by the ~---~~-~--~~-~-~~~-~-- ·- -~~-~-----.-~-~ -~--~ 
b chief executive officer. 

1 

8 

Sec. 48. (302A.3lll (OTHER OFFICEk5.l 

The board may elect or appoint, i-n a manner set forth in -----~---~-~-----· 
9 the articles or bylaws or in a resolutfon app~oved by the ----------------,_,._.--~,___--~----.__,~------------ ------... ~-------

10 affiruative vote of a majority of the directors pr~sent, any -- ---------~---------~-----~~-------------------__,_,____,..._,_, __ ~-.-
11 otner officers or- agents the board deems necessary for t_he --~--------~-----------~~- ~-------------~~-~ 
12 .operation and management of the corporation, each of whom shall _.._.._._. ____________________________ ,... _______ ....,~ _____ ._,_._,_,_,~ ~---
13 have the powers, rights, ~uties, responsibilities, and terms in ~------------~--._.... ____ ______, _____________ ,.. ____ ,_, ___________________________ _ 

14 office provided for in the articles or bylaws or determined by 

------------
15 the board. 

lb 

17 

Sec. 49. l302~.3l5J (M~LTIPLE DFfICES.l 

Any nu~ber of offfces or functions of those offices ma~ be 

18 held ot exercised by the sal".e oerson. lf a docurnent must be 

----------------------------------~~~-~--- ----------
19 signed by persons hotdinq different offices or functions and a 

-----------...-.----------~------~-----~--------------------~ 
20 person holds or exercises more than one of those offices or ---------------~~-~---~--~-~--~~---~---~---------------~~ 
21 functions, that person 'ilaY sign the docua1e.nt in "1ore than one -----~-------------------~----------~----------~~-
22 capacity, but onry if the document indicates each capacity in ---~----~~---~--~---
23 which the person signs. 

24 

2.5 

Sec. ~o. [302A.321I [OFfJ(ER5 OEEMED ELECTED.} 

In the absence of an erection or appointment of officers by 

-----------------------------------· 
2b the board, the person or persons exercising the princi~al 

27 functions of the chief executive officer or the chief financial -----------~--~---~-~-- ~-~~-------.-~-------~~-.....--~-~~~ 
28 officer are deemed to have been ~lected to those offices, except _______ ._~---------~--~-~--,__,_....., __ ,_...._.., _______________________________________ ...._ 

29 for the purpose of determining the location of the principal -------------------------,_,-_,,_,_ ____ -._..... ___ -_ _,__,_ __________________ _____ 
30 ex~cuti ve office, which in that ca~e is the registered off ice of 

--------------
31 !he corporation. 

32. 

33 

Sec. 51. (302f..331J (CONTRACT RIGHTS.I 

The election or appointment of a person as an officer or 

34 3gent does not, of itself, create contract rights. A 
------------~-----~--------------· 

-35 corporation m~y enter into a contract with an officer or agent --~~-~-------------~- ---------~~-~-~~~-----~---~~~~------~-
36 for 3 period of time if, in the board's judgment. the contract ----------------------~~_,._,,_~-----~~-----~-----..---.-.,_,_,.--------,_-... ~--
37 would be in the best inte:rests of thf. corporation- The fact 

38 

,,..;---..__ 
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l that the contract may be for a tes-m f:>nger than the terms of the -~-~----~-~------------~~~~---~-~-~-~-~---------~~~-~~~~---~~~ 
2 directors who authorized or approwed the contract does not m~ke -~--~~~-~~~-~~------~------~-----~-------------..-.-----------
3 the contract void or voidabl£. ~-------~--------~~~---------
4 Sec. 52. [302A.34ll (RESIGNATION; RE~OVAL; VACANCJES.J 

5 .Subdivision 1. [RESIGUATiat: .. J An officer- may r-esign at any 
---------------- ~--.-------------.... -.,__,__,..._~_ 

6 ti~e by giving written notice to the cor~oration. The 
----~--~-~------------~-.-..------~---...--~------· 

7 resignation is effective without acceptance when the notice is 
---------~--------~---- -------------~----- --~ 

8 qiven to the co~poration, unless a rater effective date is ____ ..._,_~ ______________ ,_, _ _,_,__,____,___~---.--------------,____._._.,__,,_.,-.~-
9 ~pecified in the notice. -------~-----~ 

10 Subd. 2. (REMOVAL.I An officer JtaY be s-emoved at any time. ____ ,_._._.___ _,_ ~~------------------' 
11 w i th o r ~ i t ho u t cause , by a re so. 1 u ti on ap p ro v e d by t he 

~----------~--~----~-~-------- -----------------
12 affirmative vote of a oaJcrity of the directors present, subject 

~~--........ --------------~~-~-~----~~~-------
13 to the provisions of a sharehofde• control agreement. The 

--------------------------~-----~-----.-.-~-------~---------~-----~-
14 re!lloval is without prejudice to any contractual rights of the --~-------
15 cfficer. 

lb .}Ubd. 3. lVAClNCY.J A ~acancy in an office because of 
-----~---------

17 death, resi!'J'lation, ,-emoval, disqualification, or other cause 
-----------------------------------~-----~--,_--~---.....-----,_,,___ 

18 may, or in the case of a vacancy in the office of chief 

--------------------------~---~--~------------~-----
19 executive officer or chief financial of'ficer shall, be filled 

-~-----------------.-~-------~~-----~---------~-~---~------
20 for the unexpired portion of the term in the manner provided in 

---------~------~------~-------... --~---------------------------------~....--
21 the articles or bylaws, or determined by the board. or pursuant __ ...,_~--------
22 to ~ection 50. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

.35 

36 

37 

Sec-. 53. [302tl.351I [DfLfGATJ •N.J 

Unless prohibited by the articles or bylaws or by a ~----------~----~--------.__._. _____________ _,....._ _ ___, ____ ___ 
resolution approved by the affirmati~e vote of a majority of the ----~--~---.~-~-----~,_,~---------------~-----~~-----~~--~------~ 
di rectors present, an office, elected or- appointed by the board ----~----------~-~---.-----~-~~-~--------------~--------
may, without the approval of the board, ce(egate some ~r atl of 
-~~---------~------------__,_ _ __,~-------------------,_,~-~--~-------
the duties and powers of an office to other persons. An officer 
-----~------------~------------_,_,_,_----~---.-.--._._._____,_,._..__..... ________ -~-------
who delegates the duties or poMers of an office remains subject 
-----------~-~-----.----------------~-,_,_-___ ..._.... _ _,_,_,_~----------------_,_, 
to the standard of conduct for an office, with respect to the --~--------------------------,_,_,, ______________ ,_,_, ______ ~---
discharge of all duties and powers so delegated. ~--~-----~~--------------~----------

Sec. 54. [302A.36ll [STANDARD OF CONDUCT.I 

An officer sha It discharge the duties of an office in good 
----------~-----------------.-.~-----~--------~~~--_...--~~-~ 

faith, in a manner the offic&r reasonably believ<.?s to be in the -------~-~-~---~~~~~-.-.---~---...--~------~--------~~----------~-~ 
nest interests of the corporation, and with the c~re an -~----~--~---------~-~-~---------~---------~~---~~-~ 
o rd i n a r i I y p r u den t p e r son i n a I i k e po ~ i ti on w o u I d ex er c is e ---------~----~---~--~------~-~------~--.-.----~.---~---~----
under similar circu~stances. A person exercising the principal -~----------~--~~--~~~----~-----~-~-~~--~---------~~---------~~ 

39 
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l functions ~fan office or to whom some of al I of the duties and 
------------~-~---~--------~-~----~------~------------~ 

l ~owers of ~n office are delegated pursuant to section 53 is -~--~----------------~~~~~~=~~~~~~----~-- ~~~-------
3 deemed an officer for purposes of this section and sactions 79 _ ____,...,_.,__ 

4 and 84. 

5 

b 

7 

SHARES; SHAREHOLDERS 

Sec. 55. [302A.401I (AUTHORIZED SHARES.I 

Subdivi3ion 1. LBOARD ~AV AUlHORJZE.J Subjact to any 

8 restriction$ in the articles. a corporation ma~ issue securities -------~----,_,________ __ ______ ,_, _ ___,__..,......,.______ ---~-_.... __ _ 
9 and rights to purchase securities when authorized by the board. ~~-~--~--~-~~----~-~- -------.~ ~...---..-.-

10 .Subd. 2. I TERMS CF SHARES.I All the shares of a --------~------
11 corporation: 

12 ta) Shall be of one class &nd one seriesw unless the ----------~-------~~----- ----~---~~~----
13 articles establish, or authorize the board to establish. more __________________ _, __ ~---~,_,,_ 

14 th3n one crass or series; 

15 {bJ Shall be common voting shares having equat rights and 

lb praferences in al I ~atters n~t otherwise provided for br the -~---------~------~---~----~-----~~~---~~----------~-~~~~ 
17 board, unless and to the extent that the articles haYe fixed the 

------~-------
18 retative rights and preferences of different classes and series; ---
19 and 

20 Cc) Shall have, unless a different par value is specified ---~---~-----~~__,--~-~~-------~-~-~------~--
21 in the articles, a par value of one cent per share, sorely for ---------------------~--~~_,_, __ _,_ ___ ~- __ ___,_, _____ ,___ 

22 the purpose ot a statute OP" regulation imposing a tax or fee 

23 based upon the capitalization of a co~poration, and a par va tue ____________ ,_,,_, _____ _,_,_ _ __, _____________________________ ~-------------~----....,._ 
24 fixed by the boa.rd for the purpose of a statute or regufation -------------------------~-~-----~---------~~~~~ 
25 requirinq the shares of thP. corporation to have a par value. 

2b Subd. 3. [PROCEDUkE FOR Fl XI HG TERMS.I ( aJ Subject to any 

27 restrictions an the articles, the power granted in subdivision Z ------------~~--~~-- -----~-~--------------~~-~---
2t may b~ exerci$ed by a resolution approved by the affirmative ~-~-----------------~~---~._-.-w--~---~---- -~--~~---~ 
29 vote of a naJority of the directors present estabfishing a class ----------------------~--~~-........... ~------------__ ....._. ___ ,__ --~--
30 or seri~~, setting forth the designation of the class or se~ies, 

--~-----~--------~~--.-..----~-----------.-.~~----------------~---------,_ 
31 and fixing the relative rights and preferences of the class or -----~---------------------------------------~---------- ~---~~--~-
32 series. 

33 lb) A statement setting forth the name of the corporation 

34 and t"he text of the re~oJution and certifying the adoption of ----~----~-~-------~----~------~~--~----------------~~ 
.35 the resolution and the date of adoption shall be filed with the 

-----~~--------~-~~-----~~----------------------------------~--
3b secretary of state before the issuance of aoy shares affected by -------~--~--------~--~-----~----~-~----.~-------------~~--~~~ 
37 the resoruti•on. The resolution is effective when the statement 

40 
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1 h a s b e e n f i I e d w i th t h e s e c r et a ry of s t a t e • ----~---~--~~~~~~~--~----------------~------
2 Subd. 4. [SPECIFIC TER~S.J Without limiting the authority ------~-~---~,_...._._,___,_,_,___,~-
3 g ra n t e d i n th i s sect i o n • a c o r po r a ti on m ay ts sue sh a r es o f a 

--------~---,-.~---~---------------------~.-...,-------~---------------------___,,,_,_,.-... _,,_ 

4 class or seri~s: 

5 (aJ Subject to the right of the corporation to redeem any ---------------~~-~---.-.-------~- ----------~------,_.,.., 
6 of those shares at the p~ice fixed for their redemption by the ---- --------------------~---~~-~-~-- ----~-----.---...------.... -------------------
7 articles or by the board; 

a (b) Entitling the st.arehofders to cumulativep partially ~----~-----~~~--~------~----~~~---------
9 cunulati~e, or noncumulative distributions. 

----------.--------------------~._.._._,-------~-----------
10 ( c) Having Preference over any cl ass er ser fe~ of shares _________ _. ___ ,_,____ --------~,__,___ ----------------
11 for the pay~ent of distributions of any or all kinds; 

--~---------------.... ---------------~-.-----.__.._-- --------~ 
12 Cd) Convertible into snares of any other class or any ---------~----~----.,_,~-----~-~------------------.__... _______ , 
13 series of the same or another classi or -.----------------,_,....._.-~--------- -_....,_,~--
14 C e ) Ha Y i n g f u I I , pa r t i a I , o r no v o t in g r· i g ht s r ex c e pt a s ----------.... ---------~-----,___,......_,_,._.__,_, ____ ~-- --__.,_,~~ 

15 provided in ~ection 15. 

lo 

17 

Sec. 56. (302A.403J [5UB~CRIPTION5 FOR SHARES.I 

Subdivision 1. [SIGNfD wRITING.l A subscription for 

1 6 sh a r-e s , wh et h e r mad e be f ore o r a f t e r th e i n co r po r at i on o f a 

-------~--------~----~~--~-----~---------~-~~-----~--------
1 9 c o r po r a t i o n , i s n o t c n f o r- C" ea b I e a g a i n st th e s u bs c r i b er u n I e s s i t ~-~~-----~~--------------------------------------------~~-
20 is in writinq and siqned by the subsc~iber. 

21 Subd .. 2. ( IRREf/C!Ct.BLE PERIOD.) A subscription for shares 

22 of a corporation to be incorporated is irrP-vocabre for a period 
----~----------------------------.-,__,..._ _________ ,_, _ ___._. _____ .., __ ~--------

23 of six mont~s, unless the subscription agreement provides for, --~--~~~-~~~----------------~---------~------------
24 or unless 31 f of the subscribers consent to, an ear I ier __________ _._ __ 

25 revocation. 

2b Subd. 3. [PAY~ENT; INSTt..LlME~TS .. I A subscri~tion for-

27 shares. whether made before or after the incc~poration of a -----------------------_,,_.,_.___,,_,._ ... _,.._.~---._.._._ ________________ .-.-.-..-___ 
2 a c o r-p o r a t i o n ~ sh a rr b e pa i d i n f u r I a t t h e t i m e o r t i mes• o r i n --~---.-.-----~--~-~---~--~--.-~-~--~-~-------~~-~~---
29 the installments, if any~ specified in the subscription ---------------------------------------...,_...~----~------------~-----_._......_ __ 
30 agre~ment. In the absence of a provision in the subscrjption 

--------------------------~~--~~-~~~----~------~-----------
31 agreg11ent specifying the time at which the subscript ion Is to bo ---~-----~-------------~--~--------~~~--------~~-..~-......... ---~-

_____ _,,32 paid, the subscription shall be paid at the time or times 
------------------------------.. ------~-------.-.-..-_____.-

33 deter~ined by the boardp but a cal I made by the board for 
----------------------------~------------------------~---_,_,~--------

3 4 pa y :n en t on subs c r i pt i o n s sh a I I b e u n if o r r.? fo r a t I s ha r es of the -~-~----------------------~----~-----~~ ~-~-~-~--
35 sa11e cl ass or for a I I shares of the same series. --------~-----------~~~~~--~~-~-~--------
3b Subd. 4. [~ETHCU CF CCLLECTirN; FGRFfITURE; CANCELLATI •M 

37 0~ 5ALE FQ~ ACCOUNT OF SUBSCRlDER.J (a) Untess otherwise 

41 
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l proviried in the subscription ,greement. in the event of deflult 
.... -~---------~~----~-------~---------------~---------------------------.---.~ 

2 in the pay11ent of an insta 11:rient or call when- due, the -----------~~ --~~~~--~=---~~---=----~==--=----==--~-
3 corporation may proceed to collect the amount oue in the same 

-~~-------------~--------------~---~~-~------~-----------
4 manner as a debt due the corporation. or the board m~y declare~ ~--------------~~-----------,_,,_ _______ ___,...,..,___,.__,,__._,_.,_,_._,_____,_.., _____ 
5 f o r f e i t u r e o f th e s u b sc r i p t i on o , can c e I i t in a cc o r da nc e w i th ----------------------------~--------~----_,_,___,____,_,_,_._,~__, _,_,_, __ 
6 this subdivision. 

7 Cb) A forfeitu,.e of the subscription shall not be declared 
-------------------------------------------------------~-.-. 

8 against a subscriber unless the amount due remains unpaid for a _ _, ____ ~------------------------------~~-------- ~------._._.._,_, _______ ~--~ 
9 period of 20 days after wrrtten notice of a demand for payment 

~-_,,_ ______________ -~-- .-....---~~~--,_,,_.---~-. __ ,_, _______________ _ 
10 has been given. Upon forfeiture of the subscript ion. the shares 

-----~---~----------------~-----------------------._...--------------------
11 subscribed for may be offered for sale b~ the corporation for a -~~~----~-~--~--~-~ --~~~-~~~----~~~~-------~-~~---
12 price in money equal I ing or exce£.ding the sum of the fut I -------------~~-----~~-~---~-~--~---~----~~-----
13 balance owad by thP delinquent subscriber plus the expenses ___ ._._ _____________ ~--------~--.--....-,--,_,_.._,__,. _____ ._,~-----~-~ 
14 incidental to the sa I e. The excess of net proceeds rea I ize:i by 

-~------------------_.,_._.,__,_ ___ ~---Ga-~-CD--------------~~--,_,,,_,_,,,_--~ 
15 the corporation over the sum of the anount owed by the 

--~--------------~--------~------~---......,_,.--~~-------~---. . 

lb delinquent su~scriber plus thf ~xpenses incidental to the sale 
----------------------- ,_, _ --~-----~----- ------~-----,_ 

17 sh311 be paid to the delina.uent subscriber or to l. legal 

----------------.---------------------------------------~_,,_,-----~------
18 representative. The payment shall not exceed tha amount --------~--------~---------~---~------
19 act ua I I y pa i·d bt the de Ii nouent su bscC""i ber. 

20 tc) If, within 20 days after the corporation offers to sell 

21 the shares subscribed for by the delinquent subscriber, no 
------~------~-----~--~----------~-----~-----...-----------

22 prospective purchaser offers to purchase the shares for a money 

----------.--~----------------~-----~---------------------------------
23 price sufficient to pay the sum of the ful I balance owed by tne 

------------------------------------~--~~------------~-~-...--
24 delinquent subscriber plus the expenses incidental to the sale. --------~-----------------------------------------,_,_ ______ _ 
25 or if the corporation has refunded to the subscriber or a legal ----------------------~~------~~~~~-----------
26 representative a portion of the subscription price actualty paid ~--------------------~-~--... --~-~-----,_,_.--~---...-. 
27 th3t exceeds ten percent of the subscription price, the ~----~---------------------~----------------~~----
28 su~scription may be cancelled and the shares subscribed for may --~~~---~~---~-~---~~-~-~-------------~-----------
29 be cancefled and restored to the status of authorized but 

---------------------... --------~---------------~--------_,,_-,_ ... 
30 unissued shares. The ~ortion of the purchase price retained by 

-~--_,..._._,_ _______ ._,,_,__,_,_ __ __._._~-----ea_,._....__, ____ ~ __ ._______._~ 

31 the corporation that does not exceed ten percent of the --------------------------------------~-~ 
32 subscription price is forfeited to the corporation. 

33 Sec. 57. l302L405l (CONSIDERATION FOR SHARES: 'l~LUE l~D 

34 PAY~ENT; LIABILITY.I 

.35 Subdivision I. (C•NSlDERATlD~; PROCEDURE.) Subject to any 
-----~--------__, 

36 restrictions in the articles: 

37 (a) Shares may be issued for any consideration, including, 
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I w i t n o u t I i n i tat i on , mo n ey or o t he r tang i b I e or· in ta n g i b I e ----~-~-~----~------------------------~~~--~~-~-~~ 
2 P r o Pe r t Y rec e i v e d b y the c o r po r a t i on o r to b e r e c e iv e d by the 

-~---~---------------------
3 corporation _under _a .written.agreement, .o~ services rendered to ~--~~~-~-~~~~---~~-~-------~~--------------~~~~--- -
4 the corporation c-r to be re.nd&red to the corporation under a 

----~-------------------
5 written agreement• as authorized by resolution app1·oved by the _________ ,_, _____________ ~_.._.._,_..._,_~----------~,_,.. ______ ,_,_,,_,~--~ 
6 affir~ative vote of a majority of the directors present. or 

--------- -~~---------------.~-----...~--~-----~-~----------...--~--
7 approved by the affirmative vote of tne holders of a majority of 

--------------------------~---------
8 the voting shares ~resent, valuing all nonmonetary consideration 

---~~-------~----------------~------~-~~-----------.~~--~-------
9 and establishing a price in mcney or other consideration, or a ---~---~------_,,_._.._,,__.__.._,_,_,__, __ ,_,,___----------~---------,_,_,_,_,,__,___, 

10 mintmum price, or a general formula or method by which the pri,ce 
-~-~------~----------~-------.,_,_, ,..._,_,,,._ __ ,_,_ ______ ~--~- --~--

11 will be d~t~rmined; and ___ ,_..__._ ____ ...._._._. _ _..... 

12 (b) Upon author iz.ation by resolution approved by the ------~-----~~-~,_.--~___...-~,_,..,_-~--------------~,_.___,_ 
13 affirmative vote of a majority of the directors present or -~~----------~---------~--~~~,_, ______ ._._. _ ________,~~---.__--~-___,_.--
14 approved by the affir~ative vote of the holders of a majority of ---------~-----------~---~-----------------~----~------~---------------------· 
15 the voting shares present, the corporation may. without 

----~-------~----._.,--~-------------------------------~-----
16 c on s i :I e r at i o n , i s s u e i t s o lo? n st, a re s i n e x c. h an g e f o r o r i n --~------~----~--~~-~------~--~--~---~~-~---------~-----
17 conversion of its outstanding snares, or issue its own shares -------~------~----~-----------~-~-~~-------~-~------------
18 pro rata to its shareholders or the shareholders of one or moire -----~--~----------,_--~--.__.-~-~--,_,__.-----------
19 c I a s s e s o r s e r i e s , t o e f f e ct u a t e sh a re d i v i d en ds o ,.. s p I i t s • 

-~--------------------------------~--------~--~~~----~ 
20 including reverse share splits. No share5 of a ciass or se~ies 

---~----~----------~---------~--~-----------------
21 shall be issu£:d to the holGers of share5 cf another class or· 

~------,..-------~---------------......... ------~~--_,_---~--------------~------
22 series~ uni P~s the i~suanc.e e.ithe1 is e;xpresslY prov idr.d for in ----~------,_~~~-~--~---~------~---------------------------
23 the articles or is appro~ed at a meeting bY the affirmative vote 

----------------------~-.-.....------~-~-~----------------~-~---~----
24 of the holders of a majority of al I voting shares of the same -~---------------------~-~---------~---------~~-~----.-~----
25 class or series as the shares to be issued. 

----------------------·-----
26 .5ubd. £. (VALUE; LIARlLITY.l The uete~minations of the 

27 board or the shareholders as to the a~ount or fair value or the -~~-------------~-----~---------~------------------------------~----------
20 fairness to the cor~cra!Ion of the considEration received or to 

--~~---~--------------~-_....~--------------------------~--~....__-
29 be received by the cor~oration for its shares or the terms of ~------,_,_ _________ _, __ ,...~ ____ ,_, ___________ ~~--_.._--_,_,-_,,_,_ ___________________ ._._..._. 

30 pay;n&nt, as wel I as the agree~ent to issue shar-es for tha.t -~~------~-------~-~--~---~~~-_..-,~-------------------....-~~~~ 
31 consideration, are presucred tc be ~roper if they are nrade in ----~---------------~------~----~-~---~-------~~--~---~--~----- _,,.-
32 qcod faith and on t~~ ba~is of accounting ~ethods, or a fair -~---~---~--------------~~--~-~~--~--~-----~--~~--~-~~ 
33 ~aluation or other method, rea~cnable in the circumstances. 

----------------------------------------------------~~~-
34 Di rectors or shareholders ti-ho are presert and entitled to vote, 

--~--------.~-~~--.--.--------------------------------------~~--
35 a n d w h o , i n t e n t i o n a I I y o r w i t h o u t re as o n ab r e i r~ v es t i g a t i o n , f 3 i r 

_,_ _____________ ~-,_.---------~----------------------------,_..,_,_,,__~ ___ ,_,,_, __ ~-
3b to vote ugainst approvir.g an issue of shares for a con~ideration 

----------~-------------------~-------~-·-~~-------------~---------------~--~-
37 tnat is unfair to the corporation, or overvalue propert"L or -----~---~----~--~--~-~---~~-~~~-~~------~~-~~---~~~~ 
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l services received or to be received by the corporation ~s ------------~------~---~--~---~~----~-----.~~------~-
2. consideration for shares issued. are jointly and severally 

----------------------· 
3 liable to tr,e corporation for the henefit of the then 

--------------~--------------------~----------~.-.-.---...----
4 sh3reholders who did not consent to and are damaged by the 

---~----------~------------------------~~~ 
5 action, to the extent of the damages of those shareholders. A 

------~--~~----------------. --~~-----~---~-~-~------- . ~-~ 
b director- or shareholder against whom a claim is asserted -------------------~--~~~--~~-------------------
7 pursuant to this subdivision, except in case of knowing 

-----------------~------
~ parUcipation in a deliberate fraud, is entitled to contribution 

-~----------------------.-.,----------------~-------------------------~------------------
9 on an equitable basis from other directors or shareholders who __ ___,-------------.-..--------.... ~~-------,..,-----... -------- ~--------

10 are liable under thi~ sectioo. 

11 Subd. 3. lPAYHfNT; LlltJLITY; C•NTRIBUTIU~s STATUTE Of 

12 _LUU TATICTNS. l (a) A corror-2t ion sh al J issue only shares that are . _________________ ___,_, ________________ ~---~--__,_,_,--~~~ 
13 nonassessable or that are assessable but are issued with the -~~---,_.,_,,---------- _ _,__ ______ ______, ____ ._.__,,____ ---------~~ 
14 unani:nous consent of the shareholders. •Nc,nassessable• shares 

----------------~~ 
15 a re shares for- wh kch the ca greed consider at ion has been fut ly --------------~-----,__,_-..,_,_... ____ _____.. _________ ~___,_,,_,_, _______ .-.-.... 

lb ~aid, delivered, or rendered to the corporation. Consideration 

17 in the for,n of a promissory note. a check, or· a written -----------~------------~~-~~~--~~~-------
16 agreement to transfer property o. render services to a 

------------------------------~___,, ___________ ,.. _____ ._...._, ____ ---~---
19 corporation in the future is fully paid when the note, check, or 

-~---~---------------------------~------
20 written agreement is delivered to the corporation. 

21 lb) lf shares are issued in violation of paragraph (al, the 

22 following Persons are jointl~ and severally llabl~ to the 

23 corporation for the difference between the agreed consideration 
-------------------------~-----------·---------------------------------------

24 for the shares ar.d t~e ccn~iaeration actually received by the ~--~-----,_, __ 
2 5 corporation: 

26 (1) A director or shareholder who was present ~nd entitled 

27 to vote but "ho fai fed to vote against the issuance of the -----,------~~-~--~-----,_, _____ _ 
2 8 sh a res kn o w i n g o f t he v i o I at i on ; 

29 

30 

(2) The person to whom the shates were issued; and 
---------------~----------------

l 3 J A s u cc es so r o r t rans f e re e o f th e int e r est i n the --.-------~----,_,-_,_._...._.._ ____________ ~---------~ ........ ...._.------

31 c o r po r a t i on o f a p e r s o n ci e sc r i b e d i n c I a us e t 1 J c r , 2 ) 11 -----~----~~~------------~__,_,-~--~-------------
32 includin9 a purchaser of shares. a subsequent assignee. -------~----_,...------~--~_. _______ --~---------~-------~------
33 successor, or transferee, a pledge~, a hol~er rf any other 

-----~----------------------------~--------------------~ -~-
34 security interest in the assets of the corporation or shares -~~----~---~--~~-------~----~-~~------------
_35 qranted by the. person described in clause fl} or {2), or a legal ---~-~-~-~-------~------~-------~------------------~ 
36 representative of or for thr: per~on or- estate of the person. -~-~---~--~----------~----------~-----------~~~~ 
37 which successor, transferee, purchas~r, assiqnee, µledgee, 
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l holder, or representative acquI red the interest know in9 of the ----~----~-~------~---~---~-~-~------------~~--------~~~ 
2 "i o I at 1 on • -.-.~--
3 ( c J ( 1 ? A P I e d :J e e o r ho I d e r o f an y o t he r s e cu r it y i n t e re st ---------------------~,_,_, ______ ~-~-----~--------------- -----------
4 in a I I or an:,- shat es that ht.Ve been issued 'fin v io lat ion of -.-..-~-----~---~---~------ ------------------------
5 paragraph fa) is not 'liable under par-agraph (bJ if all those -----~----------~- ----~~-~---------~-~~~-.-----
b shares are surrendered to the corporation. The surrender do~s ----------.----~---~-~~---~~-----~-----
7 not impair any rights of the pledgee or holder of any other 

------~---~-~-----------------~-----~-..~----------------------
8 security ,nterest against the pledger or person ~a-anting the ~------------~--------__,---~-._._,--------~-------------- ~-~--~,,___, 
9 security interest .. 

------------
10 f2J A pledgee, holder of &ny other security interest, or ---~-------~--------------------~----------..._.,_._,--------~---------
11 legal representative is liable under paragraph fbJ cnly in that 

~-._,______,,_._____,_. ___ .,.. __ ._. _______ ._..._._ - -- ----~---------~~._._. __ ,_,_,,_,,_, ____ _______ 
12 .capeci ty. The l iab i I ity of the person under paragraph Cb) is 

-=------_,__ ____ ~----------------._._-~---------------------------
13 limited to the assets held in that capacity for the person or ~-----~--------------._,_ -- ,___,_,...,._.__._~----

14 estate of the person described in clause (11 or C2) of paragraph 
_. ... ,_,_, ... ..., ____ .._ ____ ,,_~-----~,__,_._. ... _,_,___,_,_,,_,_,_________ -----~--

15 Cb). 

lb (3) Each person I iab le under para.graph Cb) ha~ a fu 11 right 

17 of contribution on an equitable basis from all other persons 

------------------------~--------~~---~~~---------------~-_,_,-
18 I iable under paragraph (bJ for the sane transact ion. 

1~ C4J An action shat I not b~ maintained against a PE:rson 

20 under paragraph (bJ ~nless co~menced within two years from the ---~~-----------~----~~----------~~-------_...._--~~~---
21 date on which shares are issued in violation cf p3ragraph (aJ. 

22 

23 

-~---~~----~---~-----~---~--~--------------~---~ ~-~-~-~~ 
S e c • 5 8 • [ 3 U 2 A • 4 0 9 I [ R J G H T S TO P UR CH AS E • J 

Subdivi~ion 1. (Dt:flNITION.J •Right to purchase ... means the 

24 right, however desiynated, pursuant to the terms of a security -~-----~-----~~-------------~--------~------------
25 or agreemtnt. entitl fng a person to subscribe to, purchase, or __ _, ___ ~~----------------__,._.._. _____________________________ ~---~---------
26 acquire securities of a corporation, whether by the exchange or ---~------~------------~--~--~---~----------------------
27 conversion cf other securitie~, or by the exercise of options. -----------------~-~-----~-------------
2~ warrants, or other rights, or ott-.~rwise, but excluding 

--~------------------~-------------------~-----------------------_,_,___, __ 
29 pree~ptive rights. ----~---~-
30 Subd. 2. (lRANSfERAelLITYi SfPARABILITYEI Right$ to 

31 purchase m~y be either trarsferable or nontransferable and 
-~~------~---------------------------------------------

___, 32 e i t n e r s e p 2. r a b I e o r i n s e pa ra b l e f P. om o t h er s e cu r i t i es o f t he -~---~-~---------~--------------~~~----~---------~~-...-~ 
33 corporation, as the board ~ay determine under this section. -----~--------~~-~~-~-----~--~----~-~-----------------
34 Subd. 3. [ ISSJANCE PFRMITlED .J A corporation may issue 

-------- ------~-------~-----~-~ 
.35 riqhts to purcha~e if: ____________ _._ _____ 

36 (a) Shares issuabre upon the exercise of All r.utstanding -~--~~-----------~-~~-----~---~~-~~---~~------~-.-----
37 rights to purchase, including the rights to purchase that ar·e to _____________________ ...._. ___ _. ____________________________________ _..... _ _.._.,_,.., _______ __ 
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l be is~ued, are authorized under section 7, subdivision 1, and -~--~~----------
2 are unissued; and 

3 lb) The terms. provisionsr and conditions of the rights to 

4 purchase to be issued, including the conversion b~sis or the ---~~~-------~------~--~~-~-~~~-~----~-.~~~~-----· 
5 price at which securities way be purchase~ or subscribed for. 

--~--------~~~-------- --~----------------
b are fixed by the board, subject to any restrictions in the -------~--
7 articles. 

8 SubJ. 4. '[TE~MS SET f(lRTH.J The instrument evidencing the 

9 right to purchase or~ if no instrument exists, a transaction ___ ,_,_,._,....,,_ ______ ,_ ____________ ____._.._ _____ ___._._._.._._.~~-----..-..-,~----
10 statement, shar I set forth in full, summarize, or incorporate by ---------------~--~~------~ ~~-~----~~~~~~ 
11 re f e r-e n c e a l I th e t e rm s , p r o v i s i on s • an d con d i t ions a pp f i cab I e -----------,_,_,_,__,_,,-.,_, _______ ._._ 

12 to the right to purchase. 

13 

14 

Sec. 59. (302A.413J (PREEMPTIVE RltHTS.l 

Subdivision 1. (PRESUMPTION; K•DIFICATION.I Unless denied 
·--------------~ 

15 or limited in the articles or by the boa,d pursuant to section -~-------~-~~----------~~~~~~---------~~---- ~------------~~ 
lb 55, subdivision 2, clause Cb-J, a shareholder of a corporation 

------~---~------------------~-~---------------,_,_, ____ _ 
17 has the preem~tive ~ights provided in this section. 

18 Subd. 2. IDEFIUITION.J A preemptive right is the right of 

19 3 shareholder to ac~uire a certain fraction of the unissued 
-~----~...--~--------------------------~-~ -----~----

20 securities er ri9hts to purchase securities of a corporation ---~-~-~-~-----------------~-----__..--------~--...~ 
21 before the co1poration may offer them to other persons-

22 Sub d. 3. ( UHE~J RIGHT J.CC.RUE S .J A sha reho I de1· has a 

23 preemptive rirht whenever the corporation proposes to issue new ----------~------------.--------~-~~--~~~ ~~-~-
24 or additional shares or rights to purchase shares of the same -~---~-----------------------~--~-------~~-----.--
25 class or series as those held by the shareholder or new or 

~-------------------------~------------------~._._._. _____ _ 
26 additional securities other than ~hares, or riyhts to purchase __ ...._ ___________ ,_,__,_,_._,__,~~--------------------------- ~~-------
27 securities other th3n shares, that are exchangeable for~ __ ,_,___________________ ___._.._._~--_._.._------ ~--------
28 convertible into, or carry a right to acquire new 01 additional 

-------------------~------------------------------------~-------... -~----------
29 shares of the same class or series as those held by the 

-----..------~-
30 sh:1 reho Ider. 

31 Subd. 4. (EXEMPTIONS .l A sha reho Ider does not have a _______ _.......... __ ~ 

32 preemptive right to acquire securities or rights to purchase ---------~~ ---~---------~.--..-~ ~~~------.--~-..--~ 
33 securities that are: 

34 

_35 

36 

(a) Issued for a considerat;on other than money; 
~--------------------------,_,_.------~--------~--._,.__,---------
' b J I s sued p u r s u a n t t o a p ( an of m erg er- o r ex cha n ge ; ----------~----~~~--~~~-~~-----~----------
( c) Issued pursuant to an e~p I o:,,ee or incentive benefit 

37 pl3n ap~roved at a meeting by the affirmative vote of the 
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l holders of a majority of all voting shares: -----~------------~--~~~---~---~-~-------
2 < d ) I s s u e d u .Po n ex e r c i s e of p re v i o u s I y is s u e d r i g ht s t o -----~--~--~---~-~....___-~-~~-~------~-~--~-------~~-----
3 Pu re ha se sec u r i t i es o f the c o r po ,. a t i on ; -~~----~-~--------~----~----~~---~ 
4 Ce) Issued pursuant to a public offering of the 

-----------~-------------,_,._._----------------~-----------
5 corporation's securities or rights to purchase securities. For 

--------------~-...~----------~------------------------------,_..,~,_. 
6 purooses of this clause. "public offering• means an offering of 

----~--~-~--~---------~---~-------------------------------. 
7 the corporation•s securities or rfghts to· purchase securities to ---------------~----__..._. ... --~---------~------------~-------------------._._._ ... ,__ 
8 the generar pub I ic; or 

9 Cf) Issued pursuant to a plan of reorganization approved by 

10 a court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to a statute of this 
_._.__. ___________ ~---------------------,__,~----------------~-----------.----- ____,_,_, 

11 state or of the United States. -~~-~-~------~-~-------~· 
12 Subd. 5. (FRACTION TO BE ACCUIRED.J The fraction of the ____ ,... __________________ ___ 

13 new issue that each shareholder may acquire by exercise of a ~----------~----~~------...,_----~~-------- ---------------~ 
14 preemptive right ts the ratio that the number of shares of that _____________________ ,_,._.._._._~---------~--------._.,_,._._,_.______ _ ______ ,___,_ _______ _ 
15 class or series owned by the shareholder before the new issue ---~------------------.-----~-..._,_,_,_-________ ._..._ ___________ ,___,_,_~_,,_, 

16 bears to the total number of shares or that class or series 

--~-~~~----~----------------------------.---------~-------~~ 
17 issued and outstanding before the new issue. For purposes of 

--~------------------~---------------------------------------~-----
18 deternining pursuant to this subdivision the total number of 

---~---.--------~---.---------------------~------._,~-----
] 9 sh a r e s o f a c I a s s o r s e r i e s i s s u ~ d an d o u t st an d i n g at a ----~~----~-----------~----.--------~~~~---~---
20 particular time, al I shares of that cl a~s or series lssuab le ---~-------------------_,_..__,_._.... _______________________________ ..___,. ________ __ 
21 upon a conversion or exchange or upon the exeS"Cise of rights to --~---~-----~-~---------~---~~-~-----~~--~~~~--
22 purchase are conside~od issued and outstanding at that time. 

23 Subd. 6. [WAIVER.I A shareholder ~ay waive a preemptive 

24 right in writing. The waiver is binding upon the shareholder ----~--~~-------------~~~----~~-~---~~--~----------
25 whether or not consideration has been given for the wai~~r • ..,___,_,~-----_,--------------------------------------------~-----------~----
26 Unless otherwise provtded in the waiver, a waiver of preemptive 

... -~-----------~~-.~---~-~-----~~------------~----~--___,~ 
27 rights ;s effective only for the proposed issuance described in --------~--~---------~-----.-..._~~~--~~~----~-----------~---~ 
28 the •la i 'l~r .. 

29 Subd. 7. (NOTICE.I Wher. propcsin~ the issuance of 
---------- ·-------~---

30 securities with re~pect to which shareholdars have preemptive ~--~-------~--------~-~-~-~-.--~-~--------------._._..---~-
31 rignts undEr thjs section, the board shall cause notice to 1>e 

---------~--~~----------------~------------- _______ .._._._.~~ 

'-____,/ 32 ~iven to each shareholder entitled to preemptive rights. The -----~----------------~~~~------------~~--------~----~--------
33 notice shal I be given at lea~t ten days before tne date by which -~~~-------~~-~~---- ~---------------------~--___...~-----.-~~ 
34 the shareholder must exercise a ps-eemptive right and shall ~-~~~-----~~-~~-~~-~---------~~--~----------~-~~~~~ 

.35 contain: 

36 (a) The nwnber or a:nou~t cf securities with respect to --------~--------~---~-~~-~---~-----~~------~--~-~~ 
37 'o1hich the sharenolder ha!' a pr1:e,r,ptive rig~t. and the method 

--~-~-----------------------------~-------------~~-~~------
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l used to determine that number 01 amount; 
-----------------------~-~~---~-------

2 (b) The price and other terms and condi~ions upon which the 

3 shareholder may purchase them; and 

4 Cc) lhe time within which and the method by which the ---~-~~-------------~--~---~-----· 
5 sharehoJder must exercise the right. 

------ ~-----------------------
b Subd. 6. lISSIJANC.E TO OlHERS.J Securities that are su~ject 

7 to preemptive rights but not acquired by shareholders in the ----------------~----~~----------~-~~-------~ 
8 exercise of those rights may, for a period not exceeding one -~-~~---------------~~-.-~--~~-~~~-__.~--~~-----·-----
9 year after the date fixed by the board for the exercise of those ---------------------~~~--- ~~--~ ----.--.~ 

10 preemptive rights, be issued to persons the board determines, at 
___ _._,_,___ _______ ,_,~-~.---- --------------~------------~~--_._..___,__ 

11 a price not less than, and on terms no more favorable to the -----~--~------ ---------------~------ ~~~--~ 
12 purchaser than, those offered to the shareholders. Securities 

---------~~~--------------.--.~----------~------ -------
13 that are not issued during that one year period shall~ at the -------------------------------- ___________________________ ._. ______________ -~-----
14 expiration of the period, again become subject to preemptive -~-~~-------~----~-~~~----~~------.-.-~~----------------· 
15 rights of shareholders. 

lb Sec. bO. l302A.417J (S~ARE CtRTIFICATES; ISSUANCE AND 

17 CONTENTS; UNCERTIFICATED 5HAR~5.J 

18 Subdivision 1. lCERTIFICATED; UNCERTIFICATED.J The shares 

19 of a corporatron sha 11 bf. eithe,. certificated shar-es or 
________ ,_ __ _, ___ ._. _ _,_,aa,__,_,_,....._ __ ,_, __ ...,.__._.____,_ __ _.._ _ __,_,._._.,_ __ _ 

20 uncertlficated shares. Each holdet of certificated shares issued 
-------------------------~~--------___, __ ,_ ___ -------~--------~-

21 in accordance with section 57, subrlivision 3w paragraph (a) is 
---------------~~----------~- __,--------~--~---~~~~~ 

22 entitled to a certificate of shares. 

23 Subd. 2. ICERllFICATES; SIGN~TURF RECUlRED.l Certificates 

24 shall be signed by an agent or officec authorized in the 
----------~----~-----_,---~-------------------------~-,_,_,_,_, ___ ______ 

25 articles or byfaws to sign share cer-Uficates or, in the absence 

---------~---~------------------~--~----------~--....----------
26 of an authorization~ by an officer. 

----------~-----
27 Subd .. 3. IS 1Gf'1ATURF VALID.I If a person signs or has a -------~------
2!j facsimi Ir signature placed upcn a cf!1tificate while an officer~ -~~--~~--~-----~-~-~-----~--~-~-----~---------~--~-----
29 transfer agent. or registra~ of a corporation. the certificate --------~-~~-~~-~---------~-~--~~-~~ 
30 may be issued by the corporaticn, even if the person has ceased -~---~---~---~--~~-----~~---------.-...------------..._ ___ __ 
31 to have that capacity before the certificate is issuedr with the 

------------~----- ---------------~------------_,_ .... -~------------
32 ~a~e effect as if the PErscn h?.d that capacity at the date of __ ._.... _____ _ 
33 its issue. 

34 Subd. 4. [FQRM OF CERTIFlCATErl A certificate representing 

.35 shares of a corporat ,on ~hal I contain on its face: 

36 

37 

(a) The name of the corporation; --~-~------------------~ 
Cb) A statement that the corporation is incorporated under 
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1 the laws of this sta!e; 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

lb 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

2e 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

(c) The name of the person to whom it is issued; and ---..-~-----------_,_, ______________________ _ 
(d). Th~ number· and class of shares, and the designation of 

-------~~---------~~------------~---------------~~--
the series. if any, that the certificate represents. ----~--~------~------~~-~~~~~~------~~~-

Subd. 5. (LIMITATIONS SET FORTH-I A certificate 
---~----- --------

re P re sen t i n g sh a r es i s sued b y a co r po r- a ti o n au t ho r i z e d t o i s sue ~----------~--------------------~-~----------~------~~---~__. 
shares of nore than on£ class or series shaf I set forth upon the --~----~-----~--------~----------~~-~~---~~--~~-~~~~ 
face or bac~ of the certificate, or shal I state that the 

corporation will furnish to any shareholrier upon request and --------------------------~-------------~..,__,..,_~----~--
without charge, a fuf I statement of the designations, 

--------.------.---------~---~--....... ------------------~-------
preferencP.s, limitations, and relative rights of the shares of -----~--~------~~----------~~---------------------
~ach class or series authorized to be issued, so far as they 
_,__ ___________ ~---------_,_ -~~_,-__._.._,,_,_ _______ _,_,_~ .... ~----
have oeen determined, and the authority of the board to 
------------------------~------------------~------------------------
determine the relative rights and preferences of subsequent 

-------------------~-~---------~~~-----------
cf3sses or seri£s. 

Subd. b. [PRIM~ FJCJf E=VIOENCE.l A certificate signed as 

-----~~~ --~--------
provided in subdivision 2 rs prima facfe evidence of the 
----------------~-----~-----------~~-------~-------.-----
ownership of the sh3res referred to in the certificate~ ------------------~------------------~-~~---

Subd. 1~ [UNCERTlflCATEC SHA~ES.J Unless uncertificated 

~hares are prohibited by th& articfes or bylaws, a resolution -~~-~----~--.-.------~-----~--------------._.-~-----~~~~-
3pproved by the affirmative vote of a majority of the director-s ----·----------~----------------~-----~-..._._ ______________ _ 
present ma)· prov •de that !;OUJe er a 11 of any or at t c rasses and -~~------~--------~-~--~~--~-----~-~-----------
series of its shares will be uncertificated shares. The -~-----~~~--------------~~--------~-~-----------
resofution co£s not aPPIY to shares represented b:t a certificate 
--------~--- ------- ---·---------------------------~-----
until the cert if fcate is surrendered to the corporation. \iithin ----~~------~---~~---~---~-----~~----------~~----~~-~~ 
a reasonabre title after tr.e issuance or tr-ansfei- of 

--~--~---~------------------------------------
u n c e r t i f i c a t e d s ha r e s , t h e c o r po r a t i on s h a I I s en d t o t he new -~-------~------------------~--~----~~~---~-----.---~ 
~hareholcer tnc information required by this section to oe ----~----------.---~--~---------~-~~-----------~-~-~~~~-
stated on certificates. Except as otherwise expressly provided 
-----~-------------------------~------------------~--------~ 
by statute. the rrqhts and obligations of the holders of 
--------------~-~---------------~----~-~--___,~-------.-
certificated and uncartificated shares of the same class and 
---~---~-~-----~----~---~~------------------~---------------
s e r- i es are i dent i ca I • 

Sec. bl. [302A.419J fLC5T SHARE CERTIFICATES; 

~ E P L A C E M [ ~H • I 

Subdivision I. [1S5UANCE.I A neiii st1are certific.1te may be 

-~------~----- --~-.-.-~-~--------------------
issued ,:u!"suant to ~innesota Statutes~ .Section 33~-B-405 in ----~---------------------~--~-~..-.....~---~~-------~-~~~-
place of one that is af l~ged to have been lost, ~tolen. or ---~----~----~---~-~~--~---~~----~-~~_...~-----~------

lt 9 
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1 destroyed. 
------

2 .Subd .. 2. l NOT OVER ISSUE .J The issuance of a new ~~~~~~~---------· 
3 certificate under this section does not constitute an overissue -~~---~----------~----------· 
4 of the shares it represents. 

5 Sec. 62. (302A.423J [FRACTIONAL SHARES.I ,,,,,-=-· --~ 

-6 Subdivision 1. l ISSUANCE; ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE.} A 

7 corporation may issue fractions of a share origin~lly or upon 
-~-------._____. ------ ._,_,_._,_.._.,____..__._,,___,,_,_,_,_~-----

B transfer. If it does not issue tractions of ~ share, it sha I l -----------~---------.-. _,........___. __________ ~--------~----,__,_--
9 in connection with an original issuance of shares: 

,_,_,_....,,_,__,_...._,~---- ------------~-~-_, _____ _ 
10 (a) Arrange for the disposition of fracttonal interests by 

---------------------· 
11 those entitled to them; _____ 41:1__,_,,_,...,,_._._.._ ______ _ 

12 Cb) Pay in money the fai~ ~alue of fractions of a share as -------~~---~------- -------
13 of the ti•e when persons entitled to receive the fractions are 

_..._..........,____,,... ~-~- --------- --~~_,_ 
14 determined; o~ 

15 l c J I s sue s c r i p or w a rra n ts i n reg i st er e d o r b ear er f or 11 ------·~-~~-,,~-------·-----------
lb that en:itle the holder to receive a certificate for a full ~~~-~~---~--~---------~-~----------~------·------
17 sh3re upon the surrender of the scrip or wa~rants aggregating a -----------~ .... -------~----___,,_,_,______ ____ ______ ,_ _____ ,_____,_____ ,__,_ 
18 full share. -~--------
19 Subd. 2. [RESTRICTIONS; RIGHTS.I A corporat·ion shall not _______ ,_, --------~-,_, ___________ _ 
20 pay l!oney tor f,-actional shares if that action would result tn ----------------~~------------------~,...,..._....._,_,.___~___,-- ------~ 
21 the cancel lat ion of more than 20 percent of the outstanding 

-~~,_, ___________ ._._,_, ________ ~~--------_.,._-.-.,,_._, .. ,..._, ______ _,_,._._. ____ _ 
22 shares of a class. A 'detennination by the board of the fair 

-----------~------------------~-
23 value of fractions of a share is conclusive in the absence of ----~--......,._.__,,_,_, _ _,,,_, ____ - ~--_...,,_,_,_.._____ -----~__._._,-,_,_._._, 

24 fraud. A certificate or a transaction statement for a 

25 fractional share does, but scrip or warrants do not unless they 
---------- --------· 

26 provide otherwise, entftle the shareholder to exercise voting --------~~--~---~-----~-~~~,_,-------~---- ~-~,_,,_, __ 
27 rignts or to receive distributions. The board may cause scrip or ~~~--~--~----.-,_,-~~~-------~-~~-----------------· 
2& warrants to be issued subject to the ccndition that the~ become 

---~-------------------------- ---~-------~- -------
29 void if not exchanged for full shares before a specified date. __________ ,_,_,_._~._._. ... ,_..,_,,____,___ _ ___________ ___,,,_~------ - -----------
30 or that the shares for which scrip or warrants are exchangeable 

--------------~--------------.__,_.._,_.,_,_,_._,____,_,_....._,___,_____,._..__ 
31 may be sold bY the corporation and the proceeds distr~buted to ------------~--... -.-._,,._._,___,,_,_.., ______ ,_,,_,,_,__. ________ ___,___, _ _,_, ___ ~----------.-.--
32 the holder of the scrip or warrants. or to any other condition 

------------------------~-----~___.---
33 or set of conditions the board may impose. 

' 34 Sec. b3. [302A.42SJ fLIABILITY •F SUBSCRIBERS AND 

35 SH~REHOLDERS wlTH RESPECT TO SHARE5.J 

3b A subscriber f~r shares or a shareholder cf a corporation _ ___..._ ______ ....._._. _____________________ ~ _____ _, _______ _, _____ ~,__,---~--_,_,_.---
37 is under nc obligation to the corporation or its creditors with ------------~-~--.-.-----------~------.-..--.-. _ _____,~----~-----

~o 
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1 respect to the shares subscribed for or owned, excE:pt to pa~ to ------------------~----~----~~-------..---.~ ..... -----._. ,....___ .......... _._....._,..._. 

2 th e co r po r a t i on t he f u II c on s i de r-a t i on for w h i ch t h e s ha res a c-e -~.........,_,-,_._._,_.,_,,~~-------------------~------.... ~-------------------------~ 
3 issued or to be issued. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

d 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

lb 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

31 

Sec. &4. (302 •• 4291 (RESTRICTION ON TRANSFER OR 

REG I ST R A TI • N a F S EC UR IT IE 5 • l 

Subdivision 1. (HOW IKP05ED .. J A restriction on the _,_, ________ _ 
transfer or registration of transfer of securities of a 

-------------- -------........ ----~~------~~---
c o rp o r a t i on m aY b e i mp o se d i n th e a r ti c I es , in t he b y r a w s , ~ y a 
,__,_.------~~-..-.-----.-------------------~--~---------.-- ----------~----
resolution adopted by the shareholders.- or by an agree111ent among _______ __,,_,_,...,__._.._,,_,..__. __________ ~ -------~~--.--.-.--.-.,_,... 
or other written action by a number of shareholders or holders ·------~~-------~-~~-----~---~~~~---------------·----
of other securities or among them and the corporation. A -~~--~~--~-~---------------·----------------·-----
restrict Ion is not binding with respect to s ecur it i es issued ------·~-------------,_-,__,___,___._.._~--------,_,... ------~-------
prior to the adoption of the restriction, unless the holders of ~~~--_,_.....---~-~~-------~---~~~--..-.-- --.~------
those securities are parties to the agreement or voted in favor ~---~--~---.-..-, 
of the rest r i ct ion. _________ ____,,..,,,_ 

Subd. 2. (RESTRICTIONS PERMITTEJ.J A written r-cstriction 
-----~~ ---------------------------

on the transfer or registration of transfer of securities of a ----~-_.........---~----------~---------------~--~------- ... ........_.._._..._._...-....-,---

corporation that is oot manifestly unreasonable under the 

ci re um stances and is noted conspicuously on the face or- back of 

------------------~~-~~--~~------~---------~--..-..-----.-.---
the certificate or transaction statement may be enforced against 
_._._._._,__,, _______ _,_,_,,_,_,,_,_~------------------------- -----------------
the holder of the restricted securities or a successor or 
----------~--__,__~--~ ~-----~----------------
transferee of the holder. including a pledgee or a legal _ _,, _________ ...._._ __________ ~ __ ,__,_,,_,.__ ___ ....__._,_,_ ----------
representative. Unless noted conspicuously on the face or back ----------- __________ ._.__.._._ 

of the certificate or transaction- statement, a restr·ktion, even 
-----------
though permitted by this section. is ineffective against a 
----~--------------- _,.--~--- ~--~--------
person without knowledge of the restriction. 
___ ._.....,,_._.,_~--ai.-----------~,_ ____ ..., ___________ _.. _______ __ 

Sec. b5. (3024.4311 (REGULAR KEfTINGS OF SHAREHOLDERS.I 

Subdivision 1. [FREQUENCY.} Regular meetings of ________ ___,_____ ---~--~------
shareholders may be held on an annual or other less frequent ------------~,__ ... _,,_,..,_._._,__._._,_,,,_,_,___________ -----------------~-
periodic basis, but nee~ not be held unless required by the 
______,_.,_._.,,_......,_,___.~----_,_,_._ ~---------------------------------------------
articles or bylaws or by subdivision z. --------~~~-----~-~~---------------

5ubd. 2. [DEMAND BY SHAREHOLDER.I If a regular- meeting of ---------~.-..-~~~-----
shareholders has not been held during the immediately preceding ------~~------------~-~~~--.-.-.-~-~~~~~----~---------~-~-
15 months, a shareholder or shareholders holding o~e percent or 

~--------------~---------------~-------~ 
more of all voting shares may demand a regutor meeting of -----~----------~~-~-...-.----~-----~~~---~--~~---~----.-
sh3reholder5 by written notice of demand given to the chief -~--~~-----~~-~~-----~--__.---------~~~---~---------~--~---
executive officer or the chief financial officer of the --~--~-----~--~-~-------~-~-~~------------~----~ 
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1 corporation. Within 30 days after receipt of the demand by one -----~~--~~---------~~---------~-------------------~~~~-~-----
2 of trtose ::>fficers,.the board shall cause a regular meeting of ---~---------~------~--~-~~-~~~~------------~--~-
3 shareholders to be called and held on notice no later than 90 --------------------------~-~~-~ .... ~_,,_,__.._~-~------..,_,_-,__,_.-.,._~~----

4 days after receipt of the demands all at the expense of the 
-~--------------~------~------------~------------------------· 

5 corporation. If the board fails to cause a regular meeting to 
-----------

6 be called and held as required by this subdivision, the ----~-----------.-.-------._.._.---~-~.-..-,_,_....--~------~----~ 
7 snareholder or shareholders making the demand may call the ~--------~-~~------------~-~-~---~~--~-- -----
a meeting by giving not ice as required by section b7• al I at the 

----------------------------~-----~--~--------- ·-------
9 expense of the corporation. 

10 Subd. 3. lTIMEi PLACE.I A regular meeting, if any• shall 
--------

11 be held on the day or date and at the time and place fixed bY• -~~-------~~~-~~~--------
12 or in a manner authorized by, the articles or bylaws. except 

13 tnat a meeting called by or at the denand of a snareholder 
-----------------~--------------------- ~___,,,____ -----------

14 pursuant to subdivision 2 shall be held in the county where the -----·~----,_,__ ________________ ._._._,__, ________________ --~--------- ~-
15 principal executive office of the corporation is located. ---~~----~----~------~~-~~---------~~~-~---------
16 Subd. 4. I ELECTIONS REQUIRED; OTHER BUSINESS.I At each 

17 regular meeting of shareholders there shal I be an ele::tion of -~~,_~~---~--~------~-------~-~----~~-----------
I & qua I i f i c d s u cc es so r s f o r d i rec to rs who s er v e for- an ind e f j n i t e 

1; term or whose terms have expired or are due to expire within six 
.... _ _.....~-------------------~--._._-._. _______ ~-----.-.----,_,_....---------

20 Months after the date of the meeting. No other particular -------~-~-------~-----.__...----~---~~-......-------~___, _____ _ 
21 business is required to be transacted at a regular ineeting. Any ------------~~-----~~-----~---------~~~~-~-
22 business ap?ropriate for action by the shareholders aay be 

~~---~---~---------------------~~------~-----------------
23 tr~nsacted at a regufar meeting. 

24 

25 

Sec. 66. l302A.433l (SPECIAL MEETINGS OF SH~REHOLDERS.I 

Subdivision 1. £•HO ft.AV CALL.I Special meetings of the 

26 shareholders may be cal led for any purpose or pur·poses at any 
._._..._._. ... _.._ .... ,_ 

27 !.i ne,. by: 

2a 

29 

30 

31 

Cal The chief executive officer; -----~---~-----
(b) The chief fin~ncial officer; ___ _.... __________________ _ 
(cJ Two or more directors; 
------~------------,_. __ __._. _______ _ 
CdJ i person authorizP.d in the af"ticles or bylaws to ca.I[ 

32 special meetings; or 

33 (el A shareholder or shareholders holding ten percent or ---~-~~-~------ ---~~--~---~--~~-~-------
34 :nor-e of the voting shares .. 

35 Subd. 2. (DEMAND BY SHAREHOLDERS.I A shareholder or 

36 shareholders holding ten per-cent or more of the voting snares 

37 ~ay d~mand a sPecial meeting of shareholders by written not~ce 
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1 of de~and siven to the chief executive officer or chief ---~-,_--...._,._.._._,_, _ ___,,_~__,_,_ ... __________________ _,_,~------------------
2 financial officer of the corporation and containing the purposes ------~-----~-------------,__,__ _ _,_.,_,_,____,_,_,,__,~--- -------..... ....----~-~--
3 of the meeting. Within 30 days after receipt of the demand by -~~----,_,_~,...__._ ____ ~~_,_ ... ~~~..,----_,_.,__,_,_._. __________ _ 
4 one of ·those officers, the boa.rd sha fl cause a spec ia f meeting ~--~--~~-------- ·----------- -------
5 of sharehol der-s to be ca lied and held on notice no later than 90 ~-~---~--------_,_.-- ----------------~___,, _________ _ ----------....-.-

-- 6 days after receipt of the decand. all at the expense of the -~-------.._._. __________ ~---------~------------------------------ ~-___,_-
7 corporation. If the board fa i Is to cause a special meeting to be -------~~~~ ~---- _______ ___,...,,_,___,_,_,__,_,,_,_,, 

s called and held as required by this subdfvisionr the shareholder ------------~~------------_,_, _,_,_,_,_,____.,__,_, _______________________ _ 
9 or shareholders making the demand may call the meeting &y giving 

_....._.-~---~-~--- ---~---~~-------~-----------------
10 notice as required by section b7• air at the expense of the 

·-----------------.--.,_,,,___._ 
11 corporation. --------
12 Subd. 3. lT IME i PLACE.I Special meetings sha 11 be he Id on ----,_,_,_, _ _. _.._.,~,____,._._._,_ _____ , 
13 the date and at the time and ptace fixed by the chief executive 

-~----------_, -~---------. ---~~,___,-- --------------
14 officer, the board. or a person authorized by the articles o~ --~-___,____________________________ __....,._....,_~~--- .__...._,,__,_........_..... 

15 bylaws to call a meeting. except that a special meeting called -------------~~----------~~~-----~~--------..._.. ________ _ 
lb by or at the demand of a shareholder or shareholders pursuant to --~~~-~-.--~---~-...--~---.~~-----~~---------·-----------------
17 subdivision 2 shall be held in the county where the principal ---~~----~---------.-.-- ~-----._____.~ ._.._..__._.._._. 

l& executive office is loc2.ted. _______________________________ _,_ 

19 Subd. 4. (BUSINESS LIMlTEO.l The business transacted at a 
_,_____~-- -.--~~---------

20 special meetfng is limited to the purposes stated in the notice -------------~----,-.----------------------,_,_,,__, __________________ .. 
21 of the :nesting. Any busine.ss transacted at a spec ia I meet i·,g ----------~--~~-------------------~-------._ ______ _, _ ___,_,_._,._. ________ , 
22 that is not included in those stated purposes is voidable bi or _,_,_,_,_,_ _______ _ ·----------
23 on behalf of the corporation. unless al I of the shareholders 

---------~-----------------~- ------------~-----~--~-----~ 
24 have waived notice of the meeting- in accordance with section 67. 

-------------~~~-----------------~----~------·-----
25 sub div i s ion 4. 

2b Sec. 67. [302A.435l (NOTICE.I 

27 Subdivision 1. [TO WHOM GlVE.N.J Notice of all meetings of 
-------------- ---- ~---~--___,--

28 shareholders shall be given to every holder of voting shares, --~--_________ ,__~---------~----~-------------------,__,, ________ _ 
29 except wherE the me&tin9 is an adjourned meeting and the date. ___________________ ....._,~~- ---..-..-.------------------ -------
30 time, and place of the iueeting we-re anr.ounced at the thtP. of 

·------~------·------------- ----.---~ 
31 adjournment. 

........... __ ./ 

32 5ubd. 2. [~HEN ~IVEN.J lhe notice shat l be given at feast -----~-----~______,.~------- -~--~--
33 ten days before the dat~ of the meeting, or a shorter time ----...-.-.~----~~----... _, _ _, ____ ~-----------------------... ------~~ 
34 provided in the art ic fes or bylaws, and not more than 60 days -~-~~-------~----~~~~~~-----------.__,-~--~~-__....._ ___________ _ 
3 5 b e f o re the d a t e o f t h e meet i ng • 

-~_,-----------~-----------------,_.....---
36 Subd. 3. lCONTE:NTS.l The notice shal I contain the date, 

-------------------
37 time, and place of the meeting, and any other information --~-~-----~--~~-~ -~~---~--~--~ 
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l required by sections 1 to 125. ln the case of a special -~---~-----------....--~~-----~-----~----------
2 ~eeting, the notice shall contain a statement of the purposes of -----------------~----------~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-.-~ 
3 the rneeting. The notice ma:-, also contain any other information ~~-------------~ --------~---~-~----....-~--- --
4 require~ by the articles or bylaws or deemed necessary or 

5 desirable by the board o, by any othe~ person or persons calling ~~----~~------~----------~~~-----...... -~~-
& the meeting • 

7 .Subd. 4. (\,;AIYER; •BJECTION5.J A shareholder- may waive 

S notice of a meetin~ of shareholders. A waiver of notice by a ____,, _________ ,___,_,_, _ ___,,__~ __________ .._..__ _____ ~ _____________ ,_,_, ______ _ 
9 shareholder entitled to notice is effective whether given -------

10 before, at. or after the meeting~ aod whether given in writing. ·-----~-~-----~------...--~~-~~~~-------~~~----------
11 orally, or by attendance. Attendance hy a shareholder at a --- ----~--~~------~~----------~----___._,_..__,__,,,_,_,....,_____,_ 
12 meeting is a waiver of not ice of that meeting, except whes·e the ----------------... -~_____._,_.._,_.._._..._._.~-_.------------ ·---------
13 shareholder objects at the beginning of the meeting to the 

------------------------------- -------.---------~-----------------------
14 transaction of business because the meeting is not lawfully 

~~_.._.. __________________________ --~-----------------
15 called or convened, or objects before a vote on an item of 

--~~-~--~-------------------~_,._-~--~~---------------------
16 business because the item ,nay not Jawful ly be considered at that ~~~-~-~-------~----~----~-~~--~--------~----------
17 meeting and does not participate in the consideration of the ------~--~---------~---.~~-----
IB item at that meeting. 

1~ 

20 

Sec. 68. [302~.4371 [ACT Of THE SHAREHOLDERS.I 

Subdivision I. (MAJORITY REQUIRED.I The shareholders shall 
_______ ._._..__~-------------

21 ta ~ e a c t i o n b:, t he a f f i r na t i v e v o t E c r the ho I de r s o f a ma j o r i t y _______ ._.. __ ~ ---------------~--------_,_.._.-._,_,, --------~--------~· 
2 2 of th e vo t i n q sh a res p res e nt , ex c e pt w h e r e s e ct ions l to 125 o r -~--._.,_.---~------ ~ ,___,_____, .... ~~-------~--._._..__-._ _______ ,,__, _____ ~------
23 the articles require a larger proportion or number. If the --~-----------~~~-~-----~------~----~----~--------
24 articles require a larger proportlon or number than is required 

--~---~--------------~---------------------- ---~--------_,_.~--
25 by sections 1 to 125 for a particular action, the a~ticles 

---------~-
2b control. 

27 Subd. 2. (VOTING BY CLASS.} In any case where a class or 
_,_.._,_ _ _,._._~---~----~ ~~ 

2a ~eries of shares is entitled by sections l to 125, the articles, --~--~---~---~~~~-~---~-------------~----------------------~ 
29 the bylaws, or the terms of the shares to vote as a class o~ 

-~---.-,,--~------------------------------..._.--~-------------------.... 
30 series, the matter being votad upon must also recejve the ~~------------.-----~-~--~~--~------------------
31 affirnative vote of the holders of the same proportion of the --------------------------~-~-~~-------~------
32 ~hares of that class or series as is required pursuant to 

---------------
33 subdivision 1. 

34 

35 

Sec. 69. [302A.44ll CAClIDN lr:ITH• UT A MEETING.I 

An action required or permitted to be taken ~ta meeting of 

36 the shareholders may be ta~en withcut 2 meeting bY written ---------~----~~~~-~~-~------~~~~~---~~~---~--.-------~~~-
37 action signed by all of the shareholders entitled to vote on 
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1 th a t ac t i o n • T h e w r it t en a c t i on i s e f f e ct i v e when i t ha s b e e n ------------~-------~-~-~~~------- -~-~~~----.-~-------...-~~ 
2 signed by al I of those sh~reholders, unless a different 

---~-------....--..-.------------~-------~-~-~-----~-...--~-
3 effective time is provided in the written action. 

4 

5 

-.-.~-------------~--,_....._.- ________________ _..._.._,.~ ....... ----
Sec. 70. l302A.4431 (QUORUM.I 

The holders of a majority of the shares entitled to vote at 
---------------~----------,_.,_---~-------------- ~--.-.·------

6 a ineeting present in person or bY proxy at the meeting are a --------~-----~--~-~~---~--~-----~--- ~----.-~-
7 quoru~ for the transaction of business. unless a larger or 

_._._.~~---_,_.---~~-~~~~----------~---------~-...~-------
s sm3ller proportion or number i~ P£ovided in the articles or --------------~---~------------------~--------
9 bylaws. If a quorum is present when a duly called or held ---------~------------------- -~,-.-,~~-------__________ ,_._..__,___,_,,_, 

10 meetin9 is convened, the shareholders present may continue to -----~--~---~---~~--~_..__--~~~~__,_-~-------.~-~-----
11 transact business until adjournment, ~ven though the withdrawal ~------ ,_,._. __ _,__,_,,,_,__._.._ __ _,____ _,._.._~_._......_..._,_, ... _ _,_,____,____,_..._.., _ ___._._ ________ ~ 
12 of a number of shareholders originally present leaves less than _..._._.._ _________ _. ________________ ---____ ,_ _____ __, ______ ~---------.- ,_,_,____, 

13 the proportion or number otherwise required for a quorum. 

14 

15 

~-..--.~--...-~~---~---------~----------~~-.---------------
Sec. 71. (302A.4451 (VOTING RIGHTS.I 

Subd;vision 1. (DETERMINATl •N·.J The board m:iy fh a date 

I 6 not mo r e t h an 5 0 days , o r a sh o rte r ti m e p er- i o d p r o v id e d i n t h.e -~-~-----~--~~-------~-~----~~---------------- ---------._......_ 
17 articles or byfaws, before the date of a meeting of shareholders 

----~--------~--------------------------~--.,_,.-------~- ~~--------,_--
18 as tne date for the determinaticn of the holders of voting ~-~~----~---~-------~-~~-~-~--~------------~~-
19 s~ares entitled to notice of and to vote at the meeting. When a 

____ ,_,-------------------~-----------------,_._,,._,----~---------~~----------~--
20 date is so fixed, only shareholders on that date are entitled to _,..._-~-~--------~---------------_, _____ __ 
21 notice of and permitted to vote at that meeting of shareholder~------------------~~---~--~-~---~-~-----
22 Subd. 2. [CERTIFICATION Of BE~EflCIAL • WNER-1 A resolution ____ , ______ , 
23 approved by the affirmative vote of a majority of the directors 

-------------~-------- ----------------------- --~-~..._ 
24 present ma)' establish procedure. khereby a shareholder 11ay ----------~--------~-~----~-~~--~-----------
25 certify in writing to the corporation that all or a portion of -----------~----,_,..., _____________ ~------------~---~~--.-.-.....------~ 
Zb the snares registered in the n~mr. of the shareholder are held ~~~~--------------- ------------
27 for the account of one or more benefictal owners. Upon receipt --------------~------......------~~-------~~-~--~------
2S by the corporation of the writing, the persons specified as _______ ,_,_ ____ ,_,_. ___________________________ _._ _________ ~ 

29 benef icizl owners, rather than the ~ctual sha~eholder. are --~~~---~---------~~ ~-----------·-----
30 deemed the shareholders for the purposes specified in the -----~--~~--~-----~-------~----------------------
31 writing. 

32 Subd. 3. [ONE VOTE PER SHARE.I Unless otherwise provided ·-----~~~~-~-~ 
~3 in the articles or bylaws or in the terrns of the shares,. a 

--~~--~---------------~~------..-----~---------------
34 shareholder has one vote for each share held. 

35 Subd. 4. (NON-SHAREHCLDfRS.J The ~rticles may gfve or 
-----------------------~------

36 prescrite the manner of g~ving a creditor, se~urity holder, or --~---------~-~~-~~---~-----~~---~---~---.--------~----~~--
37 other person a right to vote under thrs sect ion. ---~-~----~---~~----~-----~---~-----~------
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1 5ubd. 5. [J• HHLY mrnED SHARES .. ] Shar-es owned by two or ---__ _,_~------
2 &1 o re sh a r eh o I d er s may b e v ot e d b y any on e o f t h em u n I ess t he 

3 corporation receives written no~ice from any one of them denying --------~~~-~-------------~,__,_,_,,__________________ ... _._,,_,_,_____,_~-

4 the authority of that person to vote those shares. 

5 5ubd. 6. [MANNER OF VOTING: PRESUKPTION.J Except as 

6 provided in subdivision 5, a holder of voting sha~es m~y vote ---~~~----~--~------- _____________ ,_,_,~-------· 
7 any portion of the shares in any way the shareholder chooses. If 

--------------- -----------
8 a shareholder votes without designating the proportion or number --~_,-----------~- --...---~~-~- ---------9 of shares voted in a particula1 way, the sha1eholder is deemed 

-----------~-=------ ~----~-~- ·-------------·---
10 to have voted al I of the shares ·in that way. _____ _,,_,~----------~--- ----~- - -_,_,,_,~--
11 Sec. 72. l302A.447J (~ •TING Of SHARES BY ORGAKIZATIO~S tND 

12 LEt;iL REPRESENTATIVES.I 

13 Subdivision l. I SHARES HELD BY OTHER CORP• R.lTION.J Sha res 

14 of a corporat•on registP.red in the na3e of another dcrnestic or _______ .a _________________________________ ___,_~ ________ ,_____,___ ____ ..-.......,_,_,,__,,__ ____ ,_,_ 

1 5 f o r e i g n co r p o r at i on may b e v o t e d b y th e ch i e f ex e cu t iv e of f i c e r-
--~-----~ -~------------~~----~------ ----~----

lb or another le£al ~epresentative of that corporation. ------------------------ ~~-~~-------~-~-
17 Subd. 2. lSHAkES HELD BY SUB51D1AkYwl Except as provided 

le in subdivision 3, shares of a corporation registered in the name ____________________________ ,_,_,,_,______,__.,_ 

19 or a subsidiary are not entitled to vote on any matter. 

20 Subd. 3. [SHARES CONTROLLED IM FIDUCIARY CAPACJTY.J Shar·es 

21 of a corporation in the na r:e of or- under the contro I or the 

22 corporation or a subsidiary io a fiduciary capacity are not ----..-.~---------------------_,,,_,_,_....., _____ _,______________ ~-_._._.._. __ 
23 entitled to vote on any matte,, except to the extent that the 

------------------·--------------.-.---------------------------
24 settler or beneficial o~ner possesses and exercise~ a right to 

-------------------------~--------------~~~---
25 vote ~r gives the corporation binding inst~uctions on hGw to _,__________________________ __ __ ,__, __________ ~ __ _._.._____ ....... ._.__._.__, 

26 vote the shares. 

,1 S uh d. 4 • [ \r 01 H.~ G BY CE RT A I N REP R E 5 EI~ TAT I V E5 • I 5 ha res u nd e r 

2l the control of a person in a capacity as a personal 
--------------~_,_,~-

29 representative, an administrator~ executorr guardian, ---------~--~.-.-----~~--------~~~~-------~~ -~~ 
30 conservator, or attorney-in-fact may be voted by the person, 

-----------------~-------------------------------·---- ---------
31 eitner in person or by proxyw ~ithout registration of those 

-----------------------------------------
32 shares in the name of the ~ersGn~ Shares regtste,ed in the name ---------------~---------~---~-----~~ .... ~---~-------~~-----.-,-~-----
33 of a trustee of a trust o~ in the name of a custodian may be -~~~---~------~-- ---~--~~~-~~-------.-~~~~--
34 voted by the person, either in person or by proxy~ but a trustee --~~------~~----------------~------------~.__~~-~~-~-~-
35 of a trust or a custodian shall not vote shares herd by the 

--------------------~~ ...... ----------~~~~---------~-~--------
36 per son uni ess they a re re9 i~te red in the name cf the person. 

37 Subd. 5. (VOTING SY TPU5lEE If.: BA~KRUPT(Y OR. RECEIVER.,! 
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1 Shares registered in the name of a trustee in bankruptcy or a 

-----------------------------------------·-------
2 rec e i v e r ma y - be v Qt e d by t he t r u st e e o r re c e iv er e it her i n -~-~--~----------- ~~~-~-----------------~---~~-
3 person or by proxy. Shares under the control of a trustee in 

---~---------~~-~-----~~~-----~~-~-----~----------.._~------
4 bankruptcy or a receiver may be voted by the trustee o~ receiver -----~------------~~-----~-------------.------------~--~,,_.----~--
5 without registering the shares in the na~e of the trustee or ~------~~-------------~~~-----~-----~--------~~-~ 
6 receiver. if authority to do so is contained in an appropriate ---------------~-----------------------...._,---~--,_,_,,_,_. ________________ _ 
7 or~er of the court by which the trustee or receiver was --....~--~~-~~-------------- ----------------
a appointed .. ----~ 
9 Subd. &. [SHARES HELD BY OTHER ORGANIZATIONS.} Shares --~~- -----~ 

10 registered in the name of an organization not described in 
----.-.-----.--~------~---~----.---------------------------.-,----~-------~----

11 subdivisions 1 to 5 nay be voted either in person or by proxy by -~--~--~------.....-..----~----,_,,..,....~--.------~~~---------------~ 
12 the legal representative of that organization. ~-~-----~~----~-~---------· -------
13 Sub d. 7 • ( P LE D ~ED SH ARES • J A share ho [ d e ir whose s ha res a re ----------- ._ .. __ ,_,_.._.._..._,_,,_,_,, ____ ~---------------
14 pledged may vote those shares unti I the shares are registered in ---------~----------.--.-__,._,~._._. ________ ._ _____ ~_,_,_ _____ .__._ _,__._,_,...., 

15 the name of the pJedgee. --------~----~--
lb Sec. 73. l302A.449l (PROXIES.I 

17 Subdivision 1. AUTHORIZATION.l A shareho,der may cast or 
~----------~---- ---~-----------~~~-----

18 a u t n o r i ze tt1 e ca s t ; n g o f a v o t e by f if i n g a w r it t en a pp o i n t me n t 
_._.._,_----~----~----... -----------------~----~__,----~--~~---

19 of a proxy with an officer of the corporation at or before the 

20 rneeting at which the appointment is to be effective. An 
--........ --.-.~-~---------------~--------------------

21 appointment of a proxy for shares held Jointly by t~o or more ----------------~-----~-----~---~---------~---.--~~~ 
22 shareholders is valid if s;gned by any one of them. unless the ______________ ._ ______________________ ,_ ________________ _ 
23 corporation receives from any one of those shareholders either 

-------------------~-----------~~-~----------------
24 written notice denying t~e authority of that person to appoint a ---~----------~-~-~~----~~-~----------~----- ------~----
25 proxy or appointing 3 diffe~ent proxy. 

--------~--------~--------------------.,--~ 
26 .Subd. 2. lDURATICU.J The appointment of a proxy is valid ----~-~~~-~--- ~--~-----~--~ 
27 for 11 months, unless a longer pec:tod is expressly provided in 

~-~---~-~-----------------~--~.--.~-----~-------~----------
26 the appointm~nt. No ~ppointment is ir-revocable unless the 

---~-----~----.--------------
29 appointment is coupled with an interest in the shares OF in the 

-~~--------------------------------..-~~-------~-----~-----
30 corporation. 

-- _,, 31 5ubd. 3. (TERKINATIOH.J An appointment may be ter~inated 
-------- ~-~--~------------~--~-

32 at will, unless the ap~ointment is coupled with an interest, in -~--~--~-~-------~-~-------~---~~------.----~-~---------~~-~--
33 wnich case it shall not be teritinateci except in accordance iliith ---------------~~--~-~----~-~------~--~----~----------
34 the terms of an agreement. lf any, between the parties to the --------~-~------------~----~~~-~~-----------------~~--~~ 
35 appointment. Termination ~ay be made by fit ing w~ftten notice -------------------------._-~-,__-~-~-------------------~------._._.--
3 o Cl f th e t e r ll i n a t i o n o f t r, e a p p o i n t 'fl e n t w i th an o f f i c er o f t he --~-------------------------------~~~----~----------~-
37 corporation, or by ft ling a new w~itten appointment of a proxy --~-----------------------------~----~~-------~-..... --
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1 wit~ an officer of the corporation. Termination in either ---~----~-------------------~---~-----~----~-~~-
2 manner re,o~es al I prior proxy appointments and is effective 

------~--------------------
3 ~hen fifed with an officer of the corporation. 

4 Sub d • 4 • [ R EV • CAT I • N 6 Y OE A HI • I NC AP AC IT Y. I T h. e de a th o r 
·--------5 incapacity of a person appointing a proxy does not revoke the -----~~---------------- __________ __._~~------------

6 authority of the proxy, unless written notice of the death or 

-------------------------- --~----------------------
7 incapacity is r&ceived by an office~ of the corporation before 

----------~---------- ---~-~~------------~-----~--
8 the prox~ exerci~es the euthority under that appointment. 

9 Subd. 5. [MULTIPLE PROXlfS.J Unless the appointment 

10 s p e c i f i ca t I y Prov i d es o the rw i se s i f two or mo r e p er sons a re -~~-~~------------~---......-----~-~-~-------~--~----
11 appointed as proxies for a shareholder: 

12 (a) Any one of them may vote the shaies on each item of ------------------~~~~ -------~~~------
13 business in accordance with specific instructions contained in 

------,_,..-.-~-------~.---~~-
14 the appointmenti and 

15 lb) If no specific in!,trucUons are contained in the 

16 appointment with respect to voting the shares on a particular 

17 item of business, the share.s shall be voted as a majority of the 

18 Proxies determine. If the proxies are equal IY div idedw the --~~----------~--~~-----
! 9 !: h :1 r e s sh a I I n o t be v o t e d • 

20 Subd .. 6. [VOTE OF PROXY ACCEPTED; LIABILITY .. } Unless the 

21 appointment of a proxy contains a restriction, li~itation, or ~-----------~-------~-~------------------~-~-~--
22 specific reservation of authority, the corporation may acc~pt a 

23 vote or action taken by a person named in the appointment. The ----------------------------~-----~-~~--------------
24 vote of e proxy is fina 1. binding, and not subject to challenge, 

--~---.--.-..--------------------------------------.-.-...-------------.-.-.-.___. .... ,___ 
25 but the proxy is liable to the shareholde~ or beneficial owne~ 

------~----------------------------------~----------------------
26 for dama~u.s ~esultin~ froff• a failure to exe,cise the proxy or 

-----------~----~-------~----------------------------
27 frcTi an exercise of the proxy in violation of the authority 

--~------------------ --------------
2B q ranted in the a.ppo intment .• 

29 

30 

Sec. 74. (302~.4531 [VOTING TRUSTS.) 

Subdivision 1. (AUTHORIZATION; PERl• O; TERMI~ATI •N.J 

31 Shares in a corporation may be transferred tc a trustee pursuant 

32 to written agreement, for the purpose of conferring on the 
-------~----------------~-----------------~-~-

3 3 t r u st e e th e r i g ht t o v o t e a n d o the r w i s e re p r es en t t h e b e n e f i c i a r ------~----------~~---~-~~------~-~-------------~-----------~---
34 owner of those shares for a period not exceeding l~ years, 

35 except that if the a~ree:ment is made ,n connection with an 

--------------~--~-----~-------~--------------------
3 6 i r. d Eb t e d n e :; s o f the c or po r at i on , the ~ o t in g tr us t rr, a: Y ex t e nd 

-------------------------------------~-~------------~-~--..--
3 7 u n t i I t h e i n d e b t e d n e ~ s i s <l i s c h a r 9 e- d • Un l es s o t h er ~, i s ~ 

5h 
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1 ~pecified in the agreement, the voting trust may be terminated ~~~~---------.-~-~~~-----------------~------~--- --
2 !lt any ti1ne by_ t_h_e b_enef_icf~l _owners of a majority of the shares ----------------~~~~----------------
3 held bY ~he trustee. A copy of the agreement shall be filed 

------------~----~----------~~--------------------------------------,... 
4 with the corporation. 

5 5ubd. 2. lVOTl~G BY TRUSTEES.I Unless otherwise provided 

b in the trust agr-eeau~nt, if there are two or more trustees, the -~--~~-----~--------------------~-~--~----~-~~-----~~~ 
7 manner of voting is dete~min~d as provided in section 71. ~~~-~--------------~----------~~-~~~---------------
6 subdivision 5~ 

9 

10 

Sec. 75. 1302~.4551 (SHAREHOLDEi VOTING tGREEMENTS.J 

A written agreement among any or all shaFeholders. or any -----------,___,--..,~----~------~~------~---------------~----.._._.-
11 or all subscribers for shares in the event no shares have been ·-----~~~~~~---- --
12 issued, relating to the voting of thei.r shares is valid and 

----~------------------ ---------
13 specifically enforceable by and against the parties to the _ _,,.__,_,__ ___ ,_, __________________ ._ ________ ~---~----------.-.----_, ________ ~ 
14 agreement. The agreement may override the provisions of section 

----~~----~-----------~--~-----------~----------------------~-
15 73 regarding proxies and is not subject to the provisions of 

---------~----------------._._.,_,,_,_ _______________ ~---------------------
lo section 74 regarding voting trusts. 

---------------~-
17 .Sec. 7b. (302A.457J [SHAREHOLDER C0MTROL AGREEMENTS.,) 

18 Subdivision 1. fAUTHORIZED.J The shareholders of a. -----~------ ____ ,_,_,_,_~-------~ 
19 corporation, or the subscribers for its shares in the event no 

---------------.-,--,._,_,_,,... ____________ ,,_ _____ ~-----~-------~,__,_.._._ 
20 snares have been issued, may enter into a wr-itien agreement ~~------~~-~---~---~--___, _____ _.._ ___________ ~-------~-----~-
21 relating to the control of any phase of the business and affairs 

--------------
22 of the corporation, its fiquidation and dissolution, or the -~----------~~~~------~---------~~.:....--__,~---~~---------
23 re rations among shareholders of or subscri ber·s to shares of the 

------------
24 co r-po ration. 

------
25 Subd. 2. (METHOD GF APPR•VA.L; ENFORC.EABILITY; COPIES.I (a) 

-~------------
26 A written agreement a~ong persons described in subdivision 1 -------------------------~-._.._-~------~-~--_..,---~-----------------· 
27 thlt relates to the control of the liquidation and dissolution ~~~-~-~--~-~-----~--~---..--~~--~------..~--~-------------~~ 
2& of the corporation, the relations a~ong them. or any phase of 

--------------~-------·----._._..... _______ ~------------------~---._._..-
29 tne business and affairs of the corporation, including. without ----------------~~---~~~~~-----------~-----------~-----.-
30 linitation, the managem~nt of its business, the decla~ation and 

---~-----------.-.----------~----~--~-------------------------
31 payment of distributions, the election of ~irectors or officers, 

--~~--------------~-----~--------~---~-------~~-----~--------
32 the enploynent of shareholders by the corporatfon, or the 

----~-~------~-----------~-----------~~-~--~-----------..-..-
33 arbitration of dispJtes, is valid and specifically enforceable ~~~-~-~-~~-~--~-----------------~~-~--------~~-------~~------
34 by and aqainst the parties to it, if the agreement is signe~ by -~~----~--~-----~--.~~-~~--~-----~-----------------~-____. __ 
35 a II the ~hareholders c,f the corporation, whether or not the --~---~-----~------~-----~------~-~--~---~----------
36 shareholders all have voting shares, or by all the subscribers -~---------------~--~~-----~~----~-----------------------
37 for sh3res in the event no shares have been iss~ed at the time 

---~------~--------~~...-..---~--------~-----~-----------------
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l the agreenent is signed. 

2 Cb} The agreement i~ binding upon and enforceabte 29ainst 

3 only the parties to the asreement and other persons having ----------------~~-----------_._.__~---~--
4 knowledge of the existence of the agreement. A copy of the ------------ _____..... ______________________ ,___, ______ .._ ________ ,_ _________ ~ _____ _._..._ 
5 agr-eement shall be filed with the corpora.tion •• The existence ----~~-~~~--------~---~--------------------~---
6 and location or a copy of the agreement shall be noted ----------~-~~---~---~~~-~--------------------
7 conspicuously on the face or back of each certificate for sh~rres --~~~---------~---------~------~-----~--_____, ______ _ 
8 issued by the corporation and on each transaction state~ent. 

----------------------
9 (cJ A shareholder, a beneficial owner of shares, or another 

-----~---~--~--.---~-~~--~------~~--~- ----=-__... 
10 person having a security interest in shares has the right upon ·-----~._._. ___ ,_,_, ___ _._.._._,~~--------------
11 written demand to obtain a copy of the agreement from the ---------.-.~---~----~---~--~--~--~----------
12 corporation at the expense of the corporation. 

13 Subd. 3. ILIABILITY.J The effect of an agreement 

14 authorized by this section is to relieve the board and the -~-~~-----~-~-~-~~~~--~--------~---~--------- -----~---
15 director or directors in their capacities as director-s ofs and 

------~~-~-------------------~---~~-------~ -.ca---------
16 to i ill p o s c up o n t he p a r t ; c s t o the a g re em en t • t he I i a b i I it y f o r ---------~-----~--------~----~--------------~~-----~ 
11 acts or omissions imposed by law upon directors to the extent 

---------------------------------------------,__.,__._. _____ _,,_,__ 

1 8 th i t a n d so I o n g a s t he d i sc re t i on o r- po we rs o f t h e d i , e ct or s i n 

19 the manaqement of the business and affairs of the corporation 
-~~-------.----------------_,-~-----~-~-----------

20 are exercised by the shareholders under a provision in the --~~----~---~------~------------------~~-~---------~---
21 agreeJ1ent. A shar-eholde.r is not I iable pursuant to this· -----------~--------~~----~----------------~-~ 
2 2 sub d i v i s i o n b y v i ~ t u e o f a sh a re h o I d er v o t e , i f t h e s ha r- e h o l d e r ----------~---------------_,_, _________ _ 
23 had no right to vote on the action. 

-~-~-------------~--------------
24 5ubd. ~. (OTHER AGREFMtNTS.l This section does not apply 

25 .to, limit, or restrict agreements othend~e valid~ nor is the -------------~--~-,_,_ ______________ _. __ ..... _ ... .., ______________ ,_...__,_~---------
26 procedure ~et forth in this section the excrusive ffiethod of -----------------~---~---~-~------------------
27 agreement among shareholders or between the shar·eholders and the ----------------------------~-------~-------~---.-.-~~----
28 corporation with resPect to an~ of the matters described in this 

-------------
29 section. __ ___,...,....,... ... 
30 Sec. 77. (302A.46il rsoaKS urn RE(OROS; lN5PECTlON.J 

31 

32 

33 

34 

5ubdivision 1. ISHARF RfC15TER; DATES UF lSSU~NCE.J (a) A 

~------------ ---
corporation shal I keep at its principal executive office, or it 
--~--~----,_..---~·-~-----~-----------------------------------
2 no the r place or places within the United States determined by ----------------"~-~--~--~,_,_ _ ___.._. _____ -_____________ __ 
the board, a share register not more than one yea~ old, 

35 containing the name~ ar.d addre~ses of the sharehotders and the ----~------~~-~~~-~---------~------~~~----------~~· 
36 nu1~er and classes of shares held by each shareholder. 

37 (b) A corpor-ation shall also keep, at its principal 

~o 
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1 e x e cut i -v e o ff i c e , o r at an ot he r p I ace o r p I aces w it h in the __ ._. ____________________ ._. _____________________________ _ 
2 ~nited States determined by the boa~d, a recotd of the dates on ~~~-~---~----------~----~--------~--.-.~---~~--~------~~--~--
3 which certificates or transaction statements representing shJres -----------~----~~-----------~~-~-~---~------- ----~~-----~-
4 we re i s sued. 

5 Subd. 2. [OTHER DOCUMENTS RECUIRED~l A corporation shall -------~ ~~~ 

6 ·keep at its principal executive office. or-, if its ~r-incipal ------~-----------------~~---~-~~~--------------~_.._.--~ 
7 executive office is outside of this state, shalf ~ake available ---------------------~-~-----------~-~-~----------~~~-
8 at its registered office within ten days after receipt by an 

____ ___, __ ~~-~---~------ --------------------------------
9 officer of the corporation of a written demand f~r them made by 

-------.----~------~- ----~-----~~-----------~~--~-~ 
10 a person de~cribed in subdivision 4, originals or copies of: ~----~---~-----------.__, _ _,_, __ ~ _______ _,_,,,_, __________ .._._ 

11 ( a J R e co r ds o r a I I pr oc e e d i n; s of sh a re ho f de r s f o r t he I a st 

12 three years; 

13 (b) R.ecords of al I proceedings of the board for the last ----~~~--------------___,_.__.,_, ___ ~-~---,_,_.__,_,~-._._.-- _ ____,,_, ___ 

14 three years; 

15 

16 

17 

(c). Its articles and al I amendments currently in effect; --~---------------------ai,. ___________ ,_~~---._._---------------
(d} lts bylaws and al I amend111ents currently fn effect; -----~---~-----~-------~-----~~-------~-----
Ce) Financfal statements requtred by section 76 and the 

18 financial state!nent for the most r·ecent interim period prep1red -~--~---------------_. _________________ ,_,,.., __ _._.._ ______ -----------
19 in the course of the operation of the corporation for --------~-----~-~-------~---------.--------~--
20 distribution to the shareholders or to a governmental agenci as 

---~------------------------------------------------------~--~---~-
21 a natter of public record; 

22 Cf) Reports made to shareholders generally within the last ~-~---~---~----~~-----~---~------------~---~----~-----~--
23 three years; 

----------
24 (g) A statement of the names- and usual busine~s addresses 

----------------~---------~----------------------------~~ 
25 of its directors and principal officers; ------~----~-----~~-----~-~-----
26 (h) Voting trust agreements described in section 11; and -------------------~-----------~~-------~~-~--~-~~-
27 ( i) Shareholder control agreements described in section 76. ~--~--------~--~--~----~---~-~-----------~---~-~--~ 
26 Subd. 3. [FINANClAL RECORDS.I A corporation shalt keep ~---------- _________ ._....._.____, ______ ,_, ___ ,_, 

29 appropriate and complete financial records. -~~-~-----------~---~----~------~--------
30 Subd. 4. ,lRIGHT Tb lflSPECT.J (al A shareholder or a holder 

---------~~--------~----~--------------------~-------~-~-
31 cf a voting trust c~rtificate has an absolute right, upon 

-------~------~--------------------------------------------
32 11:ri tten de!fiand, to examine and copy, in person or by a lega I 

------~----------------~---~-------~-------------------------
33 representative, at any reasonable time: ----~~-~-~-----------------~-~--~--~-
34 (ll The share register; and 

-------~----~-----------
35 (2} Al I documents referred to in ~ubdivision 2. ~---~~---~~---------~---~--~~----.--------~--~-~-
36 (b) A shareholder or a holder of a voting trust certificate ~--~-~---~-~~~~------------~-~-~-~~-~--~~--~-------~-~-~~~ 
37 ha~ a riqht, upon written demand, to exarr.ine and CC'PY, in ~erson 

------------~---------------------------------------~~~~-~-
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1 or by a legal representative, other corporate records at any ____ ,_ _______ ,_ ___ ~---~-----~------._._.-----~~,_,_,._. _ _._._._~._,_ 

2 re3.:.onable time onJ~ if the shareholder or holder of a voting 

------------
3 trust certificate demonstr2tes a proper purpose for the 

--~--------------,_--------------~--~---------~------~ 
4 examination. A •proper pu~pose• is one reasonably related to the 

--~.-.---------.-----~~---------------------~------.-.~------~----~--
5 person's interest as a shareholdei- or holder of a voting trust 

-~-------~----------------
6 certificate of the corporation. 

7 Subd. 5. (COST Of COPIES.I Copies of afl documents -------
8 refer-red to in subd iv is ion 2 sha l I be furn £shed a.t the expense 

---------------------------~--------------------~-----_,, ________ _____,_,_.,__,_ 

9 of the corporation. A copy of the most recently generated share ~------_________ ,__, ______ ,_.,,~....._.,_ ...... ._,_....., _____ ~-~._....,__.-cm,~--------_,_,-----
10 register shall be furnished at the expense of the corporation if ---------------
11 the requesting party shows a proper purpose. In all other 

--~--._.--------~~-,_._,___,_..---.-~-----~-------~-------.__,---------
12 cases, the corporation rr,ay charge the requesting party a 

-------------------------------~-~ -~--- ~~~ 
13 reasonable fee to cover the expenses of providing the copy. _ _.._ ___ ..., ___ ...____ ___ ,_,,_ __ ~- -------~---~----___,__, ________ _ 
14 Subd. b. (C•MP~TERIZ~D RECORDS.I The records maintained bt 

15 a corporation, including its share register, -financial records, 
---------~--~~~----~-----~-~---------------------- ~~---.-

lb and minute books, may ut it ize any information storage technique. -~-~----~-~~---~----------------~-~~----.---._.~~----~--~-~~-~ 
17 including, for example. punched holes, printed or magnet.ized ----~-----,_,, __________________ ,_,__~-------------------
18 ~pots, or micro-images. even though that makes them ii legible --------~---~-------~~---~-------------....... ------
19 visual ty, if the records can be converted, by machine and within ~~-------~--~--------~--~---~-~-----~--~-----~~~~-----~ 
20 a reasonable time, into a form that is legibfe visualfy and --~-------------~-----------~--------------------
21 whose contents are assembled by refated ~ubject natter to permit -~~-----~------------------------~---------~-~-~--
2 2 c on v en i en t us e by p e o p I e 1 n the r. o rm a I co u rs e o f bu s in es s. , 

--.---------------~--------~-------....... ------------~-----
23 corporation shal I convert any of the records referred to in 

-~-----~--------
24 subdivision 4 upon the re~uest of -a person entitled to inspect 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

them, and th~ e~pense of the conversion shall be bo~ne by the 
--~--------------------~-----~----------~--------~-_,_,,_,-_,... ____ _ 
person who bears the expense of copying pursuant to subdivision --~-------~---------------~~~--------~~--------~----
5. ~ copy of the conversion is admissible in evidence, and 
-------------------------~-----,__,~----~---------------- ___ ,__, _ _,_, 

sha 11 be accepted for a Ir other purposes, to the same extent as 
------------------------~---~---.-.-,-----~·---------~-- ~-----------------
the exi3ting or original records would be if they were legible 
---~-----
visually. 

Sec. 78. 1302l.~63J [FIHANCJAL STATEMENTS.) 

k corporation sh~lf furnish to its shareholders annual ---~----~--~~---------~---~---~------------
financial statements, includin£ at feast a balance sheet as of 

34 the end of each fiscal year and a statement of income for the 

'::a C 
~ J f i seal year, which ~t-,a 11 be prepared on the basis of accounting 

-------------------------------------~-----------.-.-~~~~--~--
3l m~thods re~~onab,e in t~e circumstances and may be con~olidated 

---------~-----------~----~----~~-----------~-----
37 st~tenents of the corporation and one or more of its 

--------~--------------~~--------~-------~----------
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l subsidiaries. The financial statements shall be dist1ibuted by --~~-~------~---------~-~~-----~--~~---~-~-------------~---
2 the corporation to each of its shareholder~ within 120 da~s ~~~-~-~---------------~------~------~----------------~--~ 
3 after the close of each fiscal Year, unless the financial -~-~~-~--~-------------------~-~-- -------------
4 statements are audited by a public accountant, in which case the 

-------------------~-~------...___.-~~~-------~--..------------~----
5 statements shall be distributed a~ soon as the audited f inancLal ---~~-------------.--~~~--~--~------~-~-------- ~~--.~ 

o statements are available. Each shareholder or holder of a ----------~---------~~--------~~~~-~__... _______________ ~-~ 
7 voting trust certificate to whom a copy of the most recent 

-~-~_,_..---------~------~---------~------------------------
8 annual financiaf statements has not previously been distributed -~~~--~-.________ --------------------------~--------.-
9 shall be furnishec a copy by the corporation upon written ---~------------------------- _,_,,_,_._.._.____,~---~ _____,,.___. ______ ,____ 

10 request. In the case of state'-lents audited by a pubric 
-----------~---~~~_.._._.....__,_, _____ -•--------- .... ,_,_,,__...........,_.~ 

11 accountant, each copy shall be accompanied by a report setting 
----------------~---~ -~---.---~~~--~~----~~-~~ 

12 forth the opinion of the accountant on the statements; in other 
-~---------~------------~~---~_,._,_ .. _.__.,_-aa ___ ~._.__.- ,__._~ 

13 cases, each copy shall be accompanied by a statement of the 

-~-~----~------..,_.-------------------~-------------- ~ .... --~ 
14 chief executive officer or other person in charge of the ------~----~~~------~------~---~--,_., _____ _,,_,,__,,_,_ _ _.....,__~__,, 

15 corporation's financial records stating the reasonable belief of --~---~-------------,_,_, __ .___ _______ ~ ____ ,_,_, __ ~ _ _,__,__..____.,_,__..___._, 

lb the per~on that the financial statements were prepared in 
-~--------------------~-~~------------------------

17 accordanc£ with accounting methods reasonable in the 
--------------~---~-------------~-----------,__,,___._._..__.._. 

18 circumstances and descr-ibing the bi:sis of presentation and any --~-~-------------~-~~-----~~---~~-------~~~----~------
19 respects in which the financial statenents were not prEpared on -----------~----~--~----------------~--~---------~--~ 
20 a basis consistent with those prepared for the previous y~a,. 

21 

22 

Sec. 79. [302A.467l (ECUITASLE REMEDIES.I 

If a corporation or ~n officer ot d;rector of the ---------~----..-~~-----~-~--~-~---~----.------~~ 
23 corporation viofates a provision of sections 1 to 125, a court 

----~---------~----------------------------------------~-~ 
24 in this state may grant any equitable refief lt deems just and 

------------------ ---------------.-.-------.-.---------------,_.....-----------,_. 
25 reasonable in the circumstances and award ex~enses, including -~,_.---~--------.-.------~------~-------~~-------~-~-....~ 
2 6 a t to r n e ys I f c es and d i s b u r se me n t s , to a co mp l a in i n s sh a re h o rd e r. 

27 

28 

-------------------~--~-----~~ --~-------------~-~-~----~ 
~ec. 80. [302~.4711 fRJGHTS OF 015.SENTIHG SHAREHDLDERS.l 

Subdivision 1. (ACTIONS CREATIN~ RIGHTS.I A shareholder of 
---------

29 a corporation may dissent from, and obtain payment for the fair -----------------
30 value of the sharehold~r•s shares in the event of, any of the -~~~~-~~.-.--~-~---~------------~---~-~------------~--~-~------
31 following corporate actions: 

------------------------------
32 (a) An amendment of the articles that mater hi (y and --_...,,_,._. ___ _.._ -~--------_,_,___~~----.- .. _._ __ _,_, ___ ._..__ ------
33 adversely 3ffects the rights or prefesences of the shares of the 

--------------~---~-------------------------------------
34 dissenting shareholder in that it~ 

35 

36 

--~--~---------~---~-----~~-~-~~ 
cl ) Al t er s or a.b o I is hes a pre f ere n ti a I right of the shi res i ----~---------------~-~-----~------~~------~~~------~~~ 
C 2) Cre&1tes, a I ters, er abolishes. a right in respect of the 

-----~---------------------------~-----------~~~---~---~-~-
37 rede:nption cf the shares, Including a provision respecting a 

----------------~--~------~--~~-----------~--~---------~ 
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1 s i n k i n g f u n d f o r the re d e m pt i on o r r e p u r ch as e o f t h e s h1. re s; --~---~~------~~~-----------------~~~--------~----~-~-~ 
2 ( 3 } A I t e r s o r a b o I i shes a p re em pt i v e r i g ht o f t h e ho I c! e r of --------~-~~----------------~-----------~----------~~-~~~ 
3 the snares to acquire shares, securities other than shares, or ~-~----~--~-~-----__....--~~~---~-----------~~------~-
4 ri;nts to purchase shares or securities other than shares; 

5 l4) Excludes or limits the right of a shareholder to vote 

6 on a natter, or to cumulate votes, except as the right may be -~~---------------------~-------~---------------
1 li~ited by dilution through the issuance of securities with 

-----------~--------
8 si~ilar voting rights; 

9 (b) A sale, lea.se, transfer, or other disposition of =-111 or 

10 substantial I y al f of the property and assets of the corporation 
------------------------~--..,_..~----~~,-.--,_,-~-.__.~,__,,__, __ _,___,_,~~--

11 not made in the usual or regular course of its business, but not ----------,..~-----
12 including a disposition in dissolution descr·ibed in st::ction 102, _____________ ,_,,_ 
13 subdivision 2, or a disposition pursuant to an order of a court, 

---------------------------.-------------~----~----------------------------
14 or a disposition for cash on terms reGuiring that all or 

__ ,_____,,_,_,_~-~-----------------~--~--------~----._.-----------~._,_-------
15 substantially al I of the net proceeds of disposition be --------~~--~~-~-----~~-----------------
16 distribut~~ to the shareholders in accordance with their -----~------~--~----------------~-~--~-------~---
17 re$pective interests within one yenr after the date of 

__ _,~---------
16 disposition; 

19 tel· A Plan of inerger to which the corporation is a party, 

20 except as provided in subdivision 3; 

21 (d) A plan of exchanse pursuant to which the shares of the 

22 corporation are to be acquiredi or 
-----------------------

23 Ce) Any other corporate action taken pur~uant to a 

24 sh3reholder vote with respect to whicn the articles, the bylaws, ------------~-----~------------~~~-------------~-------
25 or 2 r~solution approved bY the board directs that dissenting -------~-~-------~~-~--------~-----......_ __ _ 
26 shareholders may obtain payment for their ~hares. 

27 Subd. 2. [BENfFICIAL OWf~ERS.J (aJ A shareholder shall not 

2 E a s s e r t d i s s e n t er s • r i g ht s as t o I e s s t h an a ( t o f t h e s ha re s ---------------------,_,__~_ ... ...._. ____________________ ..,... ___ _ 
2 9 r e g i st e r e d i n t h e n !I :n e of th e sh a r- e h o I d e r , u n l es s t he 

------~--------------~---~----~~-~-~----~--~-------------
30 shareholdP-r dissents with respect to al [ the shares that are -~-~----------~-------------~-------------~----------~ 
31 be'leficially owned by another person but registered in the name -----------------------------~-~------~-.-.---~-~-~-
32 of tie shareholder and discloses the name and address of each 

------.... ---------~-----------------,_-------------------~------
33 benefici'11 owner- on whose behalf the shareholder dissents •. In -~---------------~----------~-------------------~--~-~--~~ 
34 that event, the rights of the dissenter shall be determined 1s 

-~-----~~------~-~-------~----~-------------------------
35 if the shares as to liriihich the shareholder t,as dissP.nted and the -~~--~----------~~~----------~----------------
36 other shares were reqistered in the names of ciifferent -~---------~---~--------~---~-~~-----~~---------~-~-----
37 s~arLholders. 
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l lb) A beneficial owner of shares who is not the shareholder ------~---~-~-~--~~~-~-~-~~--~-----~~~~-~----~~ 
2 ~ay assert dissenters• rights with respect to shares held on 

3 

4 

5 
___ ./ 

b 

1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

lb 

17 

If 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

2b 

27 

2a 

29 

30 

--.-/ 31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

-~--------~-~--~-~~~-----~-~--------~-~-~~~-------
be~alf of the beneficial o"'ner, and shall be treated as a ~--------~------~-~-~-~~~--~~~-~------~----- -~-
dissenting shareholder under the terms of this section and 
--------~-----------------~~-~----------------~~~--- ,_,_.,_......,.._.__~ 

section 81. if the beneficial owner submits to the corporation -----------------------------------------.-.------------~,_,__,_,,_,__~-------
a.t tne ti:ne of or before the assel'tion of the rights a written -----~---~-----~---~-------------~~~---~------------- ~~~ 
consent of the shareholder. ~--~--~-~--~---~----

Subd. 3. (RIGHTS NOT TO APPLY.I The right to obtain ------------ ___ _,,__,_,,_ ______ ._._._. 

payment under this section does not appfy t9 the shareholders of -~~------------------~-~~--~~----------------.---- ~-~ 
the survivinG corporation in a meager or of the acquiring ·---------------------------~--....,_,----~--------------- _,_..._,,_._ 

corporation in an exchange, if a vote of the shareholders of the ~~~-~---~~-~-------~-----~~~-------------
c o r po r a t i o n i s n o t n e c es s a ry t o au tho£ i z e th e merger o r ex ch a ng e • 
~-----~-----~-~------------.-.~--~ ..... -------------- ·------~-----

Subd. 4. l •THfR RJ~HTS.J The shareholders of a corpontion 
-----~~~ ~~~~------------

who have a right under this section to obtain payment for their 
-~-.-,.~---------
shares do not have a right at l~w or in equity to have a -----~--~------------~--~---~---~--~------- ~~~ 
corporate action described in subdivision 1 set aside or -----~~---------------~----------~-~--------------~~ 
rescinded, except when the corporate action is fraudulent with 
----~-----------.---------~---------~~-----------------.-.-.-~----
r e g a r d to t tie co m p l a i n i n g sh a re h o I de r o r t h e co r po r a t i on • ~------------------,___._.-,__,......,_, _______ ._ _________________ ~,_...._,--,____,_ 

Sec. 61. [302A.4731 (PROCEDURES FOR ASSERTI~G 015SENTERS 1 

RlGHTS.J 

Subdivision I. [DEFUaTIONS.J raJ For purposes of this ______________ ,___ _._.._. _ _, ____ ~~~-----------
section, the terms defined in this subdivision have the meanings -~~-----~-----~~-...-..---~~-----~---~------~----~~~-~ 
given the:n. 

-------
( b) "Corporation" means the issuer of the shares held by a _,,_,.., ___________________________________ __,_,__ __ _____________ _._.... ____ _ 

dissenter before the corporate action referred to in section BO, -~------.-..-.-------------------------~~~~---~~.-~~~~ 
subdivision 1 or the successor by merger of that issuer. 

--~-----------------------~----~----------------~~ 
Cc) "fair value of the shares• means the vafue of the 
-----~----~--------~~-----_....--~--~~------------~--·-----

~hares of a corporation immediately before the effective date of --~----------------~----------~--~------------------~~-~ 
the corporate action referred to in secticn ea, subdivision 1. ---~-----------~--------~~-~--~----~~~~----~~---~------------

( d ) r9 I n t ere st" me a ·n s i n t e re st f ro m th e e f f e ct iv e d a t e of --------~-----------~----~-~-~--------~~--~-~ 
tne corporate action referred to in section 80, subdivision l ---~------~~-------------~~---~---~---------------~-----
u n t i I the d a t e o f pa y men t , ca I cu r a t e d e i th et· at t he rate -~~--~~~---~~-------~----~----~-~~----~- -------
current I, paid by the corporation on its most r~cent unsecured 
----------~-----~------------------------------------------~~ 
co 11 :r. e r c i a I borrow in g • o r • if none , at a rate t hat is fa i r and 

-~-----------------------------------------------~---~-~ 
equitabl~ under arl the c,rcumstances. 
-----------~~------------------------~-~ 

Subd. 2. l N • T I C E OF AC T I Dti • J I f a co r p o r at i o n ca I I s a ---------~-~~-------
~,areholcier meeting at which any action described in section eo, --~-~----~~-----------~------~-~-------~~----.~~~~~-~~~-~..._~ 
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1 ~u:,division Ii~ to be ~oted upon, the notice of the meeting --~----------------~~~-------~-~-------~--~~---------~~~-~ 
2 sha!I inform each sharer.older of the right to (issent and shall 

-~--------------------------------------------------
3 include a copy of ~ection ~O and this sc.ction and a brief 

-------------
4 des::ription of the procedure to be fol lowed under these sections. 

5 Subd. 3. [NOTICE OF DISSENT.I If the proposed action must 

b be approved by the shareholders, a sharehofder who wish~s to ---~------~-----~~-~-----~-~~-----------------
7 exercise dissenters 1 rights r.1ust file with the corporation -~--~---~----------------------~~-------------~~ 
a b e f o re the· v o t. e on t h e p ..- o po s e d a c t i on a w r i t t en no t i c e of ______________________________ ___....._~-------~-------~----------_...,~~~-----... -------
9 intent to demand the fair value of the shares owned by the -----------~-------... -~------,_,...._,_, __________________ ,... __ ca:t~-------------------

10 shareholder and must not vote the shares in favor of the ---._. __________ _,~~--

11 proposed action. 

12 Subd. 4. (NOTICE OF PROCEDURE; DEPOSIT OF SHARES.I (al 

13 After the proposed action has been approved by the board and, if --~~----------.-.----~------,.._-------------------~~_......_.__, ____ _ 
14 necessary, the shareholders. the corporation shall send to all ~~~-----~---~----~~---------~-~--------~--~-~---.~- ---------
15 shareholders who have complied with subdivision 3 and to all --~------------------------------------~---,_,,___ ___ ,_,_, _________ ___ 
16 shareholders entitled to dissent if no shareholder vote was 

-----~--... ~-------~-~-----...---------
17 required~ a notice that contains: 

16 Cl) The address to which a demand for payment and ----------~-~---~~--~---~----~--- ~~~---
19 certificates of certificated share~ must be sent in order to -~------~------~~-----~---~---~--~-------~--~-~-~----
20 obtain payment and the date bY which they must be received; 

21 (2) ~ny restrictions on transfer of uncertificated shares 

22 that wi 11 apply after the demand for payment is received, ______ _. ______ _ 
23 ( 3 J A f o rm t o. b e u s e d t o c e l' t i f y th e d at e on w h i c h t he 

24 shareholder~ or the beneficial own~r on whose behalf the ----~--------------~--------~-~------~------__._. _____ ..._ 

25 shareholder dissents, acquired the shares or an interest in them 
------------------------------- ----~----~-~ ~~--

26 and to aemand payment; and 

27 (4} A copy of section SO and this section and a brief 

26 description of the procedures to be fol lowed under these 
---------

29 sections. 

30 (bl In or-der to receive the fair value of the shares, a 

31 dissenting shareholder ~ust demand payment and deposit 
---~-~----~--------------~--~---~~-~---~--------------

32 certificated shares or comply with any restriction~ on transfer --~-----~----~------~-~--~----~--------------~---~------
33 of uncerti! icat~d shares within 30 day~ after the notice was --~--~-----~----------~~--~--~-~-~------.-.-~--~~ 
34 given, but the dissenter retains art other riyhts of a --~~--------~-~-~~----~----------~--------------
3~ ~h~reholder unti I the pro~osed action takes effect. 

36 .S u b d. 5 • [ P A Y M ENT ; R fl UR~ [l f 5 H H. E 5 • J ( a ) .\ ft e r t he 

3 7 c o r p o r a t e a c t i on ta k e s e f f e c t , o r a f t e r th e co r-p o r ~ t i o n r e c e i v e s 
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1 a valid de:nand for payment, whichever is later, the corporation 
------~-~-----------------------------~------------~-~---------

2 shall remit to each dissenting shareholder who has complied with 
-------~-~---------------~----------------------------------~--._.._._.._~~----

3 subdivisions 3 and 4 the amount the corporation estimates to be 
--~----~-----~-------------------------- -----~-------~~ 

4 the fair value of the shares. with interest. if any. accompanied 
---~-~-----------------~----~~----~------------------~~---.---

5 by: 

b (1) The corporation's cJosing balance sheet and statement 

7 of incomE: fer a nscal ye2r ending not rnore than 16 months 
-~---------------------~-----~--------~--------------,_,_, ___________ __ 

8 befor~ the effect•ve date of the corporate action, together with ---------~-------------~~-------~--~~------~-~~~-------
9 the Jatest available interim financial statements; 

10 (2) An e~timate bY the co~pocation of the fair value of the 
-----------~,-.--,_,._ -------------.-.------------------ -------

11 sh3res and a brief description of the method used to reach the 
-----------------~--------~----

12 estimate; and 

13 (3) A copy of section BO and this section, and a brief 

14 description of the procedure to be fol lowed in demanding ---~------~~--~~~--
15 supplamental payment. 

-~--~------------~-----
lb (bJ The corporation may withhold the remittance described 

17 ir. paragraph (a) from a p~rson who was not a shareholder- on the -------~----------~--~~--------.----~-------_,--------~--
18 date the action dissented f~om was first announced to the public 

------..-.------------~------------------------------.-,----
19 or ~ho is ciissenting on behalf of a person who was not a 

---------------------~-------~---------
20 be-neficial c.wner on that date. If the dissenter- has complied -------~--~-~~---------~-~~-~~---~--------~ ~----~ 
21 with subdivisions 3 and 4, thE corporation sh2fl forward to the ____________________________________ ____,, _____ ~----------------~ 
22 dissenter the materials de~cribed tn para91aph la>. a statement 

~--~-....---~-------------------------------------~--~-------
2 3 o f th e r ~ a so n f o r w i t h h ~ I d i n g th e rem i t t an c e , an d a n o f f e r t o ----~~-------~~-~-----------------------------------
24 pay to the dissenter the amount l.isted in the materials if the 

--~------------------------~---------- ------·--------
25 dissenter a~rees to accept that amount in full sati~fact ion. The 

----------------~---------~-------------_,_.--~--~--------------~---
26 dissenter ~ay decline the offer and demand payment under --~---~--~----------------~--~-~~----------------
27 subdivision 6 .. Failure to do so er.titles the dissenter- only to --~-----------~-----~----~------~~----~~----------------~~ 
26 the amount offered. If the dissenter makes demand, subdivisions 

-----------------~-~--~~------~--~----~--.__...--~--------· 
29 7 and S apply. 

30 (c) If the corpora"tion fails to remit payment within 60 ---~------------~--~-----~---------------~--~--~ 
✓ 31 days of the de!]osit of certificates or- the ili7tpositfon of 

-------~---------------------------------------------.-.---
32 transfer restrictions on uncertificated ~haresr it snalr return -------~-------~-----~--------~--~-~~----~~----~--~~-----
3 3 a. l r d e P o .:i i t e d c e r t i f i ca t e s a n d ca n c e I a I l t r an s f er-

-~~---------~-~--------~~---~------------------------
34 restricti~ns. Hcwever, the corporation may again give notice 

---------------~--~---------------------~---~------------
3 5 u n d e r s u b d i v i s i o n 4 a n d re qu i re de po s i t o r f es t r i ct t r a n sf e r a t --~-~-----------~----~-~-----------------------~~----~--~~~--. 
36 a later time. 

37 Subd. 6. (SUPPLE~ENTAL PAYMENT: DEMAND.] If a dissenter -----~,_,_,-~---~ 
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1 believes that the amount remitted under subdivision 5 is less 

2 than the fGir value of the shares with interest, if any. the 
-------------=---~-=---~=~~-----------------------------

3 dissenter may gfve written notice to the cor~oration of the --~-~~---...----~~----~~~---....~~------------~~---~-----
4 dissenter's own estimate of the fair value of the shares. with 

----------------~-----~-----~----------------------~ ~~--
5 interest, if any, within 30 days after the corporation mails the 

.... ~_.._. __ ,,_.._ _ ___,_.~---------------..,_,------------....._---------------------------
6 re11ittance under subdivision 5 and demand paymen.t of the -~---~-------------------------~_, ________ __ 
7 difference. Otherwise~ a dissenter is entitled only to the 

------------~~------------~-~-
8 amount remitted by tne corporation. 

9 SU b d • 7 • [ P ET I T I a:~ ; DETER M I NAT I J ff • J If t he CO r PO n t i On 
-------~ - .-zi.-.-.-. 

10 receives a demand under subdivision 6• it shalf, within 60 days ------------------------~--~--------------------_,..,_.-_,_,_,._,.. _________________ ~_,_,,_,,_,_, 

11 after receiving the demand, eithe~ pay to the dissenter the _ ____,,_._.__,____ ___________________ ,_,_,_~--------------~-----___,_,_,----
12 amount demanded o~ agreed to by the dissenter after discussion 

-... ~-----------------~~--~----------~----------~-~------~-----------
13 witn the corporation or file in court a petition requesting that --------~-------------.-.-.-----------------------.,~---_,_, ___________________ ,__--,_._.._ 

14 the court determine the fair value of the sha£es. with interest. 
_,_._...--~----------~-...-..---------~------------------..,_,-------~--~---

15 if any. The petition shall be filed in the county in which the 
--.-.------.---------~-------------------~--------.-----~--~---------

16 registered office of the corporatfon is located~ except that a ----~----------~--~---------~~--~-------~----~~-----·-----
17 surviving foreign cor~oration that receives a dem~nd relating to 

----~~---------------.... -------------~-~---~~----~----~----~-
18 the shares of a constituent domestic corporation shall file the 

--~------~------------------------------------------~---
19 petition in the county in this state in which the last 

--~----------~-------~---~------~-------~----~-....__.~----~---
20 registered office of the constituent corporation was located. 

---~--------~----~----------~----------~---------------
21 The petition shall name a!i Parties all dissenters who have 

---~~--------------~------~~----.--.--------------~--------
22 denanded payment under subdivision b and who have not reached _______________ _._._. _ _, ___________ ._._. __ ~,_,,_ _______ ,_,_ _______________ _ 
23 agreement with the corporation. The jurisdiction of the court is 

----------------------
24 plenary and exclusive. The court may appoint aprraisers, with --~------~--~--------------~-~-----~-----------~--
25 powers and authorities the court deems ~roper, to receive ------------------------~~---~-------~-~~~~-------
26 evidence on and recommend the amount of the fair value of the 

----------------~-------------~~--------~--~------------~----
27 shares. The court shal I dcter~ine the iai r value of the shares, ------------~--------_,_ _______________ ,___ ____ ~--------~---....------
2 t ta k i n g i n to a cc o u n t 3 n y a n d a I I f a c tor s th e co u r t f i n d s 

---~-~--------------------------------------
29 relevant., coD1puted by any method or combination of methods that --~----~----~-~------~---~---------~~~---------~~--~--
30 the court, in its discr~tion, sees fit to use, whether or not --------~~-----~---------------~~---------------------
31 used ~Y the corporation or by a disse~te~. The fair value of 

-------------------------------~---~-------------
32 the shares as determined by the co~~t is binding on all 

-~-~~---------------------.-..---~-----------------------~--
33 s~ateholder·s, wherever loc~ted. ~ dissenter is entitled to 

----~---------~-----------------------~----...._~---------~--
34 judg11ent for the amount by which the fair value of the shares as 

----------~--------~--~------------~---~--.-~-.-~------~--~ 
35 determined by the court exceeds the anount, if any, remitted ---~------~~-~---~-
36 under subdivisions. 

37 5ut:.d. h. l COSTS i FEES; fXPDJSES.J (_a) The court sha 11 
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l determine the costs and expenses of a proceeding under -----------------~-~~~-----~--~~-~-------~-~~-
2 subdivision 7, including the reasonable expens~s_and 

--~-~------------....-.-----~--~--------~----~----------~ 
3 c.o:npensation of any appraisers appointed by the court, and shall 

----------------......------------~~--...._,~------~-----------------.-.-----....,._--
4 assess those co~ts and expenses against th& corporation, except 

-----.-..-------~-------~------.-......-~._...,...,.... ______ ~._.._._. __ _ 
5 that the court may assess part or al[ of those costs and -------~-------~~------~----~-~~-~~--.-.-----~-.-.--~----
6 expenses against a dissenter whose action in demanding payeient -~----~------------------~~~~~---------------
7 under subdivision 6 is found to be arbitrary. vexatious o~ not 

------~--~-------------~-----~--~-~-~--------------~~~-~-----
8 in good faith. 

9 (bl If the court finds that the corporation has failed ta 

10 co~ply substantially with this section, the court may assess all -~-----~--~----------------,_,---~~~-.-.-.---~,__,,_,_, ____________ ~-
11 fees and expenses of any experts or attorneys as the court deems -----------~--~ ---~ --- ---------~__._._._,_,_._.._._._._ __ -----.------~ ---~------.___.---
12 equitable. These fees and expenses reay also be assessed against ------~------------- _,___, ________ _,_,_.._. _______ _.._~-----~---------_....._,..,._ __ ~ 
13 a person whc has acted arbitrarily, vexatiously, or not in good --------~ -______________ ._....._._...,_,_,_~-----~------~ ________ _._.. ______________________ _ 

14 faith in bringing the proceeding,. ar,d may be awarded to a party 
--~---------------~-~--

15 injured by those act ions. 

lb C c > Th e- co u r· t ma 'i aw a rd • i n i ts d i s c r et i o n , f e es a n d 

17 expenses to an attorney for the dissenters out of the amount 
------------~-~--------.....-.-------~-~------~-------------~-~ 

18 aw3rded to the dissenters, if anY~ 

19 

20 

21 

22 

--~~--4a--~---------~------------
LOANS; OBLIGATIONSi ~ISTRI&UTJON5 

Sec. B2. [302A.5011 [LOANS; GUA~ANTEES; SURETYSHIP.l 

Subdivision 1. IPRERECUlSITES.J A corporation may lend ----~.--_.-~~-----
l!loney to, guarantee 3n ob I igation of, become a surety for, or 
--------------------

23 otherwise financially assist a person, if the transact ion, or a 

--~--~---~------~--------------------------~---------------~ 
24 class of transaction~ to which the transaction beJongs, is 

-----------~~-----.--------------------------~------.... 
25 approved ~Y the affirffiatl~e vote of a majority of the directots 

--------------~----~-~~-~-~---~---------------- ------------
2b present and: 

_.......,_~---------
27 (a} Is in the usua I and regular course of business of the 

--~--~------------~-------------------------~-~-------~ 
2E corporation; . 
29 Cb) Is ~ith, er for the benefit of, a related corporation, 

---~----------~-~-------~-~-~--------~-------------~-----------.... ~ 
30 an organization in which the c.orporation has a financial 

----------------------~-------------------------------
31 int~rest, an organiz&ti~n with which the corporation has a 

--------~--~----------~-----~-----~-------~~--------~---
32 business relationship, or an organization to which the 

-----------------~---~---------~--------------------~-~ 
33 corporation has the power to m3ke do~ationsi 

--~-------------------/ --------~---------
34 rcJ ls with, or for the benefit of, an officer or other 

---~------~---------~~-----~-------~----~-----------.-..-----
35 e~ployee of the corporation or a subsidiary, including an 

---------------------------·----~---~-~----------------------------
36 officer or e:mp(oyee who is a director of the corporation or a 

--~~------------------~---...... -~----~-~------------------------
37 su~sidiary, and May reasonably be expected, in the judg~ent of 

-----~-----------.-._----~--------~---------~~~------~--,___, ________ __ 
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1 the board, to benefit the corporation; or 

2. (dl Has been approved by the affir~ative vote of the 

3 holders of two-thirds of the out9t2ndin9 shares. 

4 Subd. 2. (INTEREST; SECURITY.) A loan, guaranty, surety 

5 contract9 or other f~nanci~I assistance under ~u~divisio~ 1 may ~~~---------~---~~-~--------------~----~~--__,~ ~----
b be with or- without interest and may be unsecured or may be 

7 secured in any manner-, incfuding, without lin;ltation, a grant of ----------~-----------------~-~--~~~-~-~~~~---------~~------~ 
8 a security interest in ~hares of the corporation. 

9 

10 

Sec. 63. l302A.505J (ADV/,NCE5.I 

A corporation may~ without a vote of the directors, advance 

11 money to its directors. officers. or eMployees t~ cover expenses 
-----~----------------------------------~-----------------~----,_._.-----------------~ 

12 that can reasonably be anticipated to be incurred by them in the -------------~-~~-------~----------_,_ --------~ ------~~-----
13 performance of their duties and for which they would be entitled -----~----._.._-~------~--------------~...._. _______ _ 
14 to reimbursement in the absence of an advance. 

15 

lb 

Se. c • f. 4 • ( 3 0 2 t. • 5 211 I HlD E M N I F I Cl T I ON • I 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIC~S.1 CaJ For purposes c,f this 

17 section, the terms defi~ed in this subdivision have the meanings 

------------
IS given the'Tl. 

l '1 (bl "(orpor-ation" includes a domestic or foreign 

20 corporation that was the predece~s<ir of the corporation referE"ed -------------~-------~------~-~---------_..._-~----~-
21 to in this section in a merger or other transaction in which the -~-~-----------~~-~--~-~----------~-------~~---~ 
22 predecessor's existence cea~ed upon consummation of the 

-----------caa--
23 transaction. 

24 (c) "Official cspacity• means lU with respect to a. 

2 5 di rector , the po s it ion or di rector in a co r-p or at ion, C 2) w it h 
------------~------.-.-~----~-------~-------,_,__,_,,_, ________ ~--

26 respect to a per~on other than a director, the elective or ----~----------------~--------~-------------------
27 appointi~e office or position held by an offic~r, member of a 

2~ co~~ittee of the board. or the employ~ent o~ agency relationship -~-~---------------~------__,---~-~~--------------~---~--
29 un~ertaken by an employee ~r asent of the corporation, and l3) -~~-------------------~~-----~---~-~---------.--~~~--------~ 
30 witn respect to a director, officer, er.iployee, or agent or the 

31 corporation who, while a director, officer• employee, or a~e_!lt -----~~---~---~-----------~----~----------.-.-~---~._.._ __ _ 
32 of the corporation, is or '-'8S serving at the request of the ---------------~~---~---------~-~----~~-------------
33 corporation er whose duties in that positicrn involve or involved ----~-----------~------~~----~-~~---~-~~----~----~~-
34 service as a director, officer, ~a,tner, trustee, or· ager.t of 

--~--------------~-------~--------------~------~--~-~------
3 5 an o th~ r or g 2 n i za t ion c r err.pl o ye e b en e f i t p .l an 9 the po s it ion of 

---~~----------------------~---------------------------
36 that pt;;rsori as o. director, officer·. p,rtr,er, trustee, f;mployee, ----------~--------~-----~----~-~-------------~~--~--
37 or a~ent, a~ the case may l-e,. of the other organization or --~~~---~-----~-----~-----_._-------~------------~---~-~-
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I employee benefit plan. 

2 (d) "Proceeding" means a threatened, pending, or compfeted --------------~~-..-~--~-----~--~----~~~---~~--~--~~~-
3 civil, criminal, administrative, arbitration, or investigative -~~~----~--~------~------~------~-----------------~~---~~~ 
4 proceedins, including a prcceeding by or in the right of the ---..--~---------~~~----~--------~----------~~~~~-_,_._ 
5 corporation. 

6 leJ "5peciaf legal counsel• 111eans counsel who has not ---~---~----~~-------~---------~----~~----~--~-~-
7 represented the corporation or a related corporation, or a ----------~~--~--~---------~----~-~---~----~-------~--
8 director, officer, employee, or agent whose inde~nification is 

----------------~---------------~-~-----------------
9 in issue. 

10 Subd. 2. (INDEMNIFICATION MANDATORY; STANDARD.I (a) 

11 Subject to the provisions of subdivision 4, a corporation shalt ____ ...,_.._,_,___, ____ ~----------------~------------------__,.----------~_,......---
12 inde~nify a person made or threatened to be made a party to a ----------~----------------,_,_,,_, __ ,_, _______ ~._....---_,_,_,__...,___ ___ 
13 proceeding by reason of the former or present official capacity 

--~~-----------------------------------~---~~--~~------~----
14 of the person against judgments, penalties. fines including, 

--~~-~----~~---~-------.---~-----.-.-~----~------~~------------
15 wit~out limitation, excise t3xes assessed against the person --~--~---~---.------~------~-----------------------
16 with respect to an employee benefit plan, settlements, and -~--------~----~--------------~~---~--~~-~-
17 reasonable expenses, including attorneys• fees and -------~----~----_,_, _________________ _..--------------._._.._~ 
18 c!isbursements, incurred by the person in connection with the --~-~~----~--~---~--~-----~-~-~-------------------~--~ 
19 proce~ding, if, with respect to the acts or omissions of the 

-.-.~-~--------~---~---------~---------~--------~-
20 per~on co:nplained of in the proceeding, the person: 

21 ( 1) Has not been indemnified bY another organization or 

22 employee benefit plan for the same expenses with respect to the 

23 ~3~e acts or omissions; 

24 

25 

(2) Conducted himself in good faith; 
---------~--~-~----.------------------
(3) Received no imprcper personal benefit and section 45, -------~~-------------------~---~~--------~--~-----~~~ 

26 if applicable, has been satisfied; 

27 (4) In the case of a criminal proceeding, had no reasonable 
---~------------~------_,_-~----~----~---~-,_._,_,._._.,_,__ ___ ~~---_....._.,_,_,_ 

2e cau~e to believe the conduct was untawfur; and 
-------~----------~------------------~~-~----~~ 

29 (5) In the case of acts or emissions occurrin~ in the --------~---~--~------~~--~-~-----~------~~-
30 official ca~acity described in subdivision 1, pa.~~raph tcJ, 

----~-------------------------~-----~---------------------
31 c I a use C I l o r ( 2 ) , r ea so nab I y be I i e v e d th a t t h e co n du c t w a s i n 

----------------------------~-~---------------------~~-~ 
32 the best interests of the corporation, or in the case of acts or ------------------~--~--------~-------------------~...--~~ 
33 o~issions occurring in the official capacity described in -----------------------~~--~----~------~---~-~--~~~ 
34 subdivis_icn l, paragraph (c), clause (3), reasonably believed 

--~-----------------------------~-~--~--------~----~-----~--
35 that the conduct was not opposed to tne best interests of the -~-~----------~~-------------~---------~--~~~---~----------~ 
36 corporatio!'l. If the person•s acts or omissions co~plained of in 

--------~-----~-~--------------------------------~------
37 the proceeding relate tc, conduct as a director. officer. 

-----------~--------------~----------------------~~--...-.-
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1 trustee. e~ployee, or asent of an employee benefit plan, the 
-------~--------------------------~----------------------

2 c on d uc t i s n u t c o n s i d ere d to b e op po se d to t he b ~st i n t e re st s of 
=~~-----------------------~-----------------------------~~--

3 the corpc,ration if the person reasonably be[ ieved that the -~~~---~-----------------~-~~--~---~~---------~~--~.__ __ 
4 conduct was in the best interests of the participants or -----~~---------~------~-~--------~----
5 beneficiaries of the employee benefit plan. 

6 (b) lhe termination of a proceeding by judgment, order, 

7 settlement, conviction. or upon a plea of nolo contende~e or its --~-----------------------~---~-------~--------~~-------
8 equivalent does not, of it~elf, establish that the person did -~-~~----~-~------------------~~---~-~--,-~-----~---
9 not meet the crite1i3 set forth in this subdivision. 

10 Suod. 3. [ADVANCES.) Subject to the p~ovisions of 

11 subdivision 4, if a person is made or threetened to be made a _ _, ______ _,_~--------------~-~--------.-.-~------_,_,,_~,_,_,_ _____ ,__, ___ 
12 par.ty to a proceeding, the person is entitled, upon w~itten ------------~~-~~--~--~--~~--~----------~~----
13 request to the corporation, to payment or reimbursement by the 

---------------_,_,----.-~~~------------~----------------~------,____,, _ ___,_,_ 
14 corporation of reasonable expen~es~ including attorneys• fees ----~-~-~--~-----------~----~----~--~--~-~----~---
15 and disbursements, incurred by the person in advance of the -~-----------~-~~----~--------------~------------~--~----~ 
16 final disposition of th~ proceeding, (a) upon receipt by the ~~~~----------~--~~-------------------------.-------~-~--~~ 
17 cor-poration of a written affirmation by the person of a good 

18 faith belief that the criteria for indemnification set forth in ~-~~------------~-----~---------------~~-------~------
19 su~division 2 have been satisfied and a written undertaking by 

-.-.-.ca-----~-------------.--..----------------------------_,_ ____ ._ _______ _ 
20 the per so., to repay a 11 amounts so paid or- reimbursed b:t the 

-~------------------~--------~ -~--~------------~~-~ 
21 corporation, If it is ultimately determined that the criteria ---~-----------.~-----------~-~~---~--~--~--..~--~-~--
22 for inde~nification have not been satisfied, and CbJ after a 

--------~-----------~__.--------------..------~-------~~---
23 determination that the facts then known to those making the 

----------------------------------~--------------
24 determination would not preclude indennification under this 

--------------------------~~------------.-------.---
25 ~ection. The written undertaking required by clause (a.J is an 

-~---------~-~----------------~----------------
26 uni i;;i ted genera I obligation of the person making it, but need -~~----~----~---~~---~~~~----~~--~--~---.----------
27 not ~e secured and shall be accepted without reference to -~~~-----~--~~------------~~---------ze financial abi I ity to make the repayment. 

29 Subd. 4. lPROHIBITIO~ OR LI~IT ON INDEMNIFICATION DR 

30 ADVA1CES.J The articles or bylaws either may prohibit ---~--------~--~-------------------
31 inde~nification or advances of expenses otherwise required bi 

32 tnis section or may impose conditions on indemnification or 
~-~--~----~-------~---~-----------------------------------

33 advances of expenses in addition to the conditions contained in --~------------~---~--~-~-----~~------~~~-----~~-~~--.-
34 su~divisions 2 and 3 including, without limitation, monetary 

-~~---------~-----------------~-~-----~------~-~--------~ 
3 5 l i n l t s 0 n i n J e. m n i f i c a t f o n o r a d v a n r. e. s o f e x p en s es , i f t he -----~--~~~--------~------------------~~~--~-~~~-
36 concitions apply equally to all persons or to all persons within --~-------~~---~------~---~---~--~--~-~------~-----------------
37 a ~i~en class~ 
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1 .Subd. 5. [RElMBURSEKENT TO WITNESSE5.l This section does 

2 n o t re q u i r e , o r l i m i t t he ab i a i t y o f , a co r p o n, t i o n, t o r e i m ~ u rs e --~~---~~---~------~---------------~------------~-~--------
3 expenses, includinq attorneys' fees and disbursements, incurred -----~---------~------------------------~---~~-~~~~ 
4 by a person in connection with an appearance as a witness in a -~~-~---~-------.----------~----------_.__-~-~~------~ -----~ 
5 proceeding at a time when the person nas not been made or ----~----...-~--~~--------~------~~--~-----------------
6 threatened to be made a party to a proceeding. 

---------~-------~------------------------~---
7 Subd. 6. (DETERMINATION • f ELIGIBILITY.l All 

c determinations whether- indemnification of a person is required ·-------------~-------~,...~~~ 
9 because the criteria set forth in subdivision 2 have been --~--._...-~------.-.-.-- - __ ___,-._...._~--~-----------------~----------

10 satisfied and whether a person is entitled to payment or --------------------------,___,~_,_,,_ ______________________ ,_,_~~._.,_.~.-----
11 reimbursement of expen~es in advance of the fin~I disposition of --~-----~--------~-~--~~~-~-----~-------------. -~--
12 a proceeding as provided in subdivision 3 shat r be made: 

-------~--------~------------------------._._._, __________ ._..._ ___ ~---------------------
13 (a) By the board by a majority of a quorums Oi1ectors who 

~ ---------------------.-.---~----------------------~ -----------------------~ 
14 are at the time parties to the proceeding shall not be counted ---------~,...---~-~--------~-~-~~~--~-----~---~----------~ 
15 for determining either a majority or the presence of a qu·orum; -~--~-~--~~----~--~---~-~------~----------~~~----------
lb lb) Jf a quorum under c la.use (aJ cannot be obtained, by a 

17 majority of a comm;ttee of the board, consisting solely of two 
---~--------------~------~-----------------------------------------

lf or ~ore directors not at the time parties to the proceeding, 
--~-------~--------...~--.._---~~------~--------------~----------

1 <; d u l y d e s i £ n a t e d t o a c t i n th e ma t t e r- b Y a ma j o r i t y o f t he f u I I 
-----

20 board including directcrs who are parties; 

21 { c) I f a deter mi na ti on i s n. o t mad e un de r c I au s e ( a. J o r f !>) • 

22 by special legal counsel, selected either by a m~jority of the 
-~-----------~--------------------------------~.___.-..-..... -----~-~ 

23 board or .a committee by vote pursuant to clause (aJ or (b) or, --~----___, ______________ ~-------------------~-----.---~---~-
24 if the requisite quor-um of the ful I board cannot be obtained and ---.--~--~----~--------------~------~-------~-------~-~-~ 
25 the committee cannot be established. by a majority of the full -~~-~---------~-~~-------------~-------.--~- --~~--~----.---
26 board including directors who are parties; ------------~--~---~~----~---------
27 (d) If a determination is not made under clauses (a) to 

----------~---------~-----------~-----------~---
28 (cJ, by the shareholders~ excluding the votes of shares held by 

-----~--~~-~----------~----------------------------· ---~------~--
29 parties to the proceeding; or --------~-----~--~~----
30 (el If an adverse ~eterrninatfon is meie unde~ clauses ta} 

------------------~-----------~--------------------~------~ 
31 to [d), or if no deterrr:ination is rr.ade under clauses Cal to tdJ 

~ --------------------~~-------~------------------~-------~~--
32 witnin 60 days after the termination of a p~oceeding or after a 

---------------~----~-----~-----~-------------------------
33 request for an advance of expenses, as the case may be, by a -----~-~------~--------~-~-----~------~~-----~~--------
34 court in this state, which may be the same court in which the 

---------~---------------------------~--~--~~~----------~~~ 
35 proceedins involving the person's liability took placa, upon 

-------------------------------------~--~-----------------~ 
36 applic~tion of the person and any notice the court requires. ~--~-----~~-----------------~~-~-----~-----~~~---.---~~~~ 
37 Subd. 7. [INSJRANCE.I A corporatio~ may purchase and 
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l maintain insurance on beha If of a person in that person•s 
--------~---~-------~--~--------~------------------~-

2 official capacity against any liability asserted against snd ---------~--~----~---------------~-~~~~~---~----~--------..~-~ 
3 incu~red by the person in or arising fro~ that capacity, whether --~----~-----~--------------~-~---~------~~----~--
4 or- not the corporation would have been required to indemnify the 

-----------~-~-~------------~---------.-------=-~---------------
5 person against the I iabi lity under the provisions of this 

~~----------------------------~-------~---------------------
6 section. 

7 Subd. 8. (DISCLOSURE.] A corporation that indemnifies or 

8 advances expenses to a person in accord,mce with this section in 
-----------~------------------~-------------------- ~------

9 connection with a proceeding by or on behalf of the corporation 
------------------------.-------elZll----.---.-----------------------------

10 shal I report the amount of the indemnification or advance and to -~--------~----~-~--. ...... -------------------------------...,_.~,_ ... ,_,_ __ 
11 whom and on whose behalf it was paid as part of the annual 

---------------~-~---~------ --------~--------------
12 financial ~tatements furnished to shareholders pursuant to 

------------------------~-------...,_,-------------------------~~---,_,..,---
13 section 7B covering the period when the inde~nification or ~--~---~-~-~-------------------~------~~--------
14 advance was paid or ace rued under the accounting met hod of the ------------------------.------~--~--~---~----
15 corpl\ration reflected in the financial statements. 

lb 

17 

Sec. 95. (302A.5511 [DJSTRlBUTIJNS.J 

Subdivision 1. (~HEN PERMITTED.I The board may authorize, 

l 8 a n d th e co r p o r a t i on may ma k e , a d i s tr i b u t i on o n I y i f t he 

-------------------~~----------~--~----------~---
19 corporation hill be able to pay its debts in the ordinary course 

---~-----------~----~--~------~---~---------~----~----------~ 
20 cf business after making the distribution. The right of the 

-------------------------------~-~------------------
21 board to authorize. and the corporation to make, distributions 

-------------~------------~----------------~------~-----~ 
22 may be prohibited, limited, or restricted by, or the rights and -~~~-~--~~---~-----~~-------~----...-~--~----~~~-
23 priorities of persons to receive distributions may be 

---------~-----~----------------------------
24 estaolish~d by, the articles or bylaws or an agreement. 

25 Subd. 2. [DETE~MINATJ • N PRESUMED PROPER.I\ determination ----~~-
26 that the corporation will be able to pay its debts in the -~----------------~~-------~--------------------
27 ordinary course of tusiness after the distri(;,ution is presuu.ed 

---------~-----~--------------~-~--~---------~----------
2e to t.e proper if the determination is nade in comp I ia.nce with the ------~-~~~-~---------------~-----~---------~--~----
29 standarcl of conduct provided in section 44 on the basis of -------------~-~-------~---~-~-------------~-~---~--
3 O f ; nan c i a I i n f o rm a t i o n pre pa red i n a cc o r d an c e w it h a cc o u n t i ng ---~~~-----~-------------~------~~---~-~~~~-------~__, __ _ 
31 Methods, or a fair v3 luation or other mPthoc!, reusonab le in the 

------------------------------------------------ ------------
32 circumst~ncts. 

33 Subci. 3. [EFFfCT MEAS:JRED.l Ca} In tr.e c:ase of a 

34 distribution made by a corporation in connecticn with a 
--------------------~------------------~------------~---

3 5 p u r c h a s e • r e d e rn p t i o n ,. o r o t h e r a c q u i s i t i on c f it s s ha r es , the 

------· ----------------------------~----------~--~-----------
36 effect of the distrioution shall be. measured as of the date on 

--------------------------------~-----------------~--
37 """hich money or other property is transferr1:d. or indebtedness 
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1 pa,·able in installments or otherwise is inr.urred, by the 

---~--~-----------------------~-------------------
2 corporation, or as of the date o~ which the shareholder ceases 

---------------~~----~--------------------~~-~ 
3 to be a shareholder of the corporation with respect to the -~.a ___________________________________________________ __,_. ____ _,~--~ 

4 shares, whichever is the earliest. 

5 Cb) The effect of an~ other distribution shall be measured ---.----~---~---------~------~-~------------ --
6 as of the date of its authorization if payment oc.curs 120 days ________________ _.._ ___ 
7 or less following the date of authorization. or as of the date 

--~-~~ -~----------------~--------------------~~~~~~ 
8 of payment if payment occurs more than 120 days fol lowing the -~~-~----------~--~ 
9 date of auth~rization. 

10 {cl Indebtedness of a corporation incurred or issued in a ----~-~~-~-----~~---.--------~------------ --~ 
11 distribution in accordance with this section to a shareholder -~-----.----~------------------~-------------~------
! 2 wh o a s a res u I t o f t h e t r-a nsa c t i on i s n o I on 9 e r a s hare ho I de r i s 

-----~---------------_,_.---------------------------------------_,.-.----
13 on a parity with the indebtedness of the corporation to its -~~----~------~-------~--~~---~-~-------~---~--~-~ 
14 general unsecured creditors, except to the extent subordinated. 

-...... ~------------~------.----~-----~--------------
15 agreed tc, or secured by a pledge of any assets of the 

-~--------------.--------,__,-----~-------~--...._,_,_,_,_,_ ___ 
lb cor~oration or a related corporation, or subject to canY other 

----------------------------------------~------------
17 agreeTer.t between the c~rporation and the shareholder. 

-----------------~-------..... ----~~~---~------
16 ( d J S e c t i on s f> 5 to 8 8 s u pe r se d e a I I o th e r st at u t es of th i s 

------------~-----------------~-------------------~~-
19 state with respect to distributions, and the provisions of 

-----------------~-~---------------------------
20 Minnesota Statutes, Sections 5l3..20 to 513 .. 32 do not apply to ---~-.-------~--~---.----~~-----~---~------~--------~~-----
21 distributions made by a corporation governed by sections l to -~-~------------~---~---~---~--------- ------------
22 12 5. 

23 Subd. 4. (RE5TRICTIONS.J (a) A distribution may be made to _....._._________ -------~-~---------._, 
24 the holders of a class or series ~f sna~es only if: 

-------------------.----------------~---------------
25 (l) All amounts payable to the holders of shares having a 

~--~------~--.-~---~.-------------------------~-~-----
26 preference fer the payment of thzt kind of distri~ution are -~---~--~------~----~------~--~----~------------~--~--
27 paid; and 

23 (2) The payment of thP- distribution doe~ not ~educe the 
--------------~-------~------------~-------------~-~~--~ 

29 re~~inins net assets cf tne ccrporation below the aggrpgate 
-----------------------------------------

30 preferential amount pa~iab le in the event of & i-quidat ion to the 

-------------------------~-------~---~-------------------------~ 
31 hold~rs of shares ha·vrns preferential rights~ unl~ss the 

--~~----------------------------------------------------
32 distribution is made to those sha~eholders in the o~der and to 

---------------~-----------------------------------------~~~ 
33 the ext~nt of their respective prioritie5. 

---~--------~-~----------------------------
34 (bJ lf the money or property available for di.stribution is 

------------------~-------~-~-------~~-------------~----~-
35 in~ufficient to satisfy all prcfefences, the distributions shall 

-----· ----------~-------~~-~-~-----~---------------------------
36 be made pro rata according to the ord~r of priority of 

-~~-----------------~-------------~~~----------~-~---
37 prefere~ces by classes and by series within those classes. 
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Sec. 66. [302A.553I [PO~ER TG ACQUIRE SHARES.I 

Subdivision I. [WHEN PERMITTED; STATUS OF SHARES~} A 

3 corporation may acquire its own ~hares, subject to section 85 .. ---------~-~--~ 
4 Shares so acquired constitute authorized but unissued shares of -------..._~--------~-~~-~-----------~------------------
5 the corporation, unless the a,ticles provide that they shall not ------~,_.~ 
6 be reissued, in whTch case the number of authorized shares is 

----------------~~---------~----~---~----~--- ----~--~-
7 reduced by the number of shares acquired. 

& Subd. L. [STATEMENT Of CANCELLATION.I If the number of 

9 authorized shares of a corporation is reduced by an acquisition --~~--~~-----------~~-----~--~~_..... _______________ _ 
10 of its shares, the corporation shall. no later than the time it ------------------~-~-----~-----~----------------------
11 makes its next annua I report to sh ;a eho l de rs or, if no report is 

----------------------._....~-~~-------------------------~--_..--~-----
12 made, no tater than three month~ after the end of the fiscal -~~-----~~--------~----~---~-~._...,----~----~--~~ 
13 year in which the acquisition occurs, file with the secretary of -------------~------~---~------~--------------~--~-
14 state a statement of cancellation showlns the reduction in the 

--------~~--------------~-~-------------~----------
15 autnori zed shares.. The staterr.ent shal I contain: 

lo 

17 

Ca} The na~e of the corporation; 
-----~---------------~-----~ 
Cb) The number of acquired ~hares cancelled, itemized by 

It classes and series; and 

19 (c) The aggregate number of authorized shares itemized by 

20 cl3~ses and series, after giving effect to the cancellation. 

21 Sac. 87. (302A.557l (LIA~ILI TY OF SHAREHOLDERS FnR ILLEGAL 

22 D15lRI6UTlryNS.l 

23 S U b d i V i s i on 1 • [ L IA 6 I L J TY • J A sh a r eh O r d e r w ho r e c e i V e s a 

24 distrib~tion made in viol~tion of .the provisions of section es 
~-~-----------~-----------~-------------------------

25 is liabie to the corporation, its receiver or other person 
---------------~---------------------------~---

2 b w i n d i n g up i t s a f fa i r s , o r a d ; r· e c to r u n de r s e ct i o n 8 8 , -~~-~-------~-----------~-------------------
27 subdivision 2, but only to the extent that the distribution --~--~~---~----------------------~-----------~~--_.... 
2e received by the shareholder exceeded the amount that properly -~~~------~--~-----.----....--------~--~ 
29 could have been paid under section 85~ 

30 5ubd. 2. lSTATUTE- • f LIMITATIONS.I An action shall not be 

31 coTI~enced under thi~ section more than two y&ars from tne date 
-~----~--------------

32 of the distrjbut ion. 

33 .Sec. Be. I 302A.559J [LIABILITY OF DI RECTORS FOR ILLEG~L 

34 D1S1RlBUTIJ~S.J 

35 Subdivision 1. [LIAE:ILITY .. 1 In addition to any other 

36 liabilities, a director who is pre~ent •. md votes for or fails to 
---------------------~-----------------~--------------~~-~ 

37 vote aqainst, or who consents in writing to a di~tribution made 

1b 
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1 in violation of se;ction 85 or a restriction contained in the -----~--~----------------------~~------~--~--~~-----~---~-
2 articles or bylaws or an aQreerr.ent, and ... ho fails to ccmpJy with ----------~-----~----------~-------~~--~-~---------~~~~~---~~--
3 the st a n d a r d o f con du ct p· r ov i d e d i n se ct i o n 4 4 , i s fi a b l e to th e -~------------------~~---~--~-------~~--------------------~~--
4 corporation jointly and severall~ with all other directors so 

5 

6 

--~--------~--~~------~----~---~-------------------------~ 
liable and to other directors under subdivision 3, but only to ~~-~-----~----------------~-------~----------------~-~~-
the extent that the distribution exceed~d the amount that 

-------------------~---~------------------------~--------
7 properly could have been paid under section 85. -~--~-~--------------~---------~~---~-~--~~-
8 Subd. 2. [CONTRIBUTICU FROM SHAREHOLDERS~I ~ director 

9 _against whom an action is brought under this ~ection with -----------------~-~-------~-~~---------------
10 respect to a distribution may implPad in that action all 

-~---------.--------------~----~---~----------~~------.... ,__.._, 

11 shareholders who received the distribution and may compel pro --..-~~~-----~----~-~-----.__ ___________ ~---- ---------
12 rata contributron from them in that action to the extent ----------~--------------------~---,...------------~----_,_.~~-----
13 provided in section 67, subdivision 1. 

14 Subd. 3. lIMPLEAOER; CONTRIBUTION FROM DIRECT•RS.l A 
--------~ ~ 

15 director against whom an action is brought under this secti~n ---~~------~--~---~~------------~-~-----------------~~-~-~~ 
16 witn respect to a distribution may implead in that action all ------------------~--------~-~------~--~-------~ 
17 other directors who voted for or consented in writing to the -~~~-~-------~~--~--,...-----------..---------..---~-----
18 di stri hut ion and m2y cor."pe I pro r~ta contribution from them in ______ ,... ______ _ 
19 that action. 

20 Subd&- 4. (STATUTE Of LIMITATIONS.I An action sha.ll not be 

21 commenced under this section more than t~o years from the date 
----~~----~~-----------------------------~------------~--~-~-~~ 

22 of the distribution. 

23 MERGER, EXCHANGE, TRANSFER 

24 Sec. 89. [302A.b0ll [M~RGER, EXCHANGE, TRA·'lSFER .. I 

25 Subdivision 1. (MERGfR.l Any two or ~ore corporations may 
---~---~--- --~-----------------~--------------------

2b mer s e, resulting ir. a singfe corporation, with or without a 
-~-----------~--------------------~-~----------------

27 business purpose, pursuant to a plan of merger approved in the 
--------------------------------

28 manner provided in sections 90 to 96. -------------~------~~~-------~-~~ 
29 Subd. 2. (EXCH~NGE.l The shares of one or more classes or 

30 series of a corporation may be exchanged for sha~es of the s~me ---------------~--------~~--~------~~--~--~-~--~~--~~--~~~-
31 or a different clas~ or series of one or more other corporations 

----------------------------~--------------------------------------
32 pursuant to a plan of exchange approved in the manner provided 

-----------------------------------~-----------~--~~--~--~ 
33 in ~ections 90, 91, and 94 to 9b • 

34 .Subd. 3. l TRANS Ft R • 1 .~ cc r po I at i on ir, ay s el I , I ease, 

.35 t r a n sf e r ,. o r o t he r w i s e d i s po s e of a I l o r subs t ant i a l I y a I t of --~~-~------------------------------~----~--~--------~--~-
36 its property and assets in the manner provided in ~ection ~7. 

--~---------~~--------------~-~------------------------------
37 .Sec. c,o. [3U2l.olll [PL"N OF MERGER [tR EXCHANGE .. } 
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1 Subdivision 1. ICO~TENTS Of PLA~.l A plan of merger or 

2 exchange shal I conta fn: 

3 ia> The names ~r the corporations proposing to merge or 

4 participate in an exchange,. and: 

5 (1) In the case of a ~erQer, the name of the sun~iving -~---~--------~~~--.....------~~-~~~~-------
b corporation; 

7 (2.J In the case of an exchange, the name of the acquiring 

8 corporation i 

9 (bl The terms a~d conditions of_ the propos~d merger or ------~--~~~~--- ~~~~.-....---------------..~--
10 exchange; 

11 Cc) (1} Jn the case of a merser, the manner and basis of 

12 _converting the shares of the constituent corporations into 

13 sec~rities of the surviving corporation or of any other 
~-----~-----------------~------~---~-----------------._,,_.,_,_._~-------

14 corporation, or, in whole or in part, into money or other 
------------

15 pro~erty; or 

16 ( 2 > 1 n t he case of a n e x c ha n g e , th e m an n e r and b a s i s of 

--------------------- -----~~----------
17 exchangin~ the sharEs of other constituent corporations .for --~~~-~--~----------~~~aa.-.~----~--
16 shares of the acquiring corporationi 

19 tdl In the case of a merger. a statem«;nt of any amendP.lents 

20 to the articles of the surviving corporation proposed as part of ~~~~---~-~--~-----------
21 the merger; and 

22 (e) Any other provisions with respect to the p~oposed -------.-----------.-..--- ---------~_,.. ___________ _,_,,_,_,__...,_~~----~ 

23 merger or exchange that are deemed necessary or desirable. 

24 5ubd. 2. [OTHER AGREEMENTS.} The procedure authorized by 

25 t~is section does not limit the power of a corpor~tion to 
--------~---~----------_,_.~-----------~-----------------~--------~ 

2b :1.cquire for money or property ether than its shares all or part 
--------~-~-----------------------------------------

2 7 of the sh a r e s o f a c t a s s o r s e r i e s o f an o t h e r co r p o rat i on by a -----~~------~---------------~--...... ~~----~-.-.-~~---
28 negoti3ted agreement wit~ the shareholders of the other 

--------------
2 9 c o rp o r a t i on • 

30 Sec. 91. l302A..bl31 [PLAN APPROVAL.I 

31 Subdivision 1. (BCAfD APPROVAL; NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.I A 

32 resorution cont3 ining the plan of mer-ger- or exchange shal I oe 
--~------·--------------~--~~----~-----------------------------

3 3 a pp r o v e d b y the a f f i r ma t i v e v o t e o f a m a j o r- i t y o f t he d ire c t o ts ----~-----------~------~------------------~~~--
34 present ~ta meeting of the board of each constituent -----~-~--~~---~-----~~-----~~~------------------

. 3 5 c o r p o ra t i o n a n d s ha I I t he r. b e s u b !T1 i. t t e d to t h e s ha r e ho l d e r s of 

-----~----------------------------------------------~-~ 
36 each constituent corporation at a regular or a special meeting. -----~-----~---~~~~~---------~-~---~---~~~----~--~-----
37 ~ritten notice shall be given to every shareholder, whether or-

1e 
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1 not entitlec to vot~ at the ~eetin~, ~ot I ess than 14 days 
-----------------------~-----

2 before the meeting, in the manner provided in section 67 for 

-~---------~-------------------------~-~~-~--~--..------~--..--~ 
3 n o t i c e o f :n e e t i n g s o f sh a re h o I d e r s • r h e w r it t en n o t i c e sh a I I -~-----~---~---~--------------------~~-----------~----~~--~ 
4 state that a pu~pose of the meeting is to consider the proposed ~---------~----------~~~-----------------------~~-----~--
5 PI an of merger or exchange • A copy or s ho rt des c r i pt ion of the 

-----------------~-------------------.-._.-------------------~~-----..-..-------.-~-
6 p(~n of merge~ or exchange sh~(( be included in or enclosed with 

-----------~--------------
7 the not i ce • 

8 Subd. 2. lAPP~ •VAt SY SHAREHCLDERS.I At the meeting a vote 

9 of the sharehorders shall be taken on t~e rroposed plan. The -~--..-.--~-~~-~--~-----~~-----~~ ~~---------~~~~-
10 plan of merger or exchange is adopted when approved by the ~~~-----~----~--~-~------~-~~~~-------~--------------
11 affirmative vote of the holders of a ~ajority of ar& voting ----------~~-
12 shares. A class or series of shares of thE corporation is ____ ,_,_._.__ 

13 entitled to vote as a class or series if any provision of the 
~----.----~---~-----------

14 plan would, if contained in a proposed amendment to the --~~~----~-----------------~-~----------.------
15 articles~ entitle the class or series of sha~es to vote as a -~-----~~-----~-----~~~-~--~------~--------~-~-~ 
lo cl3ss or series and, in the case of an exchange. if the class or ----~-------------~-------~~--~~ 
17 series is included in the exchange. 

18 Subd .. 3. [WHfN APPROVAL E-Y SHAREHOLDERS NOT REQUIRED .. } 

19 Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivisions 1 and 2, -~~-~--------------------~~~-------------
20 submission of a pfan of ~erger or exchange to a vote at a -~--~---~------~~---~---------~----~-~---~----
21 meeting cf shareholders of a surviving or acquiring corporation 

-------------------
22 is not required if: 

23 ta) The art i ct es of the co r pc ration w i I I not be amended in ---------------------~-----~--~---~~~ -~~-------
24 the transaction; 

------------
25 (bJ Each holder of shar-es of the corporation that were ~--~------------~---~---~-~-~-----------~-~-----
2b outstanding ·immediately before the effective date of the 

-~-----~-~----------------------------------------
27 transaction wi f I hold the same nuir.ber of shares with identical ----~-~-~~----~-----~~--~-----~--~~~-------~----~--~~ 
2e rights immediately thereafter; 

--~--------------------~-~----
29 (c) The number of voting shares cf the corporation ~--~-------~--~~~-----------------
30 im~ediatelY after the merger or exchange~ plus the number of 

-------------~--------~----------~-----~----
31 voting shares of the corporation issuable on conversion or 

~~ -----~--~----~-~-------------~~~--------- ------~----
32 exchange of securities other than shares or on the, ex ere ise of 

_____ _.___~------~------~~---~--~----------- ...---~-------~ 
33 rights to purchase securities issued by virtue of the terms of 

----..--~-------------------------------~-----------------,__,____.....,_,,__~------
34 the transaction, wi I I not exceed by more than 20 percent the ~---~----~---~--~----------------~----~-~-~------

.35 n um b e r o f v o t i n g sh & r es of t he c o r ~ o rat i on i mm e d i at e I y b e f o, e --~-~-------~~------------------~---~-------------~-~--~~~--
36 the transaction; and ----~~--~~-~--~--~~-
37 td) The number of participating shares of the corporation 

---------------------------~--~----
~C4 
I • 
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1 immediately "fter the tr·unScction, plus the number of -~-~------~~-~-----~~---~---------~---------~-------
2 pa r t i c i ~ a t i n g sh a r e s c f t h e c o r- p o r at i o n i s s u a b I e o n c o nv e r s i on 

--------~~----------~--~~-----------~----------------
3 or exchange of, or on the exercise of rights to purchase, ----~---~-~~~---~~-~~---~------~~-------------
4 secur·ities issued in the transaction, will not exceed bt more ~-~-~---~~---~------------~~~~~-~---~-~----~-~---
5 than 20 percent the number of participating shares of the 

---~-----~-------------------------------------
6 c o r po r a t i o n i mm e d t a t e I y b e f o r e t h e t ran s a c t i on .. • P a ,- t i c i pa t i ng 

---------------~--------~-~~-----------~------------~-~-----..-.-~-
1 sh~res" are outstanding ~hares of the corporation that entitle -----~------~-------------------~~---~-~-~----------------~~~~~ 
a their holders to participate without limitation in disttibutions ----------~~--~-
9 by the corporation. 

10 

11 

Sec. 92. (302~ .• 6151 (ARTICLES Of MER~ERi CEiHIFICATE.J 

5 u b d i v i s i on 1. [ C ONT ENT S Q F ART I CLE S • l U po n r e c e iY i ng the 

12 approvat required by section fil, articles of men~er shall be --~--------~------~~-----~-~--------------~-~------
13 prepared that contain: 

14 

15 

16 

ta) The plan of merger; 
---.---------------~....-----
(b) For each corporation, either: ~----~---------~---------~~---~ 
(1) A statement that the plan has been approved by a vote 

17 of the shareholders pursuant to section 91, subdivision 2; or: 

l i) C2J A statement that a vote of the shareholders is not 

19 required by virtue of section ~1, subdivision 3. 

20 Subd. 2. [ARTICLES SIGNED, fILED.J The articles of mer-ger 

21 shall be ~igned on behalf of each constituent corporation and ~------~----------~------~~---~ 
22 filed with the secretary of state. 

23 Subd. 3. [CERT IFICATE' .. J The secretary of state sha I l issue 

24 a certificate of merger to the surviving corporation or its ---~---~-~-~-------~ 
25 legal representative. 

26 

21 

Sec. 93. [302A.62ll (ME~GER Of SUBSIDIARY l~TJ PARENT.} 

Subdivision 1. (WHEN AUT~ORIZED; CONTENTS OF PLA~.l A 

28 parent o~nin~ at least 90 percent of the outstanding sh:1res of ._.-~-------~----~-~__._ _________ ~--~~ 
2 9 ea c h c l a s s an c s e r i e s o f a sub s i d i a r y m a y m e r g e t h e s u b s i d i a r-y -~-~-~---~---~~--------~-------------.--~~---~ 
30 into it~elf without a vote of the sharehol oers of either -~-~------~-~--~--~~~~~----~-----~~-~~---------
31 corporation. A resolution approved bt the affirmative vote of a ---~--~-~~--------~---~------------~--------------~----
32 majority of the directors of the parent present shall set forth -~--~--------~---------------~---~--~--~------~~--~------~~--
33 a plan of n~rger that contain~: 

34 (a) The name of the subsidiary and the name of the parent; 

. 3 5 and 

36 Cb) The manner and basis of converting the shares of the 

~-------------------------------~-------_...-----~------
37 5ubsidiary into securities of the parent or of another 

PO 
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1 corporation or, in whole or in part, into money or other 

--------------------------------------------------------
2 property. 

3 Su b d • 2 • l N OT I C E TO 5 H ARE H O L DER S • J A cop y o f t he p ( a n of 

4 merger shall be mailed to each shareholder, other than the --~-~--~---------------~-----~~--~-----~~~----~---~-
5 parent, of the subsidiary. 

6 5ubd. 3. (ARTICLES Of HERGER; C0NlENTS OF AR.TlCLES.l 

7 Articles of merger shall be prepared that contain: 

8 

9 

----------------~---------------~---------~--------
la) The plan of ~erger; 

--------------------------
(b) The nunbe~ of outstanding shares of each class and ---~---------~------- ----------~----~-~~~ 

10 series of the subsidiary and the number of shares of each class ----------------------.--------~--------_,_.._. __ --------~-------~~ 
11 and series owned by the parent; and ------~-------~-------------------_,_,...,_,_ _____ _ 
12 Cc) Th~ date a copy of the plan or merger was mailed to 

13 shareholders, other than the parent, of the subsidiary. ----------~------...._. ___ ,_, _ ___....,._ _____ _,, _________ ___._ __ ~--~---
14 Subd. 4. (ARTICLES SIGNED, FILED.I Within 30 days after a -----------------~._.._ 
15 copy of the plan of merger is mailed to shareholders of the -~~-------~---------... ~._....~----~-~-------~~-----~-----~ . . . 

16 subsidiary, or upon waiver of the mailing by the holders of all ----~~-~---~---~-~~----......------~--~~-~-~-----
17 outstanding shares, the articles of merger shall be signed on --~~--~~--~---~--~----~-~--.--.---~-------~-------------
16 behalf of the parent and filed with the s~cretary of state. 

19 Subd. 5. (CERT lflCATE.J The secretary of state shall issue 

20 a certificate of merger to the parent or its legal 
--------

21 rep re sen tat iv e. 

2 2. 

23 

Sec. 94. 1302~.6311 [ABANDON~ENT.I 

Subdivision 1. [BY SHAREHOLDERS OR PLAN .. J After a plan of 

24 merger or exchanQe has be£n approved at a meeting by the --~--~-----------------------------------
2 5 a f f i rm a t i v e v o t e o f t he h c I d e r s of a m a j o r it 'i o f a t I v o t i n g 

~-~-------------------._,...____,_,,__~-----~--~-----~~~------~----
26 shares of each constituent corporation and before the effective 

-----------~--~-~--------------~----~-~-----~--~-----------
27 date of the plan9 it may be abandoned: 

28 Ca) If the shareholders of each of the constituent 

29 corporations have considered abandoning the plan and the --------------~~-------~--~-----------~-~-----~~~--~ 
30 abandonment has been approved at a meeting by the affirmative ----~-----------~---~~----..~-~--~~~-----~~--------~----.~-._...~ 
31 vote of the holders cf a majority of al I voting shares of each 

------~------------------------------------- ------
32 constituent corpcration; 

33 (b) If the plan itse If provides for abandonment a.nd a 11 

34 conditions for abandonment set forth in the pl an ate met; or· 

35 

36 

-~~~~--~-~---~~---~---~~---~--~~.-..--~-~~~-----~-...... -~-
(c) Pursuant to subcfivision z. ----------~---~~-~-~~~~-----
Subd. 2.. " [ BY b •ARO; ARTICLES 0~ ABANDONMENT. J ff articles 

37 of ~erger have not been filed with the ~ecretary of state and 
----~-----------------.-.--~--------~----------.~--.-~~----~~~ 

81 
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1 the plan is to be abandoned, or if a plan of exchange is to be ----------~~-~------~----------~-----~--------~-------~-~~ 
2 abandoned, a resolution abandoning the plan of merger or -----~----~-~--~------~--~-~--------------------~~---
3 exchange may be approved by the affirnative vote of a majority 

____ ,_, ______ _, _______ ~-----~--.-.----------~-------~-----~-~---~-
4 of the directors present, subject to the contract rights of any 

----------------------~~-----~-------------------...,_.-------~~-,-..-.-. 
5 other person under the plan. If articles of merger have been -~--------~--------------------~----~--~----------
6 filed with the secretary of state, the board shall file with the ---------------~------------~-~----------------
7 secretary of state articles of abandonment that contain: 

-----------------------------------
8. (a) The name of the corporation; 

9 (bt The provision of this section under which the plan is 

10 abandoned; and 

11 le) The text of the resolution approved by the affirmative --------~~-------~--~~---~-~--~---~~ ~~-~-----
12 vote of a majority of the directors present abandoning the plan. ----~-~-----~~~~-~~---~~----~~-~--------- ____________ _, ___ 
13 Sec. 95. (302A.641J (EFFECTIVE DATE ~F MERGER DR EXCHANGE; 

14 EFFE'CT.I 

15 Subdivision 1. (EFF~CTIVE DATE.I A merger is effective 

16 11i:hen the articles of merger are filed with the secretary of 
------------~--~----------~~--------41D,_,_,._~----_,_,-----~---------

17 state or on a later date s?ecified in the articles of merger. An 
-.a~-------------------------------~----------._.__-... _.__, __________ _. __ 

18 excnange is effective on the date specified in the plan of 
----------~-

19 exchange. 

20 Subd. 2. (EFFECT ON CORr•RATION.J When a merger becomes 

21 effective: 

22 tal The constituent corporations become a single 

23 corporation~ the surviving corporation; 

24 lb) The separate existence of all constituent corporations 

25 except the surviving corporation ceases; 

2b le) lhe survEving cor~oration has all the rights, 

27 privil~ges, immunitiesp and powers, and is subject to all the 

26 duties and I iabil ities, of a corporation inccrporated under 
-~-------~-------

29 sections 1 to 125; 

30 ld) The surviving corporation possesses all the rights, 

31 Privileges, immunities, and franchises, of a public as well as 
-------------------------------~-~---------~~-----~---~--

32 of a private nature, of each of the ccnstituent corporations. -~~~-----~---~----~--~-------------------~-------~-~-
33 All property9 real, oersonal. and mixed, and all debts due on -~~--------,_,. __________________________________ _ 
34 any account, including sub~riptions to shares, and at, other ---~-~----~-----~--------~-----~-----------~-~-----

_35 choses in action, and every other interest of or belonging to or 
--------~-----~-------------------------------

30 due to each of the constituent corporation~ vests in the 

31 surviving corporation ~ithcut any further act or deed. 

P2 
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1 Confirmatory deeds, assignment~, or similar instruments to ~--~-~---------~---------.-~~------~----~--------~-------
2 acco~pl ish that vestinq u.ay be signed and delivered at any time 

--------------------~----~~-.---~--~--~---------~-~-_,~---~-----
3 i n th e n a in e o r a cons t i tu e nt c o r po rat i on by it s cu r r e nt of f i c e rs ____ ,__,_. _______ --~-_._. _________ ~------------.... -----_____ _,_ _______ ,_,_ _______ ~---.-.-
4 or, if the corporation no longer exists, by its 12.st officers. 

--------------------~ 
5 The title to any real estate or any interest therein vested in ---~---~~------~--~---~--~---....~-----------~~~--~ 
b a n y o f the co n st i tu e n t co r po r a t i on s do e s n o t r ev er t no r i n 1 ny -~----~-------~----~~-------~-----~-----------~---------~ 
7 way become impaired by reason of the ~e~ger; 

--------~~-~------~------------~~~-----------
8 (e) The surviving corporation is responsibre and riable for ________ ._._._._,._,__,__..., 

9 all the liabilities and obligations of each of the constituent ----~-~-----~------------~~-~-~--------~~--___,--~ 
10 corporations. A claim of or against or a pending proceeding by 

_. ____ _,_, ___ ~------.._.._,--~-----------._._.----~--------,___,_,_ ____ _,_, ______________ ____ 
11 or against a constituent corporati.cn nay be prosecuted as if the _______________________ ,_,,__ ___________ ~-~---~-~-----.__,~~-----------~-----
12 merger had not taken place, or the surviving corporation may be ~--------------------------------.------------~---~-~-~ -------------~-~--.__.._ __ ._. 

13 substituted in the pface of the constituent corporAtion. Neither ~~-----------------~----~------~~-----------~~~--
14 the rights of creditors nor any liens upon the property of 1 -----------------------------------~--,_, ___________ ._. ____________ .., __ 
15 constituent corporation a re impaired bY the merger; and 

lb lf) The articles of the surviving corporation are deemed to 

11 be amended to the extent that changes in its articles, if any, --~~~~--~-----------~---~------
1e are contained in the plan of merger. 

19 Subd. 3. (EFFECT nN SH~RfHGLDERS.J ~hen a merger or 

20 exchanqe becomes effective, the shares of the cor-porat ion or 
------------------~~-------~-----~-------.----~------

21 corporations to be converted or exchanged under the terms of the 

-------------~-.... -------~----------.---------~-----~ - --------~_,-
22 plan cease to exist in the case of a t1erger, or are deemed to be. 

-~~~--.......--------~--------..-.--...-.~~---------------~--~-~---~ 
23 exchanged in the case of an exchange. The holders of those --~-~-----------------------~~------~--~--~---
24 shares are entitled onfy to the securitie~, money, or other -~-~----~------------------~-~-~---~-----------------
25 property into which those shares have been converted or for 

26 which those shares have been exchanged in accordance with the 
---------------------------------.-~----~--.-.~-----....__-~-~----~ 

27 plan, subject to an~ dissenter•s rights under section BC. 

2e Sec. 96. (302A.b51I IMEk,ER OR EXCHA~Gf ~ITH FOREIGN 

29 CORP•RATIJ~.J 

30 Subdivision J. ll{Hff\ PE.F.J',lll[D.J A domestic corporation 

31 may ~erge with or participate in an exchange ~ith a foreisn 
----~-~~---------~----------------------------------------

32 corPoration by following the procedures set forth in this 
-------~---------------------~------------ ---------------

33 section, if the merger or E:xchan9e is permitted bt the raws of 
-~---~-~----~---------------------------~-----------~--......~~--~~ 

34 the state under which thE; fore:ign corporation is incorporated. --~-~~-~--------------------~------------------~----~ 
35 Subcl. 2. lLA~S APPLICABLf SfF• Rf TFA~SACTI• N.l Each 

3o doilcs1ic corporation sha 11 comply witn the provisions of 
-----~------~~--~--~-----------------~-----------------

37 !:ectior.s 6~ to 9o with respect to the merger or exchanqe of 
---------------~------------------------~-----------~--------

f. 3 
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l shares of corporations ano each foreign corporation shall co~ply -----~--~~----~---------~--~---~~-----------------------~---~-
2 111:itn the applicable provisions of the Jaws under which it was 

--------------------------------------
3 incorporated or bY which it is qover-ned. 

4 Subd. 3. (DOMESTIC SU~VIVING CORPORATION.) If the 

5 s u r v i " i n q c o r p o r a t i o n i n a me r g e r- w i I I be a do m est i c ·------------~-----~----~~-~----~-------------
b corporation, it shall comply with &II the provisions of sections -~------
1 I to 125. 

6 Subci. 4. (FCREIGij SU~Vl~ING CORPORATIOU.I If the surviving 

9 corporation in a merger wi II be a foreign corporation and wi 11 ~--~~-------------------~ -~--------~------~~-~-...~-~~ 
10 transact business in this state, it shall comply ~ith the 

_._.._..._._~---~ .. -------,_---~------------------,_,.._-----___,--------
11 provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 303 with respect to 

----------------------------------------
12 foreign corporatlons. In every case the sur·viving corporation 

-----------------------------------------._,-
13 shal~ file with the secretary of state: 

14 (a) An agreement that it ~ay be served with process in this -------~------~~ _,-~---~---------- ---------------
15 state in a proceeding for the enforce1ent of an obi igation of a --------~-~------.------------~~~------~~~------~---
lb constituent ccrpor~tion and in a proceeding for the enforcement --~~--~-----~------------------~--~-~~-------~--
17 of the right~ of a dissentinq ~harPholder of a constituent ---------~---------------.------~-~------
lb corporation against tne surviving corporation; 

19 lb) An irrevocable appointment of the secretary of state as 

20 its agent to accept service of process in any proceeding and an --~-~~~-----------~~~------------~------
21 address to which process may be forwarded; and 

22 ( cJ An agreement that it wi l I promptly pay to the 

23 dissenting shareholders of each domestic constituent corporation -~~~~----------~---~ ...... -----~----~~~--------------~~-----~-----
2 4 t n e a :n o u n t , i f a n y , t o w h i ch the y . a re e n t i t , e d u n d e r· s e c t i on 81 • 

ZS 

2o 

Sec. 97. [302A.6bll (TRAN5FER Of A.SSETSi WHHJ PERMlTTED .. J 

5ubdivl~ion 1. [SHAREHOLDER APP~ • VAL: ~HEU NOT P.EQUIREO.J 

27 A corporation, by affirmative v~te of a majority of the ~-------~~---~--~-~---~~-~--~--~~-------~---~~-~ 
2c directors present, may sell, lease, transfer, or othen~ise -~~-----~----------------------~~--~~-~~~~-~--
29 dispose of all or substant fa l fy all of its property and assets 

-~--~-------------------~---~---.-.--------------------
30 in the usual and regular course of its business and ~rant a -~----------------~-~----~------~-------..-.~-~-~-~-~-~ 
31 security interest in ar I or substantial IY ~I l of its property 

-----------------------~-..,._-~------------------~-~~~--
32 and assets whether or not in the usual and regular course of its 

----------------~-----~----------~--~----~----------~---~-._-
33 business, upon those ter~s and condition~ and for those ------~-~--~~--~--------~-~-~-----~----~---~~-~-~----
34 considerations, which may be money, securities, or other --~~~~---------~-. ----
35 instruffients for the payment of money or other property~ as the 

-----------------~------------------~------------------~-
3t b~ard dee~~ Pxpedient, in ~hich case no shareholder approval is ----~------------------------~--------~-------------~~--~~-
37 required. 

,;4 
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1 Subd. 2 .. [SHAREHOLDE~ APPRO~AL: WHEN REOUl!lfD.I A 

2 corporation, bY affirmt.tive vote of a majority of the directors -----~---~~-~~------------------~-~--------------------~._. _____ _ 
3 present, may sel I, lease. tra~sfer, or othe~wise dispose of all --~~-------~--------------~-~--~------~------~------, 
4 or substantially al I of its property and assetsy including its 

---~-~------~-----~~~-----~~~...._,---------------------·-----
5 good wi I I, not in the usua I and regular course of its business. -~--~--------~~----------------------------------
6 upon those terms and condition~ and for those considerations. ------~~---~~----------.-.--------------~-~--.~-------
7 which may b~ money, securities, or other instruments for the --~~--~---~---~--~-~-------~--~~~--~~~-----
8 payment of money or other property, as the boa~d dee~s 

--------~---------- ------~---------~~---~-~ 
9 expedient, when approved by the affi u.ative vote of the holders 

_...,__.~-----------~-.__,,.. ._ ____ ~___,,---~------.-.-~-------~...--..-.-------
10 of a ~ajority of al I voting sh~~es at a regular or special ----~~--~~~~~-~~·---- ___.._....._._..-... ._,_~---------
11 meeting of the shareholders. Notice of the meeting shatl be __,...,_.__._.,_.,..._~-~------------
12 given to all shareholders 1'hether or not they are entitled to _ _._. ______________ _,__-,__. _______________ ._.,__,,_. ... _~------ ._._,-~--~ 
13 vote at the meeting. 

14 Subd. ~. l5lGNifiG OF DOCUMENTS.) Confirmatory deeds. ------ ~._,,_,___,._.._. 

15 assinnrr.entsp or similar instruments to evidence a sale. lease. 
------~---..... ~-------- ~----~----~---------------

lb transfer. or other disposition may be signed and delivered at 
----~---~---------------..-,----------------------- ~-~-----~--

17 any time in the name of the transferor- by its cur·rent off ice rs 
~--~--------~-~-----------.__---------..---.-----------------~ 

18 or, if the corpcrat ion no longer exists, by its last cff leers. 

19 S u b d • 4 • l TR M! 5 F ER E E L I A 8 I LI TY • l The t r a n s f e r e e i s I i a b I e 

20 for the debts, obligations. and liabilit1es of the transferor 
----~~~-·--------~---------------~--------------------~~-~-~--

21 only to the extent provided in the contract or agr~ement bet~een ----------------~----------------~---~---------~--~---~~~..--
22 the transferee and the transferor or to the extent provided by 

~~------------~------~------------~---------~-----------~ 
23 sections l to 125 or other statutes of this state. 

24 

25 

2b 

27 

28 

29 

30 

-~-~--------~----~ ------~---------------
DISSOLUTION 

Sec. 98. (302~.7011 (METHODS OF D15SOLUTI• N.I 

A corporation ~a, be dissolved: 
--------------~-------~---~-~--
ta) By the incor~orators pursuant to section 99; 
--~----------~---~---------~-------~-----------
(bl By the shareholders pursuant to sections 100 to lOb; or ----------------~~------~-----~~~--------~-~~-~-------
(c) By order of a court pur~uant to sections 107 to 115. 
--~~----~---~-~---------------------~-------~---------
Sec. 99. l302A.7lll [VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION av 

- - , 31 I N CD RP Q k f. T J ~ S • I 

32 Subdivision 1. [YANNER.J A corporation that t,as not issued 
-~--~----~--------------~-------

33 s~3res may be dissolved by the incorporators in the manner set ~~-------~-~-~~-----.-..-~--------- ------------~--~------
34 fort~ in this section. ---~----~~---~-------~ 
35 5ubd. 2. (ARTICLES LJF DISSOLUll •~.J (a) A majority of the 

---------._,----~-----------
36 incorporators shall sign articles ot aissolution containing: 

------~---~---~--~-~----~~----------~------------~---~-~-----
37 CI) The name of the ctrporation; -~---~-~-~--~~--------~-~----~-
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(2.J The date of incorooration; 

(3) A statement that ~hares have not been issued; 
~~-~==~~~~~~ -----~--~---------~------~~-~~ 
C4) A statement that all consideration received t,om 

4 ~ubscribers for shares to be issued, less expenses incurred in -~--~-.-,------~---~----~------~--------------------~~---~-
5 the organization of the corporation, has been returned to the 

--~~--------~-~~-------------------~---------------------
6 subscribers; and 

7 

8 

(5) A statement that no debts re11ain unpaid. ---~~----~--~~~~~-~----~--~---~~-~---
(b) The articles of dissolution shall be filed with the 

9 secretary of state. 

10 Subd. 3. (EFFECTIVE DATE.I When the articles of --~---~------
11 dissolution have been filed with the secretary of state, the ___________ _, _____________ ~---
12 corporation is dissolved. 

13 5 u b d .. 4 • . [ C ER T I F IC ATE • I The sec re tar y o f stat e s ha l I i s sue 

14 to the dissolved corporation or its legal representative a ___________ __, ___________ ,_,_, _ _..... _____ ....._.~------~---~---
15 certificate of dissolution that contains: 

15 

17 

laJ The name of the corporation; 
----~-~------------~-~~-------------
(b) The date and time the articles of dissolution were 

1 a f i f e d w i th t i1 e s e c r et a r 'i o f st a t e ; and 

19 

20 

(c) A !.>tatement that the corporation is dissolved .. 

-----------------------------------------------~--
Sec. 100. !302A.721I (VOLUNTARY otss •LUTION BY 

21 S~ARfrl• LDERS.J 

22 Subdivision 1. lMAN~ER.J A corporation ma~ be dissolved by 

23 the shareholders when authorized in the m~nner set forth in this 
--------------~----~----------~--------- ----------------

24 section. 

25 Sued •. 2. (NOTICEi APPROVAL.} (a) Written notice shall be 

26 given to each shareholder entitled to vote at a meetinq of 
---------------------------------------------------

27 shareholders within the time and in the manner provided in 
------------------------,...-~_._,_, _____ ~------~-------.---~~--....--

2 t s e c t i o n f 7 f o r n o t i c e o f m ee t i n 2 s of sh a r e ho r d er s a n d , w he th e- r-
---~--~--------------- ----------------------------------~ 

29 the meeting is a resular or a special meeting, shal I state that -~-~-~------------~--------~-------------~----~--
30 a purpose of the meetin~ is to consider the advisability of 

--~------~----------------
31 dissolving the corporation. 

32 ( b l Th E: pro posed d i s s o I u t i on ~ha l r be sub rr. it t e d for 

33 approval at a meeting of shatEholders. If the pro?osed 
--------------------------------------------

34 di s~olution is approved at a meeting by the affirmative vote of 
--~-----------~---------------------------~~-------~--~~-

3 5 t h e h o I d e r s o f a ma j o r i t 'J of a r I v o t i n 9 sh at es , t h e d is s o I u t i o n -~----~--~-~-------
36 s., a 11 be c~mme!lced. 

37 Sec. 101~ [302A.723l (FILING NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISSOLVf; 

b6 
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1 EFFECT.J 

2 .Subdivision 1. (CONTENTS.I If dissolution of the 

3 corporation is approved pursuant to section 100~ subdivision 2. ---~---~~-----------~~---~~~~------~----------~--~----~~-
4 the corporation shall file with the secretary of state a notice 

---------------------~-------~~--~~~------------------~~---
5 o f i n t e n t t o d i s s o I v e • T he n o t i c e sh a I I c c n t a in : 

6 

7 

Ca) the name of the corporation; 
-----~---~-------~---------~--
Cb) The date and olace of the meeting at which the 

B resolution was approved pursuant to section 100, subdivision 2; ·-----~~~------
9 and 

10 (c) A statement that the requisite vote of the shareholders 
______ __...._ ______ ~-------------,_,~~------,__.----~-_,-.... ~.-..------

11 was received, or that all shareholders signed a written action. ---~-----~~~----~---- --------------~---------------
12 Subd. 2. (WIND ING UP .J When the notice of intent to 

13 dissolve has been filed wtth the secretary of state, and subject 
-----.------------~-----~----~-----~----------~-------.......,,---~-~--.,.. 

14 to section 105, the co~poration shall cease to carry on its 
---------------~ 

15 business, except to the extent necessary for the winding up of -----------~----------~-~----~-~---~------------~----
16 the corporation. The shareholders shat I retain the right to ----~-~-----~-----------------~-~--~--------~-----------
11 r e v o k e th e d i s so I u t i o n p r o c e e d t n g s i n :i c co r d an c e w i t h sec t i o n --~----------~------------------~-------------~-~-
1a 105 and the right to remove directors or fill vacancies on the -~-~~-----------------~~--~----------------
19 board. The corporate exi!)tence continues to the extent 

----------~-------------------~---~-------------
20 n e c e s s a r y to w i n d u p t he a fr a i rs o f th e co r p or at i o n · u n t i I the -~~------------~~-~-~-------~-~~-~~~~-----------
21 dissolution proceedings are revoked or articles of dissolution ----------------~--.--~,__..___ _ _,_,, ... ________ _ 
22 are filed with the secretary of state. 

-~-----------~------~------------------
23 .Subd. 3. lRE~EDifS CClUTHJUED.J The filing with the 

24 secretary of state of a notice of. intent to dissolve does not 

25 affect any remedy in favor of the co~poration or any remedy 

26 against it er its directors, officers, or shareholders in those 
--~-~--~--------------------~~------~-------

27 capacities, except as provided in ~ection 117. -----~-------------~-----~-~._. _______ _ 
28 5ec. 102. [302A.725l [PR~CEDURE IN Dl~SCLUTIO~.J 

2'1 Subdivision 1. [COLLECTION; PAY~ENT.J ~hen~ notice of 
------------....-- --------------

30 intent to dissolve has been filed with the secretary of state, 
----------------~--------------------------------~--~~-~----

/ 31 the boa rd, or the otf icer-s act in~ under the direct ion of the· 
-----------------------------------------~---,_.~-----------___ ...,_....._,_. ___ __ 

32 bo:1rd, shal I proceE:ci as soon as possible: 
-----------------------------------------

33 (al To collect or make provision for the ccllection of all ---------------------~~--~-------------------~----~-
34 debts due or owing to the corporation, including unpaid 

----------~------------~----~---~~---~--~-----------
35 subscriptions fur shares; and 

~--------------~---------
36 ( b ) 1 o P a y o r m a k e p r c v i s ! on f o c th e p a ym en t c f a I l d e b t s , -----~--------~-~-~~-----~~~------~--------~~-~--~--~---
37 obligations, ~nd lia;,ilities of the corporation according to 

--~------------------------~-----~--------------------------
f.7 
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1 the i r pr Io tit i es. 

2 Subd. 2. [TRANSFER CF ASSETS.I ~otwithstanding the 

3 P r o vi :; i on s o f sect i o n 9 7, w he n a n-o t i c e of i n t en t t o d is s o Ive ---~~~------------------~~----~------~~~---~~--------~~-
4 has been filed with the secretary of state, the directors may 

_,_.._. ________________________________________ ,_,,_.____,,_, ____ ---------------~--~-~ 
5 ~ e I I , l ease , t r a n sf e r , o r o t h e rw i s e di s p o s e o f a I l o r 

6 substantially alt of the prope,-ty and assets of a dissolving ------~--------~--~--------~-~-~~--------------~----~-~~~ 
7 corporation without a vote of th6 sharehol<lers-

----------------~----------------.---~----------a 5ubd. 3. (DISTRIBUTI •~ TO SHAREn• LCERS.I A!I tangible or 

9 intangibl_e property, including money, remaining after the -~--------~---~--------~------~-----~~------------~._,-~ ... 
10 discharse of the debts, obligations, and liabilities of the ~~~--~~--~---~-~--------- -----~-- ---~------
11 c o r po r a t i o n sh a I I b e d i st r i b u t e d t o th e sh 3 re ho I de r s in 

---~------------~--------------------
12 accordance with section SS, subdivision 4. 

13 

14 

-~~-~--------------.-~.__~~~-~----~~--·-
Sec. 103. (3021\.7271 I NOTICE TO CREDJTC!RS AND CLAIMANTS.) 

Subdivision 1. (WHEN PERMITTED; HOW GIVEN.) When a notice 

15 of intent to dissolve has been filed with the secretary of 

16 state, the corporation may give notice cf the filing to each --~------------~----------------~-~~------~---~-~--
17 known creditor of and claimant against the corporation ~t the 

-~---~~--~---------~-----~---------------.-----~------~-----
lE last known acldress cf each known present, future~ or contingent 

--------------~~---------------~--------~---------
19 creditor and claimant. The corporation may give published 

------------~---.-.----------------~-------~~-----~~-
20 notice to known creditors or claimants who~e address is unknown 

-~--------------~----------------------------------~-
21 and to unknown present, future, or contingent creditors and ~-~~--------------~-~~-------~-------------~-~-
22 clai~ants, by publishing the notice once each week for four 

-------~-...... -------------------~--~---~----------~~-~ 
23 ~uccessive weeks in a lcg~I newspaper as defined in Minnesota ~~---------~~~--------~---- --------------------------
24 Statutes, Section 331.02 in the county or counties wh~r-e the ----~~------~-~------ ------~--~---------~-----~~-------
25 registered office and the principal eKecutive office of the -~-~---~------~~-----
26 corporation are located. 

21 Subd. 2. (CONTENTS.I lhe notice to creditors and 

2 a c I 3 i :n a i n ts sh a I I cont a in : 

29 

30 

31 

(al ~ statement that the corporation is in the process of --~-----~-----~-~~--------~~-~----~--------- ----~-
dis~olvingi 

I 

(b) A statement that the co~poration has filed with the· 

32 secretary of state 3 notice of intent to dissolve; 

33 

34 

(c) The date of filing the notice of intent to dissolve; ----~-~----~------------~-------------~--------,_,,_. 
(dJ The address of the off ice to which w, itten claims 

3 5 3 s? inst the corpora t i c n mu st be presented; and 

36 (e) The date by .:hich al I the claims Must be recelved, 

3 7 ,.- n i c h sr1 a l I b e t h e l a t e r o f 9 0 day s a f t e r th e no t i c e o f i n t e n t 

[;8 
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1 to cissolve was Hied with the secretary of state or 90 days ___ _, _________ ~------------~---------~-~-,_.------------------~---~ 
2 after the fast date on which notice to creditors 1nd cl:1ima.nts ~~~----------------_....-~-----~--------~~---~---~--~---------
3 kas given. 

4 Sec. 104 .. (302A.729l (CLAIMS IN DISSOLUTION.I 

5 Sub di v i s i on I • [ PRO C fD URE • 1 If th e co r po rat i on g iv es ----------- __________ .__..____ ____,,_. 
_.,, 

6 proper notice to cr~ditors and cfajmants pursuant to section 103: -~~.------.. --_,_,.._,._ __________ ......, __________ _,_.._ ------___ _._._,_,_....__,,_ __ ~-----
7 (a) lhe cl~im of~ c~editor or claimant to whom notice is 

--------------e given who fails to file a claim according to the procedures set --~----------~----------~-----~-~--~~----~~--~--~~-~~--~ 
9 forth by the corporation on or befor~ the date set forth in the -~~-~~-~-------------...------.--.----,___,-______________ _,_,_,~--~-

10 notice is subject to the provisions of section 117; ___,,_~-~------------~- _,,_..__,_,~__._.... ..... ~,__,_,---,_. 

11 lbJ -The corporation has 30 days from the receipt of each ___________ ,_ ______ ~._---~ ______ ,_,_ _______ _,... ____ _, ------------------- ·--------
12 cl3im to accept or reject the claim; a claim not expressly -------.-.--.----
13 reJec~ed is deemed accepted; and --~--~--~~-~-----~~~~-
14 (c) A creditor or claimant to whom notice is given and --~-----~-----.-------------....... ----------,___, ___ ,_,,,___ _________ _ 
15 whose clai~ is rejected by the co,porati~n has bO days from the 

------------~------~ --~~-----------------~~-~-----~-
16 date of rejection, or 180 days from the date the corporation 

-------------------------~--------------------~-~---~-
17 filed witn the secretary of state the notice of intent to -~----~--~---~----~---~--~~~-----------------~-~-
16 dissolve, whichever is longerT to pursue any other re~edies with 

-------------~------ -------~--~----~~-------~------------
19 respect to the claim. If the credito, or claimant does not 

-----~-~---~--------------------~~-~---------------~~------~-
20 initiate legal, administrative, or arbitration proceedings ~ith --------------------------------~~-----------~-~-~-
21 respect to the claim during that period, the claim is subj£:t to 

------------------~------
22 the provisions of section 117. 

23 Subd. 2. lSTATJTf Of LI~ITATI •NS.I The claim of a creditor 

24 or claimant to whom notice is not. given and who does not --~----------------------------~-~~---------~-~--
25 initiate legal, administrative, or arbitration proceedings 

---------~-~-~-----~---------~-~---~-----~-----.-.--------
26 concerning the claim within two y~ars after the date off iling -----------~--------~-~~---------~-------~---.-...-----
27 the notice of intent to dissolve ls thereafter subject to the --~---~~--~~--
28 provisions of 117. 

29 Sec. 105 .. [30£A.73ll [REVOCATION. OF OISSOLUTJ•N 

30 PRGCEEDINGS.J 

31 Subdivision 1. (GENER~LLY.I Dissolution proceedings 

32 coT:menced pursuant to ~ect icn 100 miy be revoked r.,r ior to filing ---------------~-~~-----~~ 
33 of articles of di~soluticn. 

34 Su0d. 2. [NGTICE lll SHARfHOLDERSi APPROVI.L.l ftritt~n 

35 notice ~hall be given to every shareholder entitled to vote at a 

------------~---~----------------------~-------------~--~---
36 snlreholaers 1 meeting within the time and in the ~3nner pro~ided 

----------~~----~~-----------~~-------------------~~---~-----~----~ 
37 in ~ection 67 for notice of meetings of ~harehorders and shat I 
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1 state that a purpose of the meeting is to consider the ---------------~~-~-------------~~-~~-----~---~~~-~ 
2 2dvisability of revoking the dissolution proceedin9s. The --------~-~-~-----~------~---~~~-~~~~-~~------=-~=--=-=--= 
3 proposed revocat;o~ shall be submitted tc the shareholders at --~~~---~------------~-----~--~---~-----------~--------
4 the neeting. If the proposed revocation is approved at a -~----------~--~-------~-~~-----~-~--~--~-------------
5 maetinq by the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of -------~~-----~-----------~~-~--------------
6 all voting ~hares, the dissolution proceedfngs are revoked. 

7 Subd. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE; EFFECT.I Revocation of 

a dissolution proceedinss is effective when a notice of revocation 
------------~-----------------

9 is filed with the ~ecretary of state. The corporation may ~~~--~~~~~--------~--..------~~~~------
10 t~ereafter resume business. 

·------ ---~~~~----------
11 Sec. 106. [302A~733J (ARTICLES Of DISSOLUTION; CERTIFICATE 

12 OF DISSOLUTION; EFFECT.I 

13 Subdivision l. [ARTICLES; V.~fN FILED.l Articles of 

14 d i s so I u ti on for a co r po ra t ion ci i ss o I vi n g p u r su ant to sect ion 10 0 
---------~-------------~----------------------~--_....... _______ ___ 

15 shall be filed with the secretary of state after: 

lb Ca) The paymen! of claios of all known creditors and 

17 claimants has been made~, provided for; 

1e ( b ) T h e 1 8 0 da y p e r i o d d e s c r i b e d i n s e ct i. on l O 4 , 

19 subdivision 1, clause (cJ has expired, if the corporation has 
-----------~--~-------------~---~---~----------------

20 qiven notice to creditors and claiQants of the corporation in 
.... -----------~----~-----------._,------------------------------.-..-,__,_,,_ ____ 

21 th! '.rlanner- described in section 1~3i or, in all other cases, 

22 (cl The two year period desc1lbed in sect ion 104• ~--~-------~-------~-----·----~-----.~--~--~~ 
23 subdivision 2 has excired • 

24 .Subd. Z. [CONTENT5 OF ARTICLES.I The articfes of 

25 dissolution shafl state: 

26 ta) ~hether or not notice has been gi~en to al I c~editors 

27 and claimants of the corporation in the manner provided in 
---~----------~---------------------------~--------~~--

20 section 103, and, if notice has been given~ the last date on 

2q i.-hich the notice was given and the date on which the longer of 

30 t~e periods described in section 104, subdivision 1, cr~use Cc) 
-----~---~~-----~-------------------------- ~~~-..-.~--~~--

31 c x ;l i red; 

32 Cb) That al I debts, obligations, and rcabilities of the 

33 corporation have been paid and dischar~ed or that adequate 

--------------------~--------
34 provisions have been made therefor; 

.... c; ~.,, (c) T~at the r~mainin~ property, assets, and claims of the 

36 cor~oraticn have been distributed among its shareholders in ---~~~--------~---~----~--~-------~--~~-------------~---
37 Jccord~nce with section es, subdivision 4, or that adequate 
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1 pro't-ision has been made for that distr·ibution; and 

2 (d) That there are no pending legal, administrative, or 
------.-----. ------- . ------- . . . ---- . ~ -----------------~-~--

3 a r c i t r a t i c n p r o c e e d i n gs b y o r a g a i n s t t h e co r p o r at i o n r o r t hat -----------~------------~------------------~------~~--.... ~ 
4 ade~uate provisio~ has been made for the satisfaction of any 

-----~-----------~-~--------------------~--~-----------~~-----~------
5 judg;nent, order, or decree that may be entered agai"nst it in a 

6 pending proceeding, and that all othe~ claims are barred undeF --~~~--------------------~---~--~-~-~~---~-------~---.-.~~ 
7 sec ti on 117. 

8 Subd. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.I When the articles of 
--------

9 dissolu1.ion have been. filed with the secretary of state, the -.-.~--.----~-----------------------------------,_,_,_ ___ 49-_ -~------
10 corporation is dissolved. 

11 Subd. 4. (CERTIFJCATE.J The secretary of st3te shall issue -~---~-_,_,~----------- _,_,_,_ __ ~ 
12 to the dissolved corporation or its legal representative a -~------~--~-----------------~~-~-~~~-
13 certificate of dissolution that contains: 

14 

15 

-------~--~~-- -~--~-------•· 
fa) The name of the corporation; --~-------~--~------~------~ 
(b} The date and time the articles of dissolution were 

lb filed with the secretary of state; and 

17 

16 

19 

(c} A statement that the corporation is dissolved. 
-~------------~-------------------------~------
Sec. 107. [302A.74ll [SUPERVISED VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION.] 

After tt.e notice of intent to dissolve ha~. been filed with 

20 the secretary of state and before a certificate of dissolution --~~----------~------~----------_,---~----~--~----~--~ 
21 has been issued, tt',e corporation,. or for- good cause shown, ¼ 

---------------~---------------......-----~----------~---------.-.... 
22 shareholcier or creditor may apply to a court within the county 

-----------------~----------~~--.-----~~~-------..--.~-..-.~------~-~ 
23 in which the registered office of the corporation is situated to -~--~~------------_,-----~---~---~-------------------~-----
24 have the dissolution conducted or.continued under the 

----~-----------------------------~------------------
25 supervision of the court as provid~d in sections 108 to 117. 

2b 

27 

--~--~~------------------~----~-----------~----~---------
Sec. 108. (302A.75ll [INVOLUNTARY DISSOLUTI•N.J 

Subdivision 1. (WHE~ PE~~ITTED.l A court may grant any 

2c equitable. relief it deems just and reasonabl a in the -.--------------~---------... --------.---------------~----------------
2c; c i rcunstances or may d; sso Ive a corporation and I iqu fda.te its 

-------~----~-----~--....--~-------~--~-----
30 a~sets and business: 

31 Ca} In a supervised voluntary dis$olution pursuant to 

-------------------.-.---------~------------
32 section 107; 

33 

34 th3 t: 

35 

( b J I n an act i on by a share ho ( de r when it is est ab l is he d ----------~-----.----~-~-------~~----~--~~...-.~~~-----~ 
CI) The directors or the per~ons having the authority -~------------~-~-~~---------------~----~----~~--~ 

3l. ot~erwise v~st~d in the board are deadlocked in thE. management 
--~-----~-----------------------------~-----------------------~ 

37 of ~~E corporate affairs and the shareholders are unabte to 
--~-------------~-------------~-~-~---------------~~~---~~-
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1 b rear( the de~ d I o ck i 

2 C 2 ) Th e d ir e ct o r s or th o se i n con t ro I o f th e co r· po r a t i on 

3 have acted fraudulently, ifle~alty, or in a ~anner persistently _....,... __ ._. ________ -<a:> _____ ._ ________________________ --=t __ ,___ 

4 unfair toward one or more minority shareholders; 

5 {3) The shareholders of the corporation are so divided in 

b voting power that, for a period that includes the time when two -~-~-~---------~-----------~---~-~------------~~~-~-~ 
7 consecutive regular ~eetin~s were held, they have failed to ------~~---~------~~---~---~----~--~---------~-----
8 elect succe~sors to directcrs whose terms have expired or would -~~-~-----~~--~~----- -~--~-----~--~-~ ---------
9 have expired upon the election and qua.I ificatior. of their ---------~---------~-~~~~~~-~---------·------

10 succ£ssors; 

11 

12 

(4) The corporate assets are being-misapplied or w~sted; or 
----~-~-------~--------------~,_,_,-----~~----------~~-----------
(5) The period of duration a~ provided in the articles has 

13 expired and has not been extended as provided in section 120; 

14 

15 

(c) In an action hy a creditor when: ....----~-~-------~----~--~---~----
(}) The claim of the credito£ has been reduced to judgment 

lb and an execution thereon has been returned unsatisfied; or 

17 C2) The corporation has admitted in writing that the cl3im 

18 of the creditor is due and owing and it fs established that the ~-~-----------~~~---~-------------~----------------._.~._......_._.,___,_, __ ___ 
19 corporation is unable to pay its debts in the ordinary course of 

-----------
20 bt;siness; or 

21 Cd) In an action by the attorney generat to dissorve the 

22 corporation in accordance with section 111 whE:n it is -------------------~~-~--------~--~--------
23 est~blished that a decree of dissolution is appropriate. 

24 Subd. 2. ICONDITlm! Of C.ORPORATI • N.I In determining 

25 .;hether to order dissolution, the court shalt take into 
-~~--~--.----~---------------~------------..--------_,, ________ _ 

Zb consideration the financial condition of the ~orporation but ----------------~~~---~-~-~-~~~~----~--~----~~-~~ 
27 shall not refuse to order dissolution solely on the ground that -~------~----~----------·----~------~------------------
28 the corporation has accumulated or current op~rating profits. 

29 Subd. 3. [ EXPENSES.I If the court finds that a per·ty to a 
_ _,~--------------- -~-------------

30 proceeding brought andet thi~ section has ncted arbitrarily, 
--~-----------------------------___,~~--~~-~-----~---~---

31 vexatiously, or otherwise not in good faith, it may in its -~-~~~---------~-~~~~--~----~--~-~-------~----------~--..----
32 di~cretion award reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees 

-----------~---------------------------~ 
33 and disbursements, to any of the otheL parties. 

34 Subd~ 4. [VENJE; PARTIES.I Proceedings under this section 

35 ~hall be brought in a court within the county in 11ihrch the -------------~~-~----~--------------~~--~--~---~---~--~ 
36 registernd office c·f the corporation is located .. It is not -----~-~~----------~----~------~--~-~~---~---------~---------~ 
37 nec~ssary to make shareholders ~ar·ties to the act ion or 
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proceeding unless rr,I ief is sought against them personally. 
-~--------------------~----------~------------~--~-------

Sec. 109. [302A.753l (P~•CEDURE IN INVCLUNT~RY OR 

5UPERVl5ED VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION.) 

Subdivision 1. [ACTION Bff •Rf HEARING.) In dissolution 
---------- -------------

proceedin~s the court ma, issue injunctions, appoint receivers -~-~--~----------------~------~~-------------~~~~-----
"dth al r p.owers and duties the c.ourt directs, take other actions 
------~---------~---------------~--~----------------------~~---
re qui red to pr cserve the c.orpora te assets wherever s ituatedw and 

-------~------~-----------------------------~-~ 
carry on thE business of the co~poration until a full hearing ----~------...,_, __________ __, __ _. ____________________________ ~------~-------
c:in be held. 

----~--
Subd. 2. (ACTION AFTER HEARING.I After a full hearing has ___ ... _____ -----~--------~------

been held, upon whatever notice the court directs to be given to 
-----~-~~~---------------------.- -~------------------~-~ 
all parties to the proceedings and to any other parties in -- ----------~--------------,_, __ __,_ ___ _, ______ ...,_. __ ,__,_ ________ .....,_~--------
interest designated hy the court, the court may appoint a _______ ,_,,_~ ____ _...._,_ ______________ ~------------------,_,_ _____ _ 
receiver to col I ect the corporate assets, including al r aciounts ------~_.__---~--~-------~-~~----~~-~-~-~------~._._~-----
owing to the corporation Ly subscribers on account of any unpaid ---~-----------------~-~----~-------------~~~-,_---~---
portion of the consideration for the issuance of shares. A _____ ....._, _____________________________ ,_, _____ _._. __ _._._,_ ________ _ 
rec e i v e r h a s au t ho r f t y • subj e c t to the o rd er· o f t he co u r t, t o 
... -----------------~-------~-.-.---------~---,-.--~--~---
continue tht: business of the corporation and to sel 1, lease, 
_._.. ___ -_______ .., ______ ,_ _ _,,_,_~------------...... ------------------_.._._.------
transfer9 or otherwise dispose of all or any of the property and 

--~---~~--------~--------------------------~---
assets of the corporation either at pubtic or p~ivate sale. 

.Subd. 3. [DIS(HARC.f Of ORLit;ATluN.S.J The assets of the 
------~ -----~-------

corporation or the proceeds resulting from a sale, lease. 

transfer, or other disposition shall be applied in the following 
_____ ,_---------------------------~~---------
or:Jer of priority to the p~y:nent and discharse or: 

--------------~------~-------~-----------
(a) 1he costs and expenses of the proceedings. including 

----~---------------~-----
2b 2ttorneys• fees and disbursements; 

27 

2e 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

-1,.. _j ... 

~--------------------~-----~ 
(b) Deots, taxes and assessments due the United States, the 

----------..--------
state of Minnesota and their subdivisions, and other states and --~-~---~--~----~----~---~---~-~----~---~~~---------~-~~ 
their subdivisions, in that orJer; 

------------~-----~----------~----~ 
Cc) Claims duty proved and al lowed to empfoyees under the 
---.-..-------------------------------------~-----------~~--

provisions of the workers• compensation ~ct; provided, that 

--------------------------------------------~---~---------
c I 1 i 'Tis under th i s c I au s e s ha r I not b c a I r o wed if t he. c or pc ra ti on --~~~-------------------------~-~~----~~-.--------------~~~---
carried workers' compensation insurance, as provided by law, at --------~-~--~------~----------~~~-~-----~-~-------~-~~--~~--
the time the injury wa~ sustained; -~~--------~~------~-~-~--~------

(d) Claims, including the valuf: of alt tompsnsation pa.id in 
--~--~---~----~--------.-~~---------------~-------------~-~~~ 

any r.ediu~ other than ~oney, duly proved and allo~Ed to -~~---------~~-~----~---~-----~----~----~----~---------
37 emofoyees for services p~rforMtci within threr ~onth~ preceding 

----~-~------~-----~--~~-------~~--------~-------------.--~-------
~3 
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1 th~ appointment of the receiver, if any; and 

'- (el Jther claims duly proved and al rowed. 
-~-------------------------------

3 Subd. 4. (REHAINOER TO SHAREHOLOERS.J After ~ayment of the 

4 e x p e !"\ s e s o f r e c e i v e r sh i p a nd c I a i in s of c r e d i to rs du I y pr o v e d , ~-~-~-------------------~~-~~-~~-----------
5 the remaining assets. if anyr shall be distributed to the --------~~-------~--~~~~~~-----------------
6 sha reho I ders in accord:?nce with section ,s, suhdiv is ion 4 .. 

7 Sec. 110. (302A.7551 lCU~LIFICATl • NS • f RECEIVERS; 

c POWERS. I 

9 5ubdivision 1. (CUALIFICATIONS.l A receiver shalt be a 

10 natu~al person or a domestic corporation or a foreign --------------..--~---~---~--~~-~~~----~----
11 corporation authori7ed to transact business in this state. 4 ------~------------~~~-~--~-----~~--.-.-----------------
12 receiver shal I give bond as directed by the couc-t w iti'l the 

--------------~---~---~------~ 
13 sureties required by the court • 

14 .Subd .. 2. I POWERS.I A re-ceiver may sue and defend in al I 

15 courts as receiver of the corpor·ation- The court appointing the -~-~--~~-~---_._~----~~---------~--------~------~---~-..... ---~ 
16 rece.iver has exclusive jurisdiction cf the corporation and its 

-~~-----
17 property. 

18 

19 

Se-c. 111. [302A.757) [ACTlCN BY ATTORNEY Gf~ERAL.J 

Subdivision 1. [WHtN PERMITTE:D.l A cot·porat ion may be 

2 O d i s so I v e d i n v o I u n ta , i I y b y a de c re e of a co u rt in t h is st a t e i n --------~-----------------~--~~--------~~~~--
21 an action fifed by the c:.ttorney general when it is established 

---~~~---------~-~----...-------~--~--~-------------·----------
22 that: 

23 Ca) lhe articles and certificate of incorporation were 

24 procured through fraud; 

25 (bJ Tht: corporation was inco,porated for· a purpose not 

26 permitted by section Si 

27 (c) The corporation failed to comply ~~th the require~ents ---~---------~--..------------------~--~---...__.._. _____________ ._.. __ _ 
2b of ~ections 2 to 20 essential to incorporation under or election -----~---~~-----~--~~~--~-~-~-------------------~~------~-~--
29 to beco~e governed by sections 1 to l25i 

30 (d) lh~ corporatiori has flagrantly violated a provision of ----~-----~-~-~---~~-----------~------------~~---~----
31 sections l to 12S, or has violated a provisi:on of sections 1 to 

---------~---~----------------~----------~--------------~--
32 125 ~ore than once. or has violated more than one provision of --~-~-----~--------
33 sections 1 to 125; or 

34 te) The corporation has acted, or- failed to act, in a 

35 manner that constitutes surrender or abandonment of the --~--~---~-~---~-~--~---------~-~---~-~--~-------~----
3o corporat~ frz.nchise, prhi leges, or enterprise .. 

37 5ubd. '-• lrrnT ICE TO CORPCRATIONi CORRECT HlN.l An act ion 
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1 shall not be commenced under this secticn until 30 days after 
------~-----~------------------~-------------------~--~~ 

2 notice to the corporation by the attorney general of the reason 
---~----~~~-=--~--~------------~-------------...---~---..--~----

3 for the filing of the action. If the reason for filing the ~-~---------~-~-~-~-~~------~------------.__---~-~~~ 
4 action is an act that the corporation has done, or omitted to -------~--~----------~-~~~--~-----------------~~~----
5 do• and the act or omission may be corrected by an amendment of -------------~---------~---~.-----------------------_,_.~---.-.---~~~--
6 the articles or bylaws or by performance of er abstention from -~-~---------------------------~~-------- -------
7 the act, the attorney general shal I give the co~poration 30 ---------------~------------~----~------~-----~~----
8 a d d i t i on a I days i n " h i c h t o e f f e ct the co r r e ct ion b e fo re f i Ii ng ----------~-------~--~~--------------------------
9 the action. 

JO 5ec. 112. (302A.759l lFILIUG CLAIMS IN PROCEEDINGS TD 

11 DISSOLVE.I 

12 Sub d i v i s i o n l • 1 n p r oc e e d i n g s re f e r r e d t o i n s e ct i on l O 8 
~_._...._ ... ________ ~ _ _,_ ___ ____,_~----------------,__.~-~--_,_---~ 

13 to dissolve a corporation, tne court ~ay require all creditors -----~----~---~~--~- ~-~~~-~~~--- -----------
14 and claimants of the corporation to file theic claims under oath 

_ _.._.__, ______ ----~-~--.------------.-.------~~-~------~-------~----_,._,_._, 
15 with the clerk of court or with the receiver in a form ------..---------------... ~------------...,._~--~----_,_,.-~---~-----
16 prescribed by the court. 

17 Subd. 2. If the cour-t rec-uires the filing of claims, it 

13 sh~II fix a date, which shall be not less than l?O days from the --~-~~-~--------~----------------------------~--~~~----
19 data of the order, as the last day for the filing of claims, and ~-------~----~----------~--------~----~-----~--~-~---
20 !·half prescribe the notie,e of the fix.ed date that shall be given 

-~---------~-----~ .... ~-------------------------------~---------------__,_,_...._._~-
21 tc creditors and claimants. f.efore the fixed date, the court --------~~---~---------------------------------
22 may extend the time for fifin3 claims. Creditors and claia.ants --~--~-~----------~~~--~~---·----~--~----~-----~--~----
23 failing to file claims on or befote the fixed date may be --~--------~------------------~--------~------~~ 
24 barred, by order of court, from c.laiming an intere~t in or -----------------~--~----------------------
25 receiving payment out of the property or assets of the _ _.._. ___________ _ 
2b corporation. 

27 Sec. 113. [3U2A.7bll l~lSCONlINUANCE OF DISSOLUTION 

28 PRGCEEDINGS.J 

29 lhe in~oluntari o~ 3upervised voluntary dissolution of~ 

-------------
3 0 c o r p o r a t i o n sh a I I b e d i" ~c o n t i nu e d a t an y t i rn e du r i n g t h e 

---------~--------------------~--------------~----
31 dissolution proceedings when it is established that cause for 

-----~----~--~--------~~-------~-------~------------------~ 
32. dissolution no longer exists. When tnis is established, the --~--~~~--------~-~----------~----~-~-------. ---------
3 3 c o u r t sh a I r d i s m i s s t 11 e p r oc c e lf i n g ~ an d d i r e ct t h e r e c e i v e r • if 

---------------~---.-------------------~----------~~-~~---~~~--
34 any, to redl-liver to the corporc.tion all its remaining property 

---------
35 and asset~. 

36 

37 

.S e c • l 1 4 .. l 3 0 Z 4 • 7 b 3 1 ( D f-. C REE OF D I 5.S O L UT IO~{ • I 

5 u b d i '4 i s i o rt 1. ( lo! HEN EN l ERE D • l I n nn in v o I u n t ear y or 
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l supervised voluntary di~sofution after the costs and expensas of ---------~-----~~-~--------~-------~-----~------~~-~-~~~ 
2 the proceedings and all debts, obligations, and liabitities of --~------~~~-~~--=-~~~~=~~~~-------------- ~ - ~-
3 the corporation have been paid or discharged and at I of its ----------~--~-~----~----.-~--~----------------~~-
4 re~aininq property and assets have been distributed to its 

_____ _.._..~------------------~----------------~-.-.-._,_,._,_.._._.__,,_ 
5 shareholders or, if its property and a~sets ar-e not sufficient 

---------~------------------------~---------------
6 to satisfy and discharge the costs, expenses, debts, ~~~---------------~-----~------~-------~----~--
7 obligations, and liabilities. when all the property and assets ---~--------------~--------~---....~-~-------
i have been applied so far as they INi 11 go to their payment -----~------------~--------~----~~-~-~------~---
9 according to the ~riorities set forth in section 10~. tt.e court --.~~---~-----------~---........ ----~--------~_,~-------------

10 sh~II enter a decree dissolving the corporation. 

11 Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DAlf.l When the decree dissolving the 

12 corporation has been entered. the corporation is dissolved. 

13 

14 

Sec. 115. [302A.7f5) (FILING DECREf.l 

After the court enters a dec.ee dissolving a corporation, 

1 5 th e c I e r k o f c. o u r t s h a I I ca u s e a c e rt i f i t: d c o p Y o f t he d e c re e t o 
------~---------------- ~~----------------------------

lo be filed with the secretary of state. lhe secretary of state ~--~~~~------~-------~---~-----~-~-~~--~ 
17 ~~311 not charge a fee for filins the decree. 

1 t Sec. llb. [302A.77ll [DEPOSIT ~ITH STATE TREASURER OF 

19 lH • U~T DUE CERTAIN SHAREHOLDERS.I 

20 Upon dissolution of a corporation, the portion of the --------------~------------~-~~----~--~-~-----~----
21 assets distributable to a shareholder who is unknown or cannot -------------~-----------~-~---------------~--~--
22 be found, or-who is und&r disability. if the~e i~ no person --~~-----~----------~-----~-~--~~-~------------~-~-~----~~ 
23 le;al ly co~petent to receive the distributive ?Ort ion, shall be -----------------~----.-----~--~---~----~-~~-~----
24 reduced to money and deposited with the state treasurer. The 

-------------------~--------------------------~----~~~ 
25 a~ount deposited is appropriated to the state tre3surer and ---------------~~~-.-.--~~----------~~~--~--~--~----------
26 ~hall be paid over to the shareholder or a legal representative, --~------------------~--------~--------------------
27 upon proof satisfactory to the state treasurer of a right to 

----------
25 ~ay~ent. 

2 41 

30 

Sec. 117. [302A.7hll (CLAIMS BARRED; EX(EPTlG~5.J 

Subdivision 1. (CLA1~5 BARRED.) A credito~ or cltimant who 

31 ooes not file a claim or p~rsue a remedy in a legar, ---------~----~---~----------~--------~~~~-~---~ 
32 acnir.istrative, or 3rbitration proceeding under sect ions 104, 

--~----------------------------------------~------ -----
33 1~7, 106. or 112, or in some other le3al, administrative, or 

--------------------------~---------------------------~--
3~ arJitratio~ proceeding pending on the data of disso[utfon, ind --------~-~-~-~-~~--~-~~-~~~--------~--~----------~------~-~-~ 
35 3, 11 those claiming through or unce r the er editor or claimant, 

-------------,.--------------------~------------------.-----
36 are fcr~ver barreci from suing on that claim or otherwise 

---------------------------------- .---------------------
37 rc?liz.ing uµcn or enfvrcing it, except as provided in this 
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l shall not be commenced under this secticn until 30 days after 
----~---~-~----------------------~----_,~------------------~ 

2 notice to the corporation by the attorney general of the reason 
------------- ---------~--------------- .--. -------- ··-. ---- .- ··- ---------

3 for the fifing of the action. If the reason for filing the 
___ .__._~----..------------~---------~-----~------------------~-~------

4 action is an act that the corporation has done, or omitted to ----~---~--------~-~--~---~-----------------------~--
5 do. and the act or omission may be corrected by an amendment of -----~-~---~~~------------~~.---..------~---~-~..--.~--
6 the articles or bylaws or by performance of or abstention from ·--------
7 the act, the attorney general shat I give the cotporation 30 ------------------~--~~---~~-~--~~~----------...------
8 a d d i t i o n a I d a y s i n " h i c h t o e f f e ct the co r r e ct i o n b e f o re f .i I i ng -~~---
9 the action. 

JO 5ec. 112. (302A.759l (FILING CLAIMS IN PROCEEDINGS TC 

11 DI SSOLVE.J 

12 Subdivision!. In proce~dings referred to in section 108 
~--.-,-------------------~-,,_,_-----~-~-------- ------~-----~ 

13 to dissolve a corporation, the court ~ay require all creditors ,_-,_,._-------~~---,_,_~,--.-- _,..,-~---~,_~--- ----~~~---~-
14 and claimants of the corporation to file their claims under oath -------~~------~-------------~~~~~--~-~~-~~ 
15 with the clerk of court or with the receive~ in a form --~-------------~-~~ 
16 prescribed by the court. 

17 5ubd. 2. If the cour-t recuhes the filing of cfa ims, it 

13 sh'.\ll fix a date, which shall be not le~s than l?O days from the -----~----------------------------------------~-~~-~~--
19 data of the order, as the last day for the filing of claims, and 

~---------------~-----------~-~-----------------------~----
2 0 !· h a If p re s c r i be t he n o t i c.. e o f th e f i x. e d d a t e t hat s ha U b e g iv e n 

----------------------------------------~------------~----___,_, __ ._.._.__ 

21 tc creditors and claimants. E.efore the fixed date, the court -~~-----------------~-~-~--------------~-~-
22 may extend the time for filing claims- Creditors and claiuants ----~~-----------------~~---~-~-·-----~-------------------~~~ 
23 failing to fite claims on or bcfo~e the fixed date may be 

------------------------------~----------------
2 4 b a r red , by order of court , f r om c. I a i mi n g an f n t er e~ t in or --------~-----------...-----------~-----~------
25 receiving payment out of the property or assets of the 

------------------
26 corporation. 

27 Sec. 113. (302A.7bll l915CON11NUANCE OF DISSOLUTION 

28 PROCEEDINGS.I 

29 lhe in~oluntar~ o~ 5Upervised voluntary dfssolution of a 

----~---------------
3 O c o r po r a t i o n sh a I I b e d r ~c o n t i nu e d a t any t i m e du r- i n g t he 

----------------------
31 dissolution proceedings when it is established that cause for 

---------~~--~-~------------------~-~------------------------~ 
32. dissolution no longer exists. When tnis is established, the 

--~----~----------------------------~-----------
3 3 c o u r t sh a I r d i s m i s s t he p r oc e: e J i n g s an d d i r e ct t h e r e c e i v e r • if 

----------------------------------------------~~~---------~--
3 4 a n y , t o re d £: I i v e r t o t h e c o r p o r c.. t i on a I l i ts r em a i n i n g p r o p e rt Y 

---~-------------~--------------~~~--------------~~-~------
35 and asset5. 

36 

37 

.S e c • 1 l 4 • [ 3 0 2 4 .. 7 6 3 l ( D f. C REE • F D I S S Cl L UT IO t{ .. J 

5 u b d i '4. i s i o ra 1 • [ l-.' HE N E. N T E R E D • l I n an i n v o I u n t c:1r r y o r 
-~--------~---~~--~---
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supervised voluntary di~sclution after the costs and expensas of ------------~---~----~-----~--~-----~-----~~~----~~~-----~ 
th e P r o c e e d i n g s a n d a l l d e b t s , o b I i g a t i o n s , an d I i a b i , it i e s of 
----------------------------~-----·--------------------
the corporation h_ave been Paid or discharged and at I of its -------~------------~-----------------------.--.~-~ 
re~aininq property and assets have been distrihuted to its -~----------------------------------~----~-------------------,_,,_. .... ...._._._..__ 

shareholders or, if its property and a~sets ar-e not sufficient 

----~-------------- -~----------------------~-~ 
to satisfy and discharge the costs, expenses, debts, --~-~----------~----------------~~-~~-----------
obligations, and liabilities~ when all the property and assets -----~--~--~--~---- -----~-~~--- ---~----
ha v e been a Pp I i e d so fa r a s the:; w i I I go to their payment ----~-------------------------~--,_,,_.._,_,__,___, ______ ,_,__,_,_, ______ __ 
according to the ~riorities set forth in section lOi. the court --~--... ------------------------------4--~-----_,, ____ ._. ____ .alo ______ ,... ______ ~_,--,___ 

shall enter a decree dissolving the corporation. -------------_, ___________ ._._.__ ___ ~-.-.~~--~---
Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.I When the decfee dissolving the ---~-- _,_,_,_,,_,_ __________ ~-~---------,_. 

corporation has been entered. the corporation is dissolved. 

~~---~-------------~----~~---~---------------------~-------
Sec. 115. [302A.7t5] (FILING DECREf.l 

After the court enters a dec.ee dissolving a corporation, -----~~----~------~~-------~-... ~-~--------~-------~----
th e c I e r k o f c. o u r t s h a I I ca u s e a c e rt i f i e d c o p Y o f t he d e c r e e t o --~~------~---------------~~~-------------~-~~ 
be filed with the secretary of state. lhe secretary of state ---~-----------~-~~--~-----~---~-~-~---------~~-----
~:n Ir not charge a fee for f i Ii ng the deer ee. --------~~-------~-----------~~---------

Sec. 116. [302A.771J (DEPOSIT WITH STATE TREASURER OF 

OHlU'H DUE CERTAIN SHAREHOLDERS.I 

Upon dissolution of a corporation, the portion of the 

---------------------~---------~-~-~--~-----------~ 
assets distributable to a shareholde~ who is unknown or cannot 
------------------------------------------------~-----------,_._-
be found, or-who is under disability, if ther·e is no person --~~-----~-~--~---~-------~~-~~~~~-~---...... ----~------
le;al ly co'llpetent to receive the distributive ?Orticn, shall be 

----------------------------------~--------~--~~---..-.-
reduced to money and deposited with the state treasurer. The ~-------------~-----------~-~-------~------~-----~--~ 
a.nount deposited is appropriated to the state tre3surer and -~~~---~-~-----~~~--------~------~----------___,_..,._._ 
~hall be paid over to the shareholder or a Jegar representatives ----~------------~---~----.-----~----------~~---------~----
upon proof satisfactory to the state treasurer of a right to ---------~----------------~-----~---~-------~~-~-------~-
ny:nent. 
--------

Sec. 117. [302A.7ull (CLAIMS BARREDi EX(EPTlG~S.J 

Subdivision 1. lCLA1~5 BARRED.) A creditor or cl~imant who 
-------------- --------~---~----~---~-

aoes not file a claim or p~rsue a remedy in a legar, 

---------------~---~~--~---------~----~~~----------
:? d Tl i r. i st rat i v e , or a r b it rat i on proceed i n g under sac t ions 10 4 , 

-------------------------~--~-------~--~------------
1~7, lOc, or 112, or in some other le3~d • administrative, or j -----------------------~------~-----~-------------~-~-~ 
ar~itratio~ proceeding pending on the date of disso[utfon, ind :: 

------~---~-~-~--~--~----~-~------~--------~~----~~--..--~----~ 
all those claiming through or under the creditor or claimant, 
-------------... --~~-----... ~------------------~----_,_----~----------
a re f~r~ver barreci from suing on that clatm or otherwise --------------------~---~----~---~--------~~--------~ 
re?lizing uµcn or enf0rcin9 it, except as provided in this 
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1 section • 

2 Subrl. ~. (CLAIMS REOPE~ED.l At any time within one Ye2r ------------ --------____ ,__,_ _ ________..~~ 

:; a f t e r a r t i c I e s o f d i s so I u t i c n ha v e b e e n f i r e C: w i t h t he s e c re t a ry --------------------------~-----~--~----~--~~---------~-
4 of state, or a decree of dissolution has been entered. a --------~-~-----~-------~-----------~----
5 creditor or claimant who shows good cause for not having --~------------------·_,_....,_.........._ _____ ~-~-----------------------
6 previously filed the claim may apply to a court in this state to _______________ _, ________ ~-~----~------~---..----.-.--~~~~--~-
7 allow a claim: ------.-.---
ll (a) Against the corporation to the extent of undistributed -----------~----~-------------~--------~~---------~-
9 :l sse ts; or 

10 lb) If the undistributed assets are not suff;c,ent to -------.----------~---~--- -----------------~_,_,_--~ ... 
11 satisfy the claim, against a shareholdeir. whose f iab H ity sha.11 --------~------------------------------,_,_,_ _________ ..., ________ _ 
12 be limited to a portion of the crai~ th~t is equal to the -------~--------------.---------_._.,_._,..._,_.___._,_,_,,_,_,,_, ______ ,_,_ _ _,,_,_ 

13 portion of the distributions to shareholders in I iquidation or 
---~-----------------------~---~--~--~--

14 dissolution received by the shareholder. -~--------------~----~--------
15 5ubd. 3. (CLAIMS PFRMITTED~l All debts, obligations, and 

----~-- -------~.-.-.-.~,_ ___ ,__,, __ -» __ _ 

lb I i a t> i I i t i e s i n cu r r e d du r· i n g d i s so I u t i o n pr o c e e d in q s sh a I I b e 

~--------~------------------
17 paid by the corporation befo,e the distribution of assets to a 

18 shareholder. A person to whom this kind of debt, obfi9ationp or ----------------~--------_._-----------~-~---~-~~----~---
1g liability is owed but not paid may pursue any remedy aqainst the 

-----~---------~-----------------------~-----------------------~ 
20 officers, directors, and shareholders of the corporation before -----~--~~-------------------------~---~~------------------
21 the expi~ation of the applicable statute of llmitations. Tnis _____________________________________________________ _,_, _______________ ,... _____ ._._._ 

22 subdivision does not apply to dissolution under the supervision 
--------------~--------~---...-~------------------------~ 

2 3 or c rd er of a co u, t .. 

24 Sec. 118. (302~.7831 (RIGHT-TO SUE OR DEFEND AFTER 

25 OISSOLUTI •~.J 

26 After a corporation has been dissolve~. any o! its former --------~---------~~-._._--~--~-~-------------~----~-~-~ 
27 cfficer~, directors, or s.harehotders ;nay assert or defend, in -~------~-~-~----~~~--------~---~-~-----,_-------~~~----~ 
2 b the n am e o f the corp or at ion, any c I a i :n by o t a sa inst the 

-----------~---~~----~-------~----~~---~-------- -~~-~ 
29 corporation. 

30 

31 

32 

s~c. 119. [302A.79ll [O~UTTED ASSETS.I 

Titfe to assets remaining after payment cf aLf debts, 

-----~--------------~-~--~-----------~-----------~~ 
ob- I i g at i c n s , or I i ab i I it i r. s and a f t er di st r- r but ions to 
-------------------------------- ----~------

33 shareholders may be transferred by a CQurt in this state. 

34 

35 

36 

---------------------------------~-~~----~-~---~--~-~~~ 
EXTENSl~N 

Sec. 120~ [302A~601l [EXTENSION AFTER DUPATION EXPIRED.I 

Subdivi&ion 1 .. lEXTlNSl •~ BY AMENDrENT.l A corporation 

37 ~hose period of duration as provided in the articles has expired 
---------------------------------~--~-------------~-~~---~ ...... ~---
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I and which has continued to do business despite th~t expiration ________________________ ._.. ____________________ ----------
2 ~ay reir.state its articles and ext~r.d the period of corporate ----~~-----------~---.-.------~-------------~-~~~-~-
3 duration. including making the duration perpetual, at any time -~~~~--~-~------------~-----~-----~-----~~-----------
4 after the date of expiration by filing an amendment to the 

---~-------------~-----------------------------------
5 articles as set forth in this section. 

b Subd. 2. [CONTENTS OF AMEND~ERTaJ An amendment to the 

7 articles shall be apptoved by the affirmative vote of a majority 
------------------~--------~---------

e of the directors pre:;ent and shall include: 

9 (a) The date the period of duration expired under th£ 
--------

10 articles; 

11 < b ) A s ta t em en t t ha t the pe r i o d o f du rat i on w i l r b e 
·---------

12 perpetual or, if some shorter period is to be provided, the date __________________ ,__, _______ ..., ___________ ,_ __ ~--~------- -----~----------
13 to which the perioc ~f du~2tion is extendedi and 

14 (cl A statement that the corporation has been in continuous 

15 operation since before the date of expiration of its origin~I -~~--~---..---~~-~-~ 
l& period of duration. 

17 Subd. 3. [APP~ • VAL EY SHf~fHOLOERi.l The amendment to the 

lf articles shal I be presented, after notic~, to a meEting of the 
--------~~-~---~-------~--------------------------------

19 shareholders. The amendment is adopt~d when approved by the ---~-~-~~----~~--------~----~------
20 shareholders pursuant to section 14. 

21 Subd. 4. [FILING.I Articles of amendment conforming to 

22 section lb shall be fifed with the secretary of state. 

23 

24 

-------------------~~-~-~-~-~~--.-~-----~--~-~~ 
Sec. 121~ (302A.805l (EFFECT OF EXTENSIO~.I 

Filing with the secretary of. state of articles of amendment 

25 extendinq the period of duration of a corporation: 

26 (a) Relates back tc the date of expiration of the ori~inal 

27 period of duration of the cor~or2tion as p,ovided in the 
--------------

28 articles; 

29 ( b ) Va I i c! a t e s c o n t r a c t s o r o t h e r- a ct s w i t h i n t h e a u t h o r i ty 

---------------- ~-----~-----~--------------------
~O cf tne articl£s, 2nd th~ corporation is liable for those ---~-----~---------~~~-
31 cont r c: ct s o r a ct s ; and 

32 ( c ) K e st o r· e ~ t o t he t o r- p o r a t i on a I I t h e a s·s e t :: a n d r i g h t s 

3 3 o f th e c o r p Cl r cJ t i o n t o t he ex t e n t t h e y w e r e h e r d by t h e ----------~---~---~-._.,_~ _____________________ ,_,_ _______ _ 
34 corporation L~fore ~xpiration of its origina• peri~d of ---~-------------------~--~--~~-----~-------
3 5 d u r a t i on , e x l. e pt tho s e ~ c, r d o r o th e r w i s e d is t r i but e d a ft er th a t 

36 ti:ne. 

37 .\ t1a-. U .~ L R E P O R T 
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2 Subdivision 1. [FORM.I 6y January 15 each year. the 
---~---------- ----~----~------------------

3 secretary of state shal I mai I to ever-Y corporation at its -~-~-~-~-~------.--~~------~--~~--~----..--------~--------
4 registered off ice an annual repo,-t form. By July 1 of the same ---------------------------~------- ------~~~~ 
5 year. the officers of each corporation shall cause the form to ----------~----------~ ...... ~--------~~---~-----~-----------~ 
6 be co~pleted and filed with the secretary of state. The report ~-----~-----------------~-------~~~--~~~-----------------~--~~--
7 sh a. I I cont a i n : 

---------
8 (a) The name of the corporation; ----~---__.._-----~~-~-~--~~~-
9 lb) The address of its registered office; and ----~--~------~ ~-~------~-------

10 tc) The name of its registered agent, if any .. -~~----.--~----~ ---~----~~~--~--~~ 
11 Sub d • 2 • f F IL u, G ; RETURN F OR C • ~ R E CT IO r-1 .. I I f t he a n n ua I -------~ ____ ._._ ________ _ 
12 report c~nforms to the requirements of subdivision 1, the 

-~--...-~~--~--~---~---..._.-~----------__,...-~.....,.._-----------
13 secrt?tary of st:1te shafl file it; in alt other cases, the 

--------------------~---------------------------.-.-----------~------------------14 secretary of state shat I return the report to the corpo~ation. 

15 If the rep o r t i s ma de to c on r o rm to th e re qu i r em en t s o f ----~,_, ______________ _..___,_, _ _,_, ________ ~-------~---------------... -----
16 ~uodivision I and is filed with the secreta,y of state within 30 

--~~-----------------------~----------------- ~~--~ 
17 days from the return of the repcrt tc the corporationr the ~--~------------~-~~~------------------~-~~ 
H, provision~ of subdivisions 3 and 4 do not apply. 

-----~------~----~-~--------------------.-----
19 Subd. 3. (LOSS OF CODD 5TANDTNG.l A corporation that fails 

----~-- -----------
20 to fife an annual report conforming to the iequirereents of ~-~---.---~~~~~~---~--~~~---~-~--~----~~-·-----
21 s u e d i v i s i o n l I o s es H 9 g o od s ta n d i n g I n t h i s st a t e • The 

22 corporation ~ay re~ain its good standing in this ~tate by filing _.......__,_,_ _____ _ -----~-~~----~-=--~---------
23 the annual repo.t .. 

24 Subd. 4. (NOTICE OF REPEATED Vl • LATIONi PEN~LTY.J If a 

25 corporation fails for two successive years to file an annual 

26 

27 

2a 

29 

30 

31 

?2 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37. 

------------------------~~~~------~-~-~--~----.-~~-----
report c~nforming to the requirements of subdivision ls the 
-----~-- ---------...... --~~---~---~~--------------~~~ 
secretary of 5tate shall give notice by r-egistered mail to the 

------------------------------~----..---------------------~-~--~ 
corporacion at its registered office that it has violated this ______ _.._. _________ -_____________ ..,....._. _________ ..,_,._--------------------- ~-----
section. If the corporation does not return an annual report 
---------------~----------------~~------------------
confor~ing to the requi~ements of subdivisio~ 1 within 30 days 

------------------------- -------------------------------~ 
aftar the ~~ii ing of the notice, the corporation shall forfeit 
-~-----~-~~-~--------~--------~------------ ----------
to the state S25. 

-----------
ACTIONS '4G.J\UJST CORPORATIONS 

Sec. 123- l302A .. ,rn11 ( SERVICE Of PROCESS ON CORP•Rt.TICN .. J 

Subdivision 1. l~HO ~AY SE SERVED.I i process, notice, or 
-~~--~~~------ ---------

de '.7la n d required er permitted b:,.- lai,.• to be served urson a --------~----~~-----------~-~-----------~--~ ..... --~-----
corporation may be served eithe! u;:-cn the regi5ter-ed agent. if --------~------------------------~-~~-~~--~---------~~-~--

9S 
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1 any, of the corporation nawad in the articres, or upon an 
----------------~-------------~-~----~~-----

2 officer ~f the corporation, or upon the secretary of state as -----------~~~~~-~----------------~~----~-~~---------------
~ provided in this section. 

4 Subd. 2. [SERVICE •N SECRETARY OF STATE: ~HEN Pfk~ITTEO.J 

5 If a corporation has appointed and maintained a registered ~gent ------------~--~~-~~----~-----~~-------------------------
6 in this state but neither its registered agent nor an officer of 

------- -------~------------~~-~~-------- ---------
7 the corporation can be found at the registered office, or it a 

--------
e corporation feil~ to appoint c.r rr.aintain a registered agent in ----------------~~~~-.-
9 this state and an officer of the corporation cannot be found at ----------------------~--_,_.,_,____....._.~--._.--- -------~~~ 

10 the registered office, ther the secretary of state is the agent _ _,_,~-------...,.__,.._,_____. ____ ,__._._~-------- ----,.. ----~-----------
11 of the corporation upon whom the ~rocess, notice, or demand may _______ ,_, ___ ....,_~___,_-,_.__,_,_, ____________ ~------.---~,__.-------------._...-
1 2 b e se r v e d • Th e r et u r n of the she r i f f that no reg is t er ed a g e n t --------
13 or officer can be found at the registered office in a county is 

---~-~---------------.--------------,_-------~-----_,_~--------------------
14 conclusive evidence that the corporation has no registered 3gent ---~---...--~~------~----------~~-----------~~ ---.---
15 or officer at its registered office. Service on the seGretsry 

-~----.-.--~-----------,_.------~ ... -------------------...--~-------
lb of ~tate of any process, notice, or demand is dee~ed personal ----~---~~-------------------~~-----.~-----------~---
17 service upon the corporation and shall be made by filing with 

l& the s~cretary of state ouplicate topies of the process, notice, 
--------------------------------------------~----

}Cj or demand. The secretary of sta.te shar I immediately torward, by 
-~----------------~-------------------------------------~-~-------

20 registered maU, addressed to the cor-porat ion at its registered 
-------------------~--~._,_--------~--------------------._.._--------,_,,_-

21 office, a copy of the process, notice, or demand. Service on 
-~~-------------~---------------~-----~------

22 the secretary of state is returnable in not fess than 30 days 
--------~~~-~-~-----~-~----~.......;._------~~-------~--~----~ 

23 notwithstanding a shorter period specrfied in the process, -~~-------~----
24 notice, or demand. 

25 Subd. 3. IRECORO UF SERVICE. .. } There ~hal r be maintained in 

26 the office of the secrEtary of state a record of all processes, 
--------------------------------------------· 

27 notices, and demands served upon the secretary of state under ---------------------~~---~-~-~--~~----------~-------~---
26 this section, including the date and time of servi&e and the ____________ ,_,, ___ ._._.. ______ ,_._,~-------
2~ action taken with reference to it. 

30 !ub~. 4. (•TH~~ MlTHODS OF Sf~VICE.l Ncthing in this 

31 section linits the right of a person to serve any process, 
----------------------------------

32 notice, or demand require~ or permitted by la~ to be served upon -~~~--------------------~-~~~---------------------
3 3 a c o r o o r a t i o n i n an ;,· o t he r ma r. n e r now o r t; et £' a ft el p e I Fii i t t e d by 

---
34 I a 1>1. 

35 

3b 

Sec. lt.4. [302A •. 9171 l5TAl[ INTERESTED, PR0[EE:DING-5 .. J 

If it appears at ar.y stage of a procePdin9 in a court in 

37 this statE- thzt the ~tate is, or is likely to be, interested 
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1 therein, or that it ,s a matter of general pub&rc interest, the 

2. court shal I order that a copy of the complaint or ret it ion be ·-----~-~-----------~~~~--------~--~~~-._.~---~-------.... 
3 served upon the attorneJ general in the ~ame manner prescrii>ed --~--~----~~-~------~---------~~-~~~------------~~-~--~--~ 
4 f o r s e r v i n 9 a sum mo n s i n a c i v i I a c t i o n • Th e at t o r n e y g en er a I 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

lo 

17 

16 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

n, 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

________________________ _...,_._~ ____ ,__,....~,_,._,.____.._,_,. __ _,__,_ 

sh a I I i ,n t e r v en e i n a p r o c e ed i n g "'h en th e a t to r n e y ~ en e ra I --------------~-~-----------~~---~----,__......_._,_ _ _,_,_, __ ,_,_ ______ _ 
determines tha.t the public interest requires it, whether or not 

----~~-----~-------------------~---~-------------------------
the kttorney general has been served. -----~--~---~-----~-----

Sec. 125. (302t.001I lClllTION.I 

Sections l to 125 may be cited as the •Minnes~ta ~usiness ______ _..,.___._._~ .-.-------------~---------- ---------
Corporation Act.• _____ ___,_, ______ _ 

Sec. 126. Minnesota Statutes 19SO, Section 53.01, is 

a mend e d to r e a d: 

53.0I (ORGANIZATION.I 

It is lawful for three or more persons, wtio desire to for-111 

a corporation for the purpose of carrying on primarilY the 

business of loan in~ Roney in small a~ounts to persons within the 

cond~tions sP-t forth in this chapter, to organize, under this 

chapter, an industrial loan clnd thrift company, by fifing with 

the secr~tary of state and the county recorder in the county tn 

hhich the place of business o! the corporation is located. a 

certificate of incorpo~ation, and upon paying the fees 

prescribEd Ly sections 3-9-¼-sS-~-~ftd-~~~~r I to 125 and upon ------
COTIPl iance with the prccEd~re ~rovided for the organization and 

government of ordinary corporation~ und~r the laws of this 

sta.te, and upon conwl iance with the additionar requirements of 

tnis chapter prier to recefvin~ autho[ization to do business. 

Sec. 127. Hinneso~a Statutes 19SO. ~ection 303.05, 

Subdivision 1, is amended to r£ad~ 

.SubdiVi!:iOn 1. (C[RTJFICATE nF AUTHORITY, 1-'HE-N NOl 

JSSUED.j No c~rt ificate of authori 1.y shall be issued to a 

foreign corporation the nt-rr.e of wiich would bE' ~,ohibited to a 

~orroraticn which rni9ht then l~ formed under the pro~isions of 

sec ti on s 3 O l • O 1 to 3 O l • b 1 , u nd e r the p r o vi st on s o f sect i on s 1 to 

125, or under the Minnesota Ncnprofit Co,~or&ticn Act; provided, 

th3t, if the name~, such co~por~tion does not end with the word 

"corporation," or the word •incorporated," or the abbreviation 

"Inc.," or rioes not contain the ~ord •company~ or the 
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1 a o b re v i a t i o n !t9 Co • • n o t i m r.: e cl i 2 t e I y ~ 1 e c f de d b Y t h e " o rd • a n d .. o r 

2 the character "t,~ a certificate of authority may be issued to 

3 it if it aQrees in i!~ ~ppli~ation for a certificate of 

4 authority to add at the end of its nar~e th~ word •incorporated• 

5 or the abbreviation •Inc.• in tr~nsacting business within tnis 

6 state. The name of such corpcration nay contain the wo~d 

7 •cooperative .. if it is a coope-rative corporation generally 

8 sinilar to the kine which might then be or~anized under the laws 

9 of this state. If ~uch ccrpcr~tion is a corporation obtaining a 

10 certificate of authority pursuant to the provi~ions of section 

11 303.04, the name of such corporation nay contain the words 

12 •bank," •trust,• •bcilding and lean,• or •savings• and such 

13 corporation shall not be required to add the ~ord • incorporated• 

14 or the abbreviation "Inc.• to its corporate name. 

15 Sec·. 128. ~innesc.ta Statutes 1980, Section JOB.341. is 

16 amended to read: 

17 308.341 (COOPERATIVE RURAL TELEPHONE COMPANIES, 

18 DIS5• LUTION.J 

19 Any cooperative rural telephone company organized under 

20 Revised Statutes 1905, Chapter 58, or the general laws of 

21 Minnesota 1905, Chapters 276 and 313, may dissolve by voluntary 

22 proceedings as provided by Kinnescta Statutes, Sections 301.47 

23 and 301.48, o, sections 100 to 106, wheneve~ a resolution --~-,..-------------
24 therefor, is adopted by a. majority of the voting power of all 

25 stockholders or shareholders at a meeting duly called for that 

2b purpose. 

27 Se c • 1 2 9 .. ~ i n n e sot a St at u t e s- 1 9 3 0 , S e ct ion 3 1 9 A -0 3 , is 

28 amended to read: 

29 319A.O~ (FORMATION Of CURP• RlTI •~-1 

30 One or more natur~l pr~fessionat persons may form a 

31 corporation pursuant to ~~~~1!"1'"~r~~ sections 301.01 to 
----------

32 301.b7, sections 1 to 125, o~ chapter 317 for the purposes -----~~-~------~---.--~~-----~------
33 hereinafter set forth. 

34 Se c • l 3 0 .. M i n rt e so ta 5 t at u t ~ s 198 0 , 5 e ct i on 3 l 9 A .. o 5 , is 

35 amended to read: 

36 319A.05 IAPPLICABILITY Of l • RPORATl •N ACTS.] 

37 A corporation incorporating unde~ sections 319A.Ol to 
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1 319t.22 and eht~t~~-3~¼-~~ sfctions 301.01 to 301.67, sections 
-----~---------------------------~ 

2 1 to 175, or chaoter 317 shafl proceed in the manner specified 
------------

3 in ~~&~~e~~-39-¼-&~ sections 301.0l to 301~67, sections l to 125, ----~-~-~---~~~----------~-~--~~----
4 or chapter 317. After incorporation a profession31 corporation 

5 shall enjoy the powers and privileges and shal r be subject to 

the duties and liabilities of other corporations or~anized under 

~~&~~~~➔~r-~~ sections 301.01 to 30l.b7, sections 1 to 12s. or 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

-------------...-.~~--~~~~---
chapter 317, except ~ns~far as the sa~e may be limited or --~~---
enlar;ed bY sections 319A.Ol to 319~.22. If any provision of 

sections 319A.Ol to 319A.22 conflicts with the provisions of 

e~~~~~~~-?re-r-~ se~tions 301.01 to 301.67, sections 1 to 125. or 
_._.._,...,,__,,__~ ____ _,_,_,_______ --------------------

_chapter 317, sect icns 319A .cl to 319A.22 t-att-~ take Pf P-Cedence. 
-- --
Sec. 131. ~innesota Statutes 1980, ~ection 319A.ll. 

Sub di vision la, is aliaende~ to read: 

5ubd. la~ A professional co1pcration may at any time AY 

16 amendment to its er.rt ic les of incorporation relinquish the powers 

17 and privileges confer-rec upon it by this chapter and erect to be 

l~ governed therea1ter solely by the provisions of ettfte-r-efl~~~~~ 

19 ,&r-&~ sr.ctions 301.01 to 301.67, sectio~s 1 to 1is, or chapter ------------~~ 
20 317. ~-~otwithstandinq any provision of t~is cha;,ter, the 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

2b 

27 

2€ 

2~ 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

representative of a deceased or incompetent shareholder of a 

professional corporaticr. shall have authority to vote the 

deceCAsed or incompetent shareholder's shares on the question of 

adopting such an &mendment. 

Sec. 132. Minnesota !tatutes 19eO, Section 319A.12. 

Subdivision ·2, is amE:-nded to read: 

Subd. 2. If within 90 days following the date of death of 

a share ho I d e r c; r me m b er of a p r o f e s s ton a l co r-p or at i o n or t he 

loss of his license to render professional service all of the 

shares or ne~bership o~ned by the deceased or disqualified 

shareholder or membP.r have not been transferred to and acquired 

b y th e co r po r ra t i o n o r p e rs on s qua I i f i e d to o ~ n t he s ha re s or 

rn e 11 be r sh i p , th e co r po r a t i o n sh a l r the, e aft € r b c gov e r- n e d s o I e l y 

by the provisions of eh~~~e--,-~-5'8-t-&~ sections 301.0l to 301.&7, _____ ....._._.~.-.-.~-------........ ~ 
sections 1 to 125', or chapter 317 and shal I not enjoy any of the -------~-~~-~--~-~--~---~ 

3~ pc~ers and privileges conferred bY sections ?l~A.01 to 319A.22 .. 

37 ~hen the corporation ceases to be authorized to render 
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1 rrofessicnal service, it~ cor~oratr. name must be ·changed to 

2 co~pfy with the corporate name provision cf ek~~e~~-3&¼-e~ 

3 sections 301.01 to 301.67, se&tions 1 to 125, or chapter 317, -~~-~-~---~--~-~-----~--~~~--~-----~-~--------------
4 and any words, phrases or abbreviations contained therein to 

5 co~ply with the provisions of sections 319~.0l to ~19~.22 shall 

b be eliminated. 

7 Sec. 133. Minnesota Statutes 1930• Section 39lA •. 20. is 

8 amended to read: 

9 319A.20 !SUSPENSION OR REVOCATlON.l 

10 The corporate charter of a professional corporation or the 

11 certificate of authority of a foreign professional corporation 

12 ~ay be suspended or revoked pursuant to sections 301.57, 111, or 
-~~~ 

13 317.&2 for the reasons enu~erated therein or for failure to 

14 comply with the provisions cf sections 319A.Ol to 319A.22 or the 

15 rules and requlations of any board. A board through the 

16 attorney gen~r-at may ins~itu~e such suspension or revocation 

17 proceedings. 

lb Sec. 134. Minnesota Statutes 1980, Section 3b7.42, 

19 Subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

20 

21 

367.42 [DUTIES OF DEPUTY CONSlABLES~l 

Subcivision l. Notwithstanding any general or loca I law or 

22 charter to the contrary, any deputy constable employed or 

23 el~cted on or after July I~ 1979 bY a political subdivi~ion of 

24 the state of Minnesota sha It heve the following pcwers and 

25 duties: 

26 la) To have the powers of a~rest o1 a private person; 

27 lb) To perform the duties of a constab[e prescribed by law 

26 relative to election procedure; 

29 (c) To Perform the following duties at the direction of the 

30 county sheriff or constable! 

31 ~~r-½-to~d~e~-~~ee-+~~~e-~~~~-~ft-e&~~&~ft~ttft-~+t&~~ 

32 ~~~~~e~~-~~~~e~io~-39¼-ri-~~ 

33 t-i+r ( iJ To in~rect communication wire and cab lt! or records 

34 of such wire and cable pursuant to section 32~E.2li 

.35 l-+H+ (ii) To ccnduct hctc( ( ien sales pursuant to section 

36 327 .,)~; and 

3 7 f+ ¥ r ( i i i ] T O C O n d UC t P U b I i C a UC t i O n s a l es o f U n c I a i me d 
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2 ld) To arrest any individual who. in the deputy constaore•s 

3 presence, commits a violation of the intoxicating liquor act, 

4 chapter 340; 

5 (eJ Ta pro~ide genera[ administrative or clerical 

b a ss i stance ta cc u n t y she r i f f s , r o ca I po r i c e de pa rt m e nt s 0 r 

1 constablesi and 

a Cf} To provide traffic or crowd control assistance to 

9 county sheriffs, loc~l police departments oc- constables-
' 

10 Sec. 135. [REPEALER.I 

11 Minnesota Statutes 1980~ Sections 301.01; 30!.02 301.03; 

12 301.04; 301.os; -301. •b; 30l.07i 301.011; 301.oai 301 .. 09; ~~------~~ ~,_,._..,__ ________________ _ 
1 3 3 a 1 • o 9 s ; 3 o 1 • 1 o ; 30 1 • 1 1 ; 3 o 1 • 1 2 ; 3 o 1 .13 ; 3 o 1.14; 3 o 1.1 s ; ------------- .__._ _______ _ 
14 301.lbi 301.17; 301.18, 301.19;: 301.ZO; 301..2lr 301.22; 301.23; 

,_,_,__ ____________ ,___ ____ -. --~_,,_,_,_,_ __ ~-----
15 301-24; 301.?5; 3-01.26; 301.27; ?0I.2a; ~Ol.29i 301.30; 301.31; 

.. ________ ,_,_ _ _,_ ___________ ~-
lo 301.32; 301.33; 301.34; 301.35; 301.3b; 301.37; 301 .. 371; 301.38; -----~~--~----------~----~--__),, ___ _ 
17 301.39; 301.40; 301.41; 301.42; 301.421; 301.4!; 301.44; 301.45; ---~ -~~~~.__, _ __._,___,.__~-------~-,.- -----
16 301.~6; 301.47; 301.48; 301.49; 301.SO; 301.,51; 30;l.$lli 301.52; ~----------~~---~------- -.~--------
l 9 3 0 1 • 5' 3 ; 3 0 l • 5 4 ; 3 0 1 • 5 5 , 30 l • ~ e ; 3 Q 1 • 5 7 ; 3 0 l • S 3 ;: ?;\J 1. 5 c;. ; 3 0 l • 6 0 i _______ ..._~-.--.-__,._._,_,_,_ ________ ~_},_,.__ _________ ~ 

I 
20 301.bl; 30l.b2; 301.63; 301.b4i 301.65, 301.66,(and 301 •. 67 are ·-------~-~------~----~---~~---------------
21 repe31 ~d. 

4 

22 Sec. 136 .. [AFF~OPRIAlUJN.J ·, 
\ 

23 The suo of s .......•• ~ is appr-oprra.ted fF9om the gene~ar ------------
24 fund to the secretary of state to carry cut the additional 

.. ._.._,_,_ _______ ~___,___,_ ~--------------------
25 duties imposed by this oct as indicated in this section, to be ____________ ,__,___~------ ·------------- ------~---
2b available fcir the fiscal year ending June 30 in the years 

____,_~~-- - -- --------~~____.. _______ _ 
27 indicated .. 

28 

29 

3U 
~-

31 

___ ._.,_.__,_,_,_ 

la) Preparation, m~dling. and 
~-._,_,_,_---~----------

filing of annual re~orts ·---------~ ---~,_,_ ______ _ 
Cbl Other duties -----------~----~ 

32 Sec. 137. [EFFECTIVE O.&TfS.t 

:98 Z 19'83 

$ •••••••• s •••••••• --~-----------
$ •• ··---· s -·----.,. -----~-----

33 .Sections 1 to 124,. 126 to 133, and 13& are effective July ____ ___,_~-------.-----.-...~ _,_~~-~~,__,_,_,___~----~ 

34 1, 19~1. Sections I25y 134, a~d 135 are affective Januiry J, 

------------------... ~·--·----------·-··-·---~5 lgP.j. 
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